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lnflation and anti-inflationary policies 
in Brazil *

Ma rio Henrique Simonsen • • 

1 - Historical background 

Inflation has already been recognized as part of the Brazilian way 
of life. Prices have been rising uninterruptely since 1933, which 
is to say that people under fifty or even perhaps sixty of age have 
not experienced life with stable prices. Meanwhile real output has 
been expanding at significantly fast rates, a trend of 7% a year 
having been sustained since the early fifties. There is no evidence 
that the Brazilian lack of price discipline contributed to this long 
term growth. Yet, the Brazilian case dismisses the old parable that 
chronic inflation is not consistent with sustained economic 
development. 

Reliable series of price indices extend back only to 1939. 
Among them, the most popular indicator of inflation is the general 
price index estimated by the Getulio Vargas Foundation. lt is a 
curious blend of a national wholesale price index (weight 6) 
with two regional indices for the city of Rio de Janeiro, the cost of 
living index (weight 3) and the construction cost index (weight l) 
Tradition is the only explanation why this weighted average is 
still labeled the general price index. The Government has recently 
tried to divert attention from this indicator to the national 
consumer price index of the IBGE. (National Institute of Geography 
and Statistics). This campaign seems to be inspired on a pragmatic 
motivation. ln the twelve month period ending in october 1980, 
the inflation rate, which stands at 87% according to the national 

• Paper prc�nted to the Conference oo World Ioflatioo aod Inflatioo io
Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, December 15-16, 1980. The author ü indebted to 
Rudiger Dombusch for his comments on this paper. 

• • Fundação Getulio Varga!, Rio de Janeiro. 
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consumer price index, leaps lo I 09% when measured by the 
general price index, the difference being explained by the explosive 
behavior of the wholesale price index in the last twelve months, 
From the technical point of view, the national CPI is probably 
less of a mixed bag than the general price index. Yet, since there 
are no reports on lhe national CPI prior to 1979, we shall stick 
throughout this paper to the traditional measurement of inflation 
by the changes in the general price imlex of Getulio Vc1rgas 
Foundation. 1 

lnformation on inHation rates prior to 1939 is at best 
imprecise. With some tolerance for statistical methods one might 
use a cost of living series for the city of Rio de J,meiro which 
extends back to 1912. For the period before 1912 we are led into 
the cloudy field of price archeology. An interesting book in this 
field is Mircea Buescu's "300 years of inflation", where it is shown 
that prolonged general price rises were not uncommon since the 
middle colonial times. ln another curious book published in l 960, 
Oliver Onody produced a cost of Jiving series tor the period 
1829/1912. Onody's indices are not to be taken too serious]y, since 
they are based on simple aritl1metical averages of some se]ected 
prices. Yet, they do provicle some indication on the general price 
movements during the nineteenth century. 

According to Onody's índices, throughout the years of the 
Empire (l 822/89) Brazil experienced a very moderate b ut steady 
general price rise, at an average annual rate of 1,5%, By modero 
standards this could be praised as a period of aclmirable price 
stability, but one should remember that in the nineteenth century, 
since prices were flexible cnough, waves of deflation were almost 
as frequent as those of inflation. Price cycles, so frequently found 
in the economic records of other countries, were virtually unknown 
under the Brazilian Empire. 

The early days of the Republic were accompanie<l by huge 
budget deficits financccl by money printing. Economic policies 
were then oriented by Ruy Barbosa, who was a remarkable 
Brazilian writer and thinker but also a highly expansionary Minister 
of Finance. The result was an inflationary burst, prices more 
than doubling over a five-year period. 

1 lmplicit deflators, in spi1c of 1heir theoretical alh•antagcs, will not bc 
taken into account, since thcy accum ulate two groups of mcasurcmcnt crron 
which should not be neglccted: 1hmc in 1he nominal anc.l thosc in the rui 
output. Estimates of the implicit dcflator of the gross domestic product, 
published by thc Gelulio Vargas Foundation, havc in fact been subjcct to 
frequent revisions. 
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President Campos Salles (1898/1902) anel his ;\,Iinister of 
Finance Joaquim Murtinho clecided to implement the most severe 
;rntiinflationary program ever experienced by the country. 
Public expenc.litures were clramatically cut, the money supply was 
contracted and prices actually [ell. Virulent side-effects have been 
reported in terms o[ noisy bankrupcies which probably caused a 
substantial decline in the levels oE output anel employment. As a 
political cost, Campos Salles endecl his term as the most unpopular 
President of the Old Republic. It was recognized only later that 
he paved the way to the first Brazilian miracle, a twelve year 
period of prosperity with perfectly stable prices, from l 902 
through 1914. 

lnflation resumed its pace with the beginning of World War I, 
now at an average annual rate of 8%, from 1914 to 1927. A brief 
period of price stability was achieved during the Washington Luiz 
administration (1926/30). Prices then plunged some 15% between 
1929 and 1933, as a result of the Great Depression. 

The Old Republic was buried by the 1930 Revolution which 
led Getulio Vargas into power, first as a provisional President, 
then as a Constitutional one, anel ]ater on as a Dictator. Substantial 
economic changes were then introduced. The prices of coffee, the 
main export item of the country, had collapsed with the Great 
Depression anel, as a result, Brazil had to face unprececlented trade 
deficits. Confidence in the efficiency of the market mechanisms 
was clisruptccl, and the Government tried to solve the problems 
by imposing a number of regulations. Import substitution was 
fostered by a new wave of protectionism. Institutes were created 
to control the production and exports of some key items, such as 
co[fee and sugar. Labor laws were enacted. ln terms of economic 
growth, the balance of such policies does not appear to have been 
unfavorable. According to Isaac Kerstenetsky's estimates, Brazil 
was able to sustain an average rate of growth of real GDP of 4% 
a year along the thirties, a remarkable record for that decade. 
1nllation, however, picked up again in 1934, at an average annual 
rate of 7%. 

\,Vorlcl War II imposed a shortage of Brazilian imports and 
favored the country's exports. Monetary and fiscal policies were 
unable to offset the expansionary effects of the balance of 
payments surpluses. Both, the increase in the aggregate demand 
and some import bottleneeks pushed the inflation rate of 15% 
a year. 

ln October 1945 Vargas was deposed. The first constitutional 
government of the new republic, under Presidem Eurico Outra 
( 1946 / 50) was tem porarily successfu I in bringing the inflation 
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rates down through the elimination of the import restraints. Since 
the cruzeiro was clearly overlued for the postwar economy, the 
cost of such policies was the depletion of the foreign reserves 
accumulated during thc war period. 

From 1951 to 1958 the average annual rate of inflation 
jumped to 17%, with a minimum of II% in 1952 and a maximum 
of 27% in 1954. The acceleration of the price increases can be 
ascribed to three main causes: i) the expansion of the money 
supply, at an annual average rate of 22%; ii) the need to realign 
the exchange rate, which was pegged to the Bretton ·woods parity 
until 1953; iii) the minimum wage increases of 1952, 1954, 1956. 
Minimum wage increases exerted substantial pressures on prices 
in those days, since the average salaries were then quite dose to 
the minimum official levels. 

A new periocl of soaring rates of inflation was to begin in 
1959, in the second half of the Kubitschek administration. The 
Government had launched an ambitious program of import 
substitution, of highway construction, of expansion of the 
hidroelectric capaàty, and, as a very especial symbol, of construction 
of Brasília, which was to become the new capital of the country. 
Economic growth was to be achieved at any cost, according to the 
official ideology, and monetary orthodoxy was duly rejected. ln 
1961, Presidem Janio Quadros announced a well articulated 
economic program, the first phase of which was a strong devaluation 
of the cruzeiro, which had been once again overvalued. Nobody 
will ever know how the subsequent phases would havc evolved, 
since Quadros resigned after seven months. He was succeeded by 
his populist Vice-President João Goulart who encouraged labor 
strikes, generously expanding both, nominal wages and budgetary 
deficits, under the heading of incarne redistribution. General 
price leve] increases, measured from December to December, soared 
to 39.2% in 1959, 30.5% in 1960, 47.7% in 1961, 51 .3% in 1962, 
81.9% in 1963 and 91 ,9% in 1964. 

ln March !II, 1964, Goulart was deposed. The new military 
government, under President Castello Branco (1964 /67) 
implemented a comprehensive economic program not only designed 
to fight inflation and to adjust the balance of payments, but 
especially to lay the basis for a future period of accelerated growth. 
The first phase of the program consisted of a quick realignment 
of relative prices, including the exchange rates, which had been 
strongly distorted in the Iate fifties and early sixties. This was 
the so-alled corrective inflation period, in which the Governmcnt 
had to bear the cost of inheriting an cxplosive and still repressed 
general price rise. 
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After the 1964 peak of 91. 9%, the inflation rate plunged to 
34. 5% in I 965. Excellent crops might have favored this result
(the agricultura! procluction increased by 13. 8% in 1965), but
there is little doubt that inflation basically declined because of
the reduction in aggregate demand. Evidence is to be found in the
fact that the only prolonged industrial recession in Brazil, since
World ,var 11, occurred in 1965, -when industrial output fell by
4. 7% on a yearly average. Yet , there seems to be no room to
explain the 1965 events on pm·e monetary grounds. The money
supply had expancled by 81 .6% in 1964 and continue to expand
at 79 .5% in 1965. ln fact, the monetary expansion of 1965 was,
in some sense, much healthier than that of the previous year. lt
was much less directed to thc expansion of domestic credit, and
much more to the purchase of foreign assets and agricultura}
surpluses. Yet, these sectoral considerations did not imply a
reduction of the real cash balances held by the public. Aggregate
demand and inflation rates fell in 1965 mainly because of the
substancial budget cnts, and because of a newly implemented wage
formula which will be described in Section 3. These faces were
strong enough to change the inflationary expectations of most
people, inducing them to accept a substantial increase in the real
stock o[ money.

Anti-inflationary policies had no visible effects in 1966, when 
the general price index rose by 38. 8% and when industrial 
production recovered by 9. 9%. Yet , for the first time the newly 
created Central Bank set forth a truly tight monetary policy (by 
Brazilian standards, of cource) , limiting to 13. 8% the expansion 
of M

1• The liquidity squeeze again pushed down aggregate demand
and industrial output in late 1966 and early 1967. As a result, 
the inflation rate fell to 24.3% in 1967. 

Castello Branco's term ended on March 15, 1967. His period 
marks the most dramatic anti-inílationary achievement in the 
country since the Campos Salles administration, and much of the 
impressive results are to be attributed to Finance and Planning 
Ministers Octavio Bulhões and Roberto Campos. ln fact a much 
more ambitious target was being pursued in those days, that of 
bringing the inflation rates down to 10% a year. This objective 
was never to be achieved. Yet the importance of the 1964/67 policies 
was not confined to the reduction of the inflation rates. The 
balance of payments was also properly adjusted. And a number of 
institutional reforms paved the way to a new era of accelerated 
growth. 

A widespread system of indexation rules was the most 
interesting outcorne of the above mentioned reforms. Problems 
created by overabundant escalator clauses will be discussed in 
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Section 7, where it will be suggested that widcspread indexing 
might introduce inílation rigidities, with especially perverse effects 
in periods of adverse supply shocks. Li[e with inflation, however, 
becomes much easier. Until 1964 the Brazilian economy was subject 
to all the classical inflationary distortions listed in elementary 
textbooks, in fact those created either by unanticipated inflation 
or by money illusioned regulations, such as usury laws, rent freezes, 
etc. Since the middle sixties most of thcse distortions were duly 
eliminated by indexing. (1980 is to be 1·egarded as an unfortunate 
exception, since the indexation rules were broken) . 

Since the avcrage real wage in the manufacturing industry 
declined 24.8% from 1964 to 1967, it is oíten argued that the 
anti-inflationary policies of the Castello Branco Government could 
only be successful to the extent that they squeezed the wage earners. 
The fact the labor unions were weakened and that nominal wages 
were just partially indexcd, according to a formula which will bc 
described !ater on, obviously contributed to the effectiveness of 
the anti-inflationary policies. Yet, the decline of real wages is to 
be ascribed to other objectives o[ economic policy, those of 
realigning the relativc priccs, of reinforcing the domestic savings 
rate, and of adjusting the balance of payments. It is worth 
mentioning that approximately half of the 24. 8% real wage decline 
in the manufacturing industry was due to the price increase of 
the cost o[ living basket in terms of industrial goods units, mainly 
the result of rent defreezes :md oE subsidy cuts. The other hal[ 
was a procyclical wage decline, which finds its natural explanation 
in the more competitive conditions of labor supply. 

The years 1968 through 1973 were the fortunate period of 
the so-called "Brazilian Miracle". Annual inflation rates gradually 
declined from 24.3% in 1967 to 15.7% in 1973. Real domestic 
product expanded at an average rate of II. 5% a year. Money 
expanded at an average annual rate of 36. 8%, Real wages 
experienced a substantial growth, especially those of skilled workel"S. 
Foreign capital flowed into the country, which was able to show 
a 6 .4 billion dollar reserve figure by thc end of 1973. 

The natural unemployment rate hypothesis provides a simple 
explanation of the miracle. The restrictive policies of the Castello 
Branco period had brought the actual industrial output 
substantially below i ts potencial levei, presumably sorne 15% in 
1967, leaving a large space to accelerated growth in the subsequent 
years. Moderately expansive monetary policies could then stimulate 
growth without speeding up the inflation rate. Moreover, the 
period was blessed by favorable supply shocks, both from agriculture 
and from externai prices. 
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SLrong inflationary pressures were built up in 1973, when M1 
expancled 47%, when output advancecl far beyoncl its trencl, and 
when OPEC quaclrupled the oil prices. Yet, the Mediei Government 
was strangly commited to a 12% n year inflation rate ceiling. 
\Vith massive price contrais anel subsidies the general price rise 
increase was repressecl at 15 . 7%. 

President Geisel took office in l\farch 15, 1974, inheriting 
repressecl prices, a number of commoclity shortages anel a huge 
deficit in the tracle balance. ln his five year periocl a compromise 
solULion was attemptecl for a number of objcctives, namely: i) to 
acljust thc balance of payments anti to keep a goocl international 
creditstanding: ii) to keep real pracluct grnwing at its historical 
pace; iii) to contrai the inflation rate within acceptable limits by 
Brazilian standards; iv) to prarnote export growth anel to reduce 
the foreign depenclence of the country through a new pragram 
'Jf import substitution. Times were dlfficult enough anel objectives 
�o reconcile also conflicting enough. 

The b.:lance of payments anel import substituLion objectives 
were satisfactorily managecl, the trade deficit, in nominal clollars, 
being reclucecl from 4. 7 billion in 1974 to approximately one 
billion in 1978, anel foreign reserves being raised to 12 billion 
clollars at the encl of the period. ln spite of annual swings, the 
average rate of growth o[ real GDP was kept at 7%, the historical 
trend rate. 

Anti-inflationary policies were subject to varying degrees of 
priority, anel inílation rates thus became extremely volatile. A price 
outburst, clue to the previously repressed inflation, occurred in 
the first fcw weeks of the Geisel Government. Then, the expansion 
of money was restrictecl to 23% in thc first twelve months of the 
new Government. Tight monetary policies limited the general price 
increase to 23% from may 1974 to may 1975. They also abated the 
industrial rate of grawth. Emphasis was then shifted to growth 
targets. Money grawth thus increased to 42. 8% in 1975 anel an 
ambitious pragram of public investment was implemented. 
Inflation soared again, reaching the 46. 3% rate in 1976. Tight 
monernry anel fiscal policies were then reestablished. Yet, inflation 
now appearecl more rigid, perhaps because of adverse supply 
shocks, perhaps because of full wage inclexing which hacl been 
implemented in January I 975. The general price levei increased 
by 38 . 7% in 1977 anel by 40,8% in 1978. 

President Figueiredo, who took oHice in March, 15, 1979. 
Cormally announcecl that his main economic objective woulcl be to 
recluce inflation to the pre-oil crisis rates. Yet, in August 1979 
a number of unorthodox policies were intraduced, under the 
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principie that inClation was to be fought lhrough accelerated 
growth. Administered prices were quickly adjusted, since 
policy-makers believed that a high rate of inflation in l 979 would 
automatically be followed by a low rate in 1980. This was called 
corrective inílation. The money supply expanded rapidly, especially 
to provide abundant and cheap credit to agriculture, since it was 
:tlso announced that a super-crop would bring inflation to a halt. 
Interest rates were controlled, since policy makers preferred 
Tooke to Wicksell. Wages became indexed on a six-month basis, 
free negotiation of a real increase, labeled productivity gain, being 
superimposed on the automatic nominal adjustment. Moreover, a 
10% real bonus on a six-month basis was granted on ali salaries 
up to three minimum wages. ln december, 7, 1979, the cruzeiro 
was maxidevalued, the dollar/cruzeiro rate being increased 30%. 
Oddly enough, the main impact of the ma.xidevaluation was just 
to break an eleven year tradition of crawling pegs. Effects on 
imports and exports were largely offset by the sudden withdrawal 
of the export subsidies and import prior deposits, which previously 
were being phased out under a gradual five year program agreed 
with GATT. 

ln january 1980 the Government decided that a strong 
psychological move would erase most of the recurring effects of 
the late 1979 moves, including the externai oil price shocks. 
l\fassive price contrais and subsidies were then implemented, and 
the Government announced that monetary correction and exchange 
devaluations in )980 would be limited to 45% and to 40% 
respectively. These ceilings were lately increased by some ten points 
of percentage. 

lnflation rates skyrocketed. 

2 - The monetary system 

A chronic inflation at the Brazilian rates could never be sustained 
without highly expansive monetary policies, a view which seems to 
be shared even by most non-monctarists. ln fact, in the thirty 
year period from december 1949 to december 1979, M1 increased 
almost fourteen thousand times. The Brazilian monetary system 
is a very peculiar one, and with a built-in bias toward the expansion 
of the money supply. lt has been long recognized that inflation 
is hard to prevent whenever the Federal Government has the 
authority to print money to finance its deficits, especially if this 
authority can be exercised independently of Congressional 
approval. This is the reason why a number of countries try to 
keep their Central Banks within some sort of apolitical shrine. 
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Inllation is still harder to prevent if the Government can create 
money not only to finance its deficits, but also to extend subsidized 
loans to the private sector. This is fundamentally the Brazilian 
case. 

A unique role in the system is played by the "Banco do Brasil", 
a commercial bank controlled by the Federal Government, but 
with a minority fraction of its equity capital largely dispersed 
among private shareholders. At least in part, Banco do Brasil is 
a profit oriented financial institution, anel its shares have been 
rateei for long as stock-exchange blue-chips. 

Until 1964 Brazil hacl no Central Bank. Monetary regulations 
were issued by SUMOC (Currency anel Creclit Superintenclency). 
Legal money was issued by the Treasury whenever requested by 
the Banco cio Brasil. Anel the Banco do Brasil acted simultaneously 
as a commercial bank, as a clevelopment bank, as the Government's 
bank, also provicling recliscount facilities to the commercial banks. 
Since the board of the Banco do Brasil was appointed by the 
President of the Republic, this was just a roundabout method by 
which the Government could create money to finance its budget 
dificit (federal bonds were largely discredited until 1964), to 
extend commercial bank credit, to accumulate foreign reserves (a 
rare event in the years 1947 through 1964) and to expand Banco 
do Brasil loans to the private sector. The latter forro of money 
creation increased both the profits and the political prestige of the 
Banco do Brasil, so that the official bank always kept strong 
vested interests in the expansion of the money supply. 

The Central Bank was created in 1965. Legal currency issues, 
Federal Governmcnt financing, the provision of rediscount facilities 
to commercial banks and the contra! of foreign reserves were all 
ascribed to the Central Bank. Yet, the 1965 monetary reforro was 
largely incomplete. Far from standing as an independem institution, 
the Central Bank was put under the contra] of the Ministry of 
Finance. (The sarne happened, inciclentally, with the Banco cio 
Brasil). Anel the Banco do Brasil still kept an unique operational 
system which will be described below. 

Money and foreign exchange regulations are issued by the 
National Monetary Council, which is composed of five Ministers 
of State, eight Chairmen of federal financial institutions, including 
the Central Bank and the Banco do Brasil anel by eight private 
experts. The Council is chaired by the Minister of Finance. 
Ceilings on the annual rates of growth of the monetary base, of the 
money supply and of the assets of Banco do Brasil are set by 
the Monetary Council, in an approved Monetary Budget. 

Besicles usual commercial bank liabilities, a very peculiar 
system of funding has been provided to Banco do Brasil: an 
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open-end rediscount facility at the Central Bank, with a symbolic 
nominal interest rate of I % a year. Thus the Banco do Brasil is 
"de facto" a second Central Bank. lt can indirectly print money 
to finance the expansion of its assets. ln theory, the Banco do 
llrasil can only use this rediscount facility to the extent that its 
assets do not exceed the monetary buclget ceilings. For a period of 
time, when due respect was paid to monetary policy, excesses 
were penalized with heavy rediscount rates, which strongly delerred 
the expansionary tendencies o[ thc Banco do Brasil. This 
retliscount rate penaltics were abolishetl in August 1979. 

A strong and determined Minister of Finance can manage the 
monetary budgct with some success. fine tuning o( the monetary 
targets never proved lo be feasible, since many of the budget 
items are subject to heavy forecasl errors, such as foreign reserve 
holdings. Yet, a great part of thesc errors can be offset by 
open-markel operations, reserve requirement regulations etc., 
providecl Lhe monetary accounts are subject to a careful follow-up 
and provided lhe Banco do Brasil is brought under contrai. 
Summing up, for a delermined Minister of Finance, backed 
enough by thc President of the Republic, the money supply can 
be managed as a quasi-exogenous variable. 

For a less determinecl Minister oF Finance, the monelary 
budget is a mere picce of fonnality, since it can be revised at any 
moment by the National Monetary Council, and since the 
majorily of the members of lhe Council are Federal Government 
officíals. Moreover, evcn if lhe budget is not revised and if its 
ceilings are Iargely clisrespec1ed, nobody gets penalized. ln pratice, 
a numbcr oI public expendilures and subsidies can run lhrough 
the mone1ary accounts, thus escaping the fiscal budget which is 
subject to Congress approval. This incidentally explains the 
paradoxal coexistencc of hugc rates of monetary expansion with 
systematic surpluses in thc fiscal budget. 

J n a "'onl the �ystcm is too flexiblc and too much ex posed 
lo political pressurcs. ln the fifteen year periocl preceeding the 
creation of the Central Ilank, thc money supply expanded at an 
averagc annual rate of 35%. ln thc following fi[teen years this 
avcrage rate rose 10 40%. This is the best evidence that the 
Brazilian monetary system never in fact experiencecl a meaningful 
refonn. 

3 - Indexation rules 

Jndexing, as previously nolcd, has playcd a major rnle in the 
working o( the Brazilian price system since 1964. Different rnles 
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of indexation have been adopLed for Treasury Boncls, incarne tax 
brackets, rents, mortgages and saving accounts, fixed assets, for wages 
and for Lhe exchange rate. \-Vithout entering too much ínto 
details, it is important to describe Lhe essentials o( such rules, 
which, incídentally, were subject Lo a number of changes since 1964. 

Inclexed Trcasury Bonds (the OR TN) were created ín july 
l 964. Their face \'alue was formerly adjustecl every quarter, anel
Iately every month. Except in 1973 and 1980, the nominal value
of the ORTN has always becn determined by a three-month moving
average of the general wholesale price índex of the Getulio Vargas
FoundaLion. For a number of years, the face value V, of the ORTN
in month l was cletermined by the formula:

V, = K {P,_ 1 + P,_� + P,_0) 

K indicating a constant, P1 _, the wholesale price índex for month i.

Lags were Jately reduced, since the Getulio Vargas Foundatíon 
becamc able to procluce each month's index in the first ten days 
o( thc following month, anel the folJowing chain-rule was substituted 
for the above formula: 

V, 

l',_. 
P, .. � + P, _:i + P, __ 1 
P,-:1 + P,_� + P,_� 

(b) 

ln July 1975 it was suggestccl by formcr i\·Iinister of Financc 
Octavío Hulhões that ínclexation rules should exclude Lhe effects 
o( supply shocks. For some months the Getulio Vargas Foundation 
auempted Lo proelucc a series of wholesale pricc inelices wherc 
supply shocks were cluly offseL, thc so called "acciclentalily 
acljustment". The iclc:i was technic,11Iy sound anel was implemented 
fo1· an ínterim period, but calculatíons proved to be rather difficult 
anel discretionary. Thus, ín July 1976 the accidentality was put 
aside and a new chain rule was adopted for the monthly correction 
o[ the value of the ORTN: 

V 1 = 0,8 
P,_� + P,_3 + P,_,I
P,_:1 + l',-� + P, __ ; 

+ 0,2023

Since 0,2023 0,2 (1,15) 1 112, the formula actually meant 

(e) 

partia! ínclexaLion whenever the inflation rate exceeded 15% a year, 
presumably on account o[ systematically adverse supply shocks. 
For an annua] inflation rate oI 40%, índexation would be reduced 
to approximately 35%, etc. 



ln late 1979 the above formula was coupled with substantial 
discounts for accidentality, so that the ORTN adjustment lagged 
30 percentage points behind the actual inflation rate. For 1980, 
as previously rcmarked, the monetary correction of the OR TN has 
been prefixed far below the general price rise. A similar, although 
less distorted procedure, had been adopted in 1973, when the 
Government insistently sticked to the 12% inflation rate target. 
A new rule, linking the OR TN to the national CPI is now under 
study by the Government. 

Incarne tax brackets are annually adjusted according to a 
coefücient at the discretion of the Minister of Finance. Traditionally 
this coefücient corresponds to some rounded up approximation 
oE the ORTN percentual change. 

Saving accounts and mortgages are indexed according to the 
ORTN, except that the nominal adjustments are made on a 
quarterly instead of monthly basis. Fiscal debts are also indexed 
along with the ORTN. Fixed assets, until 1977 were adjusted once 
a year, according to the annual averages of the wholesale price 
index. Sincc 1978 they have been quarterly adjusted with the ORTN. 

From August 1968 to December 1979, foreign exchange rates 
were indirectly indexed by the minidevaluations of the cruzeiro. 
As a basic guideline, the dollar/cruzeiro rate was changed by small 
percentages, and at short anel irregular intervals (10 to 50 days) 
according to the inf1ation rate differential between Brazil and the 
United States. Domestic inílation, for this purpose, was measured 
by the industrial wholesale price índex, which appropriately 
reílected the costs of manufactured exports. Slight adjustments 
were superimposed to this basic rule, taking into account a number 
of factors, namely: i) the fluctuations of the dollar relative to 
other major currencies; ii) the inflation rate differentials bctween 
the major OECD countries; iii) changes in the terms of trade; 
iv) domcstic balance of payments problcms. As previously remarked,
this basic rule was broken by the 30% maxidevaluation of December,
7, 1979 and by the predetermination of the cruzeiro devaluation
for 1980. A return to the traditional minidevaluation rule was
recently announccd for 1981, except that domestic inflation will
now be measured by the national CPI.

Rents have been subject to various indexation rules. ln 1964, 
law 4494 established two regimes of rent adjustments, one for 
the so called new rents, the ones under contract as well as the 
new ones to be contracted, another for the so callecl old rents. The 
Jatter werc the result of tenancy laws which indefinitely extended 
rent contracts after their maturities, at the option of the tenant. 
Rent adjustments in new contracts should follow the minimum 
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wage ina-eases. The sarne rule applied to the old rents, plus a 
supplementary increase intended to gradually phase out the real 
gap accumulated in the past. ln 1967, free choice of cscalator 
clauses was authorized in new rent contracts. As of 1979, rent 
payments can be adjusted only once a year, proportionally to the 
change o( the ORTN. 

Incarnes policies found their most powerful weapon in the 
wage adjustment rules which were legally enforced (rom 1965 
through 1979. They legally bound all collective wage negotiations, 
leaving no degree of freedom neither for the employers nor for 
the employees. The market could only work over and above the 
wage formula in individual negotiations. 

The three wage laws, that of 1965, that of 1968 and that o( 
1975 established that nominal wages should be fixed for periods 
of twelve months. ln arder to simpli[y the presentation of the 
wage adjustment rules, let us indicate by w1 the logarithm of the 
nominal wage in year t; p, will represent the log of the (geometric) 
average cost of living index in year t; Pi the log of the cost of living 
index at the end of year t. "Year" is here to be understood as a 
twelve month period which might begin at any calender month, 
since different groups of workers obtain wage adjustments in 
different months of the calendar year. Obviously nane of the wage 
laws referred to logs, although their authors had them clearly in 
mind. Thus, the actual rules were just very good proxies to the 
ones presented below. 

The I 965 wage law established tha t nominal wages should be 
adjusted so that, taking into account prospective inflation, their 
average purchasing power in the following twelve months would 
be equal to the average real wage of the past twenty-for months, 
plus a productivity gain z,, i. e. 

w, - P: = 0,5 (w1-1 - P1-1 + w,_2 - P1-2) + z, (d) 

p� standing for the expected average cost of living index in year t; 
p; was calculated as 

n� = p: - 'j,1_1 indicating the anticipated inflation rate for the
twelve month period during which the nominal wage would be 
kept fixed. Thus, the 1965 wage rule actually read: 

111, = 0,5 (w1-1 + P,-1 - P1-1) + 0,5 (w,-2 + 

+ P1-1 - P,-2) + 0,5 :rr:: + z, 

(e) 

(f) 
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The cost of living inc.lices were calculatecl by Lhe Ministry of 
Labor. The productivity gain was set by thc Ministry of Planning, 
at an uni[orm rate for all working groups. The anticipated rate 
of inflation (Lhe so called inflationary residual) was determined by 
the National l'\fonetary Council. So the formula left no roam for 
collective bargaining. It was obviously prohibited to strike against 
the formula. 

Except for market adjustmcnts in individual negotiations, 
which were never prohibited by law, thc 1965 wage formula would 
actually squeeze the real wages whenever future inílation rates 
were underestimatecl. The problem was felt in 1965, 1966 anel 1967, 
when the cost of living increased 45.5%, 41.2% anel 24. 1%, 
respectively, compared to prospective inflation rntes o[ 2 5%, 
l 0% anel 15%.

Public complaints against thc wage squeeze led the Government 
to revise the wage adjustment rui e in 1968. According to thc new 
law, nominal wages in the previous twelve months should enter 
into the formula not by thcir actual values, but by those which 
would have prcvailed if inflation rates were propcrly foreseen. 
Summing up, thc 1968 formula read as 

whcrc 

w, = 0,5 (w,_. + P,-1 - P,-1) + 0,5 (w,_� +

+ P1-1 - P,-�> + 0,5 ;t� + z, (g) 

(h) 

Oddly enough, vcry few people realized that the new wage formula 
only corrcctcd half-way the inflation undcrcstimation, that of ycar 
t - 1, but not that of year t - 2, so that, on average, real wages 
would still be squeezed by one-fourth o[ the unanticipated cost of 
living increase. Also vcry few people rcmerked that the procluctivity 
g:iin z1 should refcr to an eightcen, instead of twelve month period. 
Anyhow, thc formula was acccptccl until Dccember, 1974. Jt dicl 
not survive by its own merits, b11t for three other reasons: a) 
inflation was nol that considernbly undercstimatcd from I 968 to 
carly 1974; one fourth o[ the underestimatecl rate lay in the range 
of I to 2 percentual points, :ind this was Iargely oHsct by thc 
productivity coefficient z,; b) since the economy was growing at 
exceptionally high rates, individual negotiation were ablc to raise 
the wage subst:intially above the official adjustment mies, 
cspecially those o[ skilled workers: e) a tough political regime was 
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introduced in the country in Deccmber, 13, 1968, under the 
Institutional Act 5 . 

The 1974 inflationary outburst brought inLo discussion the 
shortcomings of the 1968 wage formula, which was then succeeded 
by the one established in law 6.147. Accordingly, collective wage 
adjustments as of January I•t, 1975, were calculated by the formula: 

w, = Pt-1 + (w,_1 - Pt-1) + 0,5 n.� +

+ 0,5 <Pt-l - Pt-� - n::-1) + z, (i) 

which reduced to the past twelve month period the real wage 
basis, and which introduced full compensation for past inflation 
underestimation. The National Monetary Council decided that the 
inflationary residual should enter into the formula at the highly 
idealized rate of 15% a year, so that n: and :n::_ 1 were duly cancelled, 
the formula being applied as: 

w, = I,5p,_l - 0,5P,-:i - P,-1 + Ul1-1 + z, (j) 

As a good proxy, one can assume P1_1 = 0,5 (ÍÍ,_ 1 + P,-':!.), 
so that the new wage formula practically corresponded to 

(k) 

which is a simple wage indexing rule with an average six month 
lag. From July 1976 to July 1979, the productivity coefficient z, 
was adjusted for supply shocks. 

ln late 1979 a new wage law was enforced, quite different 
in substance from the former ones. lt still can be summarized in 
the formula: 

w, = w,-1 + P,-1 - P1-'.!. + f (w,-1 - P,-1) + z, (1) 

but the period of adjustment was reduced from twelve to six 
months; the productivity gain z, is to be freely bargained between 
employers and employees, so that in fact the formula sets a floor 
but no ceiling to collective wage negotiations; there is, moreover, 
a reclistributive percentage f (w,_ 1 - p,_ 1), which is positive for 
tbe low wages (ten percent up to three minimum wages) and 
negative for the high ones. This superimposition of mandatory 
indexing with free bargaining, plus the redistributive coefficient 
which was brought into the formula, is one of the most cost pushing 
<levices e,•er invented in the country. 
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4 - The demand for money 

LeL us now analyze Lhe behavior of the demand for money in the 
years 1950 through 1978. Money will be here understood as M1 • 

A number of empírica} investigations have been made on the subject 
and I will limit myself to focus on two key issues. The first one 
is the estimation of the incarne and interest rates elasticities of the 
demancl for money. The second one deals with the shifts of the 
money demand schedule as a result of financial innovations. 

According to a number of empírica] studies, one additional 
pcrcentage point in the nominal interest rate reduces by 0,3% to 
0,5% the demand for real cash balances, a well behaved result 
by international standards. Estimates of the incarne - elasticity are 
much more controversial. Some authors believe that the income 
elasticiLy o( the demand for money lrns been consistently inferior 
to one. Many others, however, assert that two oppositive effects 
ha\'e oEten been garbled in least squares calculations. On the one 
hand, Lhe demand for money would have increased, as a result 
of economic growth, with the property of a luxury good. But, on 
the other hand, financial innovations shifted the money demand 
function to the le(t. This view is far from unreasonable, since 
the Brazilian financial markets experienced remarkable changes 
throughout the period. 

One difficulty must be faced from the outset. Nominal interest 
rates have ohen been controlled in the country. Usury laws 
prohibited, until I 964, nominal interest rates above twelve per cent 
a year, in spite of the soaring inflation rates. lnterest rates have 
also been controled from 1972 to early 1976, and as of September 
1979. Artificial interest rate contrais induce households and firms 
to substitute inventaries for money and interest bearing assets. 
Foreign currencies sold in the black exchange market also provide 
a substitute for the cash balances held by a selected group of 
individuais. Thus, in the Brazilian environment, the demand for 
real cash balances should be specified as a function of three variables, 
namely the real GDP, the real interest rate and the cxpected rate 
of inflation. Unfortunately for econometricians and fortunately 
for the economic system, interest rate ceilings, whenever artificially 
set, have been loopholed by a number of ingenuous financial 
<levices. This is to say that it is im possible to produce a reliable 
interest rate series for the period 1950/78. Moreover, some 
hypothesis must be introduced or how inflation rate expectations 
are formed. Since cash holdings can be quickly adjusted, we shall 
adopt the simplifying assumption of perfect foresight. 

Summing up, we estimate the demand for real cash balances 
in the years 1950 through 1978 as a function of thc real GDP and 
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of the actual inflation rate. ln arder to escape from seasonalities 
and short tenn inbalances between the demand and the supply 
of money we shall limit our calculations to annual average figures. 
As a first exercise, ordinary least squares produce the following 
equation (parentheses indicate the t-statistics ) : 

m, - p, = 4.3286 + 0,1574y, - 0,5618 (p, - p1_1) +
(14.9678) (14.4035) (l .9430) R2 0.8900 

DW 1.0016 

where m 1 stands for the log of the money supply in billion cruzeiros; 
p1 for the log of the general price index and y, represents the 
log of the real GDP índex. All the coefficients in the above 
equation have the signs predicted by the theory and it is suggested 
that the income elasticity of the demand for money is inferior to 
one. Yet, the above regression equation is unserviceable, because 
of the poor Durbin-Watson statistics. 

Things are not improved by the introduction of time as an 
additional explanatory variable, on account of financial innovations. 
As one might naturally suspect, the shift and the incarne effects 
are improperly estimated because of multicollinearity. ln fact, 
ordinary least squares lead to a shift coefficient with the wrong 
sign and to an incredibly low estimate of the incarne elasticity. 
Nane of Lhese results nor the l-statistics are to be taken seriously, 
because of the miserable Durbin-Watson statistics. 

m, - p, = 4.3286 + 0,1 574yt - o,5618 (Pi - P1-1) +
+ 4,1359 (t - 1950) R2 0.9438 

(4 .8838) 
DW _ 0.5214 

(12.6608) (1.5161 ) (3. 31 09) 

The serial correlation of the residuals in the above regression 
equations suggests that financial innovations would shift the 
money demand function according to a trend component plus a 
random walk. This hypothesis can be tested using OLS to the 
first differences, i. e., estimating the rate of expansion of the real 
demand for money as a function of the rate of growth of real 
GDP and of the changes in the inflation rate: 

µ1 - :n:1 = -3.9475 + 1 .2980 T]i - 0.4441 (IC1 - Jt1-1) 

where 1,1, 

(l .6525) (4.1523) (3.8544) R2 

DW 

100 (mi - m1·-i1l , 111 = 1 00 (y, - Y,-1), l't't 
= 100 (P, - P,-1) -

0.5695 
2 .1751 
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The explanation coefficient 0,57 is quite acceptable for a Iirst 
di[(crence equation, anel ali the remaining estimates appear to 
confirm the predictions of thc theory. As a result of the financial 
innovations, the demand for money probably moved to the left, 
at an annual average rate of approximately 4%. An increase in 
the inflation rate, which can be usecl as a proxy to the nominal 
interest rate, contracts the real cash balance with the sarne intensity 
that has been indicated in most empirical stuclies. And, as a 
theoretical relicf, money now does no more appear to be subject 
to Engel's law. 

Open-market operations, with short term Federal Bonds anel 
repurchase agreements by elealers, were the most outstanding 
financial innovation o{ the last decade. It is natural to question 
whether they have been more ar less important than the preceeeling 
financial innovntions oE thc fifties and of the sixties_ A test is 
provided by the introduction of a dummy variable d as an 
additional explanatory variable in the previous regression equatio11. 
We shall take d = O until 1967 anel d = I thereafter: 
µ, - n:1 = -3.9681 + l .!1072 ,1, - 0.4441 (:t1 - Jt1_1) - O_ 1106 d 

(l .6013) (:J.4851) (3.7772) (0.0466) 
R2 0.5699 

DW 2.1744 

The dummy has no statistical significance , supporting the 
hypothesis that financial innovations since 1968 have been as 
important as thc oncs of the preceeding eighteen years. 

Up to now we have been assuming that supply and demand 
are always in equilibrium in the money market. This is not an 
intolcrable simplification, since we have only dealt with annual 
average figures. Yet, one might improve thc cxplanation coefficient 
o[ our regression equations by assuming an adjustment function 
of the form: 

mt - m1 = k (m 1 - m1 _1) 

where m, indicates the money supply and m, the money demand, 
both in logs. We are led to introduce µ, - µ,_l as an additional 
explanatory variable for the changes µ, - 11:1 in the real cash 
balances: 
µ, - :ít1-1 = -3.0182 + 1.15 12 1'11 - 0.5418 (:rc, - ;r,_1) +
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(1-4252) (4.1380) (5.1068) 
+ o. 3295 (µ, - µ,-1)

(2.9425)
R2 0.6831 

DW 1.6387 



5 - The Phillips relation 

Most empirical investigations on inflation-output trade-offs in 
Brazil have been carried out by Antonio Carlos Lemgruber. 2 The 
results o( such investigations are usually underslood as supporting 
Lhe natural unemploymcnt rate hypothesis. Since unemployment 
figures have never been regularly estimated for Brazil until late 
l 979, Lemgruber fits a geometric trend to the series of real industrial
output; anel correlates deviations from the trencl with his estimates
of the unanticipated inflation rate. Lemgruber has properly limited
his trade-off studies to industrial output. Deviations from trencl
in agricultural production basically depend on climatic events.
They are cause but not effect of unanticipated inflation.

The assumption that industrial capacity expands as a geometric 
progression is to be considered as an archeological simplification 
intended to circumvent the absence of unemployment statistics. 
Data on the average utilized capacity, however, are available since 
I 969. The series is too short to provide the appropriate inputs 
to a Phillips curve. Yet, it can be used to test the adequacy o[ the 
hypotheses on the industrial trend, since one should expect 
deviations from trend to be strongly correlated with the average 
utilization of industrial capacity_ 

The log of Lemgruber's industrial trend for the period 1950/78 
is a straight line with a 8,13% slope_ The correlation coefficient 
between his estimated deviations from trend and the average 
utilized capacity is no more than 0.46, for the period 1969/78_ 
This result suggests that Lemgruber's findings should be confronted 
with the ones emerging from some modified series of potential 
industrial output. Modified trends will be introduced later on. 

One of the best Phillips relations estimated by Lemgruber 
for the period 1950/78, using annual data, has been the following: 

/if = -0.Il33 + 0.7466lzf_ 1 + 0.2095 (1t1 - 1t1 _1)R2 0.7648 

(O. 15) (6 _ 79) (2. 02) DW 1 . 4875 
Durbin h 1.6672 

where hf indicates l 00 times the deviation oE the log of industrial 
output from trend; n,, as previously, indicates the percentual rate 
o( inflation. Thc constant term, as expected in a Phillips relation, 
is not statistically significant. Deviations from the trend, however, 
are strongly subject to serial correlation. The result is not surprising, 
since the business cycle is not a white noise , but the high regression 

� Lcmgrnbl!r (1979). 
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coefficient on !,f_ 1 requires some explanation. Lemgruber just 
sends us back to the Lucas supply function, where serial correlation 
in output is introduced as an ad hoc assumption, and accepts 
;t1 - rc1 _1 or some fraction of it as a good proxy for the unanticipated 
part of the inflation rate. Adjustment costs as pointed out hy 
Sargent, could be responsible for serially correlated deviations 
from the trend, but I think. that an alternative explanation is more 
suitable to the Brazilian case. 

As a point of departure, let us assume that the industrial 
supply function is described by 

yf = y,f + hf = a, + b (P1 - w,) + u1 (1) 

where y{ and yf indicate the logs of actual and potential industrial 
output, respectively, where p1 and w 1 stand for the logs of the 
general price and wage leveis and where u, is a random walk. 

Let us now assume that nominal wages are indexed with a 
one year time lag, plus a productivity gain z1 plus an adjustment 
factor to the deviations of industrial output from the trend, plus 
a serially índependent random variable e1: 

Taking the first differences in equation (l) and íntroducing 
the above wage adjustment hypothesis yields: 

hf = a, + b (:71:t - i1,_1) + (1 - bc) hf _ 1 + E1 (3) 

where a, = a, - a,_1. - (y, - y,_1) - bz, should be zero under 
proper settlements for the productivity gain z1, and E1 = u1 -

- u,_ 1 - bet is white noise. Equation (3) has the precise 
speciCication of the Phillips relation estimated by Lemgruber and 
is perfectly consistent with strong serially correlated deviations of 
industrial output from trend. 

It should be noted that e = O in equation (2) would lead us 
to a non-accelerating Phillips relation, namely to a permanent 
trade-off between the inflation rate and the deviation of output 
from the trend. Lemgruber's findings support the natural 
unemployment rate hypothesis in the sensc that they reject the 
hypothesis e = O at 98% conEidence levei. 

Another interesting result pointed out by Lemgruber is the 
evidence of asymetrical impacts of inflation acceleration and 
deceleration on industrial output. The Collowing equation, estimated 
for the period l 950 /78 suggests that inflation can only decrease 
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at the price of a temporary industrial slow-down, but that 
acceleration of the inflation rate has no real eHects: 

h[ = 2. l 662 + O. 7765hf_ 1 + O. 5988 (n:, - l't1_1) -

(2.06) (7.81) (3.59) 
- o. 1223 (lt1 - l"C1 -1) +

(O. 8 l ) R2 
DW 

0.82ll 
I .6817 

Lemgruber explains his kinked phillips curve findings as a 
result of a mix of rational expectations and inflation rigidity. 
Wages would be adjusted according to rational inflationary 
expectations if and only if inflation rates were accelerating. I have 
myself elsewhere suggested that indexation with a lag on reference 
prices could be responsible for this as asymetrical behavior. A 
more careful analysis o( the statistical data, however, discards these 
sophisticated explanations. ln the 1950 /78 period, the in flation 
rate experienced six big leaps, the ones of 1954, o( 1959, of 1962 
and 1963, of 1974 and 1976. ln the first two cases the acceleration 
of inflation coincided with generous minimum wage increases. ln 
1962 and 1963 nominal wages were strongly pushed up by the 
Goulart populist Government. lnflation accelerated in 1974 
because of the oil shock and because prices had been strongly 
repressed throughout 1973. Only the 1976 leap cannot be mostly 
ascribed to unusual events, in spite of some adverse suply shocks. 

Summing up, I prefer to stay with Lemgruber's symetrical 
Phillips relation. J still assume that wage indexing in the Brazilian 
way creates some sort of inflation rigidity, in a sense which will 
be explained in section 7. Yet, since wage adjustment rules were 
subject to dramatic changes throughout the period, and since full 
wage indexing was just introduced in 1975. I do not believe that 
rigidities can be properly identified by least squares exercises on 
the 1950/78 data. 

As previously noted, Lemgruber findings depend on his 
simplifying assumption of a geometric industrial trend. It is 
important, therefore, to check whether his conclusions hold when 
other plausible hypothesis on the trend are aclopted. 

As alternative exercises, let us determine the trend equations 
by fitting a parabola and a cubic polynominal to the logs of the 
índices of real industrial production. Potencial industrial output 
is now determined by one of the following equations: 

yf = 3.127563 + 0.068140t + 0.000465t2 

yf = 3.061284 + 0.099318t - 0.002368t:! + 0.00006743íà 
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where t = t - 1950, and with the understanding that the 
above equations should only bc applied to the 1950/7 8 period, 
since it would be obviously absurd to extrapolate parabolic or 
cubic Lrends. Wilh the parabolic trencl, the corrclation coeficient 
between dcviations from trend and the average utilized industrial 
capacity, from 1969 to 1978, increases to 0.71. The cubic trend 
raises this correlation coefficient to O. 91. 

With the above trend equations, the Phillips relations are now 
describcd by the following regression equations: 

hr -

1-
- 0.1517 + O. 7149 la{_1 + 0.2119 (n:1 n:,-1) 

(O. 2003) (6. 0982) (2. 0606) nr. 0.7 382 
DW 1 .372 5 

Durbin li 2. 1167
llf -0.5515 + 0 .6602 /i{-1 + 0.2 055 (n:, n:,-1) 

(O. 7049) (1.7814) (l. 9 350) n2 0.6543
DW l.2834

Durbin h 2 .  7768

which pro\'icle some additional support lo Lemgruber's findings. 
ln fact, the hypothesis that the log of the industrial trend is a 
straight line is highly arbitrary, and might lead to strong estimations 
errors in the /tf. Yet, the fact that deviations from trend are strong 
serially correlated , makes the Phillips relation some1vhat insensitive 
to trcnd errors. (To get an extreme case, put e = O in cquation (2) . 
Equation (3) becomes a relation between the rate of industrial 
growth anel lhe acceleration of the inflation rate, independently 
of thc industrial trend) . 

6 - Inflation and industrial growth in the 1950 / 78 
period - A retrospective analysis 

The Phillips relation estimated by Lemgruber and the Iast money 
demand equation in section 4 provide a monetarist explanation 
of the Brazilian experience of inflation and industrial growth, in 
the sense that inflation rates, as well as deviations of industrial 
output from trencl are detennined by changes in the money supply 
combined with clemand and supply shocks. Although we are not 
engagecl in econometric modeling, a worthwhile cxercise is to check 
to what extent these equations can explain the Brazilian rates 
of inflation and industrial growth throughout Lhe 1950/78 period. 
(Some two-stage Ieast squares tests suggest that the simultaneous 
equation biases can be tolerated). 
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Our system of equations, in the abscnce of shocks, reads as 
follows: 

-3.0182 + 1.1512111 - 0.5418(n:1 - Jt1 -1) +

+ 0.3295 (µ, - µ,_,) 

li[= 0.7466h if1 + 0.2095 (:rr:1 
- n1 _1) 

\Vhere the constant term in the Phillips relation, wiLh no statistical 
significance, has been conveniently deleted. 

'\-Ve still need a link between the real rate of growth oi GDP 
and the deviations of industrial output from trend, which can be 
approximated by the following cousin of Okun's law: 

l]� = 6. 84 + 0,841 (h{ - hf _ 1) 

Solving for 111 and hf, we are led to the following reduced fonn 
equations: 

rc1 = -0.5128Jt1 _1 + 0.371Ihf_1 + 1.0143µ1 +

+ 0.4985µ1-1 - 7.3460 

hf = -0.3169l't,_1 + 0.8244hf __ 1 + 0.2125µ1 +

+ o. 1044µ1-1 - 1 .5390

Some interesling features of this system of diference equations 
should be pointed out. 

The system 1s conveniently stable , since the eigenvalues of 
the matrix 

r--0.5128 
L-o.3169

o.37l n
O. 824•1 J

are both inferior to one in absolute value (-0.4165 and O. 7281). 
The negative eigenvalue is responsible for some unimportant 
cyclical effects. The positive root h, large enough to produce a 
much more significant result: deviations of industrial output from 
trend only adjust quite slowly. This is a result of the strong serial 
correlation in industrial output dcviations from trend. 

The system provides a monetarist explanation for inflation 
and growth in one basic sense: if money is expanded at a constant 
rate µ, and if shocks are entirely absent, the inflation rate will 
converge to µ - 4,9 and the output gap will tend to zero. Yet, 
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the convcrgencc speed is quite diffcrent for inflation iates ª'lº for 
output deviations from trend. 

A once for ali price shock has some significant lagged e[[ects 
onc year !ater, but virtually phases out after the second year, 
according to the Iollowing interim multipliers. 

Period o 

-0.5128

o -o 3169

2 

0.14.''i4 

-0.0987

3 

- 0.1112

-0.1275

4 

0.0007 

-0.0699

A shock in output has a much more prolonged real effects, 
as shown below: 

Yenr o 

o 

1 

0.3711 

0.8244 

2 

0.11.'>G 

0.5620 

0.149:1 

0.4267 

-l 

0.0818 

u. 30•1,,

A temporary change in the rate of expansion of the money 
supply has almost only contemporaneous effects on both, inflation 
rates and deviations of industrial output: 

Year o 

1 

1.0143 

0. 2125

o 

0.0572 

-0.0418

2 

o 

-0.044.'!

-O.Ofi2íl

3 

o 

0.00:iã 

--0.0291 

4 

o 

-0.0126

-0.02.:;1

A permanenL change in the rate o[ expansion o[ the money 
supply accumulates the abovc interim eHects. As a result, the 
inílation rate promptly reacts (there is an obvious lag which is 
obscured by our :malysis with annual average data) . The real 
side efEects, however, persíst for a number of years: 

Year o 1 2 3 4 

�.-, 1 1 1 1 1 

.:l.r, 1.0143 1.0715 1.0267 1. 0301 1.017/'í 

t,.hf 0.2125 0.1707 O .1181 0.088!) 0.0037 
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The conclusion is that if inflation rates are quickly brought 
down by a shock treatment, a "miracle" is likely to be sustained 
for a number of following years. To take a concrete example, let 
us start in 1967, when the money supply expanded 31 .4%, when 
the rate of inflation was 24.9% anel when, according to Lemgruber, 
industrial output was 18 . 2% below trend. (This gap has been 
probably overestimated but, as we have previously remarked, crrors 
in the trend cio not significantly affect our results, because of the 
strong serial correlation of the gaps). Let us indicate by :rc1, hf, � 
the inflation, the industrial gap and the real GDP growth rates 
which would have prevailed if, from 1968 through 1971, the 
Brazilian economy actually behaved according to our equations, 
if no shocks had occurred and if money expanded as it actually 
àid. As one can note below, the real world did not perform very 
differently from our imaginary one: 

Yeo.r 68 6!1 70 71 

.., 34.5 28.0 25.1 26.6 

�, (simulo.t.cd) 23.8 20.!I 17.3 20.0 

.,., (o.ctual) 21. 7 18.9 18.1 18.6 

hf (simula teci) -13.82 -10.!12 -8.91 -6.0!1

h{ (nctual) -13.80 -10.;30 -8.75 -3.51

;j (simule.ted) 10.5 9.3 8.5 9.2

.,, (e.ctuo.l) 10.6 !] 5 8.4 12.2

The miracle was that, in spite of moderately expansive 
monetary policies, inflation rates declined while industrial output 
was able to grow at an average annual rate 3. 7% above trend. 
Industrial output would only have grown at is trend rate (8 .13% 
per annum) if the sarne monetary policies were followed but if 
no output gap existed in 1967. And the inflation rate, although 
coming down to 21 ,5% in 1971, would have been substantially 
higher in the interim years, especially in l 968. 

Table I below compares the actual inflation rates and 
industl'ial output deviations from trend with the ones resulting 
from the previous reduced form equations. For a simple monetarist 
model, with only two equations, results are not bad. Most of the 
prediction errors finei some simple factual explanation. After all, 
in a highly regulated economy, with a proliferation of price, wage, 
exchange and interest rate contrais, one should not expect annual 
inflation rates and output gaps to be solely explained by the rates 
of expansion of the money supply. Inflation rates are significantly 
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Table 1 

Yen.1 "' 71 .... li[ 1i: 

1951 22.6 ]5.3 21. 7 22.';!2 5.44 
!052 13.7 11.2 IO 8 -1.05 0.71 

1953 16.6 13.8 -10.2 -0.84 -1.011
]954 20.9 23.9 14.7 -0.66 -0.43
1955 17.5 15.2 S.;, 1.31 -3.76
1956 18.4 18.2 12.7 -0.14 0.46
1957 20.4 13.1 l3.3 -2.72 -1.17
1958 29.1 12.2 24.5 4. )5 0.32
1959 24.5 32.1 27.3 7.2-1 6.26
1960 33.8 25.6 25.4 8.29 4.00
1961 36.9 31.5 36.9 10.30 8.S.,
1962 44.0 41.6 43.3 9.67 10.17
1963 46.2 56.2 43.7 1.73 7.66
1964 61.4 64.4 49.8 -1.37 -0.05
196:i 60.7 -1-5.0 51.3 -14.30 -3.77
1966 30.3 32.3 2.�. 2: -13. 10 -14.81
1967 31.4 24.!1 18.2 -18.20 -12.74
1968 34.5 21.7 23.S - 13.80 -13.82
1969 28.0 IS.O 22.0 -10 .. 50 -10.24
1970 25.1 18. 1 18.5 -8.75 -7.93
1971 26.6 18.6 19.6 3.51 -6.22
1972 27.0 15.7 22.5 0.93 - 1.81
1973 38.5 14. l 37.5 7.49 - .,-... ...,,) 

1974 32.ã 2.�. 2 40.4 8.77 11.00
1975 28.5 24.5 28.1 6.70 7. 15
1976 34.1 3-1:.6 31.4 8.71 6.44

197í 32.0 35.6 27.6 4.38 ;).0•1
l9i8 33.9 32.7 26.4 4.04 l.3:.l

SOURCE: Soe Tnblo 2. 

XOTES: Jll, ..-., 11f: n.c:tunJ percen(n.1eM: money !!luppfy 1rowth 1 inílntion ra.tC!, industrinl outJJut 
dt\·in.tion from trandi "'• hf: predict.cd Tmluea b:u1ed nn pre\·inua ye11r actua.1 ,·nluai. 

above predictions in thc years o{ strong wagc pushcs such as thc 
1954/56 periocl, the Coulart 1963, and the corrcctive inflation period 
excended 1hroughout thc Castello Branco administration. Inflation 
also exceeded the monetarist forecasts in the adverse supply-shocks 
period from 1976 to 1978. Prices incrcased much lcss than money 
would explain in years of tight controls, such as 1951, 1958, and, 
generally speaking, the 1972/74 Lhree year period. 

The biggest discrepancy in thc industrial gap forecast occurs 
in 1965, when demand was strongly reduced by a fiscal and 
psychological shock. 1ndusLrial output had already fallen below 
projections in I 963, when the populist official policies stimulated 
every sort of adverse domestic supply shock. 
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7 - Notes on indexation 

Escalator clauses are by no means a reccnt economic proposal. 
They were explicitly suggcstct! in 1807 by an English writer on 
money, John \.Vheatley, anel were enthusiastically defendcd by at 
least two great cconomists o( the past, Alfred Marshall and Irving 
Fisher. The succcss of the practical cxpericnces with widespread 
indexation is highly controversial, Hyperinflation epidemies werc 
always accompanied by quickly adjustable escalator clauscs, but 
indexation was much more the effect than the cause of the price 
virulence. 1\-Iandatory indexation of wage contracts was adopted 
by some Europen countries after the Second World ·war. ln most 
cases the experience was soon abandoned because of the alledged 
feed-back effects on inflation rates. ln the last fifteen years 
widespread indexation was introduced in a number of L:itin-American 
countries, the most comprehensive experience being that of Brazil, 
where the indexation rules were described in section 3. Therc 
is no doubt that, at least in the Brazilian case, indexing remm•ed 
most of the economic distortions tr:iditionally caused by chronic 
inflation. l n  particular, it rcslored the functioning of a number 
of markets which had vinually disappeared because of the 
uncertainty in long term pricc forecasts: mortgages, long term 
bonds anel long term rent contracts. Inflation accounting was macle 
mandatory with a double benefit for corporate savings: illusory 
profits were neither distributed nor subject to incarne tax. ln 
spitc of ali these advantages, indexation is usually understood as 
a fruitful device to live with inflation, but as the cost of almost 
perpetuating price increases. 

\Viclespread indexation, or at least manclatory indexation 
was slrongly criticized by John Maynard Keynes in Chapter 19 ot 
The Gencrnl Theory, from which the following passage is quoted: 

"lf, as in Australia, an attempt were made of fix real 
w:iges by legislation, thcn there would be a certain levei of 
employment corrcsponcling to that levei of real wages; and 
the actual levei of employment would, in a closed system, 
oscillate violently between that levei and no employment at 
all, according as the rate of investment was ar was not below 
the rate compatiblc with that level; whilst prices would be in 
unstable equilibrium when investment was at the a·itical levei, 
racing to zero whenever investment was below it, and to 
infinity whenever it was above it. The element of stability 
would have to be found, if at ali, in the factors controlling 
the quantity of money, being so determined that there always 
existed some levei of money-wages at which the quantity of 
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money would be such as to establish a relation between the 
rate of interest anel the marginal eíficiency of capital which 
would maintain investment at the criticai levei. ln this event 
employment would be constant (at the levei appropriate to 

. the legal real wagc) with money-wages anel priccs fluctuating 
rapidly in the degree just necessary to maintain this rate of 
investment at the appropriate figure. ln the actual case of 
Australia, the escape was found, panly of course in the 
inevitable inefficacy of the legislation to achieve its ohject, 
and partly in Australia not being a closed system, so that the 
leve] of money wages was itself a determinant of the levei of 
foreign investment, and hence of total investment, whilst the 
terms of trade were an important influence on real wages.'' 

Yet, in a challenging essay published in 1974, Milton Friedman 
suggested that the adoption of widespread indexing clauses would 
not only neutralize thc inflationary distortions, but also reduce 
the side effects of anti-inflationary policies. The central argument 
by Friedman is that these side effects fundamentally reflect 
clistortions introcluccd in relative priccs by unanticipated inflation 
or deflation. These distortions arise because contracts are entered 
into in terms of nominal prices under mistaken perceptions about 
the likely course of inflation. "\Videspread adoption of indexation 
clauses would minimize the eEfects o( the expectational errors, 
casing the side effects of anti-inflation masures. Friedman neither 
takes into account supply shocks nor the possibility of inflation 
rigidities introduced by indexation. The second omission seems 
perfectly excusable, since Friedman never advocated mandatory 
indexation. 

Let us make some theoretical comments on this controversial 
issue. For sake of simplicity let us confine our discussion to 
wage indexation. 

As a point of departure, Iet us assume an aggregate supply 
[unction of the form: 

y1 = a, + b (P1 - w1) + u1 (4) 

where y,, p1 anel w 1 are the Iogs of real output, price anel wage 
leveis, anel wherc tt 1 stands for a supply shock. This is essentially 
the sarne as equation (1), except that now y1 represents total 
(anel not industrial) output, and the shock 111 is not bound to 
be a random walk. 

A number of wagc rules will be entered into this supply 
(unction. We shall first assume that wages are flexibly determined 
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according to rational expectations on prices on the basis of 
information available at the end of periocl t - l 

y1 = a, + b (E,_ 1 Pt - w1) + E,_ 1 111 (5) 

where y
1 stands for the log of potential output anel where the 

operator E1_1 indicates the orthogonal projection on the information 
subspace available in periocl l - l. a 

Equations (4) anel (5) leacl to the abridged Lucas supply 
function: 

Where the neutrality theorem holds, since E1_1 (y1 - y1) = O, 
and since no policy rule can affect the unexpected component of 
,,, - y1. This is a highly comfortable hypothesis, since it excludes 
any short or long run trade-off between price and output 
stabilization policies. Actually, anú-inflationary policies would be 
painless under such a supply behavior. 

As noted by Stanley Fischer, wages might be cleterminccl 
according to rational expectations on prices. Yet, since wage 
contracts usually extend over a number of periocls, different 
information sets become involved in the supply function, which 
now assumes the form: 

y - )'1 = b 1 (/ - E1_1) p, + b� (1 - E1 _i'J /J 1 + ... +

+ b_ (l - E,_.,) Pt + tl1 (7) 

where the supply shock u1 is orthogonal to the information sct of 
period l - n, but not necessarily to that of period t - I. 

Supply equation (7) brings us down to earth, since it is 
able to explain why a temporary slow down in the economy is the 
usual cost of anti-inflationary polices. It also introduces a difference 
between optimum policy rn]es for price and for output stabilization 
when supply shocks are serially correlated. The point now is that 
money-wages are temporarily rigid, so that real wages depend on 

3 "'e shall treat rational cxpcctation by vcctor mcthods. "'e first define a 
\'CCtor spacc H gcncratcd by thc constant I and by a finitc sei of random 
variables with a multivariatc normal d istribution. The inncr product is dcfined 
by the usual rule, (X,)') :::: E (xy), wherc E indicates mathem::itical expcctation. 
An inform::ttion sct L is a subspace including the constant 1. ELx, i .e. 1he 
orthogonal projcction of thc vector x on L, is thc condi1ional e'.l.'.pectation of 
x to thc information sct L. (l - EL) ,e stands for thc uncxpected part of x, l 

indicating thc idcntity opcrator. Thc squarc of the norm of this unexpected 
part, i.e. 1 (1 - EL) xj• is 1hc conditional variance of x to the infonnation sct L. 
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inflation rates. The optimum pricc stabilization rule entirely 
transfers to output the effects of the identifiéd su pply shocks. 
The optimum output stabilization policy passes ali these effects 
into prices. 

Let us now introduce two alternative wage indexation rules: 

W1 = Wo + Pt + X1 

w, = Wo + P1-1 + x, 

(8) 
(9) 

Formula (8) describes instantaneous or ex posl indexing: nominal 
wages are automatically adjusted to changes in the general price 
levei plus a productivity increase x1• Formula (9) describes a 
more practical arrangement whereby nominal wages are adjusted 
to the general price levei with a certain lag. Since wages are usually 
paid before the price index of the period has been published, 
there are good reasons to prefer this type of indexing arrangement. 
ln this case, because o[ the adjustment lag, üí0 is expected to 
incorporate an allowance for one period inflation. 

ln spite of formal similarities, wage rules (8) and (9) lead 
to substantially different supply curves: 

y1 = a, - b (w0 + x 1) + u, (10) 
y, = a, + b (p, - P,-1) - b (w0 + x,) u, (11) 

With instantaneous indexing, described by equation (10) , aggregatc 
supply becomes totally inelastic with respect to the general price 
levei. This obviously eliminates any temporary or permanent 
conílict between price and output stabilization policies. ln fact 
there is only one possible output stabilization device, and it belongs 
to the controversial field of incarnes policies: to establish the 
productivity gain x 1 as a stochastic process, subject to a rule 
x, = E1 _1x1 such that: 

y, = a, - b (wo + x,) + E1 _1u1 
(12) 

according to which the procluctivity coefficient should absorb all 
the supply shocks. 

Equation (11), associated to lagged indexing, is a conventional 
and not an accelerating Phillips curve; output is an increasing 
function of the actual rate of inflation p1 - p,_ 1 and not of its 
unanticipated component. This opens the possibility of stabilizing
output through the perpetuation o[ the inflation rate. Surely,
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price anel output stability could still be reconciieel if the wage 
basis tu0 anel the proeluctivity rule x1 were establisheel so that: 

y1 = a1 - ú (tD0 + x 1) + E1_1 u1 (12. a) 

which would mean that inclexation would have been introduceel 
in a stable price environment. I have never heard of such an 
experiment. Inclexation is usually introduced after a prolongeel 
inilation period. The wage basis w0 is seldom revised downward 
anel combineel with a proeluctivity rule according to equation 
(I 2. a). The right side usually stands significantly below potential 
output, and govcrnments are tempteel to achieve full employment 
through accepting a chronic inflationary process. This seems to 
be the cxplanation for the conve11tional wisdom which considers 
indexation as an inflation perpetuating elevice. 

l\fanclatory indexation apparcntly just dif{ers from voluntary 
inelexation in its legal content. Yet, thcre are some important 
economic consequences. An escalator labor contract involves two 
key elements, the wage basis w0 anel Tô0 and the proeluctivity 
coefficient x, rule. Errors can be commited when these elements 
are negotiatcd. The possibility of outplll stabilization without 
resort to accelerating inflation therefore elepends on the possibility 
of perioelically renegotiating thc wage basis anel the proeluctivity 
rule. Such rencgotia1ions might be relatively easy to conduct if 
indexing arrangements are a voluntary clause in labor contracts. 
Yet, they become a political nightmare when the inelexation and 
productivity rules are imposcd by law. 

Even with manelatory indexation, market forces prevent 
output from inclefinitely eleviating from the trenel. A possibility, 
is that actual nominal wage adjustments deviate from the inelexation 
rule according to an incrcasing function of the output ga, i. e.: 

w, - w,_1 = p,_, - P,-:? + z, + t (y,_, - :f,-1) (13) 

\Vhere z1 = x 1 - x1_1 and / (O) = O. The problem is that 
f (y, _ 1 - y,_1) is likely to be a strongly convex function. lt 
might even present a kink at the origin. ln fact, since inclexing 
laws set floors but not ceilings to wage adjustments, nothing 
prevents the market to exceed the legal nominal wage increase, 
except perhaps, a little bit of inertia. Now, to actually adjust 
nominal wages below the legal requirements, there is only one 
costy proceclure: to lay off workers and contract some cheaper 
substitutcs. This might be the reason for a kink in our adjustment 
Function. In a simplified version, one could assume f (y,_1 -
J1-1) = e (y,_1 - Yi-1) for negative deviations from trend anel 



f (y, -1 - ,._1) = C Ó'•-t - y,_1) for positive devfations, wiLh 
e < C. \Ve would now be led to an accelerating Phillips cun·e 
similar to the one described in equation (3), section 5, but with a 
highly uncomfortable peculiarity. The regression coeHicient I - bc 
ar l - bC of the deviation of output from trencl on its lagged 
value would be higher to the left than to the right. 

Instantaneous indexing, has two important cheoretical virtues. 
First, as we have already shown, it eliminates any short ar long 
run conflict between price stabilization and output stabilization. 
Since aggrcgace output becomes insensitive to the price levei, 
inflation can be fought without unpleasant side-effects o n  output 
and employment. Second, it also prevents unexpected shifts in 
output caused by demand shocks. To prove the latter proposition, 
let us apply the operator (I - E,_1) to both sides of supply 
equation (10). Since a1 and w0 are nonrandom, anel since x1 is 
subject to some rule, i. e. x1 = E1 _1x 1 : 

(/ - E,-1) Y1 = (I - E,-1) t1 1 

ar, tak.ing the squar of the norm o( both sides: 

(14) 

(15) 

var,_1 indicating the conditional variance to the information set 
available in period t - I. 

Since demand shocks do not affect output, they must be 
entirely trans[ered to prices when wages are instantaneously indexed. 
To prove the above proposition let us assume that demancl can 
be described by the velocity equation: 

Y• = m1 - p1 + e, 

where e, stands for the demand shock. 

The money supply is supposed to follow some rule, i. e. 
(I - E,_ 1) m 1 = Q_ Hence: 

(I - E,-1) Y• 

Combining (14) and (17): 

(I - E1 -1) p, = (I - E,_1) (e 1 - u,) 

(16) 

(17) 

Assuming that the uncxpected components of the supply and 
demand shocks are uncorrelated: 
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To havc a standard for comparison, let us calculate the 
�onclitional variances of prices and output jf wages, instead of 
mstantaneously indexed, were flexibly negotiated according to 
equation (5). Instecl of (14) we woulcl now have: 

(I - E,_1) y, = b (I - E1_1) p, + (I - E1_1) tt1 (19) 
Combining (l 7) and (19) , sim pie calculations yielcl: 

var,_1 Y1 
var1 _1 tt1 + b2var,_1 f!1 

-

(l + b) 2 

var1 _1 p, =
var,_ 1 u, + var1 _ 1 e1

(1 + b) :.i 

The sarne formulae apply to the Stanley Fischer supply 
equation (7) , tak.ing b = b 1 + . . . + bn.

(20) 

(21) 

\,Ve can now use the above results to identify the black face 
of instantaneous inclexing. First, although it protects output against 
clemancl shocks, it overexposes it to impact of unexpected supply 
shocks. Seconcl, it increases the sensitivity of prices to either type 
of shock. A more serious problem arises whcn supply shocks 
are serially correlatecl: output can only be stabilizecl at its potenLial 
levei i( thc stochastic procluctivity rule (12) is acloptecl. Although 
some proxies to this rule have been occasionally implementecl (for 
instance, in Brazil, from july 1976 through August 1979) it is 
harcl to convince workers that their increase in physical procluctivity 
shoulcl be adjusted for changes in the sectoral terms of tracle. 
Still more dangcrous is an arbitrary procluctivity rule imposed 
by law, where errors might exceed supply shocks. 

Laggecl inclexation, clescribed by supply equation (l l) , poses 
other types of problems. Prices anel real wages still keep some 
degree of flexibility, anel in fact the conditional variances of prices 
anel output are described by equations (20) anel (21). The problem 
is that now errors in the wage basis or in the procluctivity rule 
are not neccssarily transmited to output. They generate, as we 
have already mentioned, a very unfortunate Phillips relation. 

Since instantaneous indexing has some virtues which are not 
shared by its lagged version, one might be tempted to recommend 
the shortening of the adjustment lag, to get the best possible 
proxy. Exccpt if the wage basis Tv0 is properly revised downward, 
this is a toxic medicine. For it will simply accelerate the annual 
rate of inflation that will keep output at its potential levei. 
Neglecting productivity anel shocks in cquation (11), the rate of 
inflation which will keep (ull employment is determined by: 

P1 - P,-1 =
j, n, 
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The right side of the above equation is the annual rate of 
inflation if wages are acljusted once a year. It becomes the 
quarterly ute of inflation iE wages are acljusted every three 
months. 

Summing up, indexing is a powerful but a dangerous toai. 
It makes life easier with inflation anel, in highly iclealizecl 
circumstances, it might even reduce the unpleasant side-effects of 
anti-inflationary policies. Supply shocks are the first instance of 
malfunctioning of the system. Mandatory indexing might create 
rigidities which are hard to correct. Anel lags ín inclexation 
arrangements o[ten induce policy makers to perpetuate inflation 
ín arder to achieve full employment. 

Yenr■ p 

1050 1.1 
1051 1.3 
1052 1.4 

1053 1.6 
IOM 2.1 
10� 2.4 

1956 2.0 
ig57 3.3 
IM8 3.7 
1960 5.1 
1080 6.8 
1961 ll.l 
1062 13.8 
1063 24.2 
196'1 0.1 
1965 72.3 
1086 00.8 
IQ67 128.0 
1068 1511.0 
106Q 102.0 
11170 230.0 
1071 277.0 
11172 324.0 
1973 373.0 
lll74 480.0 
1075 613.0 
1076 886.0 
1977 1 236.0 
1078 1 '14 .O 

... 

10.5 
15.3 
11 2 
13.R 
23.0 
15.2 
18.2 
13.3 
12.2 
32.1 
25.6 
31.5 
41 6 
56.2 
64.4 
45.0 
32.3 
2,.Q 
21.7 
IS.li 

18.1 
18.6 
111.7 
14.1 
25.2 
24.5 
34.0 
35.0 
32.7 

M 

61.4 
77 .o
88.3 

10-I. 2 
128.4 
152.0 
183.8 
225.5 
301.6 
385.4 
M0.3 
781 O 

1.213.5 
1.020 8 
3.660.6 
6 533.3 
8 842. 7 

12 0118.8 
17 086.0 
22 608.0 
211 OM.2 
37 004,.6 
411 653.2 
72 95.'l.6 

100 920 .8 
134 2-15.3 
188 872 .3 
200 160 . .'I 
365 247 ,3 

Table 2 

JJ 1/ 11' 1/'I h hl /,A 

10,0 28.7 22.4 48.2 3.52 4.10 --0.88 
22.6 30.4 23.8 48.5 2.43 2.22 -4.21 
13.7 33.0 25.0 52.0 3.03 -1.05 0.48 
10.0 33.0 27 .2 63.0 ---0 41 ---0.84 -3.36 
20.0 3i .3 20.5 67 .2 2.38 -0.60 0.20 
17.5 30.9 32. 7 61.0 2.10 1.31 3.61 
18.4 41.1 34.0 60.1 -1.52 -0.14 -2.82 
20.4 44.4 36.0 65.7 -0.61 -2.72 2.06 
20. l 47 9 42.0 61.1 ---0.02 4. l!i O.OI 

24.5 50.5 48.0 70.6 -1.43 7 .24 1.20 
33.8 li5.4 52.6 74. l 1.00 8.20 l. 07
30.ll 61.1 58.2 70.7 3.97 10.30 5.23 
44.0 64.4 62.8 8'1.0 2.25 0.67 6.55 
46.3 65.5 62.0 84.0 -2.77 1 73 3.5-1 
61.4 67.3 60. l 86.0 -7.00 -1.37 O 85 
00.7 60. l 63.0 07 .o -11.10 -14.30 0,75 
30.3 71.7 60.2 83.6 -14.30 -13.10 -10.10 
31.4 75.2 71.3 Ili 3 -lOAO -18.20 -5.27 
3-1.5 83.6 80.8 05.4 -12.00 -13.80 -1.00 
28.0 Ili.O 00.6 ºº·º -0.118 -10.50 -5.21 
25.1 100.0 100,0 100.0 -8.36 -8.75 -8.23 
26.6 113.3 114.3 114 .4 -2.71 -3.51 -1.45 
27.0 126.6 120.6 110.0 1.55 0.113 -1.'12 
38.li 144.2 lriO.l 120.l 7.73 7.411 -1.117 
32.5 158.3 164.0 130.:J 10.20 8.77 2.16 
28.5 107 .3 li5 2 134.7 8.02 o. 70 1.46 
34.1 182.3 1Q3. O 140.3 10.70 8.71 l.li:l 

32.0 190.8 201.4 153.8 8.30 4.38 0.68 
33.9 202.2 217. 7 151. 2 7 .38 4.04 O.DO 

SOURCES: Central Bank (Bullelin) ond Getulio Var111111 Foundotion (CanjunluTG Econ6mica). 
NOTATION: P: General Pric• Lavei Indc,: (11105/07 • 100) (onnuol 11varo11e); ..- Rato oi Inílntkn 
meaaurocl 111 100. 101 (P!P,- 1): M: Money SupplyÓCrS million) (onnuol overo11•l: µ: Rato of Mono� 
Growtb me111ured 111 100. 1011 (At/M1-1); 11: Real utput lndesJID70 • 100):-Reol GDP; 11': In• 
du.atriol Output Inda• (1070 • 100): 11A: .4.11rieult11.al Output ln os (11170 - 100); h: 100. 1011 (11/v"l 
wbere 10!1 u• ia deri\'cd Iram II trend re,;N!8sitn (■!opa: 0.0684); AI: 100. loit (vl/yl') wbcro 1011 111• i1 
dcrived Iram n lrend re�ion (alape: 0.0813); AA: 100. 1011 (u.A/vA•) wherc 101111A• ia darived from 
11 lrend re11r ... ion (lllope: O. 04,02), 
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Real output - lnflation trade-off s, 
monetary growth and rational expectations 
in Brazil - 1950 /79 *

Antonio Carlos Lemgrttber ••

1 - lntroduction 

Inflation and recession are certainly among the main themes of 
modern macroeconomics. As is well known, the recent economic 
literature has concentrated efforts lo explain simultaneously 
inflationary and recessionary movements in market economies. The 
purpose of this paper is to contribute to the study of the 
inflation-recession dillema, by making use of data from Brazil for 
the period 1950 /79. The Brazilian case is particularly interesting 
because of its high and variable inílation rates, ranging from I 1% 
in I 950 to 90% in 196-1 - with an average of 30%. ln the sarne 
period, the rate of real growth has varied between 14% (1973) 
and l .  8% (I 963) for an average of 7. 2%, and the so-called real 
output "gap" varied between - 16% (1967) and + li% (1976) 
for a zero average. 1 

ln order to undertake this analysis of the relations between 
inflation and real output, as well as to study the effects of economic 

• Originally publishecl in Re11i&ia BraJileira de Economia, vai. !!4, n.0 4, 
October/December, 1980. 
• • Fundação Getulio Vargas, Rio de Janeiro. 
1 Output g:ip here h:is thc meaning of thc rclative deviation of actual output 
from normal output. For further details, sce Scctions 2 :ind 4. Notice that the 
numhe111 for infl:ition and growth here rcfer to perccntage rates, in contrast 
to logarithmic rales uscd in thc rest of the paper. Percentage rates are lhe 
more usual measures, but logarühmic rates prcsent some properties 1h31 
make them prefer:iblc for thcoretical an:ilysis (in particular, symmctry) . The 
zero average for output g:ip is obviously a consequence of the fac! thal the 
measure of the gap is b::iscd on the residual of a least-squares trend regression. 
See Section 4 also. 
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policy on both, we will try to apply some recent models and ideas 
of modem macroeconomics. More specifically, we will consider 
two small-scale macromodels (Laidler-Parkin and Lucas) , and we 
will also take into consicleration rational expectations theory and 
some hipotheses related to downward inflation rigidity. 

ln Section 2, we consider the Laidler-Parkin model and the 
Lucas model. Both models concentrate their attention on 
inflation-real output trade-offs. ln Section 3, we present a rapid 
review of rational expectations anel discuss some of the criticisms 
that have been macle against this approach, including the hypothesis 
of downward inflation rigidity, due to contracts and customer 
markets. ln the next Section 4, estimates of the Laidler-Parkin 
model and the Lucas model are presented for Brazil (1950/79) 
with annual data. Finally, in Section 5, the inflation rigidity 
hypothesis is also tested for Brazil. A summary and some conclusions 
can be found in Section 6. 

2 - Two popular modem models of inflation 

ln arder to organize our discussion about real output-inEiation 
trade-of[s in Brazil, let us consider in this section the workings 
o[ two well-known models of inflation: the Laidler-Parkin moclel 
(hereafter, LP model) and the Lucas model (hereafter, L moclel) 
Both models are very good examples of one of the main purposes 
of modem macroeconomics, that is, to study inflation within the 
context of simple but complete macromodels that concentrate 
their attention on the problem generally characterized by Friedman's 
so-called "missing equation". 2 ln Friedman's words, "the key 
need to remedy the defects common to (standard macroeconomic) 
models ... is a theory that will explain ... the short-run division 
of a change in nominal incarne between prices and output ... ". 3 

Let us start by reviewing the LP model, 4 composed of 6 
equations related to the endogenous variables li, 6.h, 6.P, 6.P•, 6.y 
and ây•, that is, the levei of excess demand measured by a "real 
output gap", the change in excess demand, the rate of inflation, 
the expected rate of inflation, the rate of real growth, and the 
rate o[ potential real growth. 

One should notice that in one of the equations below h is 
implicitly being defined as y - y•, or the difference betwecn the 
log of real output and the Iog of potential or normal output -

2 See Friedman (1971). 

a Ibid., p. -18. 

4 See Laidler and Parkin (1975) and L:iidlc:r (1975) . 
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real output gap measure. Moreover, P is the log of the price level 
and p• is the log of the expected price level. Notice also that, 
by definition, l).h equals h - h,_1. 

The model can be written as follows: 

l).P = ah + l).p• 

!!,.P• = MP,_ 1 + (1 - b) 6.Pt-1

11.h = e (6.M - 11.P) 

h = 11.h + h,_1 

11.y = 11.y• + Ah 

Ay• = �

where a, b and e are pos1t1ve parameters (with b less ar equal 
to 1), !!,.M is the rate of monetary expansion, and � is a constant 
potential real growth rate. 5 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Equation (1) is a price fonnation equation with emphasis 
on excess demand and expectations, equation (2) is an adaptive 
expectations hypothesis, 6 and equation (3) is a simplified 
aggregate demand formulation. The other three equations have 
mainly a definitional content. 

It will prove useful to reduce the model to 2 equations: 

h = e (õM 6.P) + h, -l 

ó.P flP1_ 1 + ah - a (1 - b) h 1 _1 

Equation (7) related to the aggregate demand side -

(7) 
(8) 

implies a negative relationship between h and ó.P, and it contains 
two predetermined variables: ó.M and h,_1. It could also be 
written as 

!!,.h = e (ó.M - flP) 

Equation (8) corresponds to a "modem" Phillips Curve of 
the accelerationist type, leading to a positive relation between 

(7a) 

ü ln thc original formulation, some of thcsc equations wcre only implicitly
takcn into account, but not explicitly. Another differcnce bet:wcen the model 
composed of equatioru (1) to (6) and thc original formulation relates to thc 
prcsence of a lagged li in the price equation instead of contemporaneous 11, 
but our preference for li is based purcly on empirical reasons. 

a But see the next section on rational expcctations. 



excess demand and inflation, and containing the following 
predetennined variables: 6.P1_1 and h 1_1, It could also be written as 

6.ZP = ah - a (1 - b) h 1_1 (Sa) 

where 6.2P = 6.P - 6.P1 _1, represents the acceleration of inflation 
or the second derivative of the log of the price levei. 

The reduced forms of this model are very significant, with 
6.M, 6.P1 _1 and li,_1 determining variables such as llP, /l2P, li 
and 6.h. Let us show the reducecl form coefficients for llP anel 
li only: 

1 ac ab 
AP = --- 6.P1-1 + --- ôM. +t + ac l + ac l + ac (9) 

h = ·- e 6.P +
e 6.M + _1_+_a_c_(l_-_b_) h,_1 (lO)

1 + ac ,_, 
1 + ac I + ac 

We will return to analyze these reduced forms of the LP model 
just after the presentation of the Lucas model (ar L model) . 

Using the sarne notation as before, the formulation of the L 
model would be as follows: 7 

h = y (P-P!J) + Àh1-1 

P=Y-y 

p• = E (P/1) 

y
e = Y _1 + a

y = y• + tt

y = h + y• 

y• = b + �T 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

Equation (I l) is the well-known Lucas' aggregate supply 
forrnulation and it could also be written as: 

Equations (12) and (16) are definitions, but (12) should be 
regarded as aggregate demand for Y given. Equation (13) 

1 Sce Lucas (1972 and l97S), 
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embodies the rational expectation hypothesis, 8 where l represents 
the available information set at period t. ln (14), one finds a 
very simple hypothesis about policy behavior. Notice that Y is 
log of nominal output and Y• is predicted log of nominal output. 
People expect t,,.y• (the predicted rate o[ change o[ nominal 
output) to be on average equal to a. 9 But, according to {15), 
Y will differ from Y'"' (or t,,.Y will differ from t,,.Y•) by u. Therefore, 
ft.Y = a + u - an anticipated and an unanticipated component. 
FinaIJy, (17) idemifies potential real output with a trend value. 
Parameters y and 'J,. are positive, with 'J,. < I. 

It is certainly useful lo attempt to present the L model with 
the sarne endogenous variables as the L-P model. We have then: 

h = y (l:lP - f:lP•) + 'J,.h 1 _1 (18) 

ft.P =a+ u - ó.y (19) 

t,,.p• = E (P/1) - P,_ 1 (20) 

&y &h + f:ly• (21) 

&h 1z - h1-1 (22) 

tJ.y• = � (23) 

The aggregate supply equation (18) is the counterpart of the 
L-P Phillips Curve. Equation (19) becomes an aggregate demand
relation, where &Y is simply disaggregated between anticipated
and unanticipated components. Moreover, (20) replaces the adaptive
expectations formulation for a rational one. 10 

Let us now reducc the L model to 2 equations: 

h = y (ó.P - AP•) + i..lz,_ 1 . (24) 

AP = AP + (ft.Y - t,,.Y•) - (h - 111 _1) - � (25) 

wi th /j.p• for the time being taken as exogenous (we are therefore 
neglecting (20) for a while). 

The simultaneity between h and llP is similar to the one in 
the L-P model, with a negative link in (25) - aggregate demand 
- and a positive link. in (24) - aggregate rnpply.

8 Scc thc ncxt section. 

e Notice that t.r• = r• - Y,_,. 

10 cit must bc cmphasizcd that P - p• = l!P - J!P•, sincc t.P• = p• - P,_,. 
This link bctwccn inflation cxpectations and pricc cxpcctatioru is the only 
logical one. 
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For the sake of comparison with the L-P model, it will be 
interesting to consider the "non-rational" hypothesis t,,,.p• = AP1_1• 

Let us call the model formed by (24) and (25) with f,,.p• = /J;P,_, 
as the "LI model". 

But rationality implies that 

!lP - !).P• = b.Y - t,,.Y• = b.Y - a = zt (26) 

this is derived from a "reduced form" for AP deduced from (24) 
and (25) with the hypothesis that flp• = E (AP) . Therefore, 
one could have the "L2 model": 

h = y (/J;Y - !).Y•) + Ã,111_1 

b.P = õ.Y - (h - h,_1) - � 

(27) 

(28) 

Ali these models were estimated for Brazil, but with some 
minar modifications. For cxample, the excess demand variable that 
was used was related to the industrial sector (h1) , and in 
consequence we needed complementary equations to link h1 and 
h as well as M11 anel !lh. Another modification was the inclusion 
of constants terms in some cquations as well as a supply shock 
variable (measured by the deviation of agricultura! output from 
trend, that is, !z,1). Moreover, some additional lagged variables
such as (ti.M - !lP) ,_1 were introduced. Furthermore, in arder 
to make the LP maciel and the Ll and L2 moclels mdre similar, 
we have assumed that i t is possible and useful to replace AY by 
b.M in the L models. As a matter of fact, the subsequent literature 
on rational expectations suggests that such a replaccment is quite 
natural, if one is interested in studying policy effects. 11 

As a consequence o[ this last modification, of course, one 
should now regarei a as the anticipated part of money growth anel ti

as the unanticipated part, with ti.M = a + u. Let us further 
simplify the analysis and assume that a = b.M,_1. It could be 
argued that this hypothesis is not entirely rational in a context 
of strong monetary acceleration (or deceleration) , but it seems 
to be a reasonably good empirical approximation for Lucas' 
hypothcsis, where a corresponds to the "average rate of demand 
expansion". 12 

11 See Barro (1977) :md Gordon (1977). 

I!! See Lucas (1973. p. 830) . 
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The new formulations of the Lucas models would �hen be: 

Ll 

h = y (/J.P - ó..P1 _ 1) + }J,,_, (29) 

ó..P = ó..M - (h - ht_ 1) - p (30) 

L2 

h = y (ó..M - ó..M1-1) + '>.fit-1 (31) 

ô.P = ô.M - (/1 - h,_ 1) - p (32) 

ln the LI model, reduced forms would include the same 
predetermined variables as in the LP model, that is, h,_ 1, ó..P1 _1, 

and ó..M. ln the L2 model, on the other hand, reduced forms would 
relate h and ó..P to ó..M, ó..M1_i, and h,_ 1. For example, here are 
the reduced forms for real output detrended (ar h) in both moclels: 

Ll 

h y 

I+y 
ôP1-1 +

+ y

l + 'Y p 
(33) 

L2 

(34) 

ln the following table, there is a complete list of short-run 
anel long-run multiplier effects of /'!M on l!.P anel /t: 13 

l!.P/ô.M 

L-P Model

S-R

L-R

LI Model 

ac/(I+u) 

L2 Model 

1 - y or 1 

(35) 

rn It is mdul to rccall hcre thc relation between li and y. By ddinirion. 
1, = /\y - t;y• --j- li,_, or /"Jy = h - li,_, + t;y•. Therefo,.,._ in Ih� .<h,n-1-nrn, 
given Ay• = tJ and h,_,, JJ<lliq dl,ct.s nn 1, are cqual lo policy f'ffert., on h-,, 
Ih< :irtu:il r.11, □ I uai rcannmic gr01111h. The an:ilysi• in thi, IJ:IIJer could ha11f' 

hrcn m•clc ali :ilnng with Ay imr<•d af li ,. "'1he r<al variablc", but ,,,., 
havr choscn ln <ray rlmr. ln 1l1e 11hillill• C11rvc rradirion. 
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S-R e/ (l + nc) y/(1 +r> y or O 

h/6.M (!16) 

L-R o o o 

Ali models presem output effects in the short-run and only 
price e[fects in the long-run. It should be said, however, that in 
the L2 case the positive short-run output eHect is a consequence of 
unanticipated movements in money growth, with l:!.M - 6.M 1 _ 1 = u. 

There is a great similarity between the LP model and the Ll 
model. ln fact, the expected signs are the sarne for ali the 
predetennined variables in both reduced forms. H one investigates 
the final /orms H of both models, one will find relations such as 

/J.P = F1 (/J.P,_ 1, !iP,_ 2, l!J.M, ó.M1-1) 

J, = F� (h,_1, h,_2, l:!.M, l\M1 -1) 

that is, second-order diHerence equatiom. ln the LP model, 
the characteristic equation ar auxiliary equation would be 

(37) 

(38) 

x� - 12 + ac (1 - b) 1/ (1 + ac) X + 1 = O anel in the Ll
model, it would be X2 

- (2y + i.) / (I + y) X + y = O. lt can 
be shown that these auxiliary equations generally contain complex 
roots and in consequence the models presem oscillatory movements 
or cyclical properties, depending particularly on the values of 
a or y as well as b or À. 15 

lf À = O and b = 1, the LP model and the L1 model become 
even more similar models. ln the empirical applications for Brazil, 
it will become clear that these simplifications are quite valid. 
ln this case, one could write: 

ó.2P = a h or h 

anel 

M = e (l:!.M - ó.P) l or l:!.P = l\M - - l:!.h
e 

(39) 

(40) 

H Thc conccpt of a final Jonn is uscful for cyclical analysis. Onc climinatcs 
laggcd cndogcnous variablcs in a rcduccd Conn if thcy are predetcrmincd by 
01her reduced form!. 
15 Thc L2 model hM a final form corresponding to a first-order difference 
cquation for li anel /'J.P, and in consequence it doe! not present cyclical 
propcriics. 
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The reduced forms of these simpler models continue to contain 
flM, llP1 _ 1 and h,_ 1, and the final forms continue to lead to a 
second:order difference equation with 6.M and 6M1 _1 as the 
moving variables. There are now two basic parameters: a or 
y = 1 /a, and e. If e is supposcd to be unitary, then it becomes 
clear that the overall cycle of flp and h is basically guided by a 
(ar y), that is, the slope of the short-run Phillips Curve. 

One could say that rnodels such as the ones presented above 
are the 70's counterpart of the weH-known Samuelson multiplier 
- accelerator model. Forty yejrs ago, Samuelson developed from
the multi plier and the accelerator a second arder difference equation
to explain nominal incarne fluctuations due to autonomous
expenditures. 10 During the 70's, Laidler, Parkin, and Lucas
produced rnodels that simultaneously cxplain priccs and real output
with second-order difference equations that are moved by monetary
(as well as other policy) effects.

After reviewing rational expectations in the next section, we 
shall present estimates of the following equations for Brazil: 

I) Laidler-Parkin Price Equation - see ( 1) , (8) anel (8a) .

2) Laidler-Parkin Aggregate Demand Equation - see (3),
(7) and (7a) .

3) Complementary Equations.

4) Laidler-Parkin Reduced Forms 17 
- see (9) , (1 O), (33),

(35) and (36).

5) Lucas Type 1 Aggregate Supply Equation - see (11),
( 18) , (24) and (29) .

6) Lucas Type 2 Aggregate Supply Equation - see (11),
(18), (24), (27) and (31). 

7) Lucas Aggregate Demand Equation - sce (12), (25),
(28) , (30) and (32) . 

8) Lucas Type 2 Recluced Forms - see (34) , (35) and (36) .

Furthennore, we shall consider in Section 5 the "inflation 
rigidity hypothesis" and shall presem tests for it using the LI 
and L2 aggregate supply formulations. 

rn Scc Samu.,lrnn (l!J�g). 

l T A lso valid fnr L 1 rcducccl form�. 
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3 - Rational expectations and inflation rigidity 

At least up until thc early seventies, the economic literature used 
to presem dozens of examples of expectation hypotheses about 
some variable baseei on the past history of that variable. As for as 
inflation (or the price levei) is concerned, one used to find 
so-called naive models, classical models, adaptive models, regressive 
models, and extrapolative models - ali based on past inflation. 
One good example is precisely the L-P adaptive hypothesis shown 
in the previous section: 

(41) 

Such models were applied either with respect to the price level 
or with respect to the rate of inflation, anel they can be generalized 
in one of the following ways: 

AP• = a1 6.P,_1 + a:? 6.P,_2 + ... 

p• = Yt P,_1 + Y2 P,_2 + · , , 

(42) 

(43) 

Essentially, these moclels suggest that expectations about inílation 
(or the price levei) are based on past rates of inflation (or past 
price leveis) . 

In 1961, Muth 18 presented some i<leas about the formation 
of expectations which would become the basis of the "rational 
expectations" model: 

"Expectations, since they are informed predictions of 
future events, are essentially the sarne as the pre<lictions of the 
relevant economic theory ... Expectations of firms tend to be 
distributed, for the some information set, about the predictions 
of the theory." 10 

A model that does not incorporate such ideas should be 
considered as "irrational". Clearly, based on Muth's definition, 
those previous expectational models were not "rational". It becomes 
implicit that, in Muth's hypothesis, information is scarce and there 
is no waste of in[onnation, with expectations depending on the 
complete structure of the relevam model which is able to describe 
the economy. 

111 Sce Muth (1961). 

10 lbid., pp. !!17-8. 
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Using supply and clemand micro-models, Muth formulated 
his rational expectation theory. Considering, for example, expected 
prices in a micro framework one would have: 

(44) 

where E (P1) is the reduced form prediction of the relevant 
supply-demand model derived from microeconomic theory. 

Ten years later, in the early seventies, authors such as Lucas, 
Sargent, Barro and McCallum have begun to attempt to introduce 
rational expectations in macroeconomic models. 2º The Lucas 
model with rational expectations has already been presented in 
the previous section. Nowadays, the neutrality propositions derived 
from rational expectations are reasonably well-wnown: systemauc 
measures of economic policy have no real effect in the economy; 
real variables are statistically independent from the systematic 
part of monetary and fiscal policy. Rational expectation models 
imply that only the non-systematic part of monetary and fiscal 
policy can have real effects in the economy. 

Clearly, these policy - inefectiveness implications were very 
serious for short-run economic policies which tended to emphasize 
fine-tuning of the economy. Very rapidly, criticisms of rational 
expectation models begun to appear in the literature. For instance, 
one could mention papers by Modigliani, Gordon, Tobin, and 
Okun. 21 

The most common criticisms have to do with price stickyness 
or - carrying the question to the first derivative - with inflation 
rigidity. Price adjustments are supposedly slow and sluggish in 
the real world - particularly in the downwa1·d direction - due 
to the existence of noncompetitive markets, oligopolistic markets, 
"customer markets", and "contract markets". Price flexibility 
would be found only in auction markets - where there are no 
long-run contracts - such as commodities or financial markets. 

ln order to take into consideration the downward rigidity of 
inflation, one could think of an expectations model where, for 
example, the expected inflation would be equal to the greatest 
of the following two results: past inflation or inflation predicted 
by relevant economic theory, that is, 

(45) 

20 Sec Lucas (1972 and 197!1), Sargent (197!1) , Barro (1976) and McCallum 
(1979a and 1979b). 

!!1 Scc Modigliani (1977), Gordon (1977) and Tobin (1972a). 
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The public would not take into account "rational expectations" 
when predictions of economic theory suggested inflation rates 
inferior to past rates of inflation - at least not entirely. 

'When inflation is accelerating, then rational expectations would 
become relevant and inflation stick.yness could be neglected. But 
when inflation is decelerating, there can be rigidities in the process 
that disturb the elegance of the rational expectations idea. ln 
other wor<ls, rational expectations would be valid for accelerating 
inEiation, but invalid - at least partially - for decelerating 
inElation. The past history of inflation would represent a "floor 
rate" that has to be taken into account in the process of expectation 
formation. 

It seems that inflation rigidity plus rational expectations Iead 
us to a very difficult real world: expansive policies would have 
practically no positive real output effects, but contractionary 
policies would continue to have negative real output effects. ln 
fact, the above comments imply that accelerating money (or 
accelerating inflation) does not have real effects, but decelerating 
money (or decelerating inflation) does have a serious real side 
effect - unemployf!lellt and lower growth. 

Clearly, this situation is almost dramatic for the policy-maker: 
it would be almost useless to attempt to expand the economy 
through policy, but it would continue to be very costly to contract 
the economy in terms of real effects on employment and output. 

For example, as shown in Lhe previous section, when one 
neglects rational expectations, there is a positive relation between 
/J,.2P and li ar between f!..2M and li implied by conventional inflation 
models with traditional hypotheses about expectations. On the other 
hand, the implication of rational expectations is that even these 
positive relations between second derivatives of the price levei or the 
money supply and real variables might not exist if the accelerations 
of money and inflation are also anticipated. Thus, even in the 
short-run, and even for the secon<l derivative, one would have a 
vertical Phillips Curve, that is, no trade-oH between "anticipated" 
derivatives of the price levei ar the money supply and 
unem ploymen t. 

13ut, what would happen if we take into account the rational 
expectation thesis for accelerating inflation (positive second 
i:lerivative of the price levei or the money supply) but retain the 
more conventional model for decelerating inflation (negative 
second derivative of the price levei a the money supply) due to 
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inflation rigidity? ln this case, we would obtain a Phillips Curve 
or aggregate supply relation that would be vertical for positive 
values of f...2P or f...2M and nonvertical for negative values - a 
kinked accelerationist Phillips Curve. !!2 

This hypothesis of a kinked Phillips Curve - which combines 
inflation rigidity and rational expectations - has very significant 
implications for reai world policy, and it will be tested for Brazil 
in this paper in Section 5, just after a formal presentation of 
estimates of the models presented in the previous sector. 

4 - Estimates of the models for Brazil 

ln this section, we will present some estimates of the equations 
of the LP model and the L model for Brazil. The sample period is 
1950/79 (30 observations) and the estimation method was OLS. !!3 

The basic annual data for our regressions are summarized in 
Table 9, including sources as well as notation. 

The main regressions are collected in the following eight 
tables, whose results will be analyzed in the following paragraphs. 

We shall start with the Laidler-Parkin model, amounting to a 
price equation, an aggregate demand equation, some complementary 
equations, anel reduced forros. After that, we will move to the 
Lucas model - aggregate supply, aggregate demand and reduced 
forms. 

22 ln a lcss extreme result, the implic:nion would be that for positive values 
of /!J.2P and f',,.'M, aggregate supply would be "more vertical" and for negative 
valucs it would be "more horizontal". Thc real effects would be significant 
for negative values of l!J.'P and t,,.•M, but practically negligible for positive 
values. It ought to bc mcntioned that this implication is derived simply from 
a mix of rational cxpectations and downward inflation Iigidity. But Simonsen 
(1979) has shown recently that legal i11d�xalicm rnecha11isms bascd on past 
inflation could also cxplain 1his typc of assymetry. His point is that indexation 
contributcs to make pricc and wagc inflation even more rigid in thc downward 
rlireclion. Thcrefore, one should say 1hat in countries wherc lhere are indcxed 
contracts - gcncrally bascd on past inflation - the problem of inílation 
rigidity becomcs cvcn more dramatic. Tobin (19?21J) also discus.ses thc cxislencc 
of a floor rate of wagc ch:mgc, which could represent a barrier to lhe total 
absence of trade-offs in thc long-run in an economy whcre relative wagcs 
are an imponant conccrn. 
23 Wc are awarc o( the simultaneiq• problcm of our modcls, which might lcad 
to biases in OLS cstimalion. Howevcr, af1er some experimcntation with 2SLS 
and cvcn !!SLS estimation, we did not find significant diffcrences in terms of 
estimatcd values, and conscquently, for the sake of simplicity, we bave 
prcfcrrcd lo report OLS remiu. 
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Table 1 

Laidler-Parkin Price Equation 

(Anmwl Data, 1950/79) 

Dependent Variab!e: ó.2P Dependent Variable: AP 
E:-.-plo.natcry 

Vn.1iables I.1 I. 2 I.3 I.4

Const1111t 1.1303 1.0994 3.326!) 1.9890 
(0.89) (0.87) (1. 18) (0.58) 

h' 0.6330 0.7341 0.5836 0.6952 
(3.85) (3.91) (3. 34) (2.04) 

hA -0.3701 - 0.3004
(-1.10) l--0. 71)

e.P,_, 0.9128 0.9649 
(9.09) (7. 71) 

Statis•ics 

R2 0.3461 0.3740 0.7,'139 0.7586 
DW 2.4126 2.3446 2.29.'iO 2.2993 
SER 6.9172 6.8920 6.9479 7.0127 

Table 2 

Laidler-Parking Aggregate Demand Equation 

(Annual Data, 1950/79) 

ExplanatQry 
Dependent Variable: e.h Depcndent Variable: h 

Variab]es II. l 11.2 II .3 II.4 

Con.stant -1.4721 -1.4505 -1.4632 -l.422ô 
(-2.41) (- 2.49) (-2.33) (-2.38)

e.M-AP 0.2002 0.1784 0.2069 0.1705 
(3.27) (2.83) (3. 02) (2.51) 

(AM-AP),_1 0.1152 0.1419 0.1152 0.1424 
(1. 78) (2.25) (1. 75) (2.22) 

h.-1 0.9925 0.9767 
(14.62) (14.99) 

e.hA 0.1693 o. 1734
(1. 92) (l. 92) 

StatU1tics 

H2 0.3710 0.4498 0.8936 0.9072 
DW 1.6993 1.9251 1.6843 1. 8918 
SER 2.5026 3.3870 2.5498 2.4280 

so 



Exp)&110.tory 
Vnrio.bles 

Consto.nt 

"f-1 

Ste.tistiCB 

n2 
DW 
SER 

Explanatory 
Vo.riables 

Constnnt 

t.M 

t.P,-1 

h,.-1 

1i:-1 

h,A_, 

Sto.ti.stiCB 

R2 
DW 
SER 

Table 3 

Complementary Equations 
(Annual Data, 1950/79) 

Dependent Ve.rie.ble: 
t.hl 

III. l 

-0.001 
(-0. 20) 

1.1775 
(7.43) 

-0.3859 
(--4.22) 

0.6852 
2.0997 
2.4572 

Table 4 

Dependent Vo.rie.ble: 
t.hA 

III.2

-0.0537 
(-0.07) 

-0.5495 
(-2.45) 
-0.2516 

(-1.35) 

0.4079 
2.0535 
4.2097 

Laidler-Parkin Redtlced Forms •
(Annual Data, 1950/79) 

Dependent Dependent Dependent DependP.nt 
Vo.rie.ble: Vnrinble: Vo.tio.ble: Vnrinble: 

WP h hl t.h 
IV.l IV.2 IV.3 IV.4 

-0.0784 0.4565 3.0864 0.4565 
(-0.02) (0.33) (2.00) (O. 33) 

0.5166 0.1239 0.2277 O, 1239 
(2. 70) (1,79) (2, 77) (1. 79) 
0.4113 -0.1683 -0.4020 -0.1683 

(2. 39) \-2.58) (--5.46) (-2.58) 
0.9501 -0.0499 

(12. 14) (-0.64) 
0.3631 0.6987 

(1.91) (8.58) 
0.2294 -0.2430 0.3953 -0.2430 

(O. 65) (-l.74) (2. 60) (-1. 74) 

0.8081 0.9083 0.8943 0.4591 
2.3042 1. 9840 1.8154 1.9840 
6.3769 2.4136 2.7352 2.4136 

■ Alio Valid for Luoa■ tyi,o 1 Recluoecl Forma, 
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Table 5 

Lucas Type 1 Aggregate Supply Equation 
(Annual Data, 1950/79) 

Dependent Variable: h1 

Explanatory 
Variablea V.l V.2 V.3

Constant -0.1832 -0.5369 -0.4336
(-0.25) (-0.45) (-0.42)

!:,PP 0.1979 0.5467 0.4918 
(1. 96) (3.85) (3. 91) 

h:. l 
0.7473 

(6.88) 
""' 0.7435 

(3.06) 

Statistica 

Ri 0.7623 0.3461 0.5145 
DW 1.4856 0.9073 1.3506 
SER,_, 3.9467 6.4289 5.6411 

Table 6 

Lucas Type 2 Aggregate Supply Equation 

(Annual Data, 1950/79) 

ExplBDR.tory 
Variables 

Coll!t&nt 

Stat.istica 

w 

DW 

SER 

52 

Dependent Variable: 
h' 

Vl.1 

-0.2700
(-0.22)

0.4105 
(2.70) 

0.7877 
(2. 79) 

0.3356 
0.6014 
6.5990 

Vl.2 

-0.6059
(-0. 47)

0.3716 
(2. 34) 
0.3343 

(2.16) 

0.2702 
0.6969 
6.9162 



Table 7 

Lucas Aggregate Demand Equation 
(Annual Data, 1950/79) 

Dependent Varia.ble: 
Explanatory llP 

Varia.bles • 

Con11tant 

Btatistics 
R' 
DW 
SER 

Explanatory 
Variables 

Constant 

AM 

A2M 

h,-1 

1i:-1 

hf_, 

Ah,_, 

Ah/_ l 

Btatistics 
«' 
DW 
SER 

VlI.l VJI.2 

-1.2216 
(-0.36) 

0.8914 
(8. 57) 

-1.4175
(--3. 60)

0.8006 
2.1247 
6.2539 

Table 8 

-0.7:,77 
(-0.19) 

O.R726 
(7. 31) 

--0.8485 
(-2.56) 
-0.4230 

(-1. 74) 

0.7755 
1.8:ill 
6.7628 

Lucas Type 2 Reduced-Forms •
(Annual Data, 1950/79) 

Dependent Varic.hle: t.P 

VIIl.1 VIII.2 VIIl.3 

-4.6249 -2.6807 --3.6260 
(-1. 28) (-0.69) (-0.90) 

1. 0150 0.9441 0.9727 
(9.11) (í. 78) (7. 71) 

-0.3331 -0.2942 -0.2895 
(-2.10) (-1. 70) (-1.50) 

0.4972 
(2. 92) 

0.5092 0.3363 
(2. 94) (l. 59) 

0.3203 
(0.84) 

-J.0337
(-2.54) 

-0.5011
(-1.53) 

0.8133 0.7965 0.7836 
1. 7634 1. 8313 1.6710 
6.2889 6.5663 6. 7712 

• lior Lua■■ IYII• 1 lh,tluu,d F<rm1, uo IV (LP RHluHd Fo,m.). 
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ln Table g 
.... 

Brazil, An.n.ual Data, 1947/79 

'Yfl..Dr'II, p , t,.p , /1( , t.lil '
• 

, 
111 

, 
11A 

, A , 1,,1 , 1,A. 

1947 O .RA 43 .R 23.53 ]A.40 42 .47 4. 15 -2.63 -1,40 

rn4R o Dl! B 77 43 ·º 0.23 25 2R IR. 20 45.fl 4 5ll -li OB 1.28 

19.ig O OR A RA 50 3 13 .Bl 2A. 05 20 13 47. 40 4 .OB 1.58 I. B5 

Jg!",(] 1.00 10 5-1 01.4 IO .!l-t 2R. 70 22.40 4R .17 3.52 .e. rn --ll. R!I 

1051 1 27 15.2R 77.0 22, 11-1 30.40 23.R3 4R �O 2 ,43 2.22 ---1,21 

1052 1.42 11 IO 88.3 13.09 33 .11-1 25. 02 52.0l 3 . 03 -1.05 O 4H 

1E5.1 I.A3 13. 70 Hl-1.2 1A ,IG 33.RR 27, IO 53.m --11.4 I --0.114 -3 3B 

1054 2.07 23.00 UR.4 20.89 37. 311 20 . .5.!i 57. 1H 2. 38 -0.60 0,20 

1055 2. 41 1.1.H 152. O 17. 4B 3Q. SII 32. ao 01. eo 2. IO 1.31 3 AI 

!0511 2 RO 1R. 10 18.'l .8 IH. 41 31.13 3-1. 04 60.12 -l.52 -li. 14 -2.H2 

1057 3.30 13. 27 225. 5 20 .46 44.4'1 30. 03 B5. 73 -0.BI -2.72 2 oe 

I0.5ll 3. 73 12 .25 30I.B 20. OS 47 .80 42.01 07 .05 -li. 02 4. 15 a 04 

1050 5.14 32.CO 385A 24. 52 50.63 48 OI 70. 51 -1 .43 7.24 1. 20 

Hflll B.64 25. BI 1.10.3 33 78 55. 44 52. e, 74. 08 1 no 8.20 1. 07 

IOBl g 10 31.52 7HI. n 3A 92 Bl.I5 58.21 79. OH 3 07 10.30 5. 23 

1082 13.R 4I.6� 1 213 .5 43 00 B4 3A A2. 7A R4.04 2 2� O A7 B 511 

108.1 24.2 511.17 1 02B.8 4A 24 65.S.1 02. R!1 R4 li(] -2.17 1. 73 3 .54 

100-I 4A .1 6.1 45 3 .lllll A BI 41 07. 27 M.12 Ríl 0-I -7 no -1.37 O, R5 

lQB.I 7.2.3 45 llil A 533 .3 60 .70 00.10 na .1111 07 .00 -11.IO -14.!lO O 75 

lOAA IMIR 32 33 8 842. 7 30. 27 71.70 BO. 20 R3. 8ll -14.30 -13.10 -10 10 

Hlfli I28.0 24. 80 12 008.H 31 :15 75 .20 71.30 01.30 -IA 40 -18 20 -5.27 

I96B ]59 O 21 BQ 17 ORA O 34 :i2 83 1111 �n.Rn 95.40 -12 60 -13.80 -4..90 

191'9 H2.0 IR Rll 22 MH .O 27 DA 91.00 DOM no. no -Q 98 -10 50 -15.21 

Hl',O 2:lll n 18.00 20 05,1 2 25 13 100. 00 100. 00 100.00 -H 3A -0.75 -8.23 

1971 2n.o 18 50 37 � n 2A .10 113 .30 IH 30 111.40 -2.71 -3.51 -1.45

1012 324. O 15.07 40 A.I3 2 27 .00 12B.6C 120. �o 118. O 1.55 0.93 -1 42 

1013 313. O 14. 08 72 053.A 38.48 144. 20 150 10 12n. rn 7 73 7. 40 -1.07 

1014 480.0 B 22 1(-0 028 8 32 4A 1:i� :rn 164 00 130. 30 10. 211 S.77 2 18 

l!l'l5 A 13 O 24 48 1�1 245 ,3 2R. !i3 187.:lll 175.20 13<l.70 8. 02 6 70 1.48 

rn1s SBB.O 3-1.!i5 1H8 872 3 �1.14 182 311 103. 00 uo, ao lO. 70 H.71 1.52 

1077 1 23B O 35 .58 280 100.� 32. 03 100. Hl1 201.40 1!i3 .80 8.30 4. 38 A. !l!I 

101R 1 714 .O 32.60 385 108.0 :i:i. n 1 202. 20 217. 70 151. 20 7 .30 4. 04 O QB 

l!l'líl 2 638.0 43.12 557 130.3 42 .24 215.10 232.70 158 .00 e 70 2.57 O .08 
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L-P Price Equation

The basic price equation of the L-P model, as shown in 
Section 2, can be written as: 

A'-P = ah - a (1 - b) h 1 _1 

ln the estimation process, we have considered this formulation, 
but preliminary results have led us to introduce the following 
modifications: a) assume b = 1, which corresponds to a simple 
expectation hypothesis where /'J.P• = líP1 _1; b) replace h -
representing total output - by h1 which refers to industrial output: 
c) take into consideration a supply shock variable - measured
by agricultura) output detrended - as a possible inflationary
effect in addition to excess demand anel price expectations; d)
inclusion of a constant term in the equation. The assumption
b = 1 as well as the use of h1 were simply consequences of
empirical results, to the extent that regressions with h1 only were
much better then regressions with h1 and 11 1 _1 on one hand and
much better than regressions with total h on the other hand. The
inclusion of a supply shock variable - as ,vell as a constant term
- was found to be necessary in order to capture possible autonomous
effects on inflation.

The first two regressions presented in Table I are quite 
satisfactory, revealing a strong Phillips Curve effect in Brazil, as 
well as a correct but non-significant sign for the supply shock. 
The Iast two results allow the coefficient of líP1_1 to differ from 
one, but the results continue to confirm the accelerationist -
type Phillips Curve for Brazil, with good R'- and satisfactory D'W' 
statistics. 

L-P Aggregate Demand Equation

The basic relation from Section 2 is 

Mi = e (llM 6.P) 

which can also be "Written as 

Ay = � + e (/'J.M - ó.P) 

that is, deviations between real and potential growth are explained 
by the rate of change of real balances - a monetarist aggregate 
demand formulation. 

Empirically, we have decided to add an additional lagged 
effect of (/'J.M - AP) on !ih and have considered a constant term. 
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Moreover, we have also considered the possibility that the demand 
side would affect more intensely Ah1 and, in consequence, the 
second and fourth regressions of Table 2 include /"J.hA as an 
additional variable, since Mi = F (/"J.h1, /"J.hA) . 24 Furthermore, in 
two regressions, we have relaxed the restrictions related to a unitary 
coefficient for h 1 _1, by changing the dependent variable and tak.ing 
h,_1 to the right-hand side. 

Once more, the results come out quite favorable. For example, 
the positive effects of real money growth in t and t - 1 are 
statistically significan t, with a total sum greater than O. 3. This 
figure should not be regarded simply as the inverse of an 
income-elasticity of the demand for money around 3, since it 
can be argued that the L-P aggregate demand model is more than 
a simple quantity theory formulation. 2� The effect of agricultura! 
growth (l!,.hA 

= llyA - Ayu) also contains some significance, 
contributing to improve R2 and ff\"7 statistics - and this could
be an indication that the real money growth effect is more 
concentrated on the manufaturing sector. Moreover, h,_ 1 appears 
with a coefficient not significantly different from I in the last two 
regressions, as expected. 

Finally, the constant terms are significant, with an interesting 
interpretation: when real money growth is zero, since Ah = lly - �, 
the difference between the actual rate of real growth and the 
potential rate is -1.5. As� er 7 .O, zero real money growth would 
imply an actual growth around 5. 5%, Obviously, the "financing" 
of such real growth would have to be made by a growing 
income-velocity of money. 

Compl�mtmtary Equations 

The use of h, h1 and h'- in our estimation forces us to establish 
some interrelations among them as well as to attempt to 
understand more specifically the shock movements of h'- (or llh-') . 

ln a previous footnote, it has already been pointed out that 
llh = F (llh1, 6.h-'-) since lly = F (lly1, flyA). As a matter of 
fact, assuming that the services sector also depends on industry 
and agriculture, one can practically say that /"J.y is a weighted 
average of 6.y1 and 6.y'-. As the LP Price Equation considers /z1 

:H This rclalionship is obvious if one rccalls 1ha1, exccpt for constant tcrms, 
it is equivalent to l!i.1 = F (l!i.1', .Õ.)'�) , that is, the rate of growth of total 
real output is a function of industrial growth and agricultura! growth. 
211 For example, onc can say that lhe underlying model behind the L•P

aggregate demand is an 1S-LM model with l!,.M being used as a proxy for 
both monctary and fiscal cffecu. One should also chcck lhe numcrical example 
in lhe final subscction of Seclion 4 (Small Summary) . 
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:md lhe l.1' .\S_,'i;.\Y$,\IC' ,k111,m,l C'\(U:11 ion n,midcrs li (or /lh) - and 
this also l1'YUI:< t\l 1tt ... , 1 .1 ;uhl \ .� 11111drl� - onc nccds a sim pie 
cqu:ition lll linl V .-m ... l !: ,,,, .\11 1 atHI Ali. Such cquation is the 
füst a·esrc»i,.m ... ,f r;\bk �- H it WCl'C rcwl'iucn with 6.h on the 
lcft,h:111d s\\lt', thc t'):.t���i'-m wu11hl simply imply that 

Thc othcr rumpkmrmary t."l}U:1tion in Table 3 serves only to 
confim1 the cobw�b mo,-ements o[ agriculture. Agricultural growth 
goes be)'oml the an:rage (Mr·' > O) whenevcr we start from a 
bad crop in the pre,·ious ye:ir (negative ht _1). 

The R� ,md D\V statistics for thcse two equations are 
satisfactory. 

L-P RtdUct!d Forms

\Ve turn now to L-P reduced forms. Lt us recall that, as 
pointed out in Section 2, such reduced forms are also valid for 
the LI model. B:isically, the theoretical variables to be considered 
are AM, AP1_i, :ind h1_1, However, due to the modifications 
introduced in the models, we have also considered constant terms 
:md the lagged values of hf_ 1 and ht-1• 

Table 4 presents some selected reduced fonns, which should 
be considered v:ilid for both the LP model and the LI model. 

First of ali, one must emphasize that all estimated coefficients 
have the expected signs and the levei of significance seems to be 
quite satisfatory. The reduced forms explain 8 l % of inflation 
variability, 89-91 % of output variability (already detrended), as 
well as 46% of the variability in the actual rate of real gTOwth 
(notice that Ah = /'J,:y + B). �8 There is no relevant autocorrelation 
problem. 

The short-run effects or short-run multipliers of AM are 0.52 
on prices and O. 12 on real output and 0.23 on industrial output. 
lt can be shown that the long-run multipliers are close to one 
for prices, and dose to zero for real and industrial output. 27

These numbers reílect to a great extent the im plications of (35) 
and (86) in Section 2, even through they to not lead precisely 
to zero or unitary long-run multipliers. This imprecision must 

21 Notice lhal lhe second and fourth rcduccd forros :ire basically the sarne, 
excep1 for a change in lhe dependent variable which affccts R• and lhe 
codílclcnt of h,.,, hui does not afícct 01her coefficients and 01hcr statistics, 
27 The&e long-run muhipliers are obtalncd with t:,.P = t:.P, . ., li = h,.1, 

and h' = h,.,. 
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be attributecl to the non-impos1t1on of restrictions in the estimated 
reduced forros as, for example, the inclusion of (/J.M - /J.P1 _1) 
in the last three reduced forros. ·with these restrictions, multipliers 
for real variables of /J.M are zero - only the second derivative 
or /J..2M has real effects. 

Lucas Type l Aggrcgate Supply 

Lucas basic formulation is: 

\.Vith h1 instead of h, Table 5 presents such an aggregate supply 
relation. The short-run coefficient of the Phillips Curve between 
h and /J..2P is 0.20 but the long-run one is 0.20/l - 0.75) = 0.80. 

The presence of a lagged h1 on the right-haml side is the 
main aspect that differentiates such a model from the L-P Price 
Equation. When one assumes À = O, we have the relation: 

h1 
= - 0.5369 + 0.5467 /J.2P 

which 1s equivalent to the L-P Price Equation: 

/!J,"!.P = 0.)303 + 0.6330 /il 

The simultaneity question is obvious in this case, and one 
finds no compclling reasou to emphasize either one or the other 
variable on the left-hand side. The point is that we have one 
equation (aggregate supply or Phillips Curve) anel two basic 
macroeconomic variables - inflation acceleration and industrial 
output detrended as a proxy for unemployment. One needs 
aggregate demand to dose the model. 

Finally, the introduction of a supply shock variable is 
particularly significant here in the LI aggregate supply model. 
ln fact, considering econometric problems of a Iagged dependem 
variable and the low D\V of the simple relation between h1 and 
Ã2P, the third regression of Table 5 seems to be the most 
appropriate, charactcrizing: 1) the positive price effect on aggregate 
supply; 2) agricultural supply shocks affecting positively the 
industrial movements, as one should expect. 

Lttcas Type 2 Aggregaie Sttpply 

Consider the basic equation, mixing aggregate supply and 
rational expectations: 
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Empirically, the L2 Aggregate Supply had to be slightly 
changed after some experimentation with Brazilian data. A constant 
terrn was added. An additional Iagged term for f'ti.2M was introduced. 
The variable h was replaced by h1

. A supply shock variable was 
also included. 28 The lagged dependent variable was suppressed. 

ln spite of Iower R2 and DW as compared to the Ll 
formulation, the important aspect to be emphasized is the adequate 
levei of significance for the coefficients of monetary acceleration. 
The estimation tends to confirm the basic positive relation between 
A2M (and A2M1_1) and h1, with coefficients which sum up to 
0.7 and t-scores greater than 2. It is true that R2 and DW are 
low, but the inclusion of a lagged dependent variable was found 
to be impractical, in spite of obvious but meaningless improvements 
in the statistics. ln fact, with the lagged dependent variable, the 
other explanatory variables lose entirely their significance. 

Anywa)', the two regressions of Table 6 exemplify reasonably 
well the implications of the L2 model as far as aggregate supply 
is concerned. \Ve will return to them when we cliscuss the inflation 
rigidity hypothesis in Section 5. 

Lucas Aggregate Demaml 

When we take into consideration A.M insteacl of A.Y for usefull 
aggregate dernand analysis - as we did in Section 2 - then we 
obtain this simple aggregate demand fonnulation for Lucas model: 

AP = 11M - Ah - � 

ar 

AP = AM - Ay 

Comparing with the L-P model the main difference is the 
implicit unitary coefficient for A.y or Ah, besides the exchange of 
AP from the right-hand to the Ieft-hand side and vice-versa 
for Ay. 29 

28 Since lhe L2 Aggregale Supply equa1ion corresponds :ilrcady lo a reduced 
forra for h (or li'}, \Yilh only predctermined variables on lhe righ1-hand sidc, 
we have decidcd 10 consider hf_, ralher 1han JiA as lhe supply shock variable. 
Namrally, according lo lhe complcmen1ary equations i n  Table 3, M':.1 is 1he 
main dc1enninant of movements in hA. 
211 Another minor difference is the presence of IJ in the L equalion, but 
such prcsence could also have been introduced in the LP model since the 
\'cry beginning - see also Laidler (1975) . 
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For estimation purposes, we have relaxed both the unitary 
coefficients for flM and flh (or fly). The results - quite satisfatory 
- are in Table 7. The most simple onc is:

llP = -1.2216 + 0.8914 flM - I .4175 flh 

with very significant t-scores for flM and flh, as well as good 
statistics. 

An in the case of the LP model, one is tempted to think in 
terms of an inverted money demand in the quantity theory tradition, 
with an income-elasticity of money demand greater than l. It is 
not incorrect to interpret our formulation o( Lucas aggregate 
demand in this fashion, but it must be emphasized that the 
underlying model could go beyond the quantity theory. 30 

Finally, the other regression in Table 7 includes separately 
!lh1 and flhA instead of !lh. It can be observed that both signs are 
correct, and the coefficient and t-score for industrial growth is 
greater than the ones for agricultura} growth. Moreover, the 
statistics for aggregate demand with fllz1 and fl/zA are slightly worse 
than the ones for fl/1 only. 

Lucas Typc 2 Rcduced Forms 31 

Finally, we comment on Lucas Type 2 Reduced Form for 
flP. lt must be recalled that, as for as the real varíable h1 (or flh') • 
is concerned, the L2 aggregate supply formulation is already a 
reduced from. 

Formally, the analysis o( Section 2 indicated that !J.M, /lM1 _1 
and li 1_1, should be in the reduced form for !J.P, that is, 

flP = l:lM - y (l:lM - t\M1 _1) + (I -Ã) '11 _1 - p 

An interesting result is related to the short-run negative effect 
of 62M on l:lP, as well as the unitary positive effect o( 6M. 

Empirically, we have relaxed the unitary constraint for /lM 
and have introduced additional explanatory variables in the 
reduced forms - basically Iagged values of h 1 and h4 as well as 
Iagged values of /1/i and l:lh1 . These additional variables are related 
to the modifications introduced in the empírica! estimation. 

There are four alternative reduced forms in Table 8. 

10 See faotnote 25. 
B1 Recall that Lucas Typc I Reduced-Fonm are not different from LP 
Reduced Forms, and in consequence they have already been analyied. 
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The reduced form results for llP are quite favorable in the 
L2 model. Signs are generally correct, and in particular the 
coefEicient for l!,.M is very dose to l. Leveis of significance are 
satisfactory. R2 values vary between O. 78 and O.SI for inílation, 
with DW statistics between I. 67 and l. 83. 

ln fact, it seems to be difficult to choose between the reduced 
form for /!,.P in Table 4 - with an R2 of O. 81 and the presence 
of a lagged dependent variable - and these three reduced forms 
in Table 8 - with R2 between 0.78 and 0.81. 

Anyway, ali these reduced form favorable results confirm that 
both the L-P model and the L rnodel perfonn quite well for the 
last 30 years as far as Brazil is concerned. 

Small S11mmary 

lf one were to summarize this estimation, one would make 
use of the sim pie model formed by (39) and (40). 

Taking the LI model as an example, we would have, as an 
approximation for the Brazilian case: 

llP = l!,.M - l.42 M1

ln Diagrams I and 2, these two relations are presented. lt can 
be seen in those diagrams that they reflect very well the simultaneous 
movements of l!,.P and h. 

Let us assume for simplicity here that 1!,.h = l!,.h1 or h = h1• 

The implicit reduced forms are then: 

h1 
= 0,309 l!,.M + 0,439 h,_. - 0,309 P,-1 

l!,.P = 0,561 llM + 0,797 111_1 + 0,439 l!,.P,_ 1 

The implicit final forms are: 

11 1 
= 0,878 hf _1 - 0,439 hf_2 + 0,309 l!,.M - 0,309 l!.M,-1 

l!,.P = 0,878 l!,.P1 _1 - 0,439 l!,.P,_2 + 0,561 l!,.M 

The following table presents an exercise describing the 
movcments of these variables as well as of lly1 

= h1 
- hf _ 1 + Ay1• 
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This illustration reveals the dillemas and cycles of modem 
economies, caused by a money growth dccceleration policy. We 
have initially "recession" (a growth recession) and ]ater a boom 
periocl (besides cyclical movemems in the rate of in(lation), that 
is, ali possible combinations of innation and growth, with 
oscillatory movements tending to converge to 10, 10, O, 8 and 8, 
respectively. Moreover, notice the absence of simple short-run 
correlations between !J.M and 6.P or t,,.M and /z in the exam pie, in 
spite of a monetarist-type aggregate dem:md formulation, The 
Phillips Curve movement occurs in years l and 2, but is reversed 
in the following years. ln the long run, there is no trade-off 
between inflation and recession. 

ln the next section, it will be shown that problems caused by 
a mix of rational expectations and inflation rigidity might disturb 
the Phillips Curve relation between h1 and t,,.2P in such a way 
-that thosc dillemas anel cycles of modern economies can be eYen 
more dramatic and difficult to be cured by economic policy. 

5 - A test of the inflation rigidity hypothesis 

ln the previous section, we have estimated some accelerationist 
Phillips Curve-type equations under different names. ln the LP 
model, one basic equation was 

6.�P = 1.1303 + 0.6330 h1 

or, including the supply shock variable, 

t,,.2P = 1.0994 + 0.7341 h1 - 0.3701 h.t!.. 

ln the Ll modcl, we had an inverted version of the LP 
Philli ps Curve, or 

h 1 
= -0 .5369 + 0.5467 f,.".!.p

or, including the supply shock variable, 

h1 
= -0.4336 + 0.4918 t-.2P + 0.7435 /z.t!.. 

or, including the lagged dependent variable, 

111 
= -O. 1832 + O .1979 6.2P + O. 7473 h:_ 1 
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Moreo•,er, in the L2 model, a policy-oriented Phillips Curve-type 
equation, derived from rational expectations and aggregate supply 
theory, was 

h1 = -0.6059 + 0.3716 62M + 0.3343 /!J.2M1_1 

or, with a supply shock, 

h1 
= -0.2700 + 0.4105 A2M + 0.7877 h,-1

All these results naturally imply the basic short-run Phillips 
Curve accelerationist tracle-off between inflation acceleration or 
monetary acceleration and real output, as well the "no trade-off 
in the long run" implication, because in a steady state the second 
derivatives of P or M will be zero by definition. 

lt would bc interesting, however, to go cleeper into these 
relations in arder to test the hypothesis introduced in Section 3 
and related to a mix of rational expectations and inflation 
rigidity. ln particular, the equations derived from Lucas model -
both in the L 1 and L2 forms - are quite adequate for such a test. 

As a matter of fact, we are interested in testing the hypothesis 
that the real side effects of infla tion deceleration or money 
growth deceleration (6.2P < O ar A2M < O) are much greater 
than the real effects of accelerating inílation ar accelerating money 
(6.2P > O ar /J.2M > O) . ln fact, the latter effects migh t even be 
entirely absent due to rational expectations behavior. 

\Vith that purpose, we have run a few regressions dissagregating 
the right-hand side variables /J.2P or /J.2M between positive and 
negative values. that is, /J.2P+ or /J.2P- and tJ.2M+ or /J.2M-. The 
method was OLS and the period was the sarne of the previous 
regressions: 1950/79 (annual data). The resulls are presented in 
Table 10. For example, /J.2P+ is equal to /J.2P when we have a 
positive value and zero otherwise; tJ.2M- is equal to /J.2M when 
we have a negative value and zero othenvise; and so on. 

The results tend to confirm our hypothesis. One finds no 
significant connection between accelerating inflation or monetary 
acceleration and the real variable expressed by h1 or industrial 
output detrended. Rational expectations seem to be acting on 
the positive axis of the Phillips Curve leading to an almost total 
absence of trade-offs between inflation and real output, even in 
the short-run. 

On the other hand, when we move to the negative axis, the 
situation changes dramatically: the trade-off is found, with very 
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Table 10 

lnflation Rigidity and Rational Expcctations 
Depcndenl Variablc: hl 

Explanatory 
X.l X.2 X.3 X.4 X.5 Variable 

Constant 2.1580 1.1043 2.9014 0.8104 0.2055 
( 2.09) (O. 59) (1.87) (0.42) (0.08) 

42p+ - o. 1337 0.3228 0.0254 
(- 0.92) (1. 32) (0.12) 

t,,2[- 0.5!177 0.8386 1.0644 
( 3.64) (2.84) (4.42) 

hf -• 
0.7773 

( 8.03) 
h" 0.9504 

(4.10) 
.1,2111+ o. 1795 0.3'l07 

.1.•M-

(O. 51) (O. Y!l) 
0.5;;()8 O. 3405 
(2. 25) (1. 39l 

11
2M;t:. 1 

0.0947 
(O. 26) 

.1.•111,-_.
0.4391 
(2 .00)

•-A 0.8856 
"1--1 (2. 82) 
Slatistica 
R2 0.8206 0.3754 0.6204 0.3-192 0.2888 
DW 1.6767 0.8531 1. 48,51 O. 7016 0.6162 
SER 3.4039 6.3984 5.0828 6.6555 7.0954 

significant coefficients. It seems that downward inflation rigidity 
contributes to maintain a short-run trade-off between decelerating 
inflation or decreasing money growth and real output. 

These comments are valicl for the 5 cases presented in Table 10. 
Graphically, one could imagine a kinked Phillips Curve (look at 
Diagram I for an example), which would be almost vertical for 
positive values of !J.2P or t:,.:M, but would have a very significant 
slope (positive in our case 32 for negative values of tJ.2P or /J.2M. 
It is true that the regressions with ll.2P- tend to be more significant 

B2 Notice that h' .., ,., - ,.,. • Ay1 - Ay'• + hf .1. Evidently, h1 
r.nnl'.sptinrh tíl .:an in\lertl!!!d indic:uor c,f untmplClJmfllnt. lf thll!!! g1:iph we :ne 
d .... rribing had -li' in fln, oi 1h, .,,;, inu,ad ,,f h', rh,n rh-, lowu p:nr of 
rh, Fhillio• C:un, "1f111ld hav, a n,gariv, ,lop" - ju,1 lik-, in rh, 
infb1ion-un,miilflJm,n1 graph. 
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than the ones with b.2M- and b,.'J.M1 _1, but the point is that in 
both cases the differences between acceleration movements and 
deceleration movements are very clear. 33 

ln fact, and this is interesting to emphasize, the O. 5-0. 6 slopes 
of the conventional Phillips Curves for 6.2P are "divided" between 
a non-significant coefficient for 6.2P+ and a 0.8-1 .l coefficient 
for 6.2P-. In words, a 5% inílation deceleration provokes a 5% 
reduction o( real excess demand, that is, a 5% deceleration of the 
rate o( industrial growth in the short-run. But a 5% inflation 
acceleration lrns practically no real effects. As far as money growth 
variables are concerned, the results have lower significance than 
the ones for inílation, but the trade-off coeCficients for negative 
values ti.�M- an<l 6.2M,_ 1 are situated between 0.55 and 0.80: a 
5% deceleration in money growth can provoke up to a 4% real 
deceleration in the economy in the short-run. 

Therefore, rational expectations and downward inflation 
rigidity seem Lo lead us to a very complicated real world as far 
as short-run policy is concernc<l. There are no real gains from 
monetary and inllation accelerations, but there are real losses -
although temporary - Irom monetary and inflation deceleration. 

The relevance of our findings ought to be emphasized. An 
antiinílationary policy - say a 5% to 15% contracLion of money 
growth - would have very severc real effects, by reducing industrial 
output (<letrende<l) and its rate of growth (see the numerical 
example of the Section 4 - final subsection) . On the other hand, 
assymetrically, an acceleration of Lhe expansion o( the money supply 
woul<l just Iead to more inflation. 

Thcse results have a direct implication on the effects o( stop 
and go economic policies. Due to the assymetry o( effects, a policy 
of equal accelerations anel <lecclerations in the money supply would 
not be neutral with respcct Lo inflation an<l unemployment. For 
example, starting from a 20% money growth, a variable policy 
with 30%, 20%, 30% anel 20% in the following years would lead 
in the short-run Lo higher inflation and higher unemployment 
Lhan before. Higher inflation will be causcd not only by the new 
average (25%) but also by the assymetric effects of accelerations 
and decelerations, while higher uncmployment would be caused 
by the negative movemcnts in the third anel fifth year, since the 
positive movements woul<l have no real effects. 

83 Clearly, this rcmlt could be rcgarded simply as an indication of non-linearity 
in lhe rclationship belwecn l'J.'P and li'. llut it must bc cmphasizcd that this 
non-lincarity is not of lhe samc type as thc onc oítcn obtaincd for short-run 
Phillips rclations, since it continues to be valid in the long run. 
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Obviously, two implications of the kinked Phillips Curve are: 
a) if one starts from a low and satisfactory levei of inílation, the
best policy is one of a constant rate of growth in the money supply;
b) if one starts from a high and unfavorable levei of inflation,
then the Government shoulcl attempt to undertake a consistently
gradual program of money growth deceleration - without stop and
go movements - in order to bring inflation down. But the cost
of stopping inflation will continue to occur, that is, the unfavorable
side effect in terms of less employment anel less output. On the
other hand, if there is no consistent program, stop and go policies
- combining expansions anel contractions - will Ieave us with
both inflation and unemployment, because of the assymetries
implicit in this mix of rational expectations anel inflation rigielity
behavior.

6 - Summary and conclusions 

This paper has eliscusseel inflation-real output macromoclels anel 
presenteei estimates of such models for Brazil. Moreover, problems 
related to rational expectation formulations and inflationary 
rigiclity have been taken into consieleration. 

ln Section 2, there was a formal presentation of the 
LaidlerParkin model anel the Lucas model, leading to formulations 
that permit a simultaneous determination of variables such as 
8.P, 8.2P, h, llh, lly, that is, inflation anel its acceleration, industrial 
output gap anel its rate of change, real growth, etc. Besides the 
simultaneity aspect, there was some emphasis on dynamic properties 
such as long and short-run multipliers as well as cyclical movemenrs 
of the variables, Ied by instability in economic policy. 

Rational expcctations ideas were rapielly revieweel in Section 3, 
going from the micromodels of 1\-Iuth to the macromodels of 
Lucas anel others such as Barro, Sargent, and McCallum. The 
policy-inefectiveness implication of rational expectations was 
mentioned, as well as the main cri ticisms to this approach. ln 
particular, we emphasized the possible existence of a certain degree 
of rigielity in inílation rates, specially in the downwarcl direction. 

Estimates of the moelels for Brazil are in Section 4. ln general, 
the equations of the Laidler-Parkin model anel the Lucas maciel 
perform very well, with correct and significant signs, as well as 
reasonable statistics (R:i, D\V), given the nature of certain 
depenclent variables (rates of change and changes in the rate of 
change). A simplifiecl summary of the results is presented, with 
some diagrams anel a simul:ltion e"ercise. 
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Finally, in Section 5, we consider the possibility of a kinked-type. 
accelerationist Phillips Curve in Brazil where inflation acceleration 
would have much less (positive) real effects than inflation 
deceleration in terms of (negative) real effects. The simple tests 
suggest that such a possibility cannot be rejected. Obviously, this 
result has important implications Cor economic policy to the 
extent that a mix o( rational expectations behavior and inflation 
rigidity can make the inflation-recession dillema even more serious. 

The maio conclusions of this paper are as follows. There is 
no doubt that there exists in the short-run a dillema between 
recession or real excess supply and the acceleration of inflation. 
Moreover, it is clear that money has a relevant effect on both 
variables in the short-run. However, there is a serious probability 
that this dillema is much more meaningful in policy contractions 
than in policy expansions, since in the latter case real effects 
of policy could be minor. Ali these results imply that one should 
avoid stop and go policies and at the sarne time should aim at a 
low and constant rate o{ monetary growth, in order to halt inflation. 
lt seems that models such as the ones presented in this paper are 
valid both for countries such as the United States or Brazil - the 
macroeconomic mechanisrns that cause the trade-off are present 
in both countries. Further research would be necessary to take 
into account the openess of modem economies in these models, 34

but preliminary exercises suggest no significant differences from 
the present results. 

Clearly, simple macromodels such as the ones presented in 
this paper should not be used strictly for projection exercises. Of 
r.:ourse, the very simplicity of the models indicates that its usefulness 
is much more related to its contribution to a general understanding 
of the inEiation-recession dillema than to its capacity to make 
precise forecasts about inflation and real growth in the following 
year. Therefore, the general interest of the type of analysis 
undertaken here should not be closely linked to the behavior of 
inflation and growth in Brazil in 1979 or 1980, as compared to 
the "predictions" of our theory. But it seems to be correct to 
say that the results obtained in this pa per provide some hin ts as 
to the main reasons for the substantial acceleration of inflation 
in Brazil since 1976. Besides some obvious supply shocks, this 
acceleration is certainly associated to excess demand and higher 

M ln particular, moncy 1upply could be made cndogenous and import and 
cxport prices would havc 10 be con1idered in the pricc cqua1ion, as wcll 
as lhe exchange rate. 
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rates of monetary expansion since 1973. The 1979/80 inflationary 
explosion representeei the climax of these supply shocks and 
aggregate demand pressures. 
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Equations for iinport demand in Brazil: 
1960/80 * 

Maria de Fátima S. Pombal Dib .. 

l - Introduction

The purpose of this article is to obtain estimates for import 
demand in B.-azil in the period from 1960 to 1980. 

ln view of the present-day aim to obtain a considerable balance 
o( trade surplus and the vital need for measures designed to 
restore contrai of the balance of payments, import contrai policies 
are a part of nny strntegy for solving the problem of Brazil's 
foreign accounts. It is, therefore, desirable to improve our 
knowledge o( the behaviour o( import demand. 

Given the great variation of the fonns of control that have 
been attempted in recent Brazilian history, 1 it is clifficult to 
synthesizc the policy measures into a small number of variables 
open to statistical observation, and which can be the subject o( 
an econometric treatment. Despite these difficulties, the attempt 
to give an econometric treatment to import demand is justified by 
the need for the availability of quantitative assessments concerning 
the impact o( changes, for example, in the exchange policy, in 
the levei o( economic activity, in tariff policy, ar in variables 

Editor's note: Translation not rcviscd by thc :mthor. 
• This articlc prcscnts some of thc rcsults of thc master's dissertation entitlcd 
"Bra2ilian lmports: Control Policies and Dcmand Dctenninants", prcscnted
to the Economics Dcpartmcnt of the Pontiíícia Universidade Católica do Rio de
Janeiro.

Thc author thanks Dionfsio Dias Carneiro for this supen,ision whilc 
acccpting total rcsponsibility for any crrors that thc thcsis may still contaln. 
Anothcr vcrsion o[ this articlc was publishcd in Rt:vi!lta Bra!li/eira de Economia, 
vol. 35, n.0 4, Octobcr/Dcccmbcr 1981. 
• • BNDES Pl:mning Dcpartmcnt.
1 Scc, for cxamplc, Dib (1981!, Chaptcr II) .
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outside intern:11 control, such as the international prices of 
Brazilian im ports. 

vVith a view to obtain accurate estimates for the price and 
income elasticilies of import demand, this arlicle is structured in 
lhe following way: the first section gives a brief review of  the 
lilerature dealing with the import demand models that are used; 
the second scction analyses the data utilizcd, and the third section 
presents the results obtained in the econometric estimates for Brazil 
between 1960 anel 1980, and compares our results with those 
obtained by Lemgruber (1976), Weisskoff (1979) and Khan 
(1974) ; and (inally, the last section contains various comments on 
lhe need to make import control compatible with the definition 
of viable growth strategies for the next few years. The result� 
that are presenteei confirm and extend those obtained by the author 
in a preliminary study. 2 

2 - lmport demand models 

The methodology used in the research sought to incorporate most of 
the information available in the literature on the subject. The 
theory has identified the relative income anel price variables as 
the determinants of import demand. Howevcr, as will be seen, 
certain additional factors can also be relàted, such as trend variables 
and changes in economic policy management. 

2. 1 - The simplified model

According to Lemgruber (1976), Pastore, Barros e Kadota (1976) 
and Thirlwall (1977), the spccification of the aggregate import 
demand equation relates lhe quantity of imports demanded to 
domestic economic activity, measured by the real incarne variable, 
and to the price of thc imported product in relation to that of the 
domestic substitute. a The estimatcd equation Cor the annual data 
has the following form: 

rm (l t) À + 
log M4 

= ao + a1 log Y + az log p µ, 

where: 

Afd quantity of import demanded 

� Dib (1981). 

(1) 

a Ir i• ,,.umecl th.r thc tl,m,ntl lunclion i• u10 clegree homc�•neou• in the 

pritt.!11 .:anel incomt. 
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Y real incarne 

P,,. price of imports in foreign currency 

P - domestic price índex

À exchange rate (CrS/USS, annual average)

t tariff protecLion rate

and 

µ 1 _ is the independently and normally dislributed sample 
errar. 

"\-Vorking on the hypothesis that Brazil is a "small" country 
in rel::nion to Lhe s11pplicr markets, we will assume that the supply 
of imports is infinitely elastic at the price of imports in foreign 
currency, anel we will also suppose that the domestic prices and 
real domesLic incarne are exogenous, 4 the equation (1) being 
estimated by the ordinary least squares method with annual data. 
Resides this, it is initially accepted that the adjustment lag is 
not for more than a year, that is to say that the imponers are 
aleays over their demancl function (Afd 

= A1) . 
As the equation is specified in logarithmic terms, a1 and a2 

are respectively, the price and incarne elasticities of the imports. 
The theory predicts that the a2 sign is negative, while the incarne 
elasticity sign, a 1 is positive. 

Similarly to Khan (I 974), Lemgiuber (1976) and Weisskoff 
(1979), we started from the simplest formulation of the aggregate 
import demand anel, after this, we relaxed certain hypotheses so 
as to qualify the initial maciel. ln this way we will add to the 
initial hypotheses, the possibility of adjustment lag, of dummy 
variable influences (as a result of atypical movements that may have 
characterized any specifi year, and we will introduce trend 
variables designed to separate the cyclic and secolar effects of 
economic activity. 

2. 2 - Thc adjustment ]ag model

ln a study designed to estimate import functions for fifteen 
underdeveloped countries, including Brazil, Khan (1974) attempted 

, This is a simplifying hypothesis. Strictly spcaking, given the d!!pcndence 
of invcstment and the ll!vel of ac1ivi1y in general on non-mbstitutable imporu, 
impons (or part of them) should bl! a part, in a more general model, of 
the incoml! dl!terminanu. 
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to incorporate the role of quantitative restrictions on trade. This 
is necessary to the extent that the quantitative controls have 
appeared as a characteristic common to underdeveloped countries. 
Although the exact role of these quantitative restrictions cannot 
be quanti[ied, Khan shows that, by assuming certain hypotheses, 
it is possible to obtain approximations and tests that can measure 
their importancc. 

ln the context of the unclerdeveloped countries, then, an 
additional source o[ bias in the estimation of the equation (1) is 
the omission or Jack of attention given to the quantitative 
restrictions in the flow of imports, leading to inconsistend anel 
tendentious estimates. 

ln this way, in order to avoid these sources of bias, Khan 
(1974) adds to the initial hypotheses the possibility of adjustment 
lags, specifying a disequilibrium formulation, in which additions 
are related to the difference between the elemandeel imports in 
the period t anel the effective imports in the period (t - l). 

!!. log M1 = y (log Mt - log M1 _ 1) 

where, 
!!. log M1 

= log M 1 - log M1_1 

and y is the coefficient of adjustmcnt, O < y > 1. 

(2) 

The equation (1), presenteei in this way, is a relation of 
equilibrium implying instantaneous acljustment, on the part of the 
importers, to the changes in the relative prices of the imports 
and in the real incarne. Given that there is an adjustment cost of 
the effective imports at their clesired leve], anel given that some 
impores are unelertaken by way of contracts with a duration of 
more than one year, being unable to respond immediately to 
changes in elemanel, it is easy to notice that there exists the 
possibility of an ael justment lag. 

This process o[ partia] adjustment introduces a structure of 
distributed adjustment lags (i. e., where the prices decline 
geometrically) in the detcnnination of imports. 

ln this way, substituting the equation (1) into (2) and 
resolving to M1, we will have: 

Pm (J + t) },
log M 1 = y a0 + y a1 log Y + y a2 log • p + 

+ ( l - y) log M1_1 + y µ1 
(3) 

where ya1 anel ya2 are, respectively, the short-term price anel income 
elasticities. 
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2. 3 - Cyclical and secular effects on import dernand

The unsophisticated specification of the aggregate irnport dernand 
equation discussed previously has been criticized as it does not 
allow for a distinction between cyclical factors and secular factors. 

The effects of the cyclical factors rnay be substantially different 
from the effects arising frorn secular actors. The introduction of 
the current real incorne as an cxplanatory variable rnay include 
only the cyclical iníluences on irnports. Thus, to ignore the role 
of the secular factors may lead to a tendentiaus estimate af the 
incarne elasticity, especially concerning the long-term uses of the 
estirnated equations. 

Previous attempts to fonnulate an impart demand equation 
in which it woulcl be possible to isolate the two effects, were made 
by Branson (1968) for the United States, and by Marston (1971) 
for Great Britain. The rnethod by which Khan and Ross (1975) 
taak these cyclical and tendency factors into account will be 
explained below. 

Specifying, firstly, the irnport dernand equation similar to 
equation (I), but incarporating the quantity of irnports and the 
incarne in terrns of tendency, we have: 

lag M•• = a0 + a1 log y• + a2 
log P.,. (I: t) J.. + Vi (4) 

where the asterisk indicates the value of the tendency, that is to 
say, the patential value of the variable and V, is the sample errar_ 
' 

Additionally, a new equation relates the effective import 
dernand deviation in relation to its potential levei to the deviation 
in effective 1·eal incarne in relation to the potential incarne. That 
is to say: 

log Md - log M •d = <I> (log Y - log Y.) + W1 (5) 

Substituting (4) into (5) and resalving to Afd we obtain the final 
import demand equatian: 

P (l + t) Àlog M" = a0 + a:i log 
.. p + <I> log Y +

+ (a1 - 4>) log Y• + �lt 

where �t1 (V, + W1)

(6) 
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The coefficient sign of the potential income, (a1 - <I>) will 
therefore depend an thc relative magnitude af the two parameters
an<l may even be negative. 5 

Many studies have not included the potential incarne as an 
explanatory variable in the import demand equation and this 
explains why nearly ali of them fail to find evidence af negative 
elasticity, given that their results only concerned lhe estimate 
of the parameter (Jl_ 

While the bulk of econametric work in this fields concluded 
that both the levei of economic activity and the trend variable 
are important, there is disagrecment an the importance of cyclical 
variables. Marston (1971), Gregory (1979) and Hughes and 
Thirlwall (1977) found significam positive results for the cyclical 
variables, while Barker (1970 and 1977) cancludecl that cyclical 
influences, such as demand pressures, the utilization of capacity or 
stocks, are insignificant, unstable and generally presem a sign 
contrary to that cxpected. 

Effects of variations at the leveis of economic activity, tendency 
variables and cyclical variables (a measure of Lhe level of utilization 
af capacity) should then be included in the import demand 
functions. Although the need to consider these explanatory variables 
is recagnized, there is a problem of idemifying these variables, 
given that any two out of three will imply the third. Therefore, 
lhe introduction of the three variables make the model 
overd�termined and the decision between them cannot be solved 
em pirically. 

Barker (1979) observes that the parameters relative, respectively, 
to the incarne, cyclical an<l tendency variables cannot be 
distinguished independently. With the aim of illustrating this 
problem of imerpretation of the parameters, the author estimated 
a series of import dem:md functions for the United Kingdom, at 
an aggregate and disaggregate levei, removing, individually, the 
variables of economic activity, the cyclical variables and the 
tendency variables. On the whole, the estimates conform to the 
results that could be expected a priori. 

When the trend variable is amitted, the incarne elasticity 
increases and the elasticity of cyclical demand is reduced. Similarly, 

� An aherna1ive way 1n pre,enr 1he equarion (íll would he, 

log M' = Cio u, log P. (I: t) J. + <I> (log Y - log Y•) + a, log Y• 

This is lhe formulation med hy Arlus (1973) and Goldslein, Khan and 
O!ficcr (1979) allhough il is obvious lhat lhe resulu of one can be derived 
from lhe olher. 
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the om1ss1on of the cyclical demand variable would result in 
an increase of the income elasticity and a reduction of the tendency 
elasticity. Finally, when the incarne variable is omitted, both the 
cyclical demand elasticity and the tendency elasticity grow. The 
only exception to the algebraic model found by Barker (1979) 
is an increase in the tendency variable when the cyclical variables 
is withdraw, which is perhaps associated to a combination of 
negative cyclical demand elasticities with goods for the demand 
is declining through time. 

ln view of these empirical results, we can conclude that the 
omission or restriction of certain variables in estimating the import 
demand functions may Iead to badly biased results. 

According to Barker's models (I 979), the distinction between 
the effects of variations in the leveis of economic activity, tendency 
variables and cyclical variables (a measure of the levei of 
utilization of capacity) can be explained by means of an algebraic 
derivation based on the simplest formulation of the import demand 
equation. 6 

The first specification incorporates into the simplest form the 
tendential variable T: 

t 

Iog M" = a0 + a1 log Y + 1 T +

, I 
Pm(I+t)J.. 

+ a2 og P + µ,

ln the second, instead of the real incarne a capacity variable 
is introduced, measured by the ration beLween real product and 
potential product (Y / Y•), and the tendency variable (T) : 

y 
, 

log M' = ao + a1 log . l'• + a 1 T +

P.(I + l)J,. 
++ a2 Iog p µ, 

(7) 

(8) 

Whilst in the third, an attempt is made to include the 
influence of both effects by utilizing the real income (Y) and the 
leve! of utilization of capacity (Y JY•).

y 
log Afd 

= a0 + a1 log Y + a I log 
y• +

I P.,. (1 + t) Ã. 
+ a� og p + t-'1

1 Sc:c:, in this respc:ct, Barkc:r (1979, pp. 63-4). 
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Finally, the last specification incorporates the potential 
incarne (Y) and the capacity variable (Y/Y•): 

log Md 
= a0 + a1 log (Y f Y•) + a 1 log Y• +

P,,, (1 + t) À 
+ a2 Iog

p + l,l,1

It should be stressed that nane o( the specifications (10 or 6a) 
mentioned present any problems related to the identification of 
variables as suggested by Barker (1979) , because nane of them 
is of the form: 

where: 

Afd 

y 

e 

Y• 

Yo 
y• 

1 

r 

-

-

quantum total o{ imports; 

real product; 

utilization of capacíty variable; 

tendency variable; 

potential product; 

real product in base year (period O) ; 

potential product in period t; and 

average growth rate of the aggregate potential product. 

Thus, we consider as alternative speci(ications Khan's model 
of partia! adjustment (1974); and the Khan and Ross model 
(1975) and Barker's model (1979) in which, besidcs the real incarne 
variable, other variab!es are also included so as to attempt to 
separate the cyclical effects from the tendential effects. 

Given that in estimating the import demand equations there

is a particular interest in obtaining price and incarne e!asticities, 
the logarithmic specification in the most convenient, as these 
elasticities can be obtained directly from the estimated equations. 

So, as the equations estimated here are specified in logarithmic 
terms, a1 , i = O, ... 2, they are, respectively, the elasticities 
that are sought. 
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It should be expectecl, a priori, that the signs of the income 
elasticities will be positive and that the price elasticity sign 
will be negative. 

\Vhile there appears to be no doubt as to the price anel 
incarne elasticity signs, the interpretation of the "elasticities'' 
relative to the levei of the utilization of capacity, of potential 
incarne and of the tendentiaf' variable is less obvious. 7 

The inclusion of these variables is an attempt to iilclude costs, 
other than those clirectly measured by the prices, related to the 
purchase of particular goods. The import-dornestic production 
balance depeneis on the cost anel price of obtaining these goo<ls, 
especially the cost o( having to queue up when there is excessive 
demand not absorbed by price increases or, alternatively, if the 
goods are procluced to arder. Normally an increase in the 
utilization of internai installed productíve capaciLy corresponds 
to an increase in the waiting time for domestic consumers, who 
will try to avoid this cost increase by seeking externai suppliers. 8 

ln addition, there are technological factors which are not being 
considered, at least in their short-term effects, by the activity 
'variable. The exhaustion of installed productive capacity, in periods 
of intense growth in industrial production, incluces a rise in the 
level of investment anel, conscquently, in the gross fixecl capital 
formation. If the economy in question does not yet possess a 
sufficiently clynamic procluction goods sector compatible with the 
size of its procluctive base, the effect of an increase in the clemand 
for these goods, especially capital goods, tend Lo overflow abroad 
through an increase in the impores o[ such proclucts. 0 The expected 
sign of the elasticity relative to the utilization of capacity is, 
therefore, positive. 

3 - The data 

Given the peculiarities associated with the laws that contrai the 
importation of wheat, the Ieading Erazilian import, and of oil, 
the main intermediate product, we decidecl to exclude them form 
the econometric analysis of the determinants of the quantum 
imports. 

Bearing in ming the great variety of econornic policy mensures 
designed to solve the balance of trade deficits in the post-war 

7 Scc thc dcvclopmcnt of thc Khan :md Ross modcl (1975) in prcvious 
p:ir.igraph•. 
8 s,,., Ahrf'u anel Hclr1:i (19�2). 
G Thc yr:1n 1972 anel rn�� :ire gooel ,11:imples of rnch ::in �rgum,nt. 
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period, particularly as regards exchange policy, the period I 960 /80 
was chosen because it presented greater stability in terms of 
foreign exchange regulations, with the exchange rate reflecting 
more adequately oE the scarcity of foreign exchange. 

·we sought to estimate an ad valorem tariff inclex that would
reflect in the most suitable way possible the effective cost of imports. 
Thus, the tariEf on imports was calculâted by way o( the taxes 
effectively received during the period, obtaining the effective 
aliquot by the quotient between the import tax received and the 
FOB value oE the imports, not including wheat and oi]. 10 It 
should be observed that the series o( tariHs becomes somewhat 
difficult to construct given the diversity of policies introduced in 
the post-war period (1947 /80). ·we believe, however, that thls 
series can be used as a good indication oE variations in the nominal 
protection granted by the country to productive activities. 

The índices of price and import quantum (oil and wheat 
excepted) P,n and M,J, were constructed on thc basis of inEormation 
provided by the Getulio Vargas Foun<lation National Accounts 
Center. 11 

The domestic price index (P) was the wholesale Price Index, 
internai availability, obtained in Conjuntura Econômica. The 
object of this choice was to obtain an índex that reflected the 
behaviour of the prices of marketable goods and which, therefore, 
was the most appropriate as a eleflator of the cost of imports. 

The other data were the real product index for the real 
income variable, and the price of the dollar in cruzeiros (annual 
average) for the exchange rate variable {Ã) published monthly 
by Conjunl1lra Económica. 

The measure of the level of the utilization of capacity 
corresponds to the ratio between the Real Product anel the Potential 
Product (Y / Y•) . The data used for the potential product were 
those estimated by Resende anel Lopes, 12 the implicit growth rate 
o( which was 7.21% a year. 

Finally, we included the durnmy variable in 1974 (D = 1 for 
1974, D = O for the other years) to reflect the speculative demand 

RT 
10 That is 10 say: 

wherc: RT = total import tax rcvcnuc in cruzeiros 
M = total valuc of imports (FOB) 

MP = valuc of pctrolcum imports (FOB) 
MT = valuc of whcat imports (FOB) 

>, = avcragc cxchangc rate CrS/USS 

11 Not publisbed by Conjunlura Econ6mica. 
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provoked by generalized expectations of scarcity and international 
inflationary acceleration, which are not reflected in the conventional 
relative price and incarne variables. 

4 - The empirical results 

The specifications presented were estimated in two versions as 
far as the relative price variable was concerned. ln the first 
case, we removed from the price variable the import tariff índex 
while, in the second case, the effective real cost of imports 
incorporates the international price of imports (P

..,
), the real 

exchange rate (P) and the tariff índex (I + t) . This procedure 
was clesigned to test the importance of the effects provoked by 
the imposing of tariffs on exports. 

The estimated regressions relative to the two cases are 
reproduced, respectively, in Tables 1 and 2 below. 

The introduction of the tariff index in the relative price 
variable allows a slight improvement in the statistical quality of 
the test and a small increase in the value of price elasticities in 
all the estimated specifications. Although this result shows the 
sensitivity of the import quantum dernand in relation to the 
variations of the tariff aliquots, tending to suggest that it is 
reasonable to include this variable in the exercise, the small leve! of 
difference between the two cases is due to the small variation 
shown by the average tariff calculated for the period. 

Generaly speaking, ali the results obtained are very satisfactory 
from the econometric standpoint; ali the coefficients show expected 
signs and reasonable accuracy in the estimates. 

The results of the tables seem to confirm the evidence of a 
high incarne and price elasticity of irnport demand in Brazil, 
even if just the sirnplest specification is considered (equation (1)). 

The inclusion of other variables as a measure of the levei 
of economic activity, so as to differentiate the cyclical and tendencial 
effects in irnport demand, however, irnplies obtaining extremely 
accurate coefficient estimates and values for price and incarne 
elasticities more in accordance with what would be expected a 
priori. 

When we disaggregate the activity variable into real incarne 
(Y) and potential incarne (Y•), the real incarne elasticity rises
considerably, while the potential incarne elasticity appears negative

12 See Resende and Lopes (1981), 
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Equations o/ Total Import Demand - Brazil (Case II) (Excluding 
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which means say that import quantum dernanded varies inversely 
with the trend incometrend (see equation (6) ) . 

ln the sarne way, the negative coefficient of the tendency 
variable (T) can be interpreted as reflecting, according to 
Weiss-koff, a growing decline in Brazilian dependence on aggregate 
imports during the period in question (equation (7)). 

It is worth mentioning, however, that when the utilization 
of productive capacity variable is introduced as a rneasure of 
cyclical influence in import demand, the trend elasticity becomes 
positive (equation (8)). Bearing in ming these contracdictory 
results in relation to the trend variable, its interpretation starts 
to demand a little more attention and will be the subject of more 
detailed qualification in the following paragraphs. 

The high elasticity in relation to the utilization of capacity 
variable, suggests the importance of extra-price factors in the 
competition between imported goods and goods produced internally. 

The reduction in estimated income elasticity can be seen as 
a result of the separation of cyclical effects from secular effects. 
On the other hancl, the increase in the estimated value of price 
elasticity in relation to the simpler specification - which occurs 
in ali the other cases - reHects the separation of price and 
extra-price effects of a cyclical nature relevant to the competition 
between domestic production and importation. 

As one approaches the full utilization of productive capacity, 
the surplus demand for domestic production tends to switch 
abroad in the form of a rise in import demand. Besides thise, 
the greater rigidity that characterizes the present list of Brazilian 
imports, above ali in relation to intermecliate goods imports 
(panicularly oil) and capital goods (particularly those rnade to 
order) - which represem almost the total volume of imports 13

- reflects the greater iníluence of extra price effects vis-à-vis

price effects. ln this way, changes of the imported quantum seem
to respond more to oscillations in the leve! of economic activity
than to modifications in the relative price structure.

One can conclude that the introduction of the potential 
income variables, anel the tendency and utilization of capacity 
variable, allows us, in the light of the Khan anel Ross models 
(1975) and the Baker model (1979), to distinguish between 
cyclical and secular factors relative to the movement in the 

l3 For an analysiJ of the c:volution of post-war imports, see, for example, 
Dib (1983, Chaptc:r Ili, Scction 3 .2). 
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variables for measuring econornic activity and between price and 
extra-price effects in irnport dernand. 14 

The results obtained with the inclusion of a durnrny variable 
for the year 1974, in an attempt to explain the atypical accumulation 
of speculative stocks, confirrns the peculiar character of that year, 
though not altering in any substantic1l way the estirnated elasticity 
values (equations (I •) and (9•)). The reduction of incarne 
elasticity in those cases can be explained by the greater influence 
of extra-price and incarne effects, which characterize atypical 
years in terrns of import performance, as well as the fear of 
generalized international inflation and a new period of drastic 
irn port restrictions. 

On the other hand, if one considers the estimates with 
distributed Iags. that is to say, in which the hypothesis of partia! 
adjustments is introduced, the coefficient of import lags (Mr-i) 
appears significant at a levei of at least 95% in equation (li) , 
which leads us to reject the hypothesis that Brazilian irnports 
ndjust to the information relevant to the demand function in a 
period of one year or less. However, in the specification of 
equation (9••) the incarne elasticity and the elasticity of Iagged 
quantum variable become non-significant (5% signíficance levei), 
which raises doubts about the effective adjustment period o[ the 
effective imports to their desired levei. Perhaps the inclusion of 
the capacity variable picks up these short term effects, it not 
being reasonable to suppose, at least for total imports, that this 
period is greater than one year. Recent work by Abreu and Horta 
(1982), tries to shed some additional Iight on this question, 
through estimates for disaggregate equations by category of use, 
suggesting that the Iags do not seem to be relevant, except in the 
case of capital goods. 

1f we accept the hypothesis o[ an adjustment greater than a 
year, it is important to distinguish between short-term elasticities, 
given by the disequilibrium equations, and long-term elasticities, 
coming from the equilibrium equations. The incarne and príce 
elasticities, will be calculated from the short-term elasticities, 
according to y a../1 - (l - y) where y is the adjustrnent coefficient 
and y a, are the short-term incarne and price elasticities, given 
by equation (3). If (l - y) -,1- O then the adjustment of imports 
to their desired levei is not instantaneous, that is to say, there 
exists an adjustrnent lag. ·we can conclude immediately, through 

u It is also imporcant to point out lhe similarity and independcnce shown by 
thc clas1ici1ic:s in rclation 10 lhe real income, po1cn1ial incarne and ucilization 
of capacity variables, in equarions (6), (9) and (10), given that any two 
out of the three will imply chc rhird. 
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certain arithmetic exercises, that high price and income elasticities 
persist both in the long-term as well as the short-term (see 
Table 3). 

It is useful to compare the empirical results of this research 
project with those obtained by Lemgruber (I 976), Weisskoff 
(1979) and Khan (1974). 

The equation estimated by Lemgruber (1976) given the small 
number of degrees of freedom, with only a few annual observations, 
was based on the simplest specilication, similar to equation (1). 
The data utilized werc the price and import quantum índices 
published monthly by Conjuntura Econômica, the industrial 
product índex as a variable of economic activity, the general 
wholesalc príce index (IPA) as (P) and the annual average rate 
of exchange (1). One can note that Lemgruber díd not ínclued 
in his estimates an import tariff índex. On the other hand, it was 
necessary to introduce a dummy variable for the year 1974, for 
the sarne reasons as explaíned above. One should emphasize, 
furthermore, that the data related to the príce and import quantum 
índices do not exclude the items petroleum and wheat. 

The general model of import demand adopted by Weisskoff 
(1979), distinguishes besides the incarne and price elastícítíes of 
import demand, a tendency coefficient and a dummy variable 
designed to show shifts in the function, due Lo changes ín the 
direction of economic policy. 

Ali the regressions in ,veisskoH were also estímated by ordinary 
squares, with annual data, covering the 1953/70 períod. 

Khan (1974), besides using the simplest specification in his 
regressions, also allows for the proces of partial adjustment. 

Table 3 

lncome and Price Elasticity for Short and Long-Term lmporls 1 

Short-Tenn Ce.se I 
Cll..'!e II 

Long-Term Case I 
CB.se II 

Income 

0.5887 
0.5388 
1.0140 
0.8990 

Price 

-0.9939
-1.0530 
-1.7121

-1.7578

l Tl,,1 lllft.A•tmm elutititlea •vu!u calil!ulnhil lrC1m ll::11 1'htut-tH1:n i!!lu1i(!itilll!11 a(!t!CJTdjri• te tb1 
formula: 

whl!'r9: -,a.4 - at,(lrt-tl!T'D! ll!!luticiitiM 
'l - adJwlm11111t OOl!lliciu�t 
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Contrary to LemgTUber (1976) and Wcisskoff (1979) Khan's 
reg1:essions were estimatecl subject to an auto-regressive process of 
the first orcler, through the two stage least squared method. 111 

The period under study was I 951 /69, with annual data. All 
the variables are at 1958 dollar value. 

The results of Lemgruber (1976), Weisskoff (1979) and Khan 
(1974) are shown in Table 4. 

vVith the exception of the estimate of the equilibrium in the 
Khan model, ali the regressions show a high incarne elasticity of 
import demand. However, the results insofar as price elasticity 
is concernecl do not seern to respond in the sarne way. Contrary 
to Khan's results, the coefficients estimated by Lemgruber and 
\Veisskoff, indicate that although showing a correct sign, Brazilian 
imports show a low elasticity in relation to price. This difference 
betwcen the resuhs seems to result from the fact that Lemgruber, 
vVeisskoff and Khan used price and import quantum data, which 
included petroleum and wheat. Furthermore, they did not 
incorporate into their relative-price variables, an import tariff 
index. This omission will also have introduced a certain bias in 
the estimates. 

Contrary to our observations, Khan affirms that the degree 
of auto-correlation of the residues, reflected by the non-significant 
auto-correlation coefficient, both in the equilibrium estimates as 
well as the disequilibrium estimates, would serve as an indication 
that the quantitative restrictions have had a non-significant role 
in Brazil's flow of trade. Besides this, Khan finds evidence of a 
non-significant import lag coefficient and concludes that the 
adjustment of importation is instantaneous. 

On the other hand, ·weisskoff's results concerning trend 
elasticity confirm our own, to the extent that both show evidence 
of a strong influence of tendencial factors, which vVeisskoff 
interprets as reflecting successful import substitution. The other 
results cannot be compared, since Lemgruber (1976), Weisskoff 
(1979) and Khan (1974) resu·icted their exercises to the simplest 
specification of the aggtegate import demand equation. 

5 - Final considerations 

The clifferent economic policy measures designed to reduce externai 
imbalances, particularly exchange policy and tariff contrais, 
introduced in the post-war years with varying degrees of intensity, 

Ili The tcchnique uscd wa.. 1hat o( Sargan (1964). 
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Table 4 

Equalicm for Impari Dtmand in Brazil: Lemg-rube1 - WeisskofJ - Khan 1 

Constant 

Lamgruber -2,0257 

Weisskoff -5,994 

-2,744b 
(2,778) 

2,533 
(1,51) 

-0,402 
(0,20) 

Activity Vnriable 

GNP GCF 

1,4930-
(27,15) 

2,333• 
(3,034) 

I,7S9-
(1,488) 

0,107" 
(2,78) 

0,153• 
(3,51) 

1 ÃKllJfl■h! :1nm1.n.l d■t.a wuf! utiLi1M j., tbl! UR1�N1iril"l1111 

Prica Tima 

-0,4949° 

(2,02) 

-0,374 -0,13lb 
(2,142) (2,840) 

0,262b -0,08� 
(2,921) (5,876) 

l,6S8• 
(5,50) 

-1,315• 
(3,97) 

GNF - Grau Na!icnal Prad ui C:CF - Grau Cacit.l Fcnn.o!icn 

al 1i1nilJ-,.,.1 ai • OQ% ln,I: 

bJ ■i■niJi,,n! ai a E5% lnol; 

eJ iridicatf!I that Ui1 iiypriflieai■ 11f ■ut.o-.noM'll■tirrn Mn IM! 1•1dHtM 

Dummy M ,  mm 

(dum.74) 
0,3294" 0,0049 
(3,84) 

(dLm.68) 
0,260b 
(2,796) 

0,37S9 
(1,49) 

1,153 0,342" 
(1,22) (1, 97) 

DW 

O !1935 1,84 

0,823 1,89 

0,896 1,77 



represent successive attempts to equate the real needs for importation 
and saving, peculiar to the stage of growth and differentiation of 
the Brazilian economy, to its capacity to generate currency 
reserves. 1

° From this point of view the reserve position has 
emerged as the controlling factor in guiding domestic economic 
policy in the import-export field, which becomes translated into 
a policy of granting privileges to the exporters or of toughening 
import controls. 

Parallel to this the situation of the international financial 
markets has indicated what proportion of the gap in the real 
resources can be financed by the inflow of foreign capital. ln this 
,vay, the absorption of foreign capital allowed the investment leveis 
to remain above that which interna! saving alone would provide, 
and pennitted the internai product to continue its path of 
expansion even when the stimulus coming from the international 
economy had become inverted in the middle of the last decade. 
Such an option would not create problems, as long as the process 
of indebtedness stayed in line with the expansion in trade and 
the supply of international financial resources, with the continued 
expansion of exports and real prospects for maintaining the 
growth in interna! incarne. 

This policy of growth ettm indebtedness which requires the 
continuai expansion of export revenues is now facing considerable 
difficulties due to the cooling off of world trade and the 
disorganization of the financial markets caused by events over 
the last two years. 17 Once again in Brazilian economic history, 
the way out of the impasse brought by the shortage of foreign 
reserves cannot he seen only in terms of promoting exports, the 
expansion of which is conditional on a change in the overall 
international situation and on the recovery of foreign markets. 
On the other hand, the inflow of Joan capital is dependent on 
the return to normality on the international financial markets. 
Once again, policies which deal directly with restricting imports 
have become the arder of the day in economic policy debates 

On the other hand, there is a trend in imports towards an 
ever growing concentration on capital goods and intermediary 
goods, with a marked decline in imports of consumer goods, both 
durable and non-durable. Such modifications have resulted from 
structural changes which have taken place in the national productive 
system over the last few decades arising from different policies of 
industrial expansion. ln this way, imports have evolved to the 

111 Sce Dib (19811, Chapter II). 

17 See, for examplc, Arida (1982, Scctioru IV and VII) and Malan (1982). 
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point where they have become relatively incompressible and any 
additional reductions will tend to cause a considerable impact. 

This being the case, the need for more accurate knowledge of 
the behaviour of imports led us to concentrate our eEforts on 
estimating equations for aggregate import demand in Brazil, which 
will permit an evolution, in a systematic way, of the principal 
aggregates which have an influence on it. 

The results obtained for the various specifications for the 
total imported quantum (excluding petroleum and wheat) included 
in the previous section, show that the estimated equations depict 
with a reasonablc degree of accuracy the behaviour of import 
demand in the last twenty years (1960/80). 

The decision to exclude petroleum and wheat was instrumental 
for obtaining such good econometric results. Ali the coefficients 
show expected signs and reasonable accuracy in the estimates, 
con[irming the existence of high incarne and price elasticity in 
import demand in Brazil. Besides this, the inclusion of other 
variables, as a way of differentiating cyclical and tendencial effects 
on import demand, especially the measure of utilization of 
capacity, reflects the greater influence of extra-price effects, such 
as variations in the levei of economic activity, in relation to 
price effects. 

1t is worth mentioning, however, the precariousness of the 
utilization of capacity measure, based on the ratio between real 
product and potential product. The adoption of this procedure to 
estimate the utilization of capacity presupposes, caeteris paribus, 
that the entrepreneurs and the government create productive 
capacity at constant rates and independent o[ the economy's 
performance. 18 ln realíty, with the continuation of the recession, 
it is natural that this measure becomes more precarious, as one 
cannot know with certainty, at this stage, the effects of the recession 
on the expansion of productive capacity, through a fali in total 
investment. It is expected, therefore, that the equation will tend 
to overestirnate thc effects of the recession on the decline of the 
im ported quanltlm, and underestimate the consequences of a 
possible recovery of the economy. 

The ideal solution would be to possess a direct measure of 
the utilization of installed capacity, or to alter thc method of 
calculating the potential product which would incorporate the 
effects of a prolonged fali in the growth rate of the GNP on 
the investment decisions o[ the economic agents. Such considerations, 
however, go beyond the scope of the present study. 

18 See Abreu and Horta (1982). 
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Thus, although certain reservations can still be made, 
particularly as to the method of calculating the utilization of 
capacity variable and its effects on the variation of the imported 
quantum, particularly in prolonged periods of low economic 
growth rates, it is possible to estimate import demand within 
the econometric "canons", as long as the key income and price 
variables are adjusted to take into consideration: a) the distinction 
between the tendency effects and the cyclical effects in the 
variation of the level of activity; b) that the relative prices 
incorporate the tariff policy; and c) that exchange rates are 
reasonably stable. 

It is obvious, from the above, that the reality of the eighties 
is radically different from that of the two previous decades. 
The changes that are caking place on the internacional scene tend 
to make it quite different from that which prevailed until the 
mid-seventies. The Brazilian economy should, therefore, adjust as 
quickly as possible to this new reality, characterized particularly 
by a slowcr growth in the inflow of foreign reserves, as a comequence 
of the negative impact on world trade caused by a succession of 
exogenous shocks which have exaggerated in a disproportionate 
way the degree of uncertainty in the international financial and 
trading markets. 

The movement towards greater import contrai seems then to 
be inevitable in order to achieve a surplus on current account, 
especially on the trade balance. Thus, the need to keep imports 
within the limits imposed by the availability of foreign reserves 
together with a greater influence of extra-price effects vis-à-vis 
price effects in the determinants of aggregate clemand, clearly 
demonstrates the urgency of harmonizing the current policy of 
contrais with a new industrial palicy that defines viable strategies 
of economic growth compatible with externai restrictions. 
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Brazil's externa! balance: an evaluation 
of the monetary approach * 

Eliana Cardoso •• 

Rudiger Dornbusch •••

This paper discusses the cxtent to which the "monetary approach" 
can serve as an explanalion o( the Brazi1ian external balance. 
Recent work by Connolly anel Dantas (1979) claims th:i.t "The 
simple models of exchange market pressure tested here perform 
fairly well in the 1955/75 period and very well during 1962/75, 
in explaining movements of reserves and the exchange rate". We 
show chat their analysis is flawed in a number of respeccs but 
that, when ali corrections are applied, their conclusions 
substantially stand. 

ln a first part we briefly review the monetary a pproach. The 
second section presents empirica1 evidence and in the final section 
we comment on the Connolly-Dantas papcr. 

1 - The monetary approach 

The monetary approach to the balance of payments gyew out of 
policy oriented modelling at the IMF (1978) with some :i.ncestry 
in Dutch theory {Prais (1961)]. The approach received its main 
emphasis toward the end of the 1960s, particularly associated with 
Johnson (1972), Mundell (1971) and their students [see Frenkel 
and J ohnson, eds. ( 1976) ]. The particular mo dei to be discussed 
here is due to Girton and Roper (1977) who estimated it for the 
case of Canada. 

• Originally publishcd in Pesquisa , Planejamento Econdmico, Rio de Janeiro, 
10 (2): 481-502, August 1980. 
•• Boston Univcrsity. 

... Massac:husctu Inslitutc of Tcchnology. 
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The monetary approach recognizes the relationship between 
the balance sheet of the consolidated banking system, the externai 
balance and monetary ::iggregates. Denoting net Coreign assets, 
the money stock and domestic credit by NFA, M and DC 
respectively, the balance sheet identify of the banking system states: 

NFA + DC == M (1) 

where M denotes ali liabilities of the consolidated banking system. 
The monetary approach uses this identity, combined with 
assumptions abom the monetary sector and the exchange rate 
regime, to establish a link between money demand changes, 
changes in domestic credit and changes in net foreign assets. 

Denoting by tJ. a change wc obtain from (1) : 

tJ. NFA = tJ. M - tJ. DC (1). 

ln (1) ' we still have an identity. The next step is to convert 
it into a theory by impo�ing the assumption that money supply 
always equals money clemand. Denoting the change in money 
demand by tJ. Afd and imposing the assumption A M = A Afd 

converts (1)' from an identity into a theory, namely the monetary 
approach: 

A NFA = tJ. Afd - tJ. DC (1) "

The monetary approach asserts that under fixed exchange rates 
changes in money demand increase net foreign assets of the 
consolidated banking system while credit expansion leads to a 
precisely oCfseting loss in net foreign assets. With exchange rates 
Hexible or managed, as we see below, the approach amounts 
to a statement about changes in net foreign assets and/or 
appreciation. A rise in domestic credit, for example, leads to an 
offsetting decline in foreign assets or to exchange depreciation, 
higher prices and thus higher money demand. These details are 
spelled out below. 

The attraction of the monetary approach is that it offers a 
very aggregative, simple framework for the analysis o( net Eoreign 
assets. ln terms of complexity it thus compares (avorably with the 
alternative approach that would specify separate equations Cor 
exports, imports and capital flows, and in this way build up a 
model of the externai balance and changes in net foreign assets. 
We now develop the monetary approach and start by expressing 
(1) in percentage changes:

r == tJ.MJM - d (2) 
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where T ... 1:J.NFA/M and d - /:J.DC/M are used for national 
convenience. 

The next step is to impose monetary equilibrium with nominal 
m01'-ey demand determined by the price levei, real incarne and 
the nominal interest rate: 

(3) 

where P, Y and i denote the leve] of prices, real incarne and the 
nominal interest rate. The functional form is that assumed by 
Cagan (1956). 

Differencing (3) yields: 

AM / M = p + cj,y - h6.i (3). 

where lower case letters represent percentage changes; thus 
p - AP/P. Substituting (3)' - the demand determined changes 
in nominal money - into equation (2) yields: 

T = p + cj,y - h/:J.i - d (2). 

The model is closed by the assumption of purchasing power 
parity: 

where E is the cruzeiro price of foreign exchange and p• the 
given foreign price levei. Differencing (4) leads to an equation 
for the domestic rate of inflation: 

(4) 

(4). 

After substitútion in (2) • we obtain the final form of the 
equation describing changes in reserves and exchange rates: 

r - e = p• + rJ,y - Mi - d 

The equation implies the following predictions: 

(5) 

i) An increase in externai inflation leads to reserve increases
or appreciation, one-for-one. 

ii) Growth in real incarne leads to reserve accumulation or
appreciation. 
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iii) An increase in in terest rates lc:ids to a reserve outflow
or deprecia tion. 

iv) t\n incre ase in c.lomes1ic crcdi t creation leads to an equal
reserve decumulation or deprecia tion. 

The theory thus implics sign rcs1ric1ions 011 two of the 
right-handsiclc variablc, - real i ncome anel i ntcrcst rates - anrl 
thc tighter restrictions of pi us anel min us unit y on forcign ínflation 
and clomcstic credit creation respectivcly. 

Empírica! work woukl cstitnate tlie equation (5) ·: 

(5) 

and test the restric:tions a0 - O, - n
1 
= a2 = 1, a3 > O, a4 < O. 

Eguation (5)' is o[ course not a test of the monetary a pproach 
btlt ra ther a joiri 1 Lcst of four hypothesis: (i) the monetary 
approach. (ii) continuous money rnarket cquilibrium, (iii) the 
functional form and determinants of rnoney clemancl and (iv) 
con tinuous purchasing power pílrity. There ;ire [urther hypotheses 
introduced, once the choice is maclc on what are the data 
counterparts of v·, )' and i anel how to cstimatc Lhe cquation. 

Equation (5) ' is wlmt Ginon and Roper ( 1977) c:all an 
"exchange niarkct pressure" fornwlation of the monct;iry approach 
anel is thc model that Connolly ;ind Dan tas ( L 979) appliecl, in 
a modilied f01m, to the Bradlian data. \Vc now proceed Lo an 
estima te of (5) •. 

2 - Estimates for Brazil 1958/78 

The exchangc pressure moclel o[ thc monernry npproach was 
estimatetl with annual data for Bt·azil for the periocl 1958/78. The 
data are <lescribed in dctaíl in the appendix we note bcrc simply 
that foreigu inflation was rcprcscntccl by thc US wholcsale price 
index, the altcrnative cost o[ holding rnoney, because there is no 
suHicicn tly long intcrest series, w;is proxied by the Brazilian 
in(ialion rate of the general price levei. Finally domestic credit 
creation measures the growth of domestic credit less nonmonctary 
liabilities of the consolidatcd banking systcm. 

ln Table 1 wc rcport the empirical eviclence. First we observe 
tha l the model explains a largc [rnction of lhe vadation in cxchangc 
markct pressure, but 1h;i t thcre remains considcrnblc serial 
correlation even after first-orclcr correction. The theory is supporled 
in that a ll coefficients have the cxpectcd signs: specifícally, a 
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higher rate of cred i t crea ti on is reflected i n reserve losses or 
dep1 ec'.a ti_on; high_er foreign inflation leacls Lo re�erve gains or
appreciallon. A h1gher growth rate of homc incarne implies 
increased reserve gains or appreciation while increased, home 
inflation, hy raising the opportunity cost of holding money, gives 
rise to reserve losses or tlepreciation. 

Not only are thc signs in accordance with the theoretical 
specification, but tlie parameter estimates also accord sub�tantially 
with the theory. Thus dome:;tic credit crcatíon shows a cocHicient 
or approximately minns uniLy; the foreign rate of inflation has a 
coefficient that is significanly diHcrent from unity. 

The two equations reporteei in Table I differ in the formulation 
of the income variable. ln the first equation we use the current 
growth rate of incarne in the other a tliree year moving average. 
The specification of the incarne variable substantially alfects 
the estima tes anel the precision of estimates of foreign inflation, 
real growth and the alternative cost of holding money. Tl1e 
formulation that uses a three year mo\•ing average implies a lcss 
precise estimate for foreign inflar.ion and a more precise estimate 
o[ real incarne growth and changes in the ai ternative cost of 
holding money. Along with a more precise estima te for the exchange 
market e[[ect oi real income growth we obtain, though, an 
unacceptably high estima te of the income elasticity as being 3. 13. 

ln the following chart 11•e show a gra ph of actual and predicted 
values corresponding to equation (1) in Table l. ft is apparent 
tha t thc eq uation trac ks well t hc ma in movements i n the cxchange 
market pressurc variahle. ln particular the 1964 episode is 
wdl-accounted for by the model. 

Om conclusion on the em pirical evidence is that the monetary 
approach model describes well the behavior of thc exchange 

Table l 

r- e a0 + a1 d+ (1.2 p * + a., Y + a1 6. P 

!OâS/7� ºº ª' -� ... "-1 li' DW SE!l Rho 

-.03 - �u 1-50 1 OI -··,-10 �g 1 �8 . 1� -.41 

(- 17] (-7 -� 1) (2.27) (íl.72) (-1.Hl 
1 

- �� .77 � 13 -.77 .íll 1.6-1 .Ir -r..47 -.18 
(-1 �Ol (-0 �OJ (1. OJ) ( 1. 00] (-2.r.o: 
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pressure variable, although the magnitude and precision of some 
of the coefficient estimates - income, foreign inflation and the 
allernative cost of holding money - are not entirely satisfactory. 

3 - A comparison with the Connolly-Dantas estimates 

ln Table 2 we report estimates by Connolly-Dantas (1979). It is 
apparent that their results, especially for the period 1962/75 are 
quite splendid. Specifically the coefficients are all significant and 
they all have magnitudes entirely compatible with the theoretical 
specification. Morrever, the equation for 1962/75 shows no 
evidence o[ serial correlation, after a minor first-order correction. 
What then accounts for the difference between Lhese results and 
those we report in Table l? The differences arise in part from 
the equation specification, in part from data differences: 

i) Connolly-Dantas estimate their equations without a
constant. This procedure will tend to raise estimated statistics 
on the remaining variables. 

ii) The equations are estimated without a variable measuring
the opportunity cost of holding money. Connolly-Dantas note 
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that they omit thc alternative cost of holding money "for simplicity" 
although it is quite apparcnt that this amounts to a serious 
misspecification of money demand, surely incompatible with the 
monetary approach. 

iii) There are data problems, to judge from the detailed
descri ption provided in the appendix to Connolly-Dantas. The 
first concerns the 1·eal incarne series. Connolly-Dantas seem to be 
using the IMF series which has a break in 1964. Failure to note 
that break leads to a calculated real incarne growth rate of 23. 3 
percent for I 964. It appears that this incorrect number is being used. 

iv) The perhaps more serious data problem concerns the
series for the growth of domestic credit of the consolidated 
banking system. This series is constructed, according to their 
appendix, by taking the difference between the growth rate of M1 

and the growth of net foreign assets, both expressed as a fraction 
of M1. That procedure would be correct only if the consolidated 
banking system had only M1 as a Iiability. The presence of time 
deposits, and more importantly of nonmonetary liabilities, implies 
that domestic credit cannot be calculated in that manner. ln our 
work reported above we used the definition of nel domestic 
credit by ad justing the banking system's credit outstanding for 
all nonmonetary liabilities. 1 

Table 2 

Th.e Connolly-Dantas Equalion 

T - e = tlo + ª1 d+ ª2 p* + a3y 

ªº ª' a, ªJ w DW SER Rho 

1. 105575 -l.01 1.29 1.27 .6S 2.22 .81 -.11 

(- 7.42) (1. 27) (1.26) 

2. 190275 -1.01 1. 21 1.46 .91 2.00 .13 -.12 
(-13.09) (2. 04) (2.45) 

SOURCE: Connolly-Donl•• (1070, Tnblc !). 

1 A furthcr difficulty wc cncountcrcd was our inability, cven reconstructing 
thc Connolly-Dan1as data according to 1heir description 10 reproduce 1heir 
equations. Our cstirna1cs using their da1::i are: 

r - � = n0 + a,d + a,p• + a,y 

1. 1962/75 -.14 - .95 .12 2.95 .90 2.07 .13 -.JO 
(-.87) (- 6. 7) (.15) (1. 97) 

2. 1062/75 - 1.05 .40 1.80 .89 2.17 .12 -.18 

(-11.5) (. 54) (2. 12) 
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4 - Concluding remarks 

The problems in estimation, umvarranted constraints and data 
seem sufficient to cast serious doubt on the quality of the results 
and the claim that the monetary approach does explain well the 
evolution of exchange market pressure in Brazil. ln view of these 
doubts our earlier estimates, in Table 1 with a more complete 
model and beuer data, and covering a more recent period restore 
some confidence in the monetary approach. The model does 
explain the behavior of the exchange market pressure in a 
satisfactory way, but it is quite clearly not a last word on the 
issue. Not only are their problems left in matching coefficient 
estimatcs with the theory, there are also the serious issues related 
to the endogeneity of some of the right-hand side variaLles that 
have been notcd in the Jiterature. 

As an exercise in the monctary approach the Brazilian case is 
of particular interest because it draws attention to the role of 
nonmonetary liabilities. To use the monetary approach for financial 
programming in Brazil it woulcl actually be necessary to contrai net 
domestic credit. But that implies estimates of nonmonetary 
liabilities ranging from bank debt to import deposits. It is these 
nonmonetary liabilities, and not only the diHiculty of predicting 
nominal money demand, that make financial programming 
particularly hard. 

Appendix: The data 

This appendix describes the data used in estimating the equations 
in Table 2. The series for domestic credit and net foreign assets, 
as ,vell as the data on the US price index, wcre obtained from 
the IMF, lnlernalional Financial Statistics (lFS), Yearbook 1979, 
and July 1978. The remaining data carne from Conjuntura 
Econômica (CE) and the Boletim do Banco Central do Bmsil 
(BCB) as indicated below. 

I. Net Domestic Credit Creation (d) :

Net domestic credit is defined as the difference between 
domestic credit (line 32 in JFS) anel nonmonetary liabilities 
(lines 36b + 37a + 37r in JFS) . To obtain midyear estimates 
we averaged the end of year data for the current and the preceding 
year. The growth rate, as a fraction of lagged money, is defined as: 
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where M is the money stock (lines 34 + 35 in IFS) obtained as 
an average of the current and preceding and o( year data. The 
revisions are bridged by using the previous series, reported in 
IFS ]uly 1978 through 1972 and the new series in IFS 1979 for 
the remaining years. 

2. Net Foreign Asset Clzanges (r):

As net foreign assets we use Iine 31n Iess Iine 36cl in IFS.
The data are end of year, hence we use the averaging dcscribed 
above. Changes in net foreign assets, as a Iraction o( lagged money 
are defined as: 

r = l!NFA/M1-1 

The series on net foreign assets starts in 1955. Hence our 
first observation, as defined here is for 1957. 

3. Real Income Growth (y) :
�· 

Real incarne growlh is formcd as a three year moving average
of the growth rates of real GDP. Denoting the real GDP growth 
rate by y, the variable is calculated as: 

I
r.;-

- -
) y = -3- V + Y-1 + :Y-2 (3) 

Through 1966 we used the data from CE, April 1977. Growth 
rates from 1966 on were calculated on the basis of the new series 
series reported in IFS, 1979. (The old series corresponds to that 
reported in IFS until 1964, the new series starts in 1965; the break 
in the series is not indicated). The preliminary estimate of 
1979 real grnwth comes frorn BCB, March 1979. 

4. Foreign lnf lation ep•) :

Foreign inflation is measured by the rate of inflation of the
annual average US wholesale price index: IFS, 1979, line 63. 

5. Exchange Depreciation (e) :

The exchange rate data are obtained from the annual average
exchange rate reported in CE, April 1977 and July 1979. The 
rate of depreciation, e, is the percentage rate of change of the 
anual average. 
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6. Change in the Alternative Cost of Holding Money (IJ.p):

The alternative cost of holding money is measured as the rate 
of inflation of the "general price level". The rate of inflation is 
calculated Iram the index reported in CE. The variable p is the 
change in the inflation rate thus calculated. The CE issues were 
April 1977 and July 1979. 

r e p• d y t!.p y 

1957 0.00 0.0188 0.0270 0.27 0.069 -0.057 0.0520 

1958 -0.04 0.7081 0.0150 0.29 0.077 -0.012 0.0550 

1959 -0.06 0.2104 0.0018 0.37 0.056 0.248 0.0673 

1960 -0.04 0.2115 0.0018 0.43 0.097 --0.086 0.0767 

1961 0.00 0.4362 -0.0037 0.44 0.103 0.078 0.0853 

1962 --0.35 0.4238 0.0018 0.90 0.053 0.146 0.0843 

1963 -0.64 0.4883 -0.0037 1.27 0.015 0.238 0.0570 

1964 -0.72 1.2029 0.0019 1.48 0.029 0.146 0.0323 

1965 -0.35 0.4880 0.0203 1.14 0.027 -0.332 0.0237 

1966 0.00 0.1718 0.0344 0.42 0.038 -0.188 0.0313 

1967 0.02 0.2012 0.0018 0.33 0.048 -0.097 0.0377 

1968 0.04 0.2748 0.0245 0.36 0.112 -0.041 0.0660 

1969 0.15 0.1996 0.0392 0.25 0.100 --0.034 0.0867 

1970 0.08 0.1272 0.0361 0.22 0.088 -0.010 0.1000 

1971 0.07 0.1521 0.0333 0.24 0.133 0.012 0.1070 

1972 0.16 0.1224 0.04.45 o.os 0.117 -0.034 0.1127 

1973 0.21 0.0324 0.1307 0.24 0.140 --0.019 o. 1300

1974 0.04 0.1084 o. 1883 0.35 0.098 0.136 0.1183 

1975 0.06 o. 1968 0.0929 0.43 0.056 -0.010 0.0980 

1976 O.OI 0.3131 0.0460 0.38 0.090 0.136 0.0820 

1977 0.02 0.3250 0.0612 0.38 0.047 0.014- 0.0650 

1978 0.08 0.277G 0.0784 0.39 0.060 - 0.040 0.0660 

NOTE. For de!initiona :1ec te.r.t ii il!I D three-year movin,1 average of u. 
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Brazilian wage policiês, 1964/81 * 

Livio de Carvalho • • 

1 - lntroduction 

An ui:idersta_nding of the wage policies implemented from 1964 to
1979 1s crucial to an analysis of Lhe current policy in its historical 
con_te.xt. Item 2 wi!I summarize the principles of pre-1979 wage
pol1C1es. ln Item 3, we well comment on the wage policy applied 
from December l 979 to Decernber 1980. ln Item 4, we will analyze 
the changes recently approved by Congress. 

2 - Wage policies: 1964/79 

The basic objective of post-1964 economic policies centered on 
stabilization, a goal which was to orient ali instrurnents of both 
financial policy and wage policy. 1 

The four basic principies of wage policies during this period 
were: 

a) minimum of one year between adjustments;
b) reposition of the real average wage of the 24 months

preceeding the month of adjustment; 
e) the average wage should also be readjusted in accordance

with the rate of increase of productivity; 

Editor's note: Tr:mslation not rcviscd by thc au1hor. 
• Some of lhe ideas in this ::1r1icle were discusscd with severa! pcople to 
whom l am grnteful: Paulo Roberto Furtado de Castro, João Agostinho Tclles, 
Hamilton Iliiarria. Mauricio Galinkin, Fernando Wemcck, ll,fo2arre Fosche1e, 
Amo Meyer, Ramonaval Augusto Costa and Ricardo Lima. Any crrors and
ali opinions expressed, of course, are 1he exclusive amhority of lhe author. 
I would also like 10 thank Ana Maria de Resende for her valuable aid in
organizing and compucing 1he data. Originally published in Revista Brasileira

de Economia, J6 (1), January-March 1982. 
• • Dcpartmm1 of Economics. Universily of Brasllia. 
1 Ministry of Planning and General Coordination (1965, pp. 15-6). 
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d) the adjustment should also include half of the inf!ation
projected by the government's financial programming (residual 
inílation) . 

These principies were not uniformly applied over time, 2 and
the law was modified several times. Nearly all the changes were 
made to correct distortions which arose in the course of applying 
the law (inappropriate interpretations ar lack of uniformity 
in the criteria app1ied) and to broaden its reach. 

Four major changes were made to the law: 3 

l )  Calculation of the adjustment of the average real salary
on the basis oE indices published monthly by the government 
(Executive Order n.0 15; July 29; 1966), in arder Lo eliminate
the multiplicity o[ criteria, since various institutions had been 
furnishing this infmmation to the Labor Justice Department. 

2) ln 19G8 (Law n.0 5.451; June 12), a coefficient of
correlation was introduced to allowfor residual inflation. This 
modification was intended to prevent the deterioration of salaries 
in one period from stretching into subsequent periods by u sing 
the aclual (rather than projected) inflation rate to calculate the 
average real wage o[ the twelve months preceeding the adjustment. 
It should be noted, though, that this change was only made when 
the diHerence between the projected and actual inflation rates 
had dropped to nearly insignificant leveis. 4 ln addition, the

� ,vhen it was first introduced, the wage law covcred only public sector 
wagcs; the scopc of its application was extcnded over time. 
a For a de1ailcd dcscription of the evolution of ,vage policies, see Carvalho 
(197!1) e DIEESE (1975) . 
' Residual inflation and increase of the cost-of-living index (Rio de Janeiro) : 
1964/77. 

llO 

Period 

07. 64 11 07 . 65 
08.65 11 12.65 
0I.G6 s 07.G6 
08.66 11 07.67 
08.67 n 07.68 
08 G8 n 07,69 
08 fü) n 07, 70 
08.70 11 07.71 
08. 71 n 07. 72 
08.72 11 07.73 
08.73 o. 07.74 
08,74 n 07.75
08.75 o. 07.76 
08.76 n 07.77 

Residual 

25 
o 

10 
10 
15 
15 
13 
12 
12 
12 
12 
15 
15 
15 

Cost of Living (%) 

74 3 
9:4 

28,6 
30,4 
21,l 
21,1 
22,1 
21,4 
16,3 
13,0 
27,8 
29,0 
38,9 
40,4 



indexing mechanism consisted of applying a coefficient to the 
nominal wages of the last twelve months preceding the adjustment 
(months 13 to 24) G to make them equivalent to the wages that 
should have been paid if there had been no error in the inHation 
forecast for the sarne period. The following adjustment would take 
into account the nominal wages actually paid during those months 
(which then had become months I to 12 in the formula). This 
procedure amounted to assuming an errar in projected inHation 
for the first adjustment, only to deny the errnr in the next 
ad j ustmen t. 

3) ln 1974 (Law n.0 6. 147; November 19), new modifications
were introduced to correct two distortions still present in the 
precedures for calculating the adjustment. The first change was 
to use the average wage of the twelve months preceding the 
adjustment, thereby correcting the errar mentioned in the Iast 
paragraph. Second, in the calculation itself, the rate of increase 
of productivity is now multiplied by the average real wage (which 
itself is multiplied by the preceding residual inflation), which 
had not been the case before. 0 Though the difference between the 
two procedures is small, when productivity is added rather than 
multiplied the wage raise is diminished. 

11 s,· = J/24 l: s,1, + l: s,1, e f ·
� �1 

} 1 •• 1 l• 13 

where Sr = real average wage in the 24 months preceding the adjustment; 
S, = wage in month i; /1 = wagc index in month i and C = corrcction 
coefficienl of residual inflation (1 + R'/2) (1 + R/2), whcre R' and R are, 
rcspectively, aclual inflation and residual inflation in the 12 months immedi:itely 
preceding l he adjuslment. 
1 The prcvious formula for obtaining lhe rate of adjus1mcn1 was: 

T = S'riSu + P - l 
where P = rate of incrcase of produc1ivity; 

Sr = Sr(l + R/2) e Sr = -- � S,r, + � s,r, C 
J J 11 ,. 

} 
24 11-1 ,-13 

(S,... fontnote ; for meaning cl the sym!Jols.) Fnllnwing 1g7�. th, rate nl 
adjmtm,nt ,wa,; obtaincd tlurec1ly using the lo'.lnwing formula: 

where: 

S/S1 = l/12 i 1, (l + R,/2) (1 + P) (_1_+_ R�2 -)1-1 \ 1 + R,_,/2 

S = nc,v salary following corrcction. 
S, = salary in <'ach of thc prcceding 12 months. 
R, = residual inflation in thc 12 mcnlhs prcreding lhe prescn1 

adjm1men1. 
R,., = residual inflntion uscd in the prev'.ous ycar's adjwtmcnt. 
R•, = actual inílation rate in lhe 12 mcmhs prcccding lhe 

ndjustmcnt. 
P = rate of incrcase of productivity. 
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4) ln 1976, 7 a policy statement signed by three minister
recommended the inclusion of a new factor in the cakulation 
of wage adjustments: the correction of the productivity coeEficien t 
by a terms-of-trade index to rellect the gains ar lasses of urgan 
wage-earners' purchasing power 8 caused by variations in the terms
of-trade indices in Brazil's foreign trade and between the 
economy's urban and rural sectors. 9 

If the tenns of trade were unfavorable to the country ar to 
the urban sector, productivity would be corrected downwards , 
and if they were favorable, productivity would be adjusted upwards. 

This change calls for a few comments. First of ali, it reveals 
that many of the wage law's distortions grew out of the manner 
in which its principies were being applied, rather than out of 
the law itself. We thus have a ministerial policy statement 
modifying the calculation proceclures of one of the factors implicit 
in the law's wage formula. Yet their modification was not illegal, 
since no law (with the exception of n.0 6. 147; November 20, 
1974) had presented an explicit formula for calculation of 
adjustments. Nor was there an explicit presentation of the procedure 
for computing the elements taken into account by the adjustment 
fonnula. Even in the case of productivity, the indicator to be 
used was never mentioned. 10 

T Exposição de Motivos n.O ll5, June 2, 1976, signed by the Ministers of the 
Planning �cre1aria1, Treasury and Labor and published in Lhe Diário Oficial 
oi June 21, 19iG. 
R Wagc po'icies apply basically lo urban wage earners. 
o See, in this respcct, DIEESE (1976) e Do�llingcr (1979, p. 21). For :m 
ac1justment carrictl out in pcriod t, thc changc implics that the rate of increase 
of protluctivity, P, is multiplicd by a coefficient A ,.,/A ...., . B ,_,t B ,_,, 
where A, and n, are, respectively, thc index of the country's terms of tratle 
with othcr countrics and the index of the trrms of nade betwcen the economy's 
rural �nd urhJn sectors, both in pcriod t. 
10 Brazil: Productivity incrcases gnnted and rale of growth of per caf,ila GDP 
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Period 

1964/6:j 
l 96f>Jô8 
1966/57 
1967/üS 
1968/69 
1960/70 
l!l70/7L 
107 l/i2 
191:ma 
1073/74 
l074/7j 
1!17f>/76 

P1oductivity for 
C11Icn.l11tion of 

Adjll91mcnt 

1,0 
0,0 
2,0 
2,0 
2,0 
3,0 
3,5 
3,5 
3,!'i 
3,.5 
4,0 
4,0 

Growth of 
PeT Capita GDP 

o.o 
03 
2'.o 
2,0 
6,0 
6,5 
6,0 
8.9 
6,7 
8,3 
6,7 
1.2 



This change also made it possible to diminish the producuvtty 
índex, which at the time was around 4%, well above the 1. 2% 
rate of per capita GDP growth, at a time when inflation was once 
again ôn the rise. ln any case, the growing inflation rate reduced 
the relative impact of a cut in the productivity index from, 
say, 4% to 3%, since the most ungent goal was to recover what 
had been eaten away by inflation, which was running at about 36%. 

The first wage policy Iaw, therefore, went through a number 
of phases. ln the phase 1964/68, during which it was first 
established, its a pplication was broadenec.l (1964/65) and then 
consolidated, despite its evident insufficiencies; during the second 
phase (1968/74), the po1icy was softened to correct its main 
distortion (underestimation of futurc inflation) ; the third phase 
(1974/76) brought the correction oE the remaining clistortions 
and revealed a certain official concern with the problem of incarne 
distribution; and during the fourth phase (1976/79), a resurging 
of inflation lecl policy makers to ease up on their wage containment 
policies. 11 

The philmophy behind the wage policy was that if wages 
grew no faster than the economy's average productivity, l!! they 
cou1d be improved without increasing their weight in the aggregate 
product, that is, without altering prices. 13 The idea is actually very 
simple, and in the early I 960s was successfully applied in severa) 
European countries and in the US. 14 

However the policy's practical results diverged from theoretical 
forecasts due to the innumerable distortions contained in thc 
law, Indeccl, without these distortions, especially the systematic 
underestimation of residual inflation, the average real minimum 
wage between adjustments would never have Iallen below its 

11 Docllinger (l9i9, p. 26) givcs real rat� cf ,�age incrc�sC!l in ccllertivc 
bargaining of 0.6%, -li.O% and 0.9% for the years 1976, 1977 and 19i8,. 
respcctivcly. 
1!! Actually, this gTOwth would take placc duc to the initial compres<ion 
causcd by the rcposition of the avcrage real wage of

º

the las! 24 months before 
lhe adjustmcnt and not b cc�usc of thc reposition of the peak. 

13 If wc 1ake thc sharc of labor in the product • as S,. = lJ/ L/ PY where 
W = wage rate, L = employment, P = price levei and Y = product, it is 
casy to see th:11 l:lbur's sharc rcmains consWnt if real wagcs grow ai the sarne 
rate a� the growth of average labor productivity. Ily the sarne 1okcn. 
P = W - Y / L, that is, P will remain ccnstant if 1he growth of nominal 
wages (W) is cqual to the growth of averagc labor productivity (Y / L) . 

u So� of these po'icics wcre mandatory anel others not. ln lhe c:isc of rhc 
US, this policy was lrnown as "Wage-pricc guidcposts," during the Kennedy 
government. Sec, in this respect, Tlie Economist, 226(7014) :IOO,l, D!c. 1978. · 
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1965 level. 15 The nominal wage in May 1973 would have been 
�8 .1 % higher than that established by decree (Cr$ 43 l. 00, as
opposed to Cr$ 312 . 00) . 10 

The real minimum wage fell 42. 5% from February l 964 to 
February 1968. Even if we make the comparison for the months 
immediately following the adjustment (March 1968), the drop 
is still 28 . 3%. 

The public civilian employees, the retired and those living 
on social security (INPS) seem to have been the hardest bit, 
since their incarnes were adjusted at rates even Iower than the 
minimum wage. 11 

As for the wages of professional em ployees, a study by 
DIEESE 18 revealed the following behavior: a drop in real wages 
through I 968, a slight recovery in I 971 and another drop from 
1972/74. Overall, from 1964/74, 46% of the professional categories 
analyzed were set back by 30% or more in their real wages. 

Even in industry as a whole, average real wages fell by 9 .  l % 
a year from 1964/67, the period when the wage policy was applied 
most drastically, and only recovered their 1964 leveis in 1970. 10 

Average wages in industry gres at rate of 8. 7% annually from 
1967 /76. Thus, by 1976, they were 59% higher than in l 964. The 
reasons for this behavior of average wages in industry, at a time 
when the real minimum wage was falling substantially, are to 
be found in the fact that, while the wages of unskilled and 
smi-skilled labor (always closer to the minimum wage) either fell 
ar grew only slightly, the wages of skilled workers and managers 
grew at very high rates. 2

º Thus the difference between the wages 
of skilled and unskilled labor grew substantially from 1964/75. 21 

This evidence, and the fact that the inequality of incarne 
distribution had increased in the 1960s and throughout the 1970s, 22 

15 With or without the ISth wage (additional wage paid in Dcccmbcr), or 
whether one takes the productivity rate u!ed in the adjustmenu or the rate 
of growth of the ,Per capita GDP. See, in this respect, Carvalho (1975, pp. 52-60). 
10 Carvalho (1975, p. 60) . 
lT Maced o (1976, pp, 84-7). 
18 DIEESE (1975, pp, 57-65). 
10 Doellinger (1979, pp. 28-9) . 
20 During the 1966/72 pcriod, the real wages of unskilled w orkcrs fell; skilled 
workers' wages rase by approximately 2,6% per year and managers' wages 
by 8 .1 % per Jear. Scc Bach a (1975, pp. 124-58) . 
21 The ratio between the wages of a companyes general manager and of a 
construction helper in São Paulo was 65: 1 in 1969; 81: l in 197!1 and 90: 1 in  
1975 (not couming the additional bencfits carned by  1he manager) . Sce 
Suplicy (1977, p. 11). 
22 Malan (1978). 
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gave rlse to heated controversy over the effects of wage policies 
on incarne distribution and on the overall role of wage policies 
in the Brazilian development model. 

There were two extreme positions in the debate. Severa] 
studies guaranteed that a more generous wage policy (which would 
have fed inflation and hindered savings) could improve the position 
of the middle strata on the spectrum of incarne distribulion, 
but there would be no guarantee that this improvement would 
take place at the expense of the richest strata. Therefore, the 
distribution of incarne could evolve towards a position where 
lasses would result in the lihare of the poorest 40%, 23 This current 
also argued that the structural transfonnations of the Brazilian 
economy since 1964 had also brought changes in the employment 
structure, major rural-urban migrations, etc, which led to a 
temporary increase in inequalities, 24 mostly due to the fact the 
labor supply's profile of skills did not match the demand for 
skilled labor, which was growing faster than the educational 
system could keep up with. 25 

The other argument presented by this current was that a fali 
in the minimum wage bore no relation to a more unequal 
distribution of incarne. One reason was that formal employment 
relations apply to only one sector of the labor market, ]eaving 
rural workers, urban occasional workers, the self-employed and 
domestic servants outside the reach of wage policies. ln addition, 
though the minimum wage had fallen, the percentage of workers 
earning the minimum wage had also decreased. 28 

On the other side of the controversy, some economists he]d 
that wage policies were directly responsible for the deterioration 
of incarne distribution, since the wages of the unskilled and 
semi-skilled urban workers were the ones hardest hit. 21 A variation 
of this argument is that the combination of wage containment 
policies with rapidly growing production (following 1967) 
increased the companies' profitability and made it possible to pay 
higher wages to higher-ranking technicians. 2s 

23 Simonsen (1975, p, 19) • 

24 This is the Kuznets effc:ct [Kuznets (1955)] used by Langoni (197!1). 

2D Langoni (197!1). 
20 Macedo (l!l76) . Maccdo's articlc: is revic:wc:d by Ilacha and Taylor (1977). 
The authors show that thc: mc:dian wagc: ís influenccd by thc: minimum wage: 
thus 1hc: lattc:r is not irrc:lc:vanl. 

27 Fishlow (1972) e Hoffmann (197!, pp. 7-17). 
2a nacha (1975) . 
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The interpretation that compressions of wages had been a • • 
deliberate component of the government's economic policy was 
even supported by offici;:i] puhlications and articles by authors· 
identified wi.th official positions. The Government Economic Action 
Program, for example, by blaming institutional wage hikes above 
the growth of productivity for the inflation it was trying to fight, 
said between the lines that earlier governments had been too 
benevolent in their administration os wage policies. 20 

3 - The wage policy of december 1979 

3 . I - The new principies 

a) Adjustments were not to be made every six months;

b) Adjustments were Iinked to the variation of the national
consumer price index (INPC) 3õ of the six months preceding the 
month of the readjustment; n 

e) . Adjustments carne to be differentiated by wage strata,
in relation to the country's "highest mjnirilum wage (MW)_; 32 

d) The rate of growth of productivity was to be negotiated
between employers and employees during each professional category's 
yearly bargaining session, and could not be passed on to prices. 

�D Minis1ry of Planning :and ·General Coordin:ation (1965, p. 28). 

80 • ln practice, although a national INPC wa� never mentioned, this had_ been 
done ,ince 1966 when, 10 standardize criteria, the government began . 10 
publish 24 coefficicnls cve1y monih in orcler to calculate 1he avcrage real 
salary ovcr lhe 2-1 rnonths prececling 1he acljustmenl and, evcn more clcarly, 
following 1974, whcn it began lhe monthly publication o( the rate o( adjustment 
oi wagcs for lhe following month. The difference is 1ha1 it never madc 
explicit what indcx was I.Jein used, its methoclology, etc. Indeed, the sarne can 
be said of ali the other components of the adjustment formula prior to 

Law n.0 6.i0B. 
a1 ln other words, wage earners recovercd the peak wage aerneel in the six 
month.• prccediug 1he acljus1men1, as opposeel to the average real wage o( the 
twelve rnonths prececling the acljustmenl. Actually, there is a two-month lag, 
that is, 1hc CP! for the aeljustrnents lo occur in Novembcr take into account 
the cos1-of-living inelices from April to Septem!Jer. 
82 Up_lo 3 MW, 110% of the CPI; the_!l-10 MW bracket woulel receive an 
adjustrnent equal to lhe CPI anel those receiveing more than IO MW would 
receive 80% of the CPI. ln the old wage policy, ali wages in a given company 
were rcacljustcel a1 lhe sarne rate. The original proposal of lhe Labor Ministry 
was that lhe thirel llrackct would cover 10-20 MW anel would receivc 80% 
o( lhe CPI, whilc lhe fourth - over 20 MW - would receive, 50% of the CPI. 
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Our evaluation of the 1964/79 experience can shed some 
light on the I 979 reorientation of wage policies. Wilh rising 
inflation and greater freedoms for the labor movement, severa! 
unions had already won anticipated wage adjustments beforc the 
expiration of their annual contracts. 3� The application of 
adjustments on a semester basis to ali wage earners was thus an 
extension of a benefit already achieved by some. ln addition, the 
differentiation of raises by wage levels was aimed at ending the 
previous tendency of a real decline in Lhe minimum wage and an 
increase of the lower wage leveis far below that of higher wage 
brackets. It remained to be seen how this would be clone without 
further contributing to the growing inflation rate. It would seem 
that the policy makers' expectation was that the measure would 
not be inflationary, since the cost of indexing salaries up to 
three M\,V at 10% above the CPI would be taken out of the 
upper wage brackets, thus maintaining the levei of total labor 
costs aml the companies' overall cost structure. 

One frequent criticism of the previous wage policy was th:it 
productivity growth rates were applied to ali sectors and companies 
indiscriminately, were considered to he very low and lacked an 
explicit methodology for their calculation. By making them subject 
to collective bargaining agreements. differences could be established 
between sectors and companies without affecting inflation, since 
this part of the raise could not be passed on to prices. It seems 
to us that the expectation was that this would minimize the 
importance of the methodological problem. ln short, as an attempt 
to cape with some of the tendcncies that critics had attributed 
to the previous policy, the new law held promise. It remained 
to be seen to what extent the redistributive and antiinflationary 
goals would be achieved and to what extent they would conflict 
with each other. ln addition, economic policy measures conceived 
to achieve one result can generate eHects which compromise other 
objectives and even the specific desired result. 

3. 2 - The redistributive impact

Even assuming no turnover problern 38 and effectiYe price-control 
measures, the law's redistributive impact is difficult to analyze, 

S3 This was the only negotiahle part of the adjustment, and would guarantee 
a n:11sonalily 5irnilar reposition of wagcs for ali seclors. 
M The� anticipated adjustrncnts were compc:nsatc:d for, that is discountcd, 
at cach ycarly hargaining sc:s•ion. 
as The possihili1y tha1 companic:s which malte: intensivc use: oi umkilled 
labor might :idapt to lhe wage policy by incrc:asing labor turnaver. Sec, io 
lhis rc:sprct, Souza (1980). 
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even when actually applied. It is true that the distribution of 
wage incarne should improve , but this is not enough to say what 
would happen to incarne distribution as a whole, whether we look 
at it as functional incarne distribution (which would depend 
on adjustmems in employment, on the transfer of incarne from 
small business and the behavior o( other incarne sources not 
affected by wage policies) or as personal incarne distribution (which 
would depend on the impact of wage policies on the informal 
sector , once again on the transfer of incarne from small business 
and on the diminishing of higher wages). 

To evalu:ue the impact of the 1979 wage policy, if actually 
applied, on thc wage sLructure, we have simulated two alternatives 
[or continuous application of the wage policy through the year 
2000, 36 on the basis of wage brackets established in relation to 
the highest minimum wage prevailing in November 1980. The 
alterna1ives are two hypothetical projections of inflation (both 
optimistic) : in the íirst, Lhe six-month CPI variation ending in 
May 1981 is 30% and falis five percentage points in each of the 
following semescers :17 until it hits 20%, a rate which holds 
constam through the following semesters until the -year 2000; 
the second ahernative is that the first INPC increase is 35%, 
fallin� five percentage points per semester until it hits 10%, 
and then remains constant through the year 2000. ss 

A look at Tables I and 2 shows that: 

1) The growth of wages in the lower brackets and the fali
of Lhe higher wàges is highly sensitive to the rates of variation of 
the INPC. We could conclude that the growth of the Iower 
wages is directly proportional to the inflation rate, which 
contradicts what is routinely taken to be the effect of inflation 
on the lower wage groups. ln any case, the increase of lower 
wages and the compression of higher wage leveis would reduce 
Lhe proportion between the two extremes from 50 to 41 . 25 already 
in I 982, to 32 .48 in I 985 and finally to I 3. 32 in the -year 2000. 
ln the second bracket down to I 9. 69 MW in the -year 2000. 

Since lhe minimum wage used to establish the adjustment . 
brackets is adjusted at a rate above the INPC, there is an expansion 

a11 We havc no illusion� as to thc continuity of application of any givcn 
wage policy over such a long tcrm. This is simply onc mcans of illustrating 
iu c(fccu. 
37 May 81, 30%: Nov. 81, 25%; May 82, 20%; Nov. 82, 20%: May 83, 20%, 
etc., etc. 
38 May 81, 35%: Nov. 81, 30%: May 82, 25%; Nov. 82, 20%: May 83, 15%: 
Nov. 83, 10%: May 84, 10%, etc., etc. 
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Table 1 

Simula.tion of the Real Wage Structure Produced by Application of 
the Present Wage Policy Through thc Ycar 2000, at Nov. 1980 Prices 

(Alterna.tive 1) • 
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Simulation o/ the Real Wage Structure Produced by Application of 
lhe Present Wage Policy Through the Year 2000, at Nov. 1980 Prices 
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of the lower wage brackets. ln other 'tvords, a[ter a few adjustments, 
ten MW represent much more than they did at the beginning. 
On the other hand, since for each readjustment 11 . 5 MW is the 
cut-off above which wages are adjusted at rates below the INPC, 
there is a compression of wages in the intermediate bracket 
(12-20 MW), which progressively drop into the lower brackets, 
whose adjustment rates are greater. This fact leads to the 
observations mentioned in points 3 and 4 below. 

3) Applied over time, even wages above 15 MW will enjoy
real increases. This beca use the 11 . 5 MW cut-off for wages to be 
readjusted at ar above the CPI is static, held constant for all 
adjustments. ln the first simulation, wages equal to 15 M'\iV in 
November 1980 (Cr$ 8G,832 .00) fall gradually until the May 1987 
adjustment, at which point they have lost 5 .  2% in real terms, 
but beginning with the next adjustment (November 1987) they 
begin to grow until they reach CrS 92,925.00 in the year 2000, 
again of 6 .  6% in real terms in relation to their value in November 
1980. 

4) As a result of the effect observed in point 3, over the
long term the lasses taken by salaries in the 17-20 MW bracket 
in November 1980 would be negligible. ln the forst simulation, 
a wage earner making 20 MW in November 1980 would lose 2 . 99% 
yearly until November 1982, but the loss would fall to O. 42% 
per year until the year 2000. Even the wages-earners located initially 
in the 20-30 MW bracket would take small lasses in annual 
terms. Thus, if we include productivity increases in our calculations, 
say 2.5% per year, the real valuc of wages in the 20-30 MW 
bracket in November of wages would be improved through the 
growth of the lower wages (1-15 MW), the rnaintenance of the 
intermediate wage leves (15-30 MW) and a reduction of the 
highest wages (above 30 MW) . 

The real degree of these wage increases would also depend on 
other factors, among them: 

a) the relation benveen the INPE and the inflation rate;

b) the weight given to some specific items, such as food
and transportation in the cost-of-living index. 

Item a involves two aspects. The INPC, which is a national 
average of cost-of-Iiving indices, may vary from other inflation 
indices. Secondely, structural changes in the economy may not 
have been reflected in the cost-of-living indices established by 
out-of-date family budget surveys. ao 

BD This point was madc by Sabói:i. (1980) . 
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ln fact, although the causes are not very clear, such variations 
seem to be taking place, 40 following the implementation of the 
wage law. 

One probable explanation, although only partia], Iies in the 
significant changes that have occurred on the economy's price 
structure, changes that have not been picked up by the cost-of-Iiving 
índices because the family budget surveys which established these 
índices' weighting systems were carried out many years ago. 41 

Two items whose prices have risen disproportionately in recent 
times are food and transportation. ln a cost-oí-living index drawn 
up today, therefore the weight of these two items would be much 
greater and, as a logical extension, the variations given by most 
current cost-of-living índices do not actually reflect the cost of 
living experience by the consumer. 

Item b refers to the fact that even when the indices do reflect 
the changes that have occurred in the price structure, the price 
rises of some items covered by the cost-of-Iiving índex has different 
weights depending on the incarne levei of the consumers. 42 The 
National Family Spending Study (ENDEF) carried out by the 
IBGE for 1974/75 revealed that for up to 8.5 MW of expenses, 
foods accounts for 50% of total spending; for thc 10 to 15 MW 
bracket, this item only accounts for about 20% of expenses and, 
for the segment over 30 MW, only 6% of the total. 43 Thus, a 
30% hike in food prices in general, if consumption habits do not 
change, would mean a 15% increase in food expenses for the 
first group, 6% for the second and a mere 1.8% for the highest 
incarne group. This observation is of particular importance 
considering the fact that food and public service prices have 
systematically risen faster than the increase in the cost-of-living 
index. 44 

This and the preceding observations suggest that wage 
adjustments at rates higher than the CPI are simply compensatory 
and by no means represcnt a real l0% increase above the INPC. 

40 Comp:irc the INPC, for example, with thc wholcsale price indcx (domcstic 
availability) - total and fooduulfs. 

u The most rccent survcy carricd out by thc IBGE was in 1975. 

42 5cc Homem de Melo (1979) . 

•� Howcvcr, thc sn:itificcl cost-of-living indices, that is, c:ich incomc braclr.et 
with its º"'" cost-of-living indcx, showed no signi[icant variaLions ovcr thc
1971-79 period. See DIEESE (1979, p. 11). 

44 Compare thc v:iriations of thc componcnu of thc cmt-of-living inda: 
publishcd by Conjuntura Económica, for lhe pcriod following 1977. 
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3 . S - The impact on company payrolls 

To discuss the inflationary impact oE '\vage policies we must look 
at the impact of the adjusLments established by law on the payrolls 
of companies. Sarlier studies have shown that this impact varies 
according to the size of the establishments. 4r; The government's 
RAIS study for 1976 shows that there is indeed a sharp decrease 
in the share of lower wage-earners as the size of the establishment 
increases. This decrease is accompanied by an increase in the 
share of the second wage bracket (3-10 Mv\T), which is also affected 
by adjustments greater than the INPC. This softens the 
diEferentiation of the impact of the wage adjustments. To measure 
this impact, we have usecl the RAIS 1976 data to calculate the 
average wages for each wage bracket. 40 Using these averages, then, 
we calculated - for each wage bracket - the ratio between the 
the rate of adjustment and the INPC, and finally pondered 
each ratio by the share of each wage bracket in the total 
payroll of companies grouped into different size categories. 
The final results are shown in Table 3 and the intermediate 
calculations on Tables 2 and 5, in the appendix. 

Table 3 

Wage Policy (Nov. 79 - Dec. 80) : Impact of Wage Adjustments 
on Payrolls (in Relation to INPC) by Size of Establishment -

lndustry, Commerce, Services 

lmpact of Wage Adjustments on 

Size of Establisbment 
Payrolls (ln Relalion t-0 INPC) 

(No. of Employees) IndtL�try Commerce Sel"Viccs 

Micro (0-5) l,06!l7 1.0860 1,073!) 
Small (5 - 20) 1,00.15 1;0118 1,0518 
Medíum (20 - •250) 1,0454 1,0463 1,0306 
Large (2.">0-·1000) 1,0326 1,0200 1,0l!l7 
Vcry Largc (1000 or more} 1,0214 1,0409 1,0170 

Total 1,035:l 1,01:'40 1,0290 

SOURCE: Raw dato, RAIS, 76: proaaued dato, Tablca 1 and 2 o( appendi%. 

45 Camargo (1980). 

40 The aver�ges were obl�ined by pondcring lhe wage brackets prcscn1cd in 
lhe raw data by the weight oi employrnen1 in cach size group, hefore aggregating 
the companics by the size groups used in this study. ln 01her words, using 
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Table 3 indicates that there is in fact a greater impact on 
the smaller establishments. 47 However the impact is not excremely 
different from that obtaining in the Iarger establishments. �a 
With a 40% CPI, the payrolls of the smallest establishments would 
rise, respectively, by 42. 79%, 43. 44% and 42. 96% in industry, 
commerce and services, while the corresponding adjustments for 
the largest establishments would by, respectively, 40.86%, 41.64% 
and 40. 68%. ln other words, the difference in the average rate 
of adjustment for the two extreme size groups would be 1. 93% for 
industry, 1 . 8% for commerce and 2. 28% in services. 

It would seem that the impact is as differentiated by sector 
as it is by size. This is even visible at the two-digit levei. And 
if we disaggregate the data to a threc-digit levei, the effect is 
even clearer. For example, while 55. 06% of exployees in the 
pharmaceutical and veterinary industry earn less than 3 MW, 
82. 32% of food industry workers, 41. 03% of financial inslitution
employees and 92. 69% of hotel and restauram service workers
fali into this sarne wage bracket. This indicates that inter-sectoral
differences can often be even more significant than size differences.
To illustrate this possibility, we have classified the companies of the
clothing, footwear and softgoods sector and of the motor vehicles

Ih!! wagl! brackets from ll-4. 4-G, 6-8, 8-10, 10-20, 20-l!0 and llO and more 
M\V, and weighting thcm by the employment in each size gTOups prescnted in 
the raw data (les5 than 1 t:mploycc, 1•5, 5-10, 10-20, 20-50, 50-100, 100-250, 
250-500, 500-1000, 1000 and more employees), we wcrc able to arrive at the 
averagt:s for lhe wagc brackets from 0-3, ll-10, 10-20 and 20 and more I\IW in
l!ach of the fivc size groups wc havl! sclectcd. ln the highest wage bracket 
presented in the raw data (!10 and more MW), we have assumcd that the
highest wage was 50 MW.'
U Since in ali size groups there is a certain percentage of undcclared wages, 
our procedure implicilly implies dividing the share of undcclared wage1 among 
the wage brackets proportionally to lhe weighl of each bracket. To the extcnl 
lhat lhe undeclared wagcs fali into the higher wage brackets, lhe payroll 
impact would be less than what is shown in Table !I. ln other words, íf we 
assume that the sum of lhe share of cach bracket is nol equal lo lhe total, 
the sum of our weights to calculate lhe a,·crage is differcnte from one_ ln 
Table 4 of lhe appendix, wc have calculatcd lhe impact placing lhe undeclared 
wagcs in the highesl wage bracket, for lhe sake of comparison. Table li thus 
gives lhe maximum impac1 and Table 4 the minimum. Table 4 shows that 
this procedure signmcantly changes the resulu. However, it is bcst lo recall 
lhat the shares of the highest wages brackeu (20 or more) in lhe payrolll 
become absurdly high, ranging from !!2.4% 10 41.!í% in induslry; 31.7% 10 
62 . 9% in commerce and !l!l. 2% 10 1!l. l % in services. Thcse rcsulls 5cem to 
indica1e that not ali undeclared wages fall inlo lhe highesl wagc bracket and 
lhat 1he most rcasonable procedure wonld be to divide lhe undeclarcd wagcs 
propor1iona1ely among ali wage brackets, when obtaining the wage averagt!S. 
ta Espccially if we consider that wages are a small share of total cosu. 
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sector by size and calculated the impact of the wage policy on each 
using the sarne method as in Table 3. 

Table 4 shows that Lhe impact of the wage policy is 
differentiated at least as much hy sector as it is by size. Depending 
on the sector, thc size differences are much less significant than 
the sectoral cliHerence. With a 40% INPC, the smallest companies 
in the clothing sector would have to increase their payrolls by 
43. 63%, while the largest companies in the sarne sector would
see their payrolls grow by 42. 98% (a difference of only O. 65%).
Yet the adjustment for the largest companies in Lhe motor vehicle
sector would be 40. 86% (2. 12% lower than the sarne sized
companies in the clothing sector) . It should be explicitly noted
that, if this wage policy were actually applied in the long term,
and if lhe companies ,v.ere unable to pass the adjustments on to
prices and/or make lower adjustments (through turnover), the
difference in impact between small and Iarge employers and
between more and less labor-intensive sectors would be an incentive
for the adoption of increasingly capital-intensive technologies
requiring skilled labor, thus creating one more complicating factor
in the country's already discouraging prospects in terms of
employment generation.

Table 4 

Wage Palicy (Nov. 79 - Dec. 80) : lmpact of Wage Adjustments 
on Payrolls (in Rclation to JNPC) by Size of fatablishment -

Glothing, Footwear and Softgoods and Motor Vehicles Sector.s 

Po.yroll Impo.c• in Rola.tion to INPC 
Size of Esto.blishment. 

(No. of Employees) Clothing, Footwco.r Motor 
a.nd Softgoods Vehiclcs 

Micro (0--5) 1,0908 1,0400 

Small (5-20) 1,0907 1,0526 

Medium (20-250) 1,0774 1,0444 

Lo.rge (250-1000) 1,0676 1,0202 

Vo1y Large (1000 or more) 1,0622 1,0185 

Total 1,0748 1,0216 

SOURCE: Raw data, RAIB 70; proeeaaod d.at,., Tableo 2 and 6 oi appei,di:ic. 
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3 . 4 - Regional cost-of-living differences and wage policies 

If there continue to be systematic regional disparities - with 
some metropolitan regions' cost-of-living índices above and others 
below the national INPC average - the wage adjustment process 
will just as systematically grant ad justments above the cost-of-Iiving 
indicts in some regions and below the sarne indices in others. 
ln this case, depending on the magnitude of the difference, even 
the wages indexed by a 1,10 INPC coefficient may not be recovering 
the purchasing power they have lost. And this phenomenon could 
take on extremely negative connotations from the point o[ view 
o[ regional imbalances, if the fastest rising cost-of-Iiving indices 
were precisely those o[ the less developed regions, where wages 
are lowest. 

Table 5 shows that Fortaleza and São Paulo's cost-of-living 
índices were systematically lower than the national INPC; thus 
the wage adjustments for the lower wage brackets werc always 
above the cost-of-living index. Recife, Belo Hori20nte and Rio de 
Janeiro, on the other hand, had cost-of-living increases systematically 
higher than the CPI. For them, even the wages adjusted by 110% 

Table 5

CPI and 6-Mont/1 Cosl-Óf-Living Indices in Some Metropolitan Areas 
Nov. 79 - Sepl. 80 

uig rnRll 

Nc:n,•. Du. Jn. Feb. M■r. Agr. MoJ. Ju.n. J,11. A�. S.p. 

INPC 20,0 2B,2 33, 2 3!1,7 40,g 30,g 37,7 37,0 !3/l,B M,4 3!1,4 

ll,l�m 23,7 2B,4 35,1 !3/l,2 3g_g 3D, 1 40,e 311, 2 a.i,7 30,g 3a.� 

°Fll"lrtal,ui 2.�.3 25,7 30, 1 3E,R 3�.R 3g ,B 37,7 3G, 1 313,2 35.7 32,3 

D111tdllll 25,3 30,g 3!,0 4íl,B 47,6 47 ,B 43 _g 37 ,4 37,5 3E,4 33,! 

E. Ht1ri:11t1nh 2B,O 31,0 40.0 43,R 40,3 4�.7 40,4 37,11 33,0 32,5 3-4,3 

n. J .. ,,irll"I 27,7 3�.o 3.i,O 41,4 44,R 43.7 40,0 3B,3 30,5 3E,4 3:l,2 

Sna Paula 25,2 24,2 2B,5 34,2 35, l 3.1.3 34,0 3B,0 37,! a:i.e 3:l,7 

�nha.d,i:r 2A,O 20,B 35,3 42,2 •41,4 41,0 37,3 34,3 31,B 25,9 211,B 

C.1ritib11 32,0 33, 1 41.3 43,5 42, 1 37,7 30,B 20,2 2B, 2 30,0 32 ·º 

P10u.a .Al111irrll 2B,9 30,3 37,0 39,7 43,1 42,1 311, 1 3-1,! 31,11 32,0 32,4 

llrn.,nlo 25, O 2�.o 20,4 3B,� 30, 2 37,B 40,2 4 3,0 42, 2 30,R 3!3,0 

BOURCE: lBOE. 

•o Some tegion� not includcd in the national INPC calculatiom have had
cost-of-living indiccs much highcr than th c INPC. ln Manaus, for example, 
thc six-month cost-o[-living \'.:triations from Nuvcm!Jer 1979 to Sep1cmber 1980 
werc, rcspectivcly: 30.1, 2!1.9, !12.8, !18.5, 4!1.!I, 42.9, 43.l, 51.2, 5!1.2 and 52.!I. 
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of the INPC in some cases took real lasses. 40 Nevertheless, there 
seem to have been metropolitan regions that gained and others 
that lost both in the richer and in the poorer regions. 

4 - The new wage policy 

4. 1 - Introduction

Less than a year after the December 1979 wage policy carne into 
eHect, the government sent a bill to Congress to modify it. 60 

While maintaining all the principles of the previous policy, it 
modified the structure of the wage brackets (in relation to the 
highest minimum wage) on which the various INPC coefficients 
are applied: 

Up to 3 MW - 110% of the INPC 

3 - 10 MW - 100% of the INPC 
10 - 15 MW - 80% of the INPC 
15 - 20 MW - 50% of the INPC 
Over 20 MW - adjustment to be negotiated between 

employer and employees. 51 

According to the government's economic policy makers, one 
justification for the proposal was based on the high turnover rate 
occurring among highly skilled workers. This justification, 
however, does not seem to be true, since if one of the objectives 
of both the present wage policy and its predecessor is to contain 
in the turnover o[ highly skilled labor would be right on target. 

Another more significant justification refers to the impact 
of the wage policy on the state-owncd companies' payrolls and, in 
a broader sense, to the conflict between anti-inflation and wage 
policies in terms o[ the largest state-owned companies. 

Stated-owned companies occupy a leading role in the Brazilian 
economy and predominate in several key sectors among them basic 
inputs and the energy industry. As part of the government's 
antiinílation policies, policy makers have gove beyong traditional 
measures (credit, government spending, monetary emissions, etc.) 

�o This proposal, an Ex�cutivc Order, w:u approved by the fact that Congrcss 
had not brcn ahlc to vo1c on i1 within thc c�tablished time limit, shonly 
heforc the end oi thc legislativc scssion oi 1980. 

�1 ln other word�, for those carning more th:m 15 MW in November 1980 
there was no change in tbe wage policy. 
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Lo using public companies as instruments in the fight against 
inflation (due to their leading role in the economy) . ln a general 
attempt to limit these companies' expansion stricter contrais were 
placecl on their investments anel prices. But, dependind on the 
stiffness of the price contrais, there carne to be a gap between the 
nominal growth of their revenues and of their labor costs, with 
negative effects on the companies' profitability. Since these 
companies have a high percentage of their employees in the upper 
wage brackets and, moreover, since the specific objective of the 
wage policy is to grant higher raises to the lower wage brackets, 
the profitability problem could be reconciled - that is, total labor 
costs coulcl be contained - by means of an even more drastic 
containment of the higher wages. This seems to be a plausible 
explanation; however it is hard to say to what extent it was a 
determining factor. The compression of higher wages has now 
become much more drastic. To give an idea of just how fast they 
are to be com pressed, suffice it to saw that in just the first two 
years (through November 1982) the lasses range from 6. 3%, for 
the 17 MW bracket, to 40. '1% for the 50 MW bracket (with a 
higher INPC at the beginning of the period, which is the alternative 
closest to reality) . 

Real wage lo�ses in the 15-20 M\V bracket would run between 
3-5% per year at the beginning, but would decrease as these wages
dropeed imo lower brackets, to between O. 2-1 %- These lasses
woulcl therefore be compensated by the inclusion of productivity
increases. This compensation would be only partia) for the 20-25 MW
bracket and barely significant for the higher wage brackets, given
the magnitude of the lasses.

4. 2 - The redistributive impact

The same observations made 
0

in item 3. 2 still hold for the new 
law, in reference Lo the difficulty of determining the redistributive 
im pact in a general sense. lt is easier to try to determine the 
results in terms of the wage structure, if thc new wage policy is 
applied continuously over a long period of time. \Ve have therefore 
simulated its application through the year 2000, using the sarne 
procedures as in item 3. 2. The real salaries resulting from this 
exercise are shown in Tables 6 anel 7. 

These tables show the continuing validity of our earlier 
observation, that the incrcase of the lower wages and the decline 
of the higher wages are highly sensitive to variations in the CP!. 
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'rable 6 

Simulation of Ou: Real Wage Structure Produced by Application of 
the N� Wage Policy Through the Year 2000, at Nov. 1980 Prices 

(Alternative 1) • 

Wa1111 llrall!lc1h PEPind 

ln R1ln1Lrin lci 

11111 'Rialilll!•t 
Mi11. W■1e 

nt Nav. Nov. 1980 Nov. 1982 Nov. 11185 Nov. lllllO Nov. 1QU NoY. 2000 
1G80 

J7 QM00,8 92709,0 86218,7 88123,l 90075,1 962-411,8 

20 11ene,o 104321!,Q G781lo3,3 Q'420,5 116411,1! 1011171,0 

23 ]33142,4 113.!IIKI ,7 103731 ,e ll8600,0 QD382,2 10-1337,1 

25 ]44720,0 119411,8 107007,3 100774,2 lllO!l��.5 105703,0 

30 173884,0 1317114,0 113960,0 105030,5 103971,0 108218,D 

'° 231552,0 156532,e 12501• ,8 111018,1! 108236,0 111477,3 

!IO 280-Wl,O 181271,0 134078,3 11!378,7 1113.43,8 113706,0 

•CP!: M■y 81, 30%: N(lw. 81, 25%: M■y R� nn, 20% dM■ tu,t itu!lud1 innf!llu 111 11,oduc,tivity. 
Ug to 18 MW, uai 111■1u ■H th1 t.am1 •• i11 'Iable 1. 

Table 7 

Simulation of the Real Wage Structu1·e Produced by Application of 
the New Wage Polícy Through the Year 2000, at Nov. 1980 Prices 

(Alternative 2) • 

W■a111 lll'll.lluta Puiad 
i11 Rl!1■tinr1 UI 

t�• Bi•�•I 
Mi11. W-..:e 

oi Nov. Nov. 11180 NoY. 1982 Nov. 11185 Now. 1000 NnY. HKl6 
1080 

17 GM00.8 92227,5 IKl21W,l 88U8,l 88410,7 

20 115776,0 10.12111!,6 IHl3C8,2 Olll1.11..1.4 U1!82,Q 

23 13.3142,4 112181,1 105!Klf!,I! 1012M,I! asmis,11 

2! 144720,0 11721M,4 lllll7rn,! 103M0,0 1012!6,! 

�o 17:11164,0 121W111,e 117!1'41, 1 lOll:\87,3 1057116,6 

40 231!!2,0 1111167!,2 1�1372, 1 1)?817,Q 112�28,Q 

!IO �9�0,0 1721161l,8 143248,8 1247411,8 118072,4 

NoY. 2000 

8Gfl8C,O 

g•QO!l,7 

mu11�.a 

100381,4 

1!Ml27,1 

HKl!l2,8 

113.182,8 

•CPI: M■y 81, 39%: Nov. 81, 30%: Moy 82, 25%: Nov, 82, 20%: M■y 83, 15%: NoY, 83 o�, 
1C�. noe. not imirlwle iaeN!l&M t:11 11u.ducitivity 
no ui 1ft MW (Na•. 801. rM1 ••• , . .... tlit l■fflfl u -Yahl• 1, 
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4. 3 - 'I'he impact oí payrolls

We have adopted the sarne procedure as in item 3. S to determine 
the differential impact of the new wage policy by size and by 
sector, using the 1976 RAIS data. The final results are shown 
in Table 8, and the intermediate calculations in Table 3 of the 
appendix. These calculations are simply an approximation, since 
the 1976 RAIS data we have used 52 aggregate wages between 
10 and 20 MW in a single stratum. For our calculations we placed 
2/3 of this stratum in the 10-15 MW group of total employees in 
each size category, and the other third in the 15-20 MW group. 

Table 8 shows that the effects of the new wage policy, as 
were those of the previous policy, are felt strongest by the payrolls 
of the smaller firms. With the CPI at 40%, the payrolls of the 
smallest establishments would be adjusted, respectively, by 41. 92%, 
43. 19% and 43. 35% in industry, commerce and services, while
in the largest establishments the respective adjustments would be,
respectively, 39 . 58%, 41 . 03% and 30. 38%. The new wage policy
produces differences in impact on the sarne arder of magnitude
between the smallest and largest establishments (previously, the
differences in average wage adjustments varied between 1 .8% and 
2. 3%; they now vary from 2. 2% in commerce to 2. 8% in services) .
The difference lies in the fact that the new wage policy makes
the salary adjustmcnts - both as a total (industry, commerce and
services together) and for ali the medium to large companies
- lower than the CPI.

Comparing Table 8 to Table 3, we find that the new wage
policy will have very little effect on the magnitude of average 
adjustments in comparison to its predecessor, at least if we Iood 
at the aggregate data. li3 And it is not hard to see why. Eot the 
smallest and the largest establishments have 90% of their employees 
in the first two wage brackets (0-3 MW and 3-10 MW). Since 
these are precisely the brackets granted adjustments above the 
INPC, the results for each category should not differ drastically. 

As was mentioned in reference to the previous wage policy, 
intersectara! differences under the new ,vage policy can often be 
greater than the differentiation by size of establishments. Using 
the sarne procedures as in item 3. 3, we have calculated the new 
policy's impact on the payrolls of the clothing, footwear and 
softgoods sector and of the motor vehicles sector. 

112 Ministry of Labor (198011). 
53 For the largest companies which make intensive use of highly skilled labor, 
lhe situation may be different. 
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Table 8 

New Wage Policy : Impact o/ Wage Adju.stments on Payrolls (in 
Relation to CPI) by Size o/ Establishment - Industry, Commerce, 

Services 

Pnyroll Imp11cL in llelalion to CPI 
Size of Est.ablishment 

(No. of Employees) Indti�lry Commel'ce Services 

lVlicro (O -5) 1,0481 1,0i97 1,0.'i87 
Smnll (5--20) J,0439 1,0606 1,0009 
Medi um (20 - 250) 1,0092 1,0158 0.9892 
Lur&e (250-1000) 0,9823 0,9.J.90 0,9598 
Very Ln.rge (1000 or more, 0,9656 1,0023 0,9651 

Tot11l 1,9895 1,0259 0,9845 

SOURCE: Raw dotn, ILl!S i8: prcto,u,od doto, Toble l ond 3 ai appendi,. 

Table 9, as did Table 4, indicates that the difference in 
impact by size is less significant than the sectoral differentiation, 
especially for the large and vcry large establishments. By the sarne 
token, a comparison between the results of Tables 4 and g shows 
that the new wage policy will make very little difference in the 
total magnitude o( average adjustments in comparison to the 
previous policy - whether by sector ar by size of establishment. 

As for the drastic compression of higher wages which could 
result from the new wage policy, we should consider the following 
points: 

a) Private companies will hardly be able to diminish the
wages of their workers whose skills are scarce on the market. As 
for non-scarce skilled labor, through a growth in the turnover rate. 
The new wage policy will therefore be of greater relevance for 
public companies, which have a sector of employees whose wages 
would be lower if they were not set institutionally. 

b) If a drastic and generalized compression of higher wages
were actually implemented as a medium - and long-range policy 
measure, this could seriously discourage Lhe formation of human 
resources. 

c) The compression of the highest wage leveis, in the form
described in item b, would undoubtedly lea<l the most specialized 
sectors of the labor to organize in defense of their interests 
through unions, the media, etc. 
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Table 9 

New Wage Policy: lmpact o/ Wage Adjuslmenls on Payrolls (in 
Relation to JNPC) by Size o/ Eslablishment - Clothing, Footwear 

and Softgood.s and Motor Vehicles Sector 

Sizc oí E.�tn.blishment 
(No. oí Employecs) 

Pn.yroll Impn.ct in Rclation to CPI 

Micro (0-5) 
Smn.11 (5 - 20) 
� .. lcdium (20--250) 
Larga (250 -· 1000) 
Very ln.rge (1000 or more) 

Tola) 

CloLhing, Fooh,esr 
and Soítgoods 

1,0845 
1,0888 
l,065l 
1,0459 
1,0412 

1,0597 

SOURCE: rnw dntn, RAIX 7e: prn••ue<i dntn, 'TnhJ., a nnd O oi nppendi,. 

5 - Final considerations 

Motor 
Vehicles 

0,9!172 
1,0282 
l,0l32 
0,9639 
0,9712 

0,9746 

While it is not possible to precisely determine the redistributive 
effects of wage policies, they can certainly bring a more equal 
distribution of wage incarne, when applied over the long term. 
This redistributive effect would take place without wages 
contributing to inflation, since the inflationary impact of the 
present policy is very reduced. At the sarne time, the fact that 
adjustments take place every six months makes it very difEicult for 
wage policies to be used, as they seem to have been in the past, 
as an easy road to containing inflation. 

For the reclistributive effects to takc hold, however, a more 
comprehensive approach must be aclopted, going beyond the scope 
of wage policies to broader changes required for the attainment 
of overall incarne redistribution: 

a) heavier taxation of non-wage earnings above a certain
levei; 

b) measures to inhibit Lhe turnovcr of the labor force as a
means of getting around Lhe wage law; 

c) economic measures to guarantee lower food prices;

d) updating of (amily budget surveys, in arder to assure
that cost-of-living indices reflect structural changes in the economy; 

e) regionalization of the consumer price inclex used as a
basis for wage adjustments, in arder to minimize the difference 
between local price índices and those used for wage adjustments. 
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- Appendix 

Table I 

Brasil: Percentage o/ Each Wage Group (in Relation to 
Size of Establlishment 

Highest Minimum Wage) by 

Sector of tha Economy 

Size of &tab-
lndustry (%) Commerce (%) Services (%) 

lishment (by n.• Woge Brackets W11ge Brackets W age Brackets 
of Employees) 

0-3 3-10 10-20 20 or 0-3 3-10 10-20 20 or 0-3 3-10 10-20 20 or
More More More 

Micro (0-5) 89,0i 7,85 0,67 0,34 92,66 5,05 0,26 0,08 90,14 6,74 0,69 0,22 

Sm111I (5-20) 84,22 11,68 1,04 0,39 85,53 9,77 0,87 0,21 78,65 14,63 2,07 0,53 

Medium (20-250) 77,37 15,92 2,09 0,87 74,30 17,34 2,26 0,76 69,28 20,75 3,68 1,24 

Large (250-100) 72,23 19,12 :3,85 1,41 72,00 16,24 3,10 1,86 69,68 19,44 4,21 1,87 

Very Lo.rge (1000 
or More) 59,18 30,71 4,58 2,08 70,63 14,66 2,28 1,00 56,53 31,18 6,12 2,14 

Total 72,03 20,13 2,84 1,28 80,72 12,68 1,56 0,58 69,88 20,54 3,78 1,35 

SOURCE OF RAW DATA: RAIS 76. 

OBS.: Tal.ai., ore not <QUBI to 100% beurn• for oll •izo grou�• thora i• • �•r<•nto1• oi uod .. Jon,d •olnri ... 



Table 2a 

Average Wages (in Muliiples of Highest Minimum Wagc) and the Ratio Betwcen Rate of Adjt1stmenti 
INPC, to Disccm Impacl o/ Wage Adjustments on Payrolls - by Size of Establishment 

Ratio Detween Adjuslment Rate/CPI 
Avemge for Each W age Bracket in MuHiples 

Sector and Size of Wage in of MW 
Establi.shment MuJtiples 

2.0 � 
of MW 

2(1 or 0-3 3-10 10-20 More 0-3 3-10 10-20 More 

lndW!try 
Micro (0-5) 1,581 5,027 15,0 31,094 3,090 1,10 1,0597 0,9533 0,8740 
Smal) (5-20) 1,290 4,632 15,0 31,716 1,757 1,10 1,0648 0,9533 0,8725 
Medium (20-250) 1,380 4,748 15,0 31,llS 2,048 1,10 1,0632 0,9533 0,8739 
large (250--1000) 1,504 4,977 15,0 31,120 2,639 1,10 1,0603 0,9533 0,8739 
Very large (1000 or 

more) 1,607 5,065 15,0 31,246 3,135 1,10 1,0592 0,9533 0,8736 
C!oth., Foot., Soítg. 1,795 5,071 15,0 30,986 4,092 1,10 1,0592 0,9533 0,8742 

Micro 1,339 4,824 15,0 31,522 ,,733 1,10 l,0622 0,9533 0,9730 
SmRII 1,281 4,389 15,0 31,667 1,433 1,10 1,0684 0,9533 0,8726 
Mediwn 1,288 4,557 15,0 29,286 1,482 1,10 l,0658 0,9533 0,8785 
L&rge 1,332 4,814 15,0 31,900 1,698 1,10 1,0623 0,9533 0,8T21 
Very Large 1,314 4,873 15,0 31,087 1,772 1,10 1,0616 0,9533 0,8740 

1,488 4,978 15,0 31,071 2,150 1,10 ],0603 0,9533 0,8740 
Motor Vehicles 1,918 5,093 15,0 30,545 4,683 1,10 1,0589 0,9533 0,8753 

Micro 1,126 4,959 15,0 32,017 2,141 1,10 1,0605 0,9533 0,8718 
Small 1,524 4,680 15,0 30,611 2,589 1,10 1,0641 O,ü!\33 0,8751 
Mediwn 1,951 4,940 15,0 30,579 3,366 1,10 1,0607 0,9533 0,8752 
Large 1,858 5,173 15,0 30,617 4,140 1,10 1,0580 0,9533 0,8751 

-
Very Large 2,086 5,100 15,0 30,500 5,287 1,10 1,0588 0,9533 0,8754 

UI 

UI 
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uo Table 2b 

Average Wages (in Mulliples of Highest Minimum Wage) and the Ralio Between Rate, of Adju:stment/
lNPC, to Discem lmpact of Wage Adjwtments on Payroll.r - by Siz.e of Eslabl1shment 

Avernge Per Wage Brncket 
(in Multiples of MW) 

Avern.ge 
Wnge in 

Ro.tio Betwecn Adjustmcnt Ro.tc/CPI 
For Each Wnge Brncket in 

M uJt.iplcs of MW Sector and Size of 
Estnblishment ________________ Multiples _______________ _ 

Commerce 
l\licro 
Smnll 

l\'fedit:m 
Largc 

Vcry Large 

Services 
?\Ucro 

Small 
Medium 

Large 

Very Large 

0-3

1,384 
1,204 

1,336 
1,487 
1,513 
1,571 
1,535 
1,270 
1,411 

1,518 

1,573 

1,819 

3-10 10�20 

4,920 

4,653 
4.814 

4,9S6 
5,094 
5,060 
5,201 

4,694 

5,095 
5,256 
5,191 

5.209 

15,0 
15,0 
15,0 

15,0 
15,0 

15,0 
15,0 

15,0 

15,0 
15,0 

15,0 

15,0 

SOURCE OF ORIGINAL DATA: RAIS 76. 

20 or 
More 

30,948 
31,818 

30,000 
30,625 
32,063 

29,950 
30,667 

32,059 

30,340 
30,650 

31,088 

30,537 

of MW 

2,255 

1,443 
1,874 
2,685 
3,195 

2,815 
3,267 

1,672 

2,427 
3,238 

3,485 

4,401 

0-3

1,10 

1,10 

1,10 
1,10 
1,10 

1,10 

1,10 

1,10 

1,10 
1,10 

1,10 

1,10 

3-10

1,0610 

1,0645 
1,0623 

1,0602 
1,0589 

1,0593 
1,0577 
1,0639 

l,05R9 
1,0571 

1,0578 

1,0576 

10-·20 

0,9533 

0,9533 

0.9533 

0,9533 
0,9533 

0,9533 

0,9533 

0,9533 

0,9533 
0,9533 

0,9533 

0,9533 

20 or 
More 

0,8743 

0,8723 
0,8767 

0,8751 
0,8717 

0,8768 
0,8750 

0,8717 

0,8758 
0,8751 

0,8740 

0,8753 

OllS: •l Th avero1• "''"" aht.ainod hy woi1hting l!IIOh hr11A!kol in lho raw data hy Ih• ohare in emgloyment oi eaoh oi,e 1roug: tho utablisbmenh 

W!ro thl! 111,1reg.11ted in the (i\·e 11iH gmupa wed iri thi!!I .1tudy. 

hl !\fuimum wa1• i• th• highe.,t wa1• h,a<k,t: 50 MW, 



Table 3a 

Average Wages (in Multiples o/ Highest Minimum Wage) and lhe Ratio Between Rate o/ Adjustment/ 
INPC, to Discern Impact o/ Wage Adjustments on Payrolls - by Size o/ Establishment 

Averoge Per % of Pnyroll 
Wage Brncket Sho.re i:f Adjustmenl,/CPI per Wnge 
(in l\Iultiples Employment of per Wnge Brncket Brncket 

Sector nnd Size of of MWJ• 
Est.ablishment 

Size Groups•• (x MWJ• (x MW) 

l0-·15 15-20 10-15 15-·20 10-15 15--20 20 or 10-15 15-20More 

lndustry 12,5* .. li,2* .. 1,8!1 0,95 0,984 ... 0,8886··· 0,3403 7,65 5,38 
Micro (0-5) 0,45 0,22 0,5297 3,20 2,19 
Small (5-20) 0,69 0,35 0,5399 4,21 2,9!1 
Medium (20-250) 1,39 0,70 0,5398 6,58 4,74 
Large (250- 1. 000) 1,90 0,95 0,5377 7,58 5,30 
Very Lnrge (1.000 or More) 3,05 1,53 0,5422 9,32 6,54 

Cloth., Foot., Soítg. 12,5• .. 17,5"* 0,44 0,22 O,!l84 .... 0,8886**" 0,5330 3,17 2,22 
l\fürn (0-·5) 0,07 0,03 0,5305 0,61 0,37 
SffiJl,11 0,13 0,06 0,5337 1,10 0,71 
Meclium 0,37 0,19 0,5267 2,72 1,96 
Large 0,57 0,28 o,.'>404 4,0'2 2,77 
Yery Ln.rge 0,95 0,48 0,540i 5,52 3,!ll 

MoLor Yehiclc,i 12,5••· 11,5••• 3,78 l,S!l 0,!184 ... 0,8886 ... O,!i500 10,09 7,06 
l\1icm 1,33 0,66 0,5247 1,ii 5,40 
Small 1,45 0,73 0,5488 7,00 4,93 
Medinm 2,00 1,04 0,5494 7,76 5,43 
l.arp;o 1,29 1,64 0,5487 !l,!l3 6,93 

-
Vcry Large 4,43 2,22 0,5508 10,47 7,35 



Table 3b 

Avc1age Wages (in Mttltiples of Hi'ghest Mi11im1lm Wagt!) a11d the Ratio Between Rate of Adjwtment/ 
INPC, to Discern Impact of Wage Adjustments on Payrolls - by Siu o/ Establishm�nl 

s,.otc,, nnd i:;; ,_e of 
l<',;tRh] ishment 

Ccimmerc� 
l\:Iir.ro 
Smnll 
Medium 
I ... 'lr&e 
Very J.,,,gA 

SP.rvices 
1\-lirro 
l',ml\Jl 
Medium 
Large 
Ve1y Large 

Averu.g0 Per 
W�c Brnckct 
(in Multiples 

of MW)• 

10-1,'j 15-20

SOURCE OF ORIGINAL DAT.-1.: RAIS 76. 
•J;:o, ntl..s "-ARP hN�lii•h, 11ee T•blr 2 of t._i11 ,.ouMi-r. 

RhRrO nf 
Employment d 
Si�e Gronps"• 

10-15

1,04 
0,17 
O,õ8 
1,51 
2,07 
1,52 
2,52 
0,46 
1,3S 
2,45 
2,81 
4,08 

lõ-20 

0,52 
0,09 
0,29 
0,75 
1,03 
0,76 
1,26 
0,23 
0,69 
1,23 
1,40 
2,04 

•-'.U:f! •h111n-, d 41t'luu ""R" 1'!1":0tkeh ntc gi,·r:?'I in 1:a'r.]P. 1 t1• thi■ nClJ-(lntl·.:. 

•0VnlnP� n� lf'IQ1111l rol' -.1) 111i1t rtOtll:'-, riu� lc r.,:ptntion nf mia:inf\1 da11in 

Adj ,istmeatJCPI 
per Wo.ge BT"!lcket 

(x MW)• 

10-15 15-20 20 or 
l\fore 

0,934••· 0,8886··· 0,5428 
0,5280 
0,5600 
0,54S6 
0,5240 
0,5609 

0,9S4... 0,8886•• 0,5478 
0,5240 
0,5536 
0,54S7 
0,5404 
0,5502 

% ai PAyrnll 
ver Wn�e 
�rar.kP.t 
(xMW) 

10-15 

5,11 

l,47 
3,87 
7,03 

s,10 
6,75 
9,&l 
3,44 
7,11 
9,46 

10,08 
11,59 

15-20 

4,04 
1,09 
2,71 
4,89 
/í,64 
4,73 
6,75 
2,41 
4,98 
6,65 
7,03 
8.11 



Table ,1 

Minimum lmpact • of Wage Adjustments on Paymlls (in Relati01z 
lo INPC), úy Size of Establishmenl and by Sectors 

Si20 o[ E:At,nbliabmcnt 
(No. oi Emp.) 

Micro (0-5) 
Smoll (5-20) 
1\1 cdium (20- 2.10) 
L org• (25(}--1000) 
Very LnrgC! 
( 1000 or more) 

Tot�l 

Payroll Irnpact oi Wogc Adjustm�nts 

1070 Wogo Policy N�\V Wnge Policy 

Indrn1try Commcrcl! Scrvicea InduatrY Cornmcrce Senicee 

1.0145 1.0208 1,0128 0,0030 0,9112 0,8906 
1.0085 0,0085 0,9903 íl,8051 0,8722 0,8010 
0.99],I O,íl79� 0,07A6 0,8007 0,8319 0,8407 
0,0827 0,0573 0,9745 O.S-120 O, 7685 0,8287 

0,0002 0,0�80 o.osso o.s1s1 0,7-101 0,8707 

O, 0000 0,0837 0,0822 0,863(] O,S365 0,8508 

OUilCE OF RAW DATA, RA1S 76: proces,ed doto. Table, 1. 2 ond 3 oi tbi, oppcodix. 
AS.Buwing tbat thc pcrt!CDh.(C� of undctilDred ,..;op;C!!I n11 fali into tbe highc!t we11:o hrnieket. 

Tablc 5 

Braúl - 1976 Wage Brackets' Petcentage Participation m Payrolls
(in Multiples of J-Jighesl Minimum Wage) 

P1m:!t!ntni:ca Shnre of Pnyrolls Corre,mondi1111: lo 
Sector 011d Siza of Esto.b]iE!lirncn1s Eocb Wngc Bmckol (in Multip],. oi Highe,l MW) 

(hy No. of Emp]oyoo,J 

0-3 3-10 lo-20 
10 ar Swn oi 
.More Sh11ree' 

Iridurdry 36,85 32,7.'1 13.70 12.SS 06,27 
Miem (0-5) 85,37 20,70 5,72 6, 14 07,93 
Srnoll (6--20) 56,75 �7,08 7,62 5,03 07,38 
Medium (20--250) 44,00 30,o2 11,88 10,26 96,25 
Lnrgo (251}--l. 000) 37,03 3!l,80 13,&4 H,05 05,61 
Vuy lnr�o (1000 or more) 25,06 38,06 18,79 15,SS 06,69 

Clotb., Foot, .Soflg. 68,88 17,5-1 5,71 4,18 96,31 
Mi�rn 8-1,32 10.07 1,05 1,17 os, 11 

Small 80,26 14.fü 1,0!! 0,59 07,28 
1\.100iurn 60,52 17,05 4,05 3,38 06,IO 
Lnrlito 05,17 16.64 7.20 6,14 Oã,15 
Vcry L11ra;c 60,03 22,0Cl 9,08 6,07 98,08 

Motor Vcliiclca 19,35 46,59 18.16 13,76 07,86 
Micro 43,80 28.91 13.04 11.M 08,07 
Smoll 45,50 32,09 12.63 7.21 98,33 
Mcdium 40,70 33.29 13.05 o.oo 07,03 
LnrJJ:O �S,05 35,{]6 17,Sll 16.57 08,44 
Very Lnrge 14,20 51,0-l 18.87 13.8.� 07,06 

Ccmmer�e ·I0,5-1 27,67 10.38 7,96 95,55 
l\ficro 77,31 16,28 2,70  l,76 08,05 
Smnll 80,08 25,10 6,96 3.36 06,40 
MOOium 41,15 32,20 l2,A3 8,67 !l-t,65 

r.., .. so 3-1,10 2ú,89 U.55 18,67 03,21 
Vory Largo 30,,12 26.35 12,15 10,64 BS,56 

Service.a 32,83 32.70 17,36 12,67 05,56 
Micro 68,'17 18.02 6, 19 4,22 07,SO 
Small •15,73 30.71 12,70 8,63 05,88 
Mroium 32,48 33.88 17,05 11,73 04,04 
Lorgc 31,,15 28.08 18.12 16,68 05,21 

Vf!.ry T,argf!. 23,30 36.00 20.SO 14,S5 05,97 

SOURCE OF RAW D . .\TA, R,\IS 76: proou,,oo dota: Toblo, 1 and 2 oJ thia appondi.,c. 
• Tba 1mm is )l'!.!lfl tbnn 100% due t<l the pre.!cnc:e oi undedored \\"d.((�. 
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Table 6 

Brazil - 1976 - Pe?"Ctmtage Share o/ Employment in Eac/1 Wage Bracket (in Relation to Highest Minimum
Wage) for the Clothi11g, Footwear and Softgoods Sector and for the Motor Vchicles Sector) 

Size of F�tobli�hment 
(N.• oí Emp.) 

Micro (0- 5) 

Srnn11 (5-20) 

?.ledinm (20- 250) 

Large 1250--1000) 

Ve1y Large (1000) or More 

Total 

SOURCE: RAIS 76, 

Clcthing, Faotwear, Softgaods 

Woge Bmckets in 11.Pl. 
lo Minimum Woge Absal. 

N.• aí 

o- 3 3-10 10-20 20 ar Employ (%) 
More 

94,32 3,58 O,IO 0,08 13562 
( 4,74) 

92,35 4.72 0.19 0,03 39053 
(13,66) 

89,00 6,33 0,56 0,18 133659 
(46,77) 

87,89 6,0.'i 0,8,j 0,35 65750 
(23,00) 

86,73 9,50 1, -13 0,42 33799 
(11,83) 

89,15 6,30 0,66 0,23 285823 
(100,0) 

Motor Vehicles 

Wngc Brncket.s in nel. 
to Minimum Wogc Absol. 

N.0 aí 

0-3 3-10 10-20 20 or Employ (%) 
l\fore 

83,40 12,48 1,99 0,80 2107 
( 0,65) 

77,29 18,25 2,18 0,61 7785 

( 2,40) 

70,21 22,68 3,13 1,00 48476 
(14,92) 

62,49 28,78 3,93 2,24 60074 
(18,49) 

35,49 52,91 6,65 2,40 20b509 
(63,54) 

324951 
47,25 42,84 .5,67 2,11 (100,0) 
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Inflation and relative prices: 
the Brazilian experience, 1970/79 * 

Adroaldo Moura da Silva .. 

Décio K. Kadota • • 

1 - lntroduction 

ln this paper we present a few measures of inflation, output 
growth and relative prices dispersion regarding the Bra2ilian 
experience in the 1970/79 period. We neither intend to propound 
a new theory to explain observed events, nor analytically and 
strictly establish procedures to distinguish between the causes and 
effects of inflationary process. Rather, ours is an empírica] and 
descriptive analysis. ln the first place, based on behaviour of output 
growth and of industrial sector prices, we shall try to define 
the severa] stages comprised by the cyclic trends of Brazilian 
economy. 

We shall then analyze the behaviour of inflation rates and 
of relative prices. Under this head we show that there is a positive 
association between the measures o( inflation rates and of their 
variability, as well as between both these measures and dispersion 
of relative price changes. Secondly, we will demonstrate the 
assymetric behaviour of relative price changes. The measure 
indicates price changes distribution skewed to the right, that is, 
price increases for most products comprised by the general index 
remain lower than general index growth in the 1971/79 period. 
Thirdly, we shall also show a differentiated systernatica behaviour 
evidenced by variation of relative prices in price sub-groups within 
the general index. These measures particularly refer to the erice 

• We thank João Sayad for hi1 helpful suggcstion1 and Lui.! Antonio Amarante 
for 1ugge1ting and carrying-out uati1tical te1ll of profile analysel. 

•• São Paulo State UniveniLy. 
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of farm produce and industrial products, and to price sub-groups 
within the industrial sector itself. 

2 - Short-term and output variations 

The implications of monetarist theories on fluctuations and on 
short-term interdependence between inflation and output growth 
must be explained, so as to provide a norm for a clearer 
understanding of the Brazilian experience. 

Diagram I shows the short-term oscillations of inflation (P) 
and of output growth (Y), which are consistent with orthodox 
theories on inflation. On the upper half of Diagram I we see on 
plane (p, y) the course taken by y and by p impelled by the 
impact of demand, while everything else remains constant. On the 
lower half, we see the course in time of y and p, which is consistent 
with the adjustment process shown on plane (y, p) . This type 
of formulation can be found in the works of Friedman (1977) and 
Almonacid (1971). As shown by Diagram l, provided a natural 
rate of growth and from the point of departure of a stable 
inflation (or stable prices), any nominal income rise based on 
economic policies will be distributed between a higher rate of 
output grnwth and an increase of inflation rates. ln Stage 1, due 
to the gap between observed and expected inflation, growth 
derives from the fall of real wages and from the expansion of 
the real money supply. ln Stage II, output growth falls and the 
inflationary spiral starts to show lower rates of increase as expected 
inflation converges towards observed inflation, thus ushering in 
a reversai of the real wage decrease process, on the one hand, 
and of the lower real money supply, on the other. 

ln Stage III, as a result of wage demands, additionally to 
'a rise in prices that counterbalances accured wage losses from 
Stages I and II and to the need for a decrease of the real stock 
of money to a levei consistent with the new inflationary conditions, 
output starts to grow at rates Jower than the natural growth rate, 
and inflation starts to recede. 

ln Stage IV, the recovery process begins and inflation either 
becomes stable or decreases; the liquidity crisis from Stage III 
gives way to a milder liquidity condition and real wage escalation 
is cbecked by a low level of economic activity. 1 Ali in ali, 

1 This short cxplanation is not intended to advance ali monetarist argumenu. 
lt can be seen, however, that if initial cxpansion is bascd on a steady, say, 
5 to 10% growth of money supply, inflation shall of coursc be higher tban 
that observed at the point of departure in Stage J. 
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DlaQram 1 

MONETARIST MODEL: SHORT-TERM INTERDEPENDENCE 

BETWEEN INFLATION ANO OUTPUT GROWTH 
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Diagram l contains the basic lessons of monetarist logic: an 
output growth in exccss of mttural rate that res11lts fr?m the 
management of aggregate uemand (Stages I and II), 1s but a 
temporary event that occurs at the expense of futurc_ growth
(Stages III and IV). The actual trade-off, therefore, 1_s rather
between a higher growth rate today and a lower rate m the Íllt:1rc, 
than between inBation and unemployment, as taught by theones 
associated with the "Phillips Curve", which not always consider 
the expectations adjustment proccss. :i i\ccording to this formulation, 
redistributive eEfects arising from adjustment processes íall short 
o[ signí[icantly altcring the mechanisms which lead towards an 
original equilíbrium 

Let us now see whethcr or not this lesson will provicle a clcar 
understanding of the Brazilian experíence. Oncc we c�tablish 
that the country's recent inflationary evems predominantly relate 
to costs, we will bc ablc to demonstrate thal the behaviour of 
y and p in Brazil fails to conform with at Ieast some srnges nf 
the rnonetarist model. 

With this in mind wi.; draíted Diagram 2, comprising lhe 
industrial sector (manufacture) growth Jate and thc rate of 
inflation assessments based on industrial sector priccs. 3 The 
diagram's upper half registers the first diHerences of u and p, 
respectivel y. 

It must be noted that during the sampling period - 1972 to 
I 979 - three differen t surges of inflalion escalation were recorc.lcd 
- 1974, 1975/76 and 1978/79 - as we]I as three diHerenl cycles
o[ industrial growth slowdown. ls is quite clear that therc cxists
an upw�rd drift o[ the inflatíon oscíllations ;md that there is a
downward trend of output growth. 

By obscrving such movernents on a monthly basis we can 
verify the extent to which they fit thc above model. No one of 
course expects that Brazilian events coulll precisely mirrar the 
orthodox pattern described above in ali its details, as shown rn 
Diagram l. ln the case of output growtlt rnte is difficult to 

2 ln this typc o! model, thc negative correlation (positive) bctwc,,n in[lation 
ntc.'I and uncmploymcnt (output ,·arialion) occurs in face of a gh-cn inflation 
rate expcctation, Hcwev<r, in tl1e adju,tmcnt dynamic, �mployecl 10 acljust 
e,p,c1atiam, Ih• conclation be1wee11 inl]alicn tares and output dcpcnds lln 
the. �yde."• s1ag�. ,,, ,hown in thc lnwn llalf oi Diagnm ], carrclation.s �Te
J)OSUive in �tagcs I an,I Ili, wl1ereas lliey'rc ncgati�e in Stagc, II and IV. 
� Infl�tion rales (ii) nnd output grnwlh rote (y) are dcfincd os 12-month 
avczagc,, that is, fJ value in I is givcn by variation oi price outputs rale 
�vcra�cs asscssci:I for thc !-11 to J and 1-1� pcriods, antl simibrly for 11,c 
value nf y in !. 
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pinpoint timely lhe precise moment at which alterations of rate 
behaviour took place. 

However, when classifying stages according to the movements 
of inflation rates - which are relatively more stable - we see 
that except for Stage II, the output variation rate shows a profilc 
that is almost consistent with that seen in Figure I. It can also be 
noted that the values of p and y correlation coefficients (lower 
half of Diagram 2) for the severa} adjustment phases also conform 
with those forecast by the monetarist model. 

For comparison purposes, the sampling period was thus 
classified as follows: 

a) Stage I: p and y drifts observed between 1972 and
1973, between September 1975 and June 1976 and, during 1978, 
mostly follow those of the orthodox model's Stage I; 

b) Stage III: p and y oscilations observed between October
1974 and April 1975, and during the first half of 1977, correspond 
to those shown by Stage 111; and, 

e) Stage IV: p and y observed behaviour between the second
and third quarters of 1975 and the second half of 1977 closely 
follow those indicated by Stage IV. 

This is equivalent to say that in those periods y and p drifts 
were essentially governed by fluctuations of the variables that 
mostly affect aggregate demand. It must be seen, for instance, that 
the Eall of industrial growth in early 1975 (Stage III) is followed 
by stabilization or decrease o[ inflation rates during 1975 (Stage III). 
It must also be noted that this latter period was preceded by a 
severe cut o[ real liquidity.' 

Growth escalation (Stage IV) observed in the secÔnd half o[ 
1975 and late in 1977 is equally followed by a stage of inflationary 
escalation (Stage 1), that prevailed in both subperiods, early 1976 
and early 1978. Moreover, both such subperiods were preceded by 
expansionist phases of the monetary policy. 

Whereas these mini-cycles conform with monetarist norms, it 
must be remarked that in Stage II, as shows by Diagram 2, p and y 
drifts do not conform with the forecasts o[ orthodox system. It 
is even more important to observe that these divergent drifts 
occurred in 1974 and late in the l 978 /79 period. 

On the former date, despite a significant fali of output growth, 
,inflation persisted in an accelerated escalation rhythm. According 

, See Moura da Silva (1976) , 
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to orthodox precepts, the peak of inflation rates (6.p = O) should 
have occurred concurrently with the max.imum speed of y decrease; 
this, however, was not so due to at Ieast two simultaneous supply 
shocks that took place during the year: the rise of farm produce 
real prices and, even more important, the rise of oil prices -
not to mention the liberalization of wage policies, that also took 
place in that year. 

A similar event was observed in late 1978/79 with regard 
to y and p, once agains as the result of impacts caused by farrn 
producecl and oil prices. ln that late 1979 sub-period carne the 
enforcement of "cruzeiro" rnaxi-devaluation. 

It is also importam to note that Stage II, which prevailed 
over the second half of 1976, even if not quite conforming with 
orthodox norms, presents a feature difficult to interpret. The 
duration of the acceleration stage as well as occurrence of inflation 
rate peak (/J.p = O) were respectively shorter and less intense 
than those prevailing in 1974 and in 1978/79. ln the latter instance, 
supply shocks (failure of harvests in 1975/76 and the subsequent 
increase of farm produce real prices, in addition to the rise of 
interest rates in 1976 had shorter lasting effects than those of 
J 974 and of I 978/79. Behaviour of farm produce prices (vis-à-vis 
industrial ones) and of petroleum products prices are shown in 
Diagrams 3 and 4, respectively. 

ln short, y and p drifts, as observed in 1974 and in 1978/79, 
fail to conform with orthodox norms. ln these periods, supply 
shocks magnified the cyclic drifts of y an p; and, even more 
significantly, the 1974, 1976 and 1978/79 impacts precisely coincide 
with the three cycles of sharp inflation rate escalation observed 
along the sampling period. During such periods, Brazilian 
average inflation rate escalated from 20% p. a. in 1973 to 27% p. a. 
in 1974: from that levei to 40% p. a. in 1976 and, finally, to 
52% p. a. in 1979. 

Whether a coincidence ar not, it is hard not to ascribe the 
three inflationary surges observed in Brazil between 1972 and 
1979 to supply shocks. 

An advocate of the orthodox theory would doubtlessly argue 
that the irnpact of relative prices could only be translated into 
escalating inflation as a consequence of monetary policy 
liberalization arising from a deep slump in industrial output 
growth in the period. He might also contend that supply shocks 
would at best prolong the duration of Stage II, but they would 
never bring about a rise of inflation rate leveis if these had not 
firstly been sanctioned by monetary policy. 
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3 - Relative prices and inflation: empirical 
evidences 

When formulating macroeconomic models, it is usual to advance 
the implicit - or even explicit - hypothesis proposing independence 
of relative prices dispersion from the inflation rates levei. 

Lucas (1973) formalizecl the hypothesis of independence. 
ln his model, Lucas expresses the price of any "i" goods in economy 
as it relates to inflation rates as follows: 

where P11 and P1 respectively represent the logarithm of prices of 
"i" goods and o( the general price levei. The independence 
hypothesis is equivalent to saying that any eventual differences 
in behaviour shown by P,1 and P1 occur at random, as stated by 
Z", which is normally distributed with zero means and constant 
variance u2

• It must be further pointed out that a fortion there 
occurs no systematic correlation between P,1 and P1, nor is there 
a differentiated and systematic behaviour involved among diverse 
price su b-groups that consti tu te the general index. 

Complementarily, and co�sidering P1, too, as a normal random 
variable with mean equal to P1 and constant variance given by v2 

distributed independently of Z1t, Lucas also admits independence 
between the latter and relative prices dispersion. This hypothesis 
has been subjected to countless tests. 

The hypothesis advancing the independence between variability 
and inflation rate leveis has been almost universally rejected. 
ln a cross-section analysis carried out internationally Legue and 
Willet (1976), using data collected in 45 countries in the period 
comprised between 1949 and 1970, found a positive association 
between the inflation reate standard deviation and the average 
inflation rate. Similar result was found by Jaffee and Kleiman 
(1977) , which involved 17 countries of the OECD in the period 
comprised between 1951 and 1968, and 16 Latin American countries 
in the period com prised between 1950 and l 969. Fisher (1981) 
when analyzing time series with respect to the United States 
also found a relation between the standard deviation of inflation 
rates and the leve] of those rates. Standard deviations of yearly 
and quarterly rates were assessed with basis on non-overlapping, 
5-year and 12 quarterly periods, respectively, and the positive
correlation with average inflation rates for those periods was found.

With respect to the variability of relative prices, there is some 
evidence that it is closely linked with inflation rate leveis, and 
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with their variability. Glejser (1965) analyzed the main groups 
of goods comprised by Consumer Price lodices in 15 countries of 
the OECD, and found a positive correlation between relative 
prices dispersion and the average inflation rate between countries. 

Jaffee and Kleiman argue that the above analysis presents 
more drawbacks. On Lhe one hand, it does not allow for distinctions 
between the effects of year-by-year relative prices changes and the 
cumulative effects of these changes and on the other hand, relate 
diverse national experiences. So that 13 countries were individually 
analyzed as to the correlation between the standard deviation 
of the price changes of the maio sub-group of goods, and inflation 
rates. 5 Results for most countries show that the coefficient of 
variation decreases proportionally to inflation rates. However, 
as the constant of the hyperbolic function adjusted did not 
significantly differ from zero, the authors conclude that the 
absolute value of relative prices dispersion is invariable in relation 
to the rate of ínflation. 6 

On the other hand, a similar analysis involving approximately 
1500 goods com prised by the Wholesale Price Indexes in the 
United States was undertaken by Vining and Elwertowski (1976) 
who found positive correlations between the standard deviation 
of the price changes and the rate of inflation and its variability 
in the 1948/74 period. 

Cukierman and Wachtel (1979) and Parks (1978), show that 
the evidence found by Vining and Elwertowski can be explained 
with basis on a positive correlation of prices variability and the 
unanticipated inflation. While the first employed a variance 
factor out of Lucas' Model of Rational Expectation, the second 
used a traditional expectation model, that is, a model where the 
anticipated inflation rate is a function of rates observed in the 
past. 

Positive correlations between dispersion of relative prices and 
current inflation rates, whether ar nor anticipated, were likewise 
found by Fischer (1981) with respect to the United States. 

The above mentioned evidence shows the existence of positive 
correlation between not only variability and inflation rate leveis, 
but also beL-ween relative prices dispersion and the levei and 
variability of inflation rates. However, no records exist with 
regard to controversies on the existence of differentiated behaviour 
of relative prices of product sub-groups. 

li The periods under consideration differ arnong countril!!S and disaggregation 
of Lhe price index involving about 10 groups of goods werc used. 
o The adjustcd function was of thc following type: SD(P,) / P = a + b P-1• 
As a = O, we have: SD (P,) / P a: b P-', or SD (P,) = b. 
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4 - Variability measures or relative prices 
and inflation 

The Wholesale Price Index as computed by the Getulio Vargas 
Foundation for the period comprised between 1970/80, was used 
in this study. The maximum disaggregation is given by the concept 
of Aggregate Supply, involving 50 groups of goods. ln the case of 
analysis by goods' types involving the original 50 groups, 13 
were not considered, basically because their prices were determined 
by foreign markets ar controlled by the government. Of the 
remaining 37 groups, 7 were classed as agricultura! groups, and 30 
as industrial groups. Industrial products, on their turn, were 
subdivided into three groups comprised by IO items each, classified 
by arder of the increasing degree of sector concentration that 
produces these goods. Based on the above indices we de[ined both 
for general case and for each goods sub-groups the standard 
deviation of inflation rates and of relative prices that are usually 
employed in the papers mentioned above. 

ln view of the fact that inflation rate variability will be 
measured by time periods, whereas relative prices dispersion will 
be assessed by types of goods, at a given point in time, so as to 
match the time gaps involved in such measures, price index defined 
on a montly basis were adopted. 

Variability of inflation rates was measured by use of the moving 
standard deviation on monthly rates change of the general index, 
with a 10 month amplitude, and the corresponding result was 
associated with the last month of that interval, as shows below: 

where P": is the monthly rate of change of the general índex and 
P,m is the arithmetic average of monthly rates over the t - 11 
to l period. 7 

The dispersion o[ relative price changes was measured by 
use of the weighted standard deviation of the rate of change in 
12 months, as to the index of each group of goods: 

T This mcasure was used by Klein (1976). 
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where P�
1 anel P� represent percentage change in the prices of 

goods groups "i", and in the general price index at t, with respect 
to the sarne month of the preceding year, and w" the participation 
of value added o( goods group "i" on the overall total. 

The coefficient of skewness of individual prices changes �
1 

was measured as well: 

5 - Results 

1 .. -
...:.. :E (!'7, - p"j3 
n i-1 

S(P,) = --�-----
11 ,. - .,pri 
{- I: (.P':, - P'tt} 
l n ;- 1 J 

ln this section we have tested the above mentioned hypotheses 
in the fo11owing sequence: 

a) Inflation and Inflation Rate Variability

As shown by the studies already mentioned, there seems to
be no doubt that a positive relation exists between inflation 
rates (P) and their variability (SD (P). The positive correlation 
obtained by us was O. 73. 8 It must however be noted that the 
coefficient of variation is relatively stable, which means that 
inflation rates variability increases in equal proportion to inflation 
rates as shown hy Diagram 5. 

b) Inflation and Relalive Prices

The most significant evidence, however, is found in the
positive correlation between relative prices clispersion (SD (P,)) 
and inflation rates (P) , on the one hand, and between SD (P1) 
and SD (P) . on the other. The coefficients of correlation between 
S (P1) and P and between SD (P,) and SD (P) were O. 77 and 
O. 47, respectively, both significant at the 1 % levei.

These results are similar to those found in the above mentioned
papers with the exception of those obtained by Jaffee and Kleiman. 
However, carrying out the Jaffee and Kleiman test with respect 
to Brazil, we obtained the following results, using even more 
disaggregated data than they did: 

SD (P,) 
p 

_ 0,429 + 4.455 p-1 R2 

(58. 6) (23 . 9) 

8 Significant at Lhe levei of 1 %-

0.84 
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As evidenced by "th ratios between parentheses, there exists 
an inverse correlation between the coefficient of variation defined 
by SD (P,) / P anel inflation rate P, although notwithstanding this, 
the constant cannot be considered equal to zero, that is, that the 
SD (P,) value would not be invariant with respect to P. 9 

e) Relative Price Distribution Profile

Basecl on the coefficient of skewness as defined above, we rnay 
undertake a test of the hypothesis that the rate of change of 
individual prices P

i behave to a normal distribution. 
The values of coefficient S (P,), as well as the confidence 

interva! with 98% of probability that P, is normal, that is, 
S (P,) = O is founel in Diagram 6. 10 

Pursuant to Vining anel Elwertowski the hipothesis of 
symmetrical distribution is rejected for practically the entire 
perioel, and particularly with regarei to subperiods of inflation 
rate increase. 

Distribution regarding each moment in time presented a 
positive asymmetry, that is, the type of distribution where mode 
< median < average. According to Diagram 7, in that sarne 
period the arithmetic average of the rate of change of the prices 
P, is approximately equal to the rate of change of the general index 
(weighted average). 

Thus, over 50% of the rate of change of individual prices 
comprised by the general index is lower than inflation rate. 

The listed results, as seen above, have really no meaning when 
considered as to the interim character, or not, of interdependence 
of inflation and relative prices. Authors such as Cukierman, 
VVachtel anel Parks conciliate such results with the Lucas' 
hypothesis by alternative schemes of economic agents' expectation. 
For them, these correlations would therefore be maintained only 
throughout the adjustment process. ln this light, the relative 
prices dispersion test that involves diverse price sub-groups becomes 
an important alternate test for Lucas' hipothesis. 

'9- The result found by the authors with respect to Brazil using yearly data 
from the 1963/70 period, and 10 groups of goods, was as follows: 

SD(P,) 
p = 0.09 +

(O. 38) 
4.60 P-1 R:i 

= 0.57 
(3.07) 

10 Further detail regarding the building up of confidence intervals can be 
found in Snedecor and Cochran (1967) . 
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As cviclcnccd by "/'' ratios beLween parentheses, therc cxists 
an ínverse correlation betwecn the coefficicnt of variation de(ined 
by SD (P,) f P and inflation rate P, although noLwithstanding this, 
the con5tant cannot be considerecl equal to zero, that is, that the 
SD (P() value wou!d not be ínvariant with respect to P. 0 

e) Relaiiue Price Dist,·i /m/ion Profile

Based on the coeHicient of skewness as definecl above, wc may
undertake a test of the hypothesis that thc rate o( change of 
individual priccs P

1 
behavc to a normal distrilmtion. 

The values of coeHicient S (P1), as well as the conficlence 
interval with 98% o[ probabilily that P1 ís normal, that is, 
S (P,) = O is found in Diagram 6. 10 

Pursu,rnt to Vining and Elwertowski the hipothesis of 
symmetrical distribution is reject<"<l for practically thc entire 
peliod, anel panicularly with regard to subperiocls of inflation 
rate increase. 

Distribution rcgarrling e:ich moment in time prcsentcd a 
positive asymmetry, that is, thf' type of clistribution where modc 
< median < average. According to Diagram 7. in that sarne 
period the arithmelic average o[ the rate of change of the prices 
P, is approximately equal to 1he rate of change of the general index 
(weighted average). 

Thus, over 50% of the rate of change of individual prices 
comprisetl by the general índex is lower than ín[i::tLion rate. 

The listed results, as scen abo"l'e, have really no meaning when 
consiúercd as to the intcrim character, or not, o[ interdependence 
of ínflation anel refative prices. Authon such as Cukierman, 
vVachtel and Parks concilíate such results with 1hc Lucas' 
hypothesis by altcrnarive schemes of economic agents' expectation. 
For thcm, chese correlations would rherefore be maintained only 
throughout lhe adjustment process. ln this light, the relative 
prices dispersion tcst tha t involves cliverse price sub·groups becomes 
an ímporrnnt alternatc t1::st for Luc:as' hipothe�ís. 

� Thc rcsult found by 1he �u1hou with re,pect lo Iltazil using yearly data 
from the 196,/70 period, �nd JO groups oi goods, was as follows: 

SD{P,) = 0.09 + 4.60 P-1 R' = 0.57
p (O. 38) (! Oi) 

10 Furthn cktail �,g,nding rhc b11ilrl ing ui: nf �onf;cl,nce inlcrvals c,n h� 
fnund in Snedccor �nd Cochnn (1967). 
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d) Relative Price Dispersíon in Price Sub-Groups

Measure of variability of the relative prices of agricultura!,
indusn-ial and industrial sub-grnups of products on an increasing 
sequence by degree of pro<luction concentra tion c:m be seen on 
Diagrams 8 antl 9, and in Table l, where thc average values are 
show with refcrence to ad justment phases of industrial products 
and prices, as defined by the preceding section. 

Therc apparently are behavioural diversities regarding the 
agricullural and industrial relative prices, since in tbc first case 
dispersion is higher than in the sccond. 

The sarne phenomenon can be observed among sub-groups o{ 
industrial prices, and in this case, dispersion is lower in inverse 
proportion to the degree of procluction concen tration. Presuming 
that standard deviation SD (P,) ;i as rneasured for each price 
sub-groups "j", at moment "t", has a normal multivaried distribution 
with mean vectors si = s1p), '1.vhere index "p" represents the 
adjustment phase of industrial products, we may undenake profile 
tests between the price sub-groups. 11 

ln view of the restraint imposed by test requirements as to 
equality o[ the number of observations made in each "P" phase, 
a sarnpling of values SD (P1) il was made, with 6 observation samples 
for each price sub-group "j", in each "P'' stage. 12 

Basically we pcrform two tests comparing time series of 
standard deviatiom of relative price change� calculated for each 
component - according to classification above mentioned - of 
the general príce índex: tes1s oí coincidence and parallefüm. 

The null hypo1hesis of these two tests, considering the series i 
and j, are: 

Ho: 1'1,p - l'!. 1p
, for ali p = 1, 2, ... , 

Ho: 11;, 11
1P 

= K, for ali p = 1, 2, 
. . . ,

wbere 819 and 111p are respectivcly the mean standard deviation or 
�elative price changes of sub-group prices i an<l j, at phase p, an<l K 
1s a constant real value . 

. The results shown by Table 2 índicate that vectors s; are
neH�er equ_al, n�r para�lel, wheLher in comparing agricultura!
and mdustn.il pnces, or 1n the comparison wi th sub-groups of 
concemrated and non-concentrated industrial products. 

11 FuTthcr clctai Is on mullivaricd 1cs1s can bc found in Mmrison (1967) . 
12 In phasc 4, sincc wc havc on!y 5 obscrvations, the 1st. valuc oi the 
immcdia1cly subsequcnt phasc was considcrcd. 
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d) Relative Price Dispersíon in Price Sub-Groups

Measure of variability of the relative prices of agricultural, 
industrial and industrial sub-groups of products on an increasing 
sequence by degree of production concentration can be seen on 
Diagrams 8 and 9, and in Table l, where the average values are 
show with reference to adjustment phases of industrial products 
and prices, as defined by the preceding section. 

There apparently are behavioural diversities regarding the 
agricultura! and industrial relative prices, since in the first case 
dispersion is higher than in the second. 

The sarne phenomenon can be observed among sub-groups of 
industrial prices, and in this case, dispersion is lower in inverse 
proportion to the degree of production concentration. Presuming 
that standard deviation SD (P,) 1, as measured for each price 
sub"groups "j'\ at moment "t'\ has a normal multivaried distribution 
with mean vectors si == sjp), where index "P" represents the 
adjustment phase of industrial products, we may undertake profile 
tests between the price sub-groups. 11 

In view of the restraint imposed by test requirements as to 
equality of the number of observations made in each "p'' phase, 
a sampling of values SD (Pi) Jt ,.vas made, with 6 observation samples 
for each price sub�group "j'>, in each "P" stage. 12 

Basically we perform two tests comparing time series of 
standard deviations of relative price changes calculated for each 
component - according to classification above mentioned - of 
the general price index: tests of coincidence and parallelism. 

The null hypothesis of these two tests, considering the series i 
and j, are: 

Ho: Ó.ip 
Ho: Íl;p 

LI,,, for all p = 1, 2,
Lljp = K, for ali p 

. . . , 
], 2, 

where Ó.tp and /J.jp are respectively the mean standard deviation or 
relative price changes of sub-group prices i and j, at phase p, and K 
is a constant real value. 

The results shown by Table 2 indicate that vectors sj are 
neither equal, nor parallel, whether in comparing agricultura! 
and industrial prices, or in the comparison with sub-&rroups of 
concentrated and non-concentrated industrial products. 

11 Further dctails on multivaried tests can be found in Morrison (1967). 

12 In phase 4, sínce we have only 5 observations, the 1st. value of the 
immediately subsequent phase was considered. 
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VARIABILITY OF RELATIVE PRICES: S ( �- J OF SUB-GROUPS OF INDUSTRIAL PR ICES 
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Table 1 

Main Results by Phase of Adjustments tn Industrial Prices and Product: Average Values 

Fhuo Fh,, Fh.,., Fh,.., Fha.,e Fhll!O Fh■,e Fhuo Fhn,, Fh.o" 
1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 g 10 

(8(72- (12/13- (11174- (6175- (I0,75- rmrr (1(17- (8(17- (2{18- (1(79-
11(73) 10(74) 4(76) 9!76) 6(16) l�/76) 7/77) 1178) 12/78) :!/80) 

a..,, • ..,,1 18,0 27,7 27,3 26,8 40,3 55,e 51,5 37,9 37,-1. 52,8 

Av-i• 17,5 215,15 24,7 32,1 38,7 68,Q 54,0 ,2,e 51,0 80, 1 
lnd. lft,8 2!,0 27,2 28,6 32,7 "·' 43,8 37,ft 42,8 II0,7 

p lnd, I 20,4 21,2 16,8 IQ,4 36,9 4Q,1 ,2,e :M,O 48,0 8Q,7 

lnd. li 1',15 35,1 3Q,8 311,Q 28,4 34,2 41,8 40,1 37,7 46,8 

Ind. III 12,2 20,Q 28,2 29,3 30,5 37,6 42,2 41.8 38,ll 41,3 

General 12,2 16,6 17,ft 17,8 27,0 31,8 27,0 18,R 17,3 23,4 
Ag1i11. 13,6 13,8 Q,11 14 ,8 28,1 20,15 111,7 24,4 115,0 16,Q 
l ru! Q,7 12,8 18,7 13,7 ll,9 17,4 13,4 10,l 13,3 2:!, 1 

SD(P") Ind. I lU IU u,a U,8 1',7 21,7 14,7 7,7 115,4 28,1 
lmd. ll !,2 13,3 12,11 Q,7 ll,15 8,7 ll,2 Q,4 6.8 6,7 
Ind. Ili 3,8 8,6 11,7 11,3 6,6 11,1 0,3 8,ft 6,2 11,7 

a, • .....i O,lill 1,3.! 1,8(1 0,8B l,28 l,Be l,!lll 2,44 1,21 l,Gt 
A�•. 1,06 2,U �.33 1,20 1,711 2,71 3,87 4,18 2,411 3,74 
hd. 0,311 0,80 0,711 a.se O.IM 2,015 1,152 0,82 0,66 O,Q2 

SD(P) lnd, I 0,78 1,01 l ,22 1,60 1,87 2,42 2,015 ] ,22 1,20 1,41 
Ind. II 0,43 1,12 1,2" 1,03 0,70 0,73 0,1!.'1 O,Q8 0,88 I.� 

Ind, nr 0,47 0,711 0,83 1,03 1,14 1,111 1,01 0,1!! 0,05 1,215 

NGTE P - Nle oi ,h.ongo •f th• indieat.od Dri""' indH (-nua! nt.,) 
... BD(P•) - 1tandud d1111vi■ti0n t1f th11 ndativfl 11ri0ill!I eh■n■N l'lf thl!I indie..Utd ■ub-«n,upa oi i:irice ind11: (■fl11ua.l ntmi) . 
o, .Bn(P'] - ■tarirl.rd d111vi■litln oi th11 rah1 oi lnn■titin, .u meuuNd l'.iy lht1 irtdisted i,rioo indu: (me:Milt-ed monthh]. bll 



Table l 

Main Results by Phase of Adju.stments m Industrial Prices and Product: Average Values 

l'hau Pha,o Phu, Ph,... Phaoo Phau Ph .. Pbn,o Phaoo Pw• 

l 2 3 " 5 8 , 8 g rn 

(M2- (12n3- (1117•- (5,75- (rn,7&- 1'1178-- (1/l1- (Rf/7- c2ns. (lnU-
llf/3J 1011•1 •nn1 11/7Sl 8/78] 12/78] 7/71] 1178] 12/78] 2/l!Ol 

C1!D.t!n1I IR,O 27,7 21,3 28,11 •o,3 &U 81,8 31,g 37,• 82,8 

Au.ic. 17,5 28,5 24,7 32,l 38,7 51!,9 .IIA,0 42,8 51,0 611, 1 

lnd. 15,8 28,0 21,2 28,5 32,, .. ,7 43,11 37,5 42,8 58,7 

p lnrl. 1 20,4 21,2 18,8 IQ,4 3.'l,Q 4U,I 42,8 34,0 48,0 89,7 

Ind. II IU 3.'!,l 3Q,8 30,Q 2M 34,2 41,8 40,1 37,7 H,R 

Ind. 111 12,2 20,11 21!,2 2U :llJ,8 37,8 42,2 41,8 38,A 41,3 

0f!neral 12,2 18,8 17.11 17,11 27,0 31,8 27,0 18,8 17,3 23,4 

All"ia. IU 13,8 11,8 14,8 28,I 20,5 10,7 24,4 18,0 18,G 

Iad. Q,7 12,8 18,7 13,7 11,11 17,4 13,4 10,1 13,3 2:l,I 

SD(Pªl Ind. I l•,4 lU 18,0 18,8 14,7 21,7 H,7 ,., 15,4 28,1 
Ind- II 5,2 13,3 12,11 Q,7 11,& 8.7 11,2 Q,4 8,8 8,7 

bd. m u 8,8 9,7 Q,3 5,ft 
.. 
11,1 Q,3 8,5 8,2 ll,7 

Oanl'r&I O,!O 1,3! l ,IIO O,IIB l ,2J! l.811 l,llll 2, .. 1,21 ].!1-1 
Allrio. l,1111 2,03 2,33 1,20 1,711 2,71 3,U 4,18 2.•11 3.14 

hui. 0,311 0,80 0,79 O,M O,IM 2,08 1,52 O,U 0,811 0,112 

BD{P) Ind. 1 o,n 1,01 U2 l,80 l,87 2,-&2 2,05 1,22 1,20 1.41 
Ind, II 0,"3 1,12 1,24 1,03 0,70 0,73 0,&15 O,llll 0,88 1,2B 

Ind. Ili o.o 0,711 0,83 l.o:I l,14 1,111 l,01 o.� o.a� 1,25 

NOTE, p - rato cl chan,:o cl lho indioat.od orico indo1 (o.nnual nleJ. 
- BD(P.t] - 1ludard d1vi■tinn iril tb■ .r,daliv11 tirlm M.ar11M t1f thti indjn:al.M 1ub-,aróupa o(I r,t'im intitnr (ar1nu■I ntM). 

BD(P] • at.udud davlaUon oi lha rato ai illllatlon, a1 mM1UN!IC hy t.J,1 in,Hoated o,i .. iedu (mo.uuiwl mo•lhhl]. 



Additionaly, the hipothesis of a stationary series was tested 
as well; results show that standard deviations o( relative prices in 
each of the price sub-groups are not constant from one adjustment 
stage to the other. The null hypothesis tested was: H0 : A._ = K,

for all p = 1, 2, ... , 
Therefore, there are now two additional evidences against 

Lucas' hypothesis, namely: 

i) the existence of systematic behaviour diversity in the case
of relative prices among price subgroups; 

ii) the non-constancy of standard deviation of relative prices
over time. 

e) lnflation, Relaiive Prices a11d Industrial Producls

Based on the measurement computed for industria prices as
a whole, we shall briefly discuss the evidence found by Blejer and 
Leiderman (l 980) , regarding the negative impact of price dispersion 
increases on the rate of change oE industrial product. By 
interrelating variability measures o( inflation rates and relative 
prices, of inflation rates and product growth, we were able to 
obtain the following correlation matrix: 

Tes!s 

•Agric-1 •Ind Parallel

•Agric ""' 1lnd

•Ind l1nd •Ind III Parallel 

•Ind I - •Ind III 

Agric. Series is Station&ry

Ind Seiies is Stationary

Ind I Series is Stationary 

lnd III Series is Stationary 

Table 2 

Profile Analysis 

Fa,, 

F10:1 

Fa::a 

F10;1 

F'll,, 

Fa.-2 

F.,, 

Fa,• 

F 

544,79 

283,91 

431,11 

741,70 

217,65 

344,59 

242,86 

= 208,40 

NOTE: ln .u� tl"II! nul] tii l] l'IU!':IIM ia Hjef!t.eid. Tl,111 f!PltiMI 1111h11111 ni lhil! p - dl■hitmlinn 

are: Pe-.l - UI."' and P10-1 - !.i!,.!.i! O 111 tll,111 !% ]1!1.111!!1. 
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8D(P) SD(P1) p 1J 

SD(P) 1 0.36" o.ss• -0.21••

SD(P;) l 0.76° -0.29º 

p 1 -0.44° 

y 1

NOTF., • - ll!igDifi�Df ■t ] ,.; fovll!!l. 

•• - �ig11ifü:!111Et ■t liOJ;i llll!vel 

Even if unable to make any statement as to direction of 
causation, our results also point to the negative association of 
product growth rares with respect to relative price dispersion, as 
well as with the standard deviation of the inflation rate. 

6 - Conclusions 

The results of our analysis of the Brazilian case are consistent 
with the majority of existing evidence advanced by other analysis 
on other inflationary conditions. They indicate that there exists 
positive correlation between inflation rates, inflation rate variability, 
and relative prices dispersion. Particularly with respect to industrial 
prices, both Iatter factors show negative correlations with the 
rate of growth of industrial products. 

We have also been able to demonstrate that the distribution 
shape of individual prices changes also presents a positive 
asymmetry. A new angle of the problem involves obtaining proof 
that price sub-groups within economy present differentiated and 
systematic behaviour. On the one hand, our results indicate that 
dispersion of agricultura} prices is higher than that of industrial 
prices and, on the other, dispersion of prices of concentrated 
industrial products is Iess than that of the dispersion of prices 
of non-concentrated products. The main inferences arising from 
such results, with regard to macroeconomic anaylisis, are: 

a) Stabilization policies based solely on the contrai of
aggregated demand results in permanent lasses for some competitive 
sectors, as to non-competitive ones; thus, stabilization policies 
based on one product models are inadequate in that they do not 
consider the implicit redistributive effecls on the systematic and 
differentiated behaviour of relative prices under an inflationary 
process. 
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b) Full and aulomatic monetary re-adjustment defined with
basis on a given inflation measure inflicts serious lasses on a 
significant number of products. As recently was the case in Brazil, 
where modal inflation is posi tionecl to the left of average inflation 
(the explicit hypothesis usually refers to an average equal to mode 
in the frequency distribution of prices changes) , the correct 
policy would probably be to define a monetary readjustment 
policy in which automatic readjustments of contractual values are 
systematically enforced at lower levels than those indicated by 
the increase of general prices indexes. It would likewise be 
misleading to suppose that the levei of nominal interest rates 
should perfectly mirrar the inflation rate levei in addition to the 
so-called real interest rates. That is, in Fisher's equation the inflation 
rate coefficient associated with the expected inflation rate should 
be Iower than unity. 

c) There are doubts as to validity of the orthodox view that
the fundamental question is the stabilization of the inflation rate 
whatever its levei. As Iong as a positive association exists between 
the levei of inflation rates and its unstability it will be difficult 
to avoid the adverse effects of variable relative prices over resource 
allocation. The monetarist view could only be tenable if that 
association were an interim phenomenon, only mirroring the 
incidental effects of inflation escalation. 
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Subsid y policies and the ·export 
of manufactured goods in Brazil 

Alberto Roque Musalcm •

l - Introduction

Since the I 973 oil crisis, Brazil has experienced a chronic deficit 
in foreign trade. The country will need an economic policy of 
expenditure shifting, through a rise in the relative prices of 
tradeable goods and/or containment of imports, to achieve 
equilibrium in its balance of trade. An overall strategy for the 
sector will have to be based on an in-depth understanding of 
the response of manufactured exports to both relati-ve price incentives 
and the cooling of aggregate demand. 

This study is divided into three parts. The first presents a 
time series of the rates of all subsidies to manufactured exports. 
This was only possible thanks to the recent contributions of 
Cardoso (1980). Our own contribution here is to have corrected 
some of the data from conflicting sources and, especially, to have 
included ali the financial subsidies and drawbacks. To make simpler 
the calculations of opportunity costs of financial resources 
obtained, we have assumed rational expectations by economic 

E ditor's note: Translation nol revised by the author. 
• Visiting professor in thc Masll!rs Program in Economics at thl! Fedl!ral 
Univl!rsity of Bahia. Thl! author is grateful to his research assinant, lhe graduate 
student Jos� Carrera Fernandez, for his dedicalion, dforts and efficil!ncy. He 
also expresses bis thanks to the gradual!! student Romeu Salaro, for his rapld 
collection and mailing of relevanl statistical information from Bra.dlia. 
J. L. Carvalho, of the EPGE/FGV, and M. Barata, of thc FIPE, were very helpful 
collegues in answl!ring rl!quests for some of thl! statistical data Sl!ril!S. Ali 
thl!SI! joint dforts made it possible to carry out and to concludc this study 
as possibll!. Victor J. Elias, at thl! National University oi Tucum;ln, Argentina, 
madc valuable comments. Thl! Rockl!ffell!r Foundation gave financial suppon. 
Originally publishl!d in Revisla B�iuileira de Economia, 35(1), January/March 
1981. 
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agents in relation to expected interest rates and expected rates of 
currency devaluations. 

ln the second part, the time series of the three basic categories 
of subsidies to manufactured exports - tax exemptions, fiscal 
incentives and financial subsidies - are used to look into the 
relatjve importance ofeach type of subsidy in explaining the 
behavior of manufactured exports. The model we have here was 
recently proposed by Cardoso and Dornbusch (1980a). 1 

The third part presents our conclusions, and the appendix 
contains the data which has been most relevant to our SLudy. 

2 - Time series of subsidies to the export 
of manufactured goods 

Table l gives a summary o( the estimated subsidy rates for each 
component of policies to promote the export of manufactured 
goods. These policies gained steam following I 964, with a delibera te 
reorientation of the previous approach to import substitution 
policies. This particular export-promotion policy was introduced 
gradually, as the table itself shows, and displayed an upwards 
tendency in the total rate of subsidies. 2 

The first policy instrument to be used was tax exemption; 
initially, in 1964, with exemption from payment of the tax on 
industrialized products (IPI, a federal tax), and ]ater, in 1967, 
with the additional exemption from state sales taxes (ICM) . The 
exemption policies were rounded out in 1969, with the introduction 
of drawbacks on import taxes for inputs from abroad used 
directly in the production o( export goods. 

The granting of fiscal incentives as a means of stimulating 
manufactured exports goes back to 1969, with the concession of 
IPI bonus credits (tax breaks on the unexported portion of an 
exporting company's production), followed the next year by the 
introduction of the ICM bonus. Fiscal incentives were rounded 
out in 1971, with the addition of incarne tax cuts. 

Financial subsidies can be broken down into two major 
components: export credits at below-market interest rates, 
introduced in 1968, and drawbacks on compulsory deposits for 
imports of inputs used directly by the exporter, introduced at the 
sarne time as this deposit requirement in 1975. 

l Some of lhe 01hcr important studies in this area: Barata (1979), Carvalho 
and Haddad (1978), Coei (1979) and Tylcr (1976). 

2 For a dctailcd dcscription of thc legislation, scc Cardoso (1980) . 
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Table l 

Subsidies Granled Under Policies lo Promote the Export o/ Manufaclured Goods (as Percentage of 
the FOB Value) 

T11 Eumptim Fhul lnun1ivn Fin.111ti1I 1,111 

�Ili h11 •I s,1,;,;., �Ili �m oi 

,1 Tu 11ml ui fi- Sd!id11! l}t.'I 
11111 fu■ci- ln11n, [VIUI 1111ci1I 1� M1nt1- lilulrno 

Y1an l11!1u1 li�n, IIVJ f\11 (VII 111,jl! (VIII 1!111 u, Suh1- tu11:1111I 
Ili 1111 T11 º"' IFI l[M lrur111 ll,I [IUII C,01,I jil! Ei1..,, Elim 

ICM IFI duw IHll½IIII E�n11t hut ln I111•�•VII !�b- •on IA,I Ili C11drn 
1111 l'.11di1 t11di1 hn diu r1p111i1 f\lll•VIIII l}t.1+).2+><:il 

1S64 oi 1.1 u o.1 

1S65 5,0 5,0 5,0 5,0 

1111 5,0 5,0 5,0 5,0 

111] 18,1 5,2 21,3 21,3 21,9 

1968 116 6,0 25.6 0.6 0.6 26,2 26.5 

1969 20.5 6.e 0,7 2e.o 4.3 4.3 1,7 1,7 34,0 31.8

1970 20.5 7,0 1,9 29.4 6,0 5,1 11,1 3.3 3.3 13,8 38.9 

1971 19.B 7,5 2,4 29.7 6,4 u 1,l 13,6 1,2 •. 2 47,5 41,3 

1972 19.1 8,1 l.1 iu E. 9 8,6 1,l 11.I u l_g •1.! •u

1g]l 11.l 9,8 3,5 31,6 7,0 7,0 1.3 15,3 3,6 3,6 50.5 43,4 

1114 17.7 10,0 2.8 30,5 B,5 u 1,8 1B,B 3,2 3,2 52.5 47,0 

1975 17,0 10.0 4,6 31,6 10,1 10,1 1.7 21,9 5,6 3,2 8,8 62,3 49,1 

1111 11. l 10,9 4,4 31,8 13,2 13,2 1,3 27,7 9,7 5,0 14,7 74,0 49,3 

1111 16.3 12.0 :i,A 31,2 11,2 11.2 1,! ll.1 12,3 4,1 11.• 71,5 !U 

19)1 16.3 12.3 4.0 32,6 12.0 12,0 1.5 25,5 10.5 4.4 14.9 73,0 

S0URC!: E,pl■nuians ia 1111. 



Of all these subsidies, tax exemptions were certainly the most 
important, in terms oE both duration and in relative size. The 
second most important in magnitude were the fiscal incentives. 
Last, but actually not least, are the financial subsidies, which 
have become more important in recent years. 

The final columns of Table l gives the evolution of the total 
rate of subsidies as calculated by Cardoso. The following figure 
compares over time our total and hers. While over the first 
few years the time series are practically equal, from 1969 on our 
data begin to diverge in an increasingly positive direction. This 
fact is due to Cardoso's not having considered the financial 
subsidies and tax drawbacks used to give new stimulus to exports. 
After 1975, the distance between the two broadens even further 
due to the intensification of incentive policies - this time with 
the increase in IPI and ICM bonus rates 3 - strengthened by the 
introduction of the compulsory deposit for imports and its 

TOTAL SUBSIDY RATES FOR MANUFACTURED 

EXPORTS 

(%) 
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10 
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_,,.---1 �- E. Cardoso)
/ 

:;.,' 

1964 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 71 

s Qur original data sourccs rcveal this increase. Thi! point will be discussed 
extensively below. 
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counterpart in the form of a drawback on the import of inputs 
going directly into exports; and also due to the increase in credit 
incentives (a larger share of export deals could be financed, while 
nominal interest rates were held constant despite growing 
inflation) . 4 

What fol1ows is a description of the methodology used to 
estimate the respective subsidy rates. 

2. 1 - Tax exemptions

2.1 .1 - IP/ and ICM t!Xt!mpticms

Our calculation of the rates of IPI and ICM exemptions was 
basically equal to Cardoso's, except for the first ICM values for 
1967 and 1968, mainly due to conflicting sources. 8 

2 .1. 2 - lmpoTI lax dTawback

Drawback is defined as the suspension, exemption or restitution 
either total or partia! - of the import tax due on inputs 

4 Other expectations were not considered, such as those offered by the Befiex 
program, since they would be impossible to estimate. This program gained 
imporra ncc during the latter part of the pcriod under study, when more 
emphasis was given to promoting manufactured expor11. ll offen additional 
subsidies in the lorm of tax excmptions Cor thc impor! of machincs and 
inpuu utilizcd m domcstic production by companies signing long-term export 
contracu. Othcr excmptions not considered here, which havc been in effect 
cvcr since thc promotion policies bcgan, are: a) Minerais Tax (lUM) ; 
b) Financial Operations Tax (IOF): e) Fuel and Lubricanu Tax (IUCL). 
5 Our source is lhe Department of lhe Treasury of the State of Bahia. The 
domeuic rates it reported for domestic opcrations in the Ccntral-South Region 
in thcse two yca1'3 are: 15%, following February 196?, when the exemption 
was first granted; 15% from ]une I, 1968 to March !li, 1968; 16% from April l, 
1968 10 April !10, 1968: and 17% following May I, 1968. These domestic rattcs, 
applicd to thc FOB price, P,,, are convertcd into rates based on factory prices, 
P,., in order to bc expressed in tcrms compatible with the basis for applying 
lhe rates on domestic operatiom. The conve1'3ion follows the following formula: 
P., = P,. (1 + t,) and P,, = P11 (1 - t.,). Substituting the term.,, we obtain 
the de:!!ired convenion, 1, = t11/ (1 - t.,); sin� t11 is a known value, t, can 
be obtained, which gave the following valucs for the re,ipcctive periods: 
17.7, 19.1 and 10.5%. Thc aver.igt: rate for 196? is thus: 

100 [1,177) u,u . 11/U - I] = 16,1%; and 

17,7'"' . 19,1''11 
. 20,5'/U = 19,6%, for 1968. 



imported directly by the exporter of the final product. The average 
exemption rate is: 

8= 
Value pf import tax exemption 
Va ue of manufactured exports 

To obtain the value of import tax exemption, we would have 
to know the various tariffs in effect for each product in each 
year, and apply each rate to all imports made under the drawback 
arrangement. Since this is not possible, due to the difficulty in 
obtaining each tariff rate and the subsequent value of goods 
imported, we have calculated - for each year - an average tariff 
for imports: 

,. 
.,, 

Calculated value of import taxes 
Value oi total imports 

The numerator of this ratio includes taxes that were calculated 
and paid as well as those that were calculated and exempted, 
in arder to make a better estimate of the average tariff applicable 
to non-exempt imports, especially inputs. 0 The average rate of 
exemptions under the import tax drawback would thus be: 

ar, 

Value of imports subject to drawback 
Value of manufactured exports 

where p is a coefficent representing the percentage of imported 
inputs entering directly into manufactured exports. 7 

Column III of Table I shows the estimates we obtained. The 
behavior of the time series suggests the possibility of speculative 
stockpiling of imported inputs in 1975 and 1976, followed by a 
reduction of inventaries in 1977. The sarne cycle seems to have 
occurred in I 97 3 and 1974, respectively. 

a The numerator will include the taxes calculated both for imports subject 
to drawback and for the imports of lhe public sector (inclnding state-owned 
companies). The average should thus be less than if calcula1ed on 1he basis of 
lax revenucs, where 1he incidence of final goods, which pay higher raies, i! 
greater. Due 10 the Jack of 11atistical infonnation, we were only able to 
construct this series from 1971 on. The 1969 and 1970 values were extrapolaled 
from the subsequenl 1endency. Our sources were: AnudTio Econdmico-Fi.scal, 
1972-77, and Anudrio Estatístico C/F-MF, 1977-78. 

r The data on the value of imporlJ subject to drawback were taken from 
Relatório da CACEX, 1977 and 1978. 
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2. 2 - Fiscal incentives

2 .2 .1 - IPI bonus c1·edit

The rates at which this incentive was applied are taken frorn 
Cardoso's study. From 1974 on, they are calculated from the 
ratio between the IPI credits and the value of manufactured 
exports. 8 The Iargest average rates for this incentive were obtained 
in che !ater years, which could indicate they are the result of 
either a cleliberate policy of increasing the bonuses or a change 
in the cornposition of exports, with an increase in the share of 
those exports en joying the highest bonuses. 9 

2 .2 .2 - ICM bonus credit

The rates at which the ICM credits ,vere calculated are generally 
the sarne as for Lhe JPI. The procedure it thus nearly the sarne, 
except for one small difference: in this case there are deductions 
for Lhe irnportation of inputs beginning in the year when this 
benefit was created (1970) until they were eliminated (1972). 10 

The rate of this incentive, during this period, is thus obtained 
by correcting the IPI rate by the coefficient of the direct nacional 
value added (1 - B) : 

Rate of ICM credit = Rate of IPI credit (I - �) 

2. 2. 3 - ln come tax ,·eduction

This series was taken entirely from Cardoso's study, which in 
turn got its data from the words of Varsano (1979) and Savasini, 
Kume and others (1979). Value added for 1978 is a repetition 
of the sarne value for 1977. 

e The source for this data is IPI - lnfarmaçõt::s Tribuldrias, MF /SRF/CIEF, 
1974-71!. 

a This lattcr cffoct could have been induced by the deliberate bias in favor 
of financial subsidies, which wcre signHicant in prccisely thcse ycars. 

10 Until July 20, 1972, thc IPI bonus credit includcd bencfiu on the portion 
of importcd products, which wcrc cxcludcd aftcr this date by Parlaria No. 182. 
The ICM bonus credit ncvcr included this portion: thus the need for 
corrcction. The 1972 rate for this incentive is obtained by the 1:'!0metric 
average of thc IPI and ICM crcdits (after conection) weightcd by lhe period 
in which each was in effect. 
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2. 3 - Financial subsidies

This type of subsidy includes: a) subsidies granted to finance 
the export of manufactured goods, at nominal interest rates below 
the market rates; and b) compulsory deposits under the drawback 
arrangemen t. 

2 .J .1 - Credit subsidies

The credit systema at preferential interest rates granted to 
manufactured exports may be classified into three groups: a) 
iinancing of exportable production; b) financing of actual 
exports; and c) financing of export-oriented services. 11 Tab]e 2 
gives a summary of this credit program for exports in consignment, 
listing the various credit lines and their respective characteristics, 
user costs and terms of payment. 

ln order to simpli(y estimation of the subsidies given under 
each credit line, we will assume equal terms of payment for 
ali loans. The period we have selected is one commercial year. 
The subsidy rates will be calculated for each of three basic 
processes: a) domestic financing in cruzeiros; b) domestic financing 
in dollars; and c) overseas financing in dollars. ln each case, 
we must assume rationa] expectations by the economic agents in 
relation to the expected discount rate and the expected rate o( 
currency devaluation. The following paragraphs present the 
methodology used in estimating the subsidy rate in each case. 

2. 3. l . 1 - Domestic financing in cruzeiros

ln this process, financing is contracted and payment is received 
in cruzeiros, that is, received and paid in cruzeiros: 

l?°' = 1f' (l + i) 

where: 

Jfr1 = nominal value of Joan contracted in cruzeiros at the end 
of the period, assumed to be the commercial year. 

11 Some of 1he credil lines in category e did not secm to apply to manuíactured 
exporu. but thcy are :ilways inlended to stimulate 1hesc exports. For example, 
in the 1hird and fourlh lines of category e, thc priority projecu for financing 
are those which will Jcad to 1he ]ater export of m:mufac1urcd goods. The 
second line of 1he sarne catcgory is aimed at promoting lhe lormation of 
ovcrseas marketing facili1ies. ln any case, as wc �hall scc, thesc lin� account 
for an imignificant percentage of the total. 
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I O face value of the Joan in cruzeiros: and 
z = interest rate charged for each credit line evaluated by 

this proces. 

By discounting the nominal value of the debt at the domestic 
market's average annual rate, we have: 

where i
.,
, is the average annual market rate, identified as the cost 

of money to the taker of 360-day bills of exchange. The absolute 
value of the subsidies will be the difference between the face 
value and the discounted value of the debt, that is: 

/CrS _ ti" = ..Cri [
J
_

(1 + 1) ·1 Abs. Sub. 0 1 + i,.. J.o 
l + i., J 

Ab S b Jcrs (i,,. - t) s. u • = o l + i.. , ou

Abs. Sub. = 1� • 'Y 

where y = i,. - !...., which is the presem value of the subsidy per
l + r,.. 

cruzeiro of credit taken. Since the va]ue of the credit is not usually
equal to the total value of exports it will be necessary to distinguish
the percentage representing the ratio between the amount of 
credit and the value of manufactured expores, which will be 
called 41. 

Taking that ratio into account, our subsidy rate (11 ') is: 

Abs. Sub. 
Il'=-------,---------=-....--.,..,...--..----

Value of Ihanulactured expores in Cr$ (VMECrS) -

!?' 
- VMECr• . y

therefore: 
II'= 4' • y

The value of 4i is obtained by dividing total loans under 
the respective credit line, centered in the middle of the year, by 
the value of manufactured exports, both in cruzeiros. 12 

!! TI,,. data nn nrh mod" (lf finanring at't" fmm Ih" � .. lu,lrin <la CACEX, 
1978 and 1979: :1nd (mm Ih" Rrilelim dfl Banco Qn1r:1I, Mar. 1976, Aug. rnn, 
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We have used this process to estimate the following credit 
lines: ali the Group A Jines (financing of exportabJe production) : 
financing of exports on consignment in Group B (financing of actual 
exports) ; and the Group C lines (financing of export-promotion 
services) , except for the credit line for saJe of technical-economic 
and engineering studies and projects for overseas undertakings. 

2. 3. I . 2 - -Domestic financing in dollars

Although these are domestic credits, financing is contracted in 
dollars converted to cruzeiros at the exchange rate of the day: 

lT'' = 1�8• . E0 (1 + ô) (1 + i')

where: 

I'i'1 value of the debt contracted at the end of the period, 
in cruzeiros; 

J?11 face vaJue of the Joan in dollars; 

E0 exchange rate on the day the Joan was contracted; 

a annual rate of currency devaluation, including differential 
between buying and selling rate; 13 and 

i' annual interest rate charged in this mode of financing. 

The discounted value of the debt, at the average annual 
market rate, will be: 

I + i.,. 
,us1
·o 

(1 + ô) (I + i') 
E.,-------

1 + i.., 

Sepl. 1979. Since lhe figures re(er 10 lhe end of each year, we had 10 calculate 
the average of lhe year-end balances of two succcssive yean 10 center the 
amoun1 of financ.ing in lhe middle of each year. i.,. is lhe mon1hly geometric 
average cen1ered in lhe middle of each year. The domestic intcrest rale is 
that of !160-day bilh of exchangc, as published in Conjuntura Ecandmica, 
Jan. 1975, Sepl. 1977, and Boletim do Banco Central, Sept. 1979. 

13 The currency exchange rate for credit lakcn is obtaincd by dividing the 
exchange rale for sale at the end of each year by lhe purchasing rate at the 
beginning of lhe year, less onc. Bolh taken from Conjuntura Econdmica, Nov, 
1972 (appendix) , Jan, 1975 and Bolt:lim do Banco Cenlral, Sepl. 1979. 
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The absolute value of the subsidies will be equal to the 
difference between the face value and the discounted value of 
the loan: 

Abs. Sub. 

Abs. Sub. 

Abs. Sub. 

where y' is the present value of the unit subsidy in this mode, 
represented as: 

y' =

i.,, - (ô + í' + � i') 
l + i ..

The subsidy rate for exports Einanced domestically in dollars, 
II", is obtained as the product of y' by the share of these loans 
in total manufactured exports, ,t,'. Thus, 

ré' = tf,'y' 

This process is used to calculate the subsidy rates of the 
following credit lines; direct export financing and export financing 
under Resolution n.0 352 of the Central Bank, both in Group B; 
and credit for the sale of technical-economic and engineering 
studies and projects for overseas jobs, in Group C. 

2. 3. I . 3 - Overseas financing in dollars

This process makes a direct calculation of subsidies to foreign 
importers which stimulate exports of Brazilian manufactured 
goods. Here financing is contracted in dollars. The dollar value 
of the debt at the end of the period, at interest rate i", is: 

The present value of the debt, discounted at the overseas 
market interest rate, i

D
, is: 14 

TUSS (} + i")... •o l 
where the discount rate, i

.,
, is the average annual interest rate 

on the Eurodolla:r market. 

lt The ovel"Sl!a! inten,H rate i! thl! annual rate on lhe Eurodollar market, 
taken from lnll!mational Financial Statistics. 
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The absolute suhsidy is: 

USS [l 1 + 1.,,] __ 1uss (i. - i")Abs. Sub. = 10 I - --- o 
I+i. I+i. 

The subsidy rate under this process, TI"', is obtained by 

multiplying the unit subsidy y" = �� � i" by the fraction of
. -;- '• 

these loans over the total value of manufactured exports, tf,": 

n'" = q>n • y" 

This process is used to estimate the subsidy rate of the direct 
credit line to foreign importers in Group B. 

2. 3. I . 4 - Credit subsidy rates

Table 3 presents a time series of the credit subsidy rates, II, for 
each credit line designed to promote manufactured exports. 

The direct credit lines for exporters and for foreign importers 
are taken together, since available data on the amount of credit 
granted does not discriminate between the two. Thus the subsidy 
rate on these credits is a geometric average of the subsidy rates 
obtained for each credit line. 

The sarne table shows that the three types of loans to 
exportable production receive more subsidies than any other. It 
also shows that credits for exports and for foreign imports represent 
one percent ar less of all credit subsidies. Compared to these, 
the other credit lines are insignificant. 

The aggregate subsidy rate is the sum of the individual rates, 
and is given in the last line of Table 3. 

2 .3 .2 - DTawback on the compulsory deposit for imports

To estimate the subsidy generated by the exemption from the 
compulsory deposit, we must calculate the opportunity cost of 
these resources in the economy (or absolute subsidy), which will 
be the difference between the face value, D, and the discounted 
value at the average annual market rate. That is: 

Abs. Sub. = D [ I - l � i,,. ] = D •
i.,. 

l + i.,.
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Table 3 

Credit Subsidy Rates (TI) far Expart of Manufac!Ured Goods (in Percent o/ FOB TI alue) 

l!W'R l9flQ 1970 1971 1972 1973 19,. ]975 IQ7e 1977 IQ78 

CrBt'lit Line E.lobli,h..J by Cuitrn1 'RnnL: 
'R.,o_Nllil!iOll 71 O,fiQ 1,ea 2,47 2,91 2,72 2,38 2,C5 3,78 e,02 8,04 7,02 
C.r�rlit T,ine F.!lfnblid,Pn il.Y Bnnen dei 

(Al llra,;1 (M-11) O,fi2 0,88 r.,M n,57 O,fiO 0,72 1,0!. 1, 22 n,97 
:Rce,..:,.1 CrMit T.irrn J:'rnm CACEX \�itb 
FINTlX R.e,;cuu:CJ! fa:r Cooitnl Ciccrl11 o,oe 0,05 n,oa r.,05 O, la 0.•7 l, 1� 1,72 1,:14 

Tih-l'-d: Erpart Finn'l"ll"in■ 0,08 0,23 0,20 0,00 0,fi3 o,�n o.�fi 0,32 O,Rl 1,02 
nuut Ji'iu1ne!ir.1 nl 'Fr.N'ign lmti11rt#r º ·º' O.OI . � . 0,02 
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Cu� it for 8AII' oi Teebni,-..111-EenntJmie nr,d 
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l'lrul1II .l11h� n.01 
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The subsidy rate, II, is obtained hy dividing the absolute 
subsidy by the value of manufactured exports. Thus: 

- D

:n: = VEM 
i,,. 

But, since the total of compulsory deposit exemptions is equal 
to the value of drawback requests, the preceding expression 
becomes: 

i = �. y

where � is once again the percentage of drawback requests out of 
1 total exports, and y = "'. , the present value of the unit

1 + 1.,. 

subsidy per cruzeiro on compulsory deposits. 

Initially, compulsory deposits had to be repaid within six 
months (Resolution n.0 331, Central Bank), under rules that were 
in effect from June 16 to December 2, 1975; thereafter, this was 
extended to one year (Resolution n.0 354, Central Bank) . Rate y 
for 1975 is thus a weighted geometric average: 

''hs = 1 + "". • l + im . • l 11124 - I
( 

i 12 \ 11/24.
( 

, • 
)

2/24 

l+im/2/ I+t.,. 

The first parenthesis corresponds to the six-month capitalization, 
weighted by 11 of the 24 forthnights in the year: a period 
approximately equal to that in which Resolution n.0 331 was 
in effect. The second parenthesis corresponds to the yearly 
capitalization rate during the two fortnights of the sarne year in 
which Resolution n.0 354 was in effect. The unitary term ( 1  ll/2-4) 

weights out the rest of the year, when these deposits were not 
required, and during which the subsidy rate is zero. 

Comparing columns III and VIII in Table 1, we can see that, 
with the exception of 1975, more stimulus was given to exports 
through the compulsory deposit drawback than through the import 
tax drawback. 

3 - Subsidies and the behavior of manufactured 
goods exports 

3 . I - Supply function 

In evaluating economic policies, it is crucial to be able to know 
the operational efficiency of the various trade policy instruments 
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used to promete exports. To this end, we will use Cardoso & 
Dornbusch's general supply model, specified as: 

x = a + bp1 + cy + u (1) 

where x is lhe natural logarithm of the ratio between the quantum 
index of manufactured exports and the quantum index of 
industrial production; p1, the natural logarithm of the international 
price índex of manufactured exports in cruzeiros, relative to the 
domestic wholesale price index for manufactures; y measures 
cyclical excess of demand; and u is the errar. 

While deriving this supply model, we assumed that Brazil is 
a price taker in the international market for manufactures, that 
is, that price is exogenously set. The relative price in cruzeiros, 
P1, will be: 

where: 

p• E1 
p 

p• = International price index in dollars of our exports of 
manufactured goods; 

E, Exchange rate in cruzeiros for dollars for each type of 
subsidy; 

P Domestic wholesale price index for manufactures. 

ln arder to test the significance of the subsidy policies, we 
have defined six alternate exchange rates, tied to six relative prices: 

l) PA

2) PB

3) PC=

4) PD=

5) PF, =

6) PF =

P•E 
p 

p• E (I ·+ À1) 
p

.

p• E(l +½). 
p

. 

p• E (l + Ã3). 
p

• 

p• E (l + A1 + l2) 
p 

p• E (l + Ã1 + Ã2 + la) 
p • 
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aml for each relative piice we will m_ake t_hc Tespectívc acljust1:1cnt.
\,Ve will first consider thc rclative pnce d1ctated by thc behav10r 
of in Lcrnational prices and by excha?gc po�icie�, PA. This will 
1hcn bc repbced by 1l1e rclaLíve pnce wluch rncludes �oth the 
exchangc rate nnd rnx exemptions, PB. Thc next stcp 1s tl�c
rebtive pricc defined by the exchange r�te. anel �nly �he f1srnl
iucentivcs, PC. Ncxt we in trOllucc Lhe relauve pnce wlth only 
thc crcdit subsidies, PD. After taking each subsidy by itself, we 
mrn to rhe rclmive price with Lhe exchange rate and all fiscal 
subsidies, PE. Finally. wc calcufatc the relative price definccl by 
rhe effec1ive exchange rale, Lh<lt is, inclwling ali subsidies grantcd 
undcr the export prnmotion system, PF. la 

Thc cyclical variablc is measured hy the differencc bcrwecn 
real industrial output, set by dcmaml, anel projeCLed industrial 
omptll, identified as the tendencial behavior of inrlustri.il output 
itself. 16 

T,11.Jle 4 gíves Lhe results obtilincd from [itting Equation l to 
the annual data frorn the sample, for lhe periocl 1959/78. Besides 
thc rcspectivc origtnal cquatíons, ,vc have included the equations 
corrccted by autocorrelation of the residuals, usíng the Hildreth-Lu 
proccdurc; except [or the final adjustment, the value of the 
constant is not given, �incc it is a sevcndigiL numbcr that is 
sta Lislicall )' i nsignifican t. 

Tlic fir�t estiimaed cquation reveals the cffect of the 1·elative 
pricc dictate<l by the behavior oI the intcrnational price of 
manufactures anel by exchange policies pracliced in each period. 
Cardoso aml Dornbusch (l 980h) anel Rnlassa (1979) havc 
emplrnsizecl thc upwanl temlcncy of this relative price in determiníng 
the cominued growth o[ thc competiliveness of Brazilinn 
manufactures on thc world rnarket. Thio equation, however, 
presents a detcrmimnion coeHicient of only 50% and the presence 
ol autoconelation of the residuais. Once 1he residuais are corrccced, 
the �it bcc�mes l:nstable, that is, the conslant explodes and tlie 
relnL1ve pnce variablc loses its significancc. The coefficient of 
autoc:ondadon is p = 1 .O. 

EsLimat_ing the_ equation wi1h the relative pricc that includes
tax ex:mp�JOns br1�1gs an apprcciable improvement in the 
determmauon coefficient - whích rises to 75% - as well as 

lfi ln lhe c,Limations Wilh p, ice variable., Pn anel PF, the rc.spcctive cnors 
111 thc_ madcl shoul<( incl�clc lhe "whit� noisc" rrn1!ting from lhe hypothcsis
oi ra11onal cxpcctatmns mtroduccd irl Lhe finJncial subsidy cstiniatcs. 
16 \Vc als.o atlcmplcd lo cstimalc pl�nnccl industrial output through :in
auLorcforcss1on prn_ccss. Dut_ lh� rcsults oE thc �yclical vari:lble in .Equation l
wcrc nnprovcd w1Lh lhe in1rod11c1ion of a trcntl. 
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Table 4 

Rcsulis of FiUing Equalion 1 to Dif ferent Rr:lative Prices 

r:n, fi�Í�ll t Coeficienl 
Equation, (for Ench fü:chauge Rate) C.�nsl.11ü DW ll? SER 

P, 'J 

E�ch,-.ngP Tl.:1.fr. Alone - 6j 5 1,33 -'.l,l 0,955 Oi.5 0,24 
(- 1,1Ci) (.J,,09) (-3,9) 

E Eiq>lo�íve 0,11. -1,87 1,0 1,76 o,8 0,15 
(0,42) (-·2,:l3) 

2 Exchnngr. llnle lncluding Tax 1':xemptians -i,,0G 1,05 -1,5'.l l,51 0,75 0,17 
(- 7,3•1) (7, LB) (-3,45) 

E (1 + >-,l Exr:lo�ivc 0,J4 -J,81 1,0 l,78 0,8 0,15 
(0,.�2) (-2,4) 

3 E�chm,gr. !tule Jnclndin� l!'iscol ]r,ceulives -5,34 l, J -:?,13 1,Hl 0,68 0,10 
(- B, 14) (G,O) (-3,S:í) 

E (1 + x,) E�plusive O,1:J -l,9L 1,0 I,76 o,s º· 15 
(0,4S) (-'.l,3:J) 

4 ExrhAn,ge: Rat.o lncl ud rng Financia 1 Sn�siclics -5,95 l ?•) -2,1� 1,08 O,ll o '.li 
,--

E (1 + >.,) 
(- ·5, 1·1) 

Explusive 
(,'>,05) 
0,0!J 

{-3,;Jü) 
-1,S,, 1,0 1,75 0,8 0,1!\ 

5 Eiirhnn�� R�1r. Intluding Fi.srnl Esemptian� nnd 
(0,33) (-3,39) 

lnrenlívcs -4-,IS 0,87 -1,52 1,5 0,79 0,1.� 
(-· S,2) (S,O) (-3,77) 

E (1 + >., + >.,) E�pla,ivc U,15 -J,\l 1,0 1,7S 0,8 0,15 

6 l1�ffrJ�i ivo Exchnngr. lfol� Inc' ,1ding l,'iscnl 
E:xcmp1 ions n..-d Inccntive:::s :rnc..l ll'ü1:1ncial 

(O,õ6) (-2,41) 

Subsi,lic� -3,!l O,Sl -1,51 1,5 o,s 0,15 
(- 8,�6) (S,2•1) (-�,S4) 

E (I + )., + >,, + >,,) = B (I + >,) -3,8 o,rn -1,57 0,25 l,GS 0,81 0,15 
- (-6,29) (6,lG) (-3,0J) 
00 

.... 

<lBs, 1 str11Li1.ic in p!'Jttt111 ict1f'!, 



diminishing the problem of autocorrelation of the residuais. This 
leads us to conclude that the tax exemptions granted to promote 
Brazilian manufactured exports were important in increasing 
their international competitiveness. However the adjustment to 
correct the autocorrelation of the erros still gives problems with 
instability. 

The third adjusted equation certainly gives better results 
than the first, but not as good as the second. We can thus conclude 
that fiscal incentives helped improve the competitiveness of these 
exports, but not as much as the tax exemptions. We still have 
the problem of instability in the equation corrected by 
autocorrelation of the residuais. 

Equation 4 also fit the data batter than the first equation, 
revealing that financial subsidies also contributed to the expansion 
of manufactured exports. But, of the three types of export 
promotion policies, this one had the least relative importance. 
The problem of instability of the equation corrected by 
autocorrelation of the residuais remains. 

The fifth estimated equation shows that tax exemptions tak.en 
in tandem with fiscal incentives produced better results than if 
they had been taken separately. But the problem of instability 
of the equation corrected by autocorrelation of the residuals 
still persists. 

Finally, the last estimated equation - which takes into account 
the re1ative price in tenns o( the efEective exchange rate, that 
is, which includes ali three types of subsidies - does not offer 
results that díffer significantly from the fifth; but it does give 
us stability in the equation that corrects the series correlation. 
From which we can conclude once again that financial subsidies 
are important in the behavior of manufactured exports. 

There are some purely methodological considerations to be 
dealt with at this point. The fifth estimated equation - which 
leaves financial subsidies out - gives two mínima Cor the function 
o( standard error of the regression (SER) in relation to the 
autoregression of the errors: the relative minimum is p = O. 25 
and the absolute minimum is p = 1 .O. The sarne function for 
the final estimated equation which includes ali the subsidies -
displays the opposite behavior: a relative minimum at p = 1 .O 
and an absolute minimum at p = 0.25. 11 Therefore, if we had 
used the Cochrane-Orcutt procedure to correct the autocorrelation 
of the errors, this method's limiration would have produced 
stability in the estimation of the fifth equation. We might thus 

17 s� Table 2, in the S1a1istical Appendix. 
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have erroneously concluded that the financial subsidies did not 
make a significant contribution to explain the behavior of 
manufactured exports. 

ln short, in addition to the favorable behavior of international 
prices and the indexation of the exchange rate, all three kinds 
of subsidies played significant roles in the expansion of manufacture 
exports. While Table 4 suggests that the tax exemptions were 
relatively more effective than the fiscal incentives, this is actually 
not the case. The three subsidies are not being appraised under 
equal conditions. We saw in Table 1 that over the entire sarnple 
period tax exernptions were the largest and rnost long-lasting 
of all the subsidies, followed by fiscal incentives and then by 
financial subsidies. 

If we respecify the supply function, taking into account the 
lagged adjustrnent mechanisrn, similar to the one propose<l by 
Cardoso and Dornbusch (1980a) - with the relative price logarith 
associated with the effective exchange rate PF, and correction 
of autocorrelation of the errors - we obtain results very similar 
to theirs; now for the period of 1960/78: 

x, = - 2,21 + 0,465PF, - l,175y, + 0,58.x,_1 
(-8,14) (3,2) (8:1) (!1,1) 

p = - 0,25; R2 = 0,865; e SER = 0,1!! (2) 

Cornparatively, our estirnation reveals a fali of approxirnately 
10% in the relative price logarithm and 2% in the coefficient 
of the cyclical variable. Table 5 surnrnarizes the estirnates for 
price-elasticity or supply-substitution of manufactured exports. 

Table 5 

Elasticities: Substitution o/ Supply of Exports 

Equation Short Term Long Term 

Ours 1 0.81 0.99 

2 0.465 

Cardoso nnd 
Dornbu.sch 0.83 

2 0.51 1.09 
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4 - Conclusions 

This sLudy has advanccd in quantifying Lhe massive programs that 
subsidize Brazilian manufactured exporls. We have demonslrated 
that each of the subsidies and ali of them LogeLher have been 
used by the export sector, which reacted by expanding exporLs 
as a share o( total sectoral output. However it was impossible 
to reacl1 a conclusion as to the relative effectiveness of each of the 
policy instruments. 

It is clear Lhat ali the components of the relative price of 
manufactured exports - the world market price, exchange policies 
and all of the subsidies - had decisive effecLs on the behavior 
of the secLor's exports. And the exports, in turn, reacted positively 
and significantly in the sarne proporlion to all stimuli to their 
relative price. 
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Statistical appendix 

Table 

Variables Used 

l.tii.,, jhou• 1970 - 100) 

Qu•ritum J,; R11lnti,it1 Prit:l! of Mnnuforlu1M � 
p• Nnmi- E�,!H'lrh nt 1'.nir!h E11�hnn-rtll Rn.11'! CyeliOJ1I 

Yco.r11 º"º- n•I ]' Vorio.hle 
]nrlu11- ..... E,- Onmfl:l!li� (%) 

�l11nufu- tri11l Frire ll'hnn1f P,ine nf 
lut..d 'Prndu�- �111nu- 'R.at• ,d !t.ionu� J•A Pll J•C PD PR PJ.' 

R11l)Orh tit1n tntlure.ii E�tnh tn,tutt:! 

19.10 3.1,0 4H,O 11.'l,O :l,40 Hl!I U2,:l 110,0 128,1 137,H 1111,:l '1!1,0 H,80 
11160 35,0 M,O "·º 4,20 2,0II 111, .� 80,7 91,0 rn1.1 H,4 n,o g,51 
me 1 �Q,7 .IH,2 77,íl Ci,0(1 • ,20 110,H 11.1,7 ílíl,H rn,,:i 7H,n 77, 1 11,40 
rno2 32,3 02,8 77,1 �.r� 0,10 107 ,4 11.'l,O ªª·' 104,0 70,5 74,7 10,80 
1003 32,8 02,0 l!ll,O 12,0 11,1 08,0 70, 2 IUl,8 íl5,.I 70.� n�.o 2,07 
101\4 3-l,H 6H, 1 íl5,0 27 ,a �O.• l:l0,7 101,4 117 ,7 120,íl 93,4 � 1,J --(],OI 
100.1 Nl,2 a:i,n 11.1,H 41,4 :12,R rn�.:i H7.íl 97 .� 1114,H JUl,íl j(l, 1 -IJ,70 
IOM .IH,n íl9,2 Híl,5 48,o 4:l ,5 mo.o Hl,1 90,0 00,H H,7 ;�,o -12,50 
1007 05,7 7U 87 ,7 611,:l �.o a:i,o 8'l,H �.:l Oll,7 1111,9 79,0 -17,80 
10ll8 00,9 1111,8 1111,4 73,9 71,2 O:l,8 01,1 Sl,5 01,4 R.1,n U,J -1:l,M 
IM9 11.l,5 00,0 91,7 IUl,7 85,íl íl8,1 n1 ,1 t:l�, 1 1711,e 02,4 íl 1,4 --10,M 
1070 100,0 100,0 I00,0 100,0 100,0 I00,0 100,íl 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 -8,ílíl 
1071 ]fl.1,0 114,J 111,0 11�.n IIH,O lOH,2 lnH,4 110,0 100,] 110,:l 111,U -:l,S.I 
1072 15.!,0 120,a 124 ,O 120,0 l:lO,O 117 ,O 118,0 121,5 IIH,3 121, 1 121,5 (],78 
107:l 177,0 150, 1 17�.o 13.1,0 150,0 Uíl,2 151,7 1.11,8 Uíl,O 1!\11,0 150, 2 7,2:l 
11174 lllJ,O 11\4,9 240,0 l4H,O 202,0 1110,2 1Hl,H 192,7 IHO, l 101,5 191 ,1 H,39 
107! 2(}jl,O 175,2 244,0 177,0 202,0 11\4,H 167 ,n 1H�.íl 173,0 11111,] 11111,0 0,20 
rn7e 21• ,O 10,,9 2:13,0 233,0 :l�7,0 ll!"J,t 16-1,7 n�.s rns.o 172,4 1�.o �-10 
1017 2e5,0 201,4 201,0 3CS,O 407 ,o rn 1 ,7 104,0 180.� 1 S2,3 17H,O rn2,o �.oe 
101S :!4(],0 211,H 240,0 304,0 073,0 14-1,0 147 ,íl 102 ,7 100,2 102, 1 17:l,3 3,24 

SOURCE.'l: 1, Quantum ir11:liC(!11, 1�•1 E .a.r1t! P: c�fljU.fllU"n 1-�t"a■&mitn, Nov. 10n Cn�p,nduiJ, lo•. 1018, A�r. 1077, July nnd Doo. IE70: .RtJlth'm d.tJ 
Ban�tJ c .. 1,a!, S.ol. rn,o 

!!. PA, PR, PC, PD, PR, PP: cotiatnu•id fremi tllieit 1eiioeth"f:! d�initln1:1■ ln thll le:tl 111nd informatinn 1JffafntM in Talil,- 1. 
:3 ti i■ iderititi-ed b}' llui retidunl.fll nt 1'11e C!("JW1lit1n tl,lll fita ti,(! tu1df:!ney llf the llfltural lC11111ritlim te lhe indt'I nt 1 1,du.dri n.1 llU1Dut, tlint il!: 

,n - 3. 7 + O.OS '1', R• - 0,00. 
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Table 2 

Relations Belween RHO (P) a11d lhe Slandm·d Error 
of lhe Regression •

(p) 
RHO 

0,00 

O,Oii 

0,10 

0,15 

0,20 

0,25 

0,30 

0,35 

0,40 

0,4.'5 

0,50 

0,55 

0,60 

0,65 

0,70 

0,75 

0,80 

0,85 

0 90 

0,95 

1,00 

StBndBrd Error of the Regression - EquBtion 1 

Exchang Rate Including 
Fiscal Subsidies 

E (1 + Ã1 + >-2) 

0,1580 

0,1570 

o, 1560 

0,1550 

0,1548 

0,1547° 

0,1540 

0,]550 

0,1560 

0,lii64 

0,1570 

0,1580 

0,1582 

0,1584 

0,1582 

0,1580 

0,1565 

0,1550 

0.1540 

0,1530 

0,1525b 

Effective Exchnnge Rnte 
E (1 + >., + >.2 + >.a) 

0,15-13 

0,1530 

0,1520 

0,1513 

0,150!) 

0,150Sb 

0,1510 

0,1514 

0,1520 

0,1530 

0,1540 

0,1545 

0,1550 

0,1560 

0,1562 

0,1561 

0,1560 

O 1550 

0,1540 

0,15283 

0,15281" 

NOTES� •Nqative valuet1 rif p ho"4! boon dil!ll'@llarc:led. 

• Rale.tive minimum. 

li Ab1i0luh minimum. 
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On the causes of the recent inflationary 
acceleration * 

André Lam Resende •• 
Francisco Lopes •• 

I - The econometrics of Brazilian inflation 

.Brazilian inflation has usually been analysed on the basis of the 
modcl o( the Phillips curve which postulates an inverse relationship 
betwcen inflation and product gap, as in the following equation: 

P = -a (y" - y) + P"; a > O (I) 

where yr is the natural logarithm of the potential product, y the 
logarithm o[ the product, (y, - y) approximately the product 
gap, P the rate of inflation anel P• the expected rate of inflation. 

The theoretical interpretation o[ this trade-off and the 
confidence in its stability over time have suffered great changes 
since Phillips' original work appea1·ed. However, such an equation, 
or other similar formulation, was estimated with data on the 
Brazilian economy in various works -with apparently very satisfactory 
results. 1 

Equation (1) can be deducted from three basic equations: 

11 - 17 = a, ('y" - y) ; a1 > O 

p = lV 

rü = -a2 (tt - it) + P•; a2 > O 

Editor's note: Translation not rcvisecl b)' the author. 

• Originally publi!hed in Pesquisa e Planejamento Econ6mico, 11 (!) :599-616, 
lkccmber 1981. 

• • CaLholic Uni\·ersity, Rio de Janeiro. 

1 See, for example, thc worlcs of Lemgruber (197!1 and 1974) and 
Contador ( 1977) . 
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The first is Okun's law, which associates the deviations in 
the rate of unemployment, u, in relation to the natural rate o[ 
unemployment, ü, to the product gap. The second, assuming a 
constant mark up, states that prices grow according to costs of
production, that is to say, wages, w. And, finally, the third is a 
relation of the expected real wage adjustment to excess demand 
in the labour market, an equation, however, which assumes 
implicitly that wages are fixed in a totally independent way from 
the wage policy. One should remember that over the last 15 years 
there have been compulsory wage readjustments in Brazil, which 
could only be avoided by companies adopting the costly expedient 
of increasing the turnover of their labour force. ln this sense, 
the Brazilian experience is unique, but its implication for the 
evolution of wages is totally ignored by equations (4) and (1). 

vVithout assuming a priori whether the wage policy is
irrelevant or not, one can formulate a model which allows such 
a hypothesis to be tested, dividing the labour market into two 
sectors. 

ln the first, called market sector, for which the adjustment 
equation is equivalent to the model of the Phillips curve, the 
salary, therefore, is not affected by the wage policy. 

'1»1 = -b (yP - y) + P•; b > o (5) 

On the other hancl, in the second, called the institutional 
sector, wages depend on the legal minimum wage, Ülmia, here being 
used as a proxy for the legal readjustment, and possibly also 
on excess demand. 

Wmln - e (y" - y} ; e > o 

The growth rate of the average salary in the economy is 
obtained by: 

(6) 

(7) 

where a is the relative weight of the market sector in the labour 
market, 

Industrial prices are considered here to be obtained by applying 
a mark up rule on costs in accordance with: 
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where P1 is the industrial price, m the mark up, w the nominal 
wage, g the output/labour ratio, p• the price in foreign currency 
of imported inputs, e the exchange rate, d• the output/imported 
input ratio, d the output/domestic input ratio and Q the price 
of the domestic input. 

This formulation, including imported inputs in industrial 
costs, allows one to considcr the impact of external shocks (S) , 
which seem to have played an important part in recent Brazilian 
inilation. Taking d, cL• and the mark up m as constant and 
expressing equation (8) in terms of rates of variation, we have: 

P, = Ão (ê + J'!.) + Â1 (W - g) + Ãa� (9) 

Substituting (5) and (6) in (7), and then (7) in (9), one 
obtains: 

P1 = Ão (é+ fl.!.) + À1a P' - Ã1g + À1 (I - a)wm1.n

- [A1a b + A1 (l - a) e] (yP - y) + A2Q. (10) 

It is presurned, furthermore, that the expected inflation is 
simply past inflation and the growth rate in the prices of domestic 
inputs is the average rate of growth of current industrial prices 
;md past inflation: 

P• =-= P_1 

Q = ôÍ', + (l - Õ) p_l 

(11) 

(12) 

It is convenient, in arder to obtain the foreign inflationary 
pressure variable in terms of shocks and to test the relative 
importance of the labour market sector, that the variables be 
defined as õ = ê + P: - P_1 and w = "Wm1a - g. 

Thus, equation (10) can be rewritten as follows: 

where 

�I) 
Yo =

.......,...l---=-ÕÀ
,....

:i-

À1 (1 - a)
Yt = 1 - ôJ..2 

Àa + À1a + Âa (I - �)
Y2 = 1 - M2 
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The results of the estimation of equation (13) are shown 
in Table l. 

As the rate of growth of industrial prices can be one of the 
explanatory variables both of the nominal wage and of the 
rate of exchange - especially the lauer, due to the system of 
mini-devaluations, more ar less in accordance with the parity oi 
purchasing power, followed by Brazil during the greater part of 
the period of the sarnple - these two variables are not exogeneous 
to the model. To overcome this difficulty, the model was estimated 
using instrumental variable method, the results of which are 
shown in equations (1) and (2) of Table l. The variables 
p*, P _ 1, g, (yp - y), the constam, the dummy for 1963 and the
rate of growth of the import quantum served as instruments. 
A durnrny was introduced for the year 1963 when it was observecl 
that the errar in this year is systematically about three times the 
standard errar of the regression. Structural change, still not fully 
understood, seerns to have occurred in 1963. 

Both the product gap as well as the per caj1ila incarne growth 
rate have insignificant coefficients (and with opposite signs to 
those expected). Therefore, y3 and y� are statistically not different 
from zero (note that if y3 = O, then aÃ1 = O) . As J..1 ,- O as 
one can see from the fact that y1 + O, one can conclude that 
a = O, that is to say, the rnarket sector is negligible in the Jabour 
market. 

1f a= O and y4 = O, then À1c = O, which means that e = O, 
that is to say, the response of wages in the institutional sector 
to demand pressures is insignificant. 

The restricted model, without a constant and with y3 = y� = O, 
was estimated and the results are in equation (2). ln equations 
(3) and (4), estimated by ordinary least squares, the exaggerated
values of the coeHicients of the externai shock variable confirm
the suspicion that the exchange rate is not an exogenous variablc
in the model. 2 

!! Note that thc cocfíicients o( thc variablcs b and ól are not cxactly thosc 
o( imported inputs ;,_. and wagcs Ã1 in the total costs, but are expandcd 

l 

by the factor l - 6�., • 
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Tablc 1 

Equnliou of Inc/11slrfr1l Prices - 1960/78 • 
(Dependent Variable: P 1) 

Independcnt \"111fahles

Constnnl, 

/, ::; fl_, o (y"-y) Dummy• 

Equation (1) 
W = 0.97 8E 0.04 0.0267 0.2770 U.0014 o.a:;1:1 U. lil:i 0.0í3� 0.2S2� 
DW = 2.30 (0.4."i) (2.5S) (2. 68) ( L. 4i) (0.3'3) (o.:rn) (5.32) 

Equat cn (2) 
= O.!l7 81� 0.03 0.3803 0.4219 () /">545 li. 2!127

DW "" 1. 59 (4.98) (3.78) (5.05) (7.22) 

Equntion (3) 
= 0.98 SE 0.03 0.023 O.a&q 0.46.'i 0.4!'>4 Cl. Oi'3 0.036 0.254 

DW = 2.08 (O. 50) (5.93) (6.64) (4.46) (O. li) (0.29) (7.43) 

F.quation (4) 
W = 0.!18 SE 0.03 0.431 0.426 0.552 0.200 
DW = 1.% (7.2!1) (6.77) (10.03) (7. !ll) 

Thti ,·.ah.1� i11 hrarJ.c,h, 11rt IJ!� "tntinlic I. TJ!I' q11r�li11m1 ill 011d (!?) wcrc f'.'ltim:itfd U!'li111 1J1r inl'llrumr-nt:1I ,·nri11lilr mr1l1orl u,d M111:atinn111 {3) !ltH! (11 
y win■ fln..linnr}' lUL"'lt t11u:u�. 
Il,1,n 1, IM:1 



The apparenLly favourable results obtaine<l in other work 
for Lhe model of the Phillips curve, where the gap appears 
significantly among the inflation determinants, disappear when a 
more complete model is estimated. The inclusion of variables 
that capture the shock and wage policy effects in the equation 
of industrial prices makes the trade-off between inflation and 
product gap disappear. This apparent Lrade-off has been utilized to 
justify the need for recessive policies in order to successfully fight 
the current Brazilian inflation. Contador, 3 for example, bases 
his argument on a graph (like Graph 1, which follows), interpreting 
it on the basis of the interacLion between gap and expectations 
according to the traditional model of Phillips' curve, but Graph I 
can be interpreted according to the alternative model of equation 
(3). The 1964/6í period, when inflation was greatly reduced , 
coincides ,vith the wage policy of the first post-1964 government, 
which, as has been widely studied, exercised strict contra] over 
the minimum wage, while the 19 73/ 74 years, when inflation 
accelerated, coincides with a pcriod of externai shock, due to the 
increase in the prices of petroleum. These are precisely the two 
periods in which the gap and inflation are moving in the direction 
prescribed by the Phillips curve. ln fact, small alterations in the 
gap in these two pcriods seen to be associated with great 
variations in the rate of inflation. 1f the estimated mo<lel does 
not t;ike into account the two important variables related to externai 
shocks and to wage policy, there will clearly be a statistical 
fabrication which will make the inverse relation between gap and 
inflation significam despi te periods such as 1967 /73, when the 
gap had a much greater variation and inflation remained stable 
or slightly on the decline. 

2 - Simulation for 1979/80 

Equation (2), besicles provicling us with a satisfactory explanation 
for the evolution of the industrial price index in the 1960/78 
period, was also milized to simulate the behaviour of industrial 
prices in I 979 and I 980, in an a ttem pt to iden ti fy the factors 
responsible for the recent inflationary acceleration (the basic 
data used in the simulations are shown in Table 2). 
,-ve have, then, for l 979: 

P, = 0_3803 (34.5 %) + o.4219 (5L3%) + o.55 45 (38.9 %) 
13,1% + 21.6% + 21.6% = 56.32%

(externa] shock) (wages) (other inputs) 

3 See Contador (1980) . 
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and for 1980: 

;:,l = 0.3803 (74.20%) + Ü.4219 (84.0%) + 0.55<15 (55.4%) 
28.2% + 35.1% + 30.7% = 94.4% 

(externai shock) (wages) (other inputs) 

1t can be seen that the value of F1 estimated for l 979 is 
exceptiona11y close to the actual figure, which, as Table 2 shows, 
was 55. 6% (the errar of the estima te is only O. 72 percentual 
points). 

Furthermore, o[ the 20% increase in the dependent variable 
between 1979 anel 1978, 13 percentual points are explained by 
the externai shock component, while the other seven are explained 
by the wages component; reflecting the only moderate impact 
on the annual average wage for 1979 of the change in the wages 
policy at the end of that ycar. It shou]d be noted, however, 
that the real minimum wage (deflated by the wholesale price 
index-domestic supply) remained constant. 

The result of the simulation for I 980 is much less satisfactory 
than for l 979: the equation explains industríal price inflation of 
94. 4%, which remains, however, 9. l percentual points below
the observed value (estimated) of I 03. 5%, This errar is almost
three times greater than the standard errar of the equation
(3 .4%) , which suggests the occunence of a structural change in
the dynamics of industrial prices. The following section will try
to show that this discrepancy is a consequence of the alteration
in the wage policy in November 1979.

lt is interesting to note that the externai shock coruponent is 
responsible for more than half the increase of about 48 percentual 
points in the obser\'ed value (estimated) of P1, which clearly 
shows - together with what was found for the previous year - the 
importance of this factor in explaining the recent acceleration 
in the in[]ationary process. 

One can use the maciel to assess the importance of the 30% 
devaluation which occurred in December 1979, within this externai 
shock component of the inflationary acceleration. 

Asstiming that the traditional practice of minidevaluations 
had remained in force thraughout the period and that it was 
equivalent to: 

(14) 
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whe1e i>• 1s the externai rate o[ in[lation. 1t follows that: 

Assuming that thc externai inilation was f>• 
utilizing the data from Table 2, we have S = f.>1 

Therefore: 

10% and 
15.2%, 

í\ = 0.3803 (/'1 - 35.4%) + 35.14% + 30.7% (16) 

which results in P1 = 84. 9%. Comparing this value with the
estima te of 87. 7%, produced by the equation when the variation 
in the exchange rate which effectively occurred is inclucled, 
shows that abandoning the parity rule of equation (l 4) resultecl 
in almost 10 percentual points in the 1980 inflation. 
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Table 2

Bn.sic Dnla Used zn the Simttlations 
(Amrnal Avemge Rates, in %) 

Yn.rinbles 
Yen.rs 

1;1 p_, �ll'IÍl'I. fj ,'!, � h. s

1978 3ii.3 3.1 :'i.0 
1979 55.ll 38.9 :i5. l :.J.8 .'>l.3 48.4 25.U 34.5 

1980 103.S 55.4 87.1 84.0 90.G 30.1 74.20 

Ô: .c;t".:i,vtb tif GDP p...�r �n.Dàt4, \\'ith auiu--th nf GnP nl 0% fl.J'ltl rl('mn1rnphlr 1rn\\0lh ,if 2 �� 

i-;... 0.�5 (� �•tml,um priee) + 0.65 (� non-p•lrol,11m priee) � O 35 (75%) + O.O� (8%l. 

l: t!iternnl 11lil"l(!k 

3 - The inflationary impact of the change m 
wage policy 

ln Novcmber l 9i9, a new Ilrazilian wage policy carne into force, 
replacing Lhe previous practice of annual wage readjustments for 
one of half-yearly reacljustment. ln this section we will try anel 
determine the magnitude of thc inflationary impact resulting from 
this change. 

Graphs 2 anel 3 show that a recluction in the inten·al between 
wage reacljustments results in an acceleration of inflation in an 
economy where profit margins are kept constant. Up to the 
moment T the economy remains in inflationary equilibrium with 
annual wage reacljustments; after T the readjustments become 
half-yearly. ln the graphs, which show the evolution over time 
of the real wage logarithm of a representative class o[ workers, 
we see that thc real wage decreases at a constam geometric rate 
(therefore, linear in log) in the 12 month period between the 
two readjustments of the nominal wage, with the rate equal to 
the rate of inflation, and that the annual (geometric) average 
real wage remains constant up to T. 

Graph 2 shows that, if the inílation rate does not change 
after T, the annual average real wage then increases due to the 
greater frequency of the reacljustments, which, however, means a 
reduction in profit margins, which contradicts our initial 
assumption. � ln fact, the only way of making more frequent wage 

� That is to s::iy /1 = (1 + 111) bw, wherc f, is the price, 111 the profit nrnrgin, 
b the labo11r/0111put ratio anel w the nominal W:lgl!, Then, we have 
(1 + m) b {w/f>) = 1, which shows that when b is constant therc cxists :m 
inl'erse relation between real wage ::ind profit margin. 
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readjusuuent compatible with unaltered profit margins is through 
an increase in the rate of innation after T, as is shown in 
Graph 3. ln this case, the average real wage does not alter, 
despite the reduction in the interval between readjustments, but 
the change in the wage policy produces, on the other hand, an 
inflationary shock. 

lt is possible to obtain a formal derivation o( this result, 
that allows us also to determine the extent of this inflationary 
impact. Let us assume that wage readjustments are made annually 
and that the economy can be divicled into 12 productive sectors 
with equal shares in the aggregate product, each sector renegotiating 
its collective labour contract in a different month of the year. 
Let us also assume that each sector readjusts its price only once 
a year, immediately after the wage reacljustment of its workers. 
Let p, be the logarithm of a general price index and p, (k) the 
Iogarithm o( the price in the month k. Let us accept as a 
simplication that the general price index is a geometric average 
of sectoral prices, so that: 

l i:: 

p, = -12 :E p,(A) 
k-1 

(17) 

The vanauon in month t of any variable x 11 will be shown 
by dx1. As each productive sector of the economy only readjusts 
its price once a year, we have dp1 (/�) = O if k ,'- t, which means 
that the monthly rate of inflation is obtained by: 

1 
dp1 = l2 dp 1 (l) (l 8)

The economy operates with constant profit margins, so that the 
increase in the price of each sector is a weighted average of the 
wage readjusunent and the increase of the average price of the 
jmermediate goods: 

clp, (t) = ydw, (t) + (1 y) dqdt) (19) 

and we can also accept that the annual price increase of the 
intermediate goods incorporated in the price readjustment is equal 
to the inflation accumulated in the previous 12 months, that is: 
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Assuming that Lhe wage policy rnle corrects the nominal 
wage according lo (ull inflation of the previous 12 months, wc 
have: 

and therefore: 

1� 

dw, (t) = I: dp,_, 
i-1

(21) 

(22) 

This last equation shows that, if dP:-i = z for j = l, 2, ... 12, 
then dp, = z, which characterizes inflationary equilibrium at the 
monthly rate of z. 

Let us assume now that society decides to adopt half-yearly 
wage readjustments and the change-over from the existing rule 
o[ annual readjusunents to the new system occurs during six 
months. ln the first month T in the six-month transition period 
there will occur, simultaneously, a readjustment on the annual 
basis o[ workers' wages, the previous readjustment having been 
made 12 months before (in T - 12), anel a readjustment on a 
half-yearly basis of workers who had their last readjustment six 
months before (in T - 6). As Graph 4 shows, after T these two 
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groups of workers start to have wage readjustment on a half-yearly 
basis. Repeating the sarne process in each month of the transition 
period, one will have, at the end, all the workers of the economy 
receiving readjustments on a half-yearly basis. 15 

vVhat happens to the rate of inflation as a consequence of 
this transition from annual to half-yearly wage readjustments? 
Note that our equation (18) now has to be replaced by: 

dp, = l2 [dp, (l) + dp1 (t • 6)] (23) 

If we accept, as a simplification, that the increases in the 
price of intermediate goods continue to be passed on to the prices 
of products on an annual basis, as in equation (20) , we have: 

and therefore: 

n 

dp1 (l - 6) = y L dp1 _1 
J•l 

I 12 y / I n 

) 12 :E dp,_, + -2- l T .E dP1--1
;-1 \ ;•1 

Assuming an inflationary equilibrium up to month T with a 

(24) 

(25) 

monthly rate of inflation of z, so that dPT-J = z for j = 1, 2, 12, 
we have: 

dp, z + yz 

-�- (26) 

which shows an inflationary acceleration in the first month o[ the 
transition phase. 

15 Thc shatcgy relatcd to lhe chan gc in Brazilian wagc policy was slighth 
diffcrcnt from thc onc wc are simulating hcre as thcrc was a rcadjustml!nt 
in Novcmbcr 1979, our month T, co1Tcsponding to thc accumulatcd infation 
of lhe prcviou� six months (22%) for .ili the workcrs who had had thcir !ast 
wagc readjustment bc1wccn thc months T - 12 :ind T - 6, and from thtn on 
:il] wagcs startcd to bc rcadj1ncd on a h:ilf-yearly basis. li is not rc:isonable, 
howcvcr. to assume that the wholc wage rcadjus1men1 cf Novcmber had hccn 
simultaneomly passl!d on to the pricc!, which justifics the simplilication we 
are adopting. 
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To calculate the rate of inflation in the second month of the 
transition phase, we note that: 

(I3+_r_)..1:_,----U - 2 
(27} 

Repeating the talculation, we obtain for the sixth month of 
the transition periotl: 

Z 13 + y; yz 
12 -2- (28) 

If we accept, as a simplification, that a new inflationary 
equilibrium is eventually reached at this final monthly rate of 
inflation, which is represenred by z', and introducing the value 
y = 0.42 obtained in Section I, we have: 

z' = 1.369 z (29) 

as a measure of the inflationary impact of the change from annual 
to half-yearly wage readjustments. Taking the rate of innation of 
55% in 1979 (see Table 2) and assuming z = (55%) / 12 = 4 .  583%, 
we obtain z' = 6.27%, which is equivalent in annual tenns 
to 75. 3% (always maintaining the linear approximation that is 
being used here) . If we add this value to the estima te of 24. 0% 
for the externai shock component calculated in the previous 
section, we get an estimate of 99. 3% = (75. 3% + 24. 0%) for 
the inflation rate in 1980, which is very dose to the actual 
value of 103. 8% (see Table 2) . 

Our theoretical model also provides an explanation for the 
discrepancy of 19.8 percentual points between the rate of inflation 
(of industrial prices) for 1980 and the corresponding value 
projected by equation (2) of Section 1. It is easy, though rather 
tedious, to see that: 
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As the equation of regrcssion of Section 1 only incorporates 
lhe first term of this equation, therefore, one can predict a priori 
a discrepancy betwecn the econometrically estimated value equal 
to the second term. Substituting the values for z and y, we 
obtain an estimate of 14. 4 percentual points for this discrepancy 
of 19.8 percentual points found in the previous section. 

4 - Conclusion 

The econometric exercise of Section l suggests that, when wages 
anel externai shocks, caused by an increase in the domestic cost 
of imported inputs, are explicitly considered, the trade-off between 
the inflation - measured by industrial prices - and the product 
gap disappears. 

The traditional inverse relationship between the rate of 
unemployment or the product gap - since these two variables are 
alternative measures of the degree of slack in the economy and 
form a stable relationship according to Okun's Law - and thc 
rate of inílation of industrial prices apparently cannot be found 
in the data for the Brazilian economy in the last two decades. ln 
this case, the possibility of exercising contrai over aggregate 
demand to combat inflation disappears. 

Such a rernlt is to say the le.ist surprising for thosc that 
�re accustomed to exlrapolate the clynamics of prices in competitive 
microeconomic markets to the economy as a whole and to the 
labour market in p.irticular. If a reduction of aggregate demand 
raisês the unemployment rate to higher leveis than the natural 
or equilibrium rate, in principie the growth rate of nominal wages 
should be reducec.l. Even if thc mark ups are insensitive to c.lemand, 
the reduction in the rate, of growth of wages will reduce the rate 
of inflation. 

This work questions the possibility o[ such a market mechanism 
working in an economy like the Brazilian one, where wages 
are conected by Iaw on thc basis o[ past inHation in which case 
it only will not be p3ssed on in full to costs if the expedicnt 
of increasing the labour turnover is used. Such an expedient is, 
however, extremely costly for the companie� that invest in 
personnel selection and training anel imposes an inevitable strain 
on company/worker relations, with negative impact on productivity. 

The examination of the effects of a change from annual to 
half-yearly wage readjustments, presented in Section 3, shows also 
that the practice of wage indexation has important effects on 
real wages and the rate of inílation. A correct understanding of 
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this relationship is vital if a policy for fighting inflation is to be 
designed without having perverse side-effects on real wages and 
the levei of employment. 
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On the causes of the recent inflationary 
acceleration: a comment * 

Claudio R. Contador•• 

1 - Introduction 

ln a recent study, Resende and Lopes (1981) examined the causes 
of the acceleration in inflation in 1980 through an equation in 
which prices are explained by the wage policy and by externa} 
shocks. On the basis of empírica} results, they conclude that there 
is no significant trade-off between inflation and product gap. 

This paper questions these empírica) results and shows that the 
employment of a longer period would lea<l 10 opposite conclusions; 
the inclusion of shocks raises the significance level of the trade-off. 

2 - General observations 

The empirical analysis of Resende and Lopes covers the 1960/78 
period with data relating to industry. The dependent variable 
is the rate of growth of the Industrial Product, Wholesale Prices 
Index, Total Supply (column 26 of Conjuntura Econômica). 

lt is important to mention that thc empirical models of the 
Phillips curve, in its varied versions, are not concerned with an 
isolaced sector. Other authors, like Contador (1977 and 1980) and 
Lemgruber (1973 and 1974) emphasized the trade-off between 
aggregate variables, like the gap in GDP, ar its deviation in relation 
to the trend, and a general price index. This is the first divergence 
in relation to Resende and Lopes' model. 

Editor·s note: Tr:mslation not rcvised by the author, 

• Originally publishcd in PeJquisa ,: Planejamento Econdmico, 12 (2) :607-14, 
Augun 1982. 

•• ProfcS!:or in Gr:idua1e Studies in Administration COPPEAD/UFRJ. 
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ln second place, the authors seem to be more concerned with 
forecast of the growth of industrial prices in 1980 than with an 
understanding of a more ample phenomenon. For a forecast, 
there exist other simpler methodologies, like that of Box and 
Jenkins (1970), which do not require exact theoretical models. 

Thirdly, the formation of inflation expectations is very simple 
in Resende and Lopes' empi1·ical model, which presupposes the 
price v::,riation in the previous period as the best expectation for 
the presem. The formation of expectations is one of the most 
criticai variables in these models, and the conclusions against the 
signi[icant trade-oH may result from Resende and Lopes' 
specification. However, this is not a crucial aspecL in our comments. 

Resende and Lopes' analysis is, nevertheless, laudable in 
drawing attention to the effects of real externai and domestic 
(wages) shocks on inflation. The criticism that follows is partial, 
as it does not include the effects of the new system of wage 
readjustments (Law no. 6.708, 1979), almo:;t outside the period 
used for the em pirical analysis. 

3 - The empirical results 

The specification in question is more conventional than that of 
Resende and Lopes and takes the form of: 

where P corresponds to the price index, H is the product gap or 
the deviation in relation to trend, S is the externai "shock" and u 
the aleatory residues. lt is expected Lhat: a 1 > O; n2 < O if H
con-esponds to the gap, or a !! > O if related to the deviation 
in the real product in relation to tendency; and a3 > O. The 
externai shock includes variations in the price of oil in dollars 
and of intermediate goods, besides variations in the rate o( exchange. 

Therefore there exist two nominal variables on the right-hand 
side of thc reduced form (1) : past inflation and the nominal 
shocks. Consequently, it is not possible to impose a priori the 
condition where the parameter a 1 will be dose to unity, as is 
normally dane in more orthodox models that postulate a zero 
trade-off in Lhe long tcrm. It should be noted that despiLe iLs 
orthodoxy, Lhe reduced form (1) is similar to the final specification 
adopLed by Resende and Lopes. 



Using the wholesale prices index, industrial products (the 
sarne as used by Resende and Lopes), Table I shows some 
empírica) results. The first three regressions are based on December 
to lJecember variations (inexplicably not tested by Resende and 
Lopes) and the following three on variations of annual averagcs. 
The values in brackets below the parameters correspond to the 
statistic t and those below the multiple determination coefficient 
are the sarne parameter adjusted for degrees of freedom. 

To represent the oil shock the growth rate in the dollar 
price of imported oil was used according to column 46 of the 
foreign trade price index, from Conj,mtura Económica and, for 
the price of imported intermediate goods, column 41, figures which 
are only available after 1962, price constancy (zero growth) 
being assumed for the previous period. 

Ali the parameters show the expected sign and satisfactory 
levei of significance, with the exception of thc one relating to 
the gap in regression 1. There is no evidence of serial correlation 
in the resídues. 

Contrary to Resende and Lopes' conclusions, the inclusion 
of the "shock" variable raises the levei of significance of the gap 
parameter. The sLrong colinearity between the variations in oil 
prices and intermediate goods does not allow the two variables 
to be included in the sarne regression. However, the levei of 
significance of a2 is still modest (10%) and the technique of 
constructing the gap is somewhat controversial. 

Repeating the experiment with the deviation in the real 
industrial product in relation to the exponemial trend, where 
parameter a2 should now be positive, the empirical results are 
even better, as is shown in Table 2. The inclusion of externai 
shocks definitely improves the explanatory power of the model of 
the Phillips curve in a less convencional version, restícted to the 
industrial sector. 

It still remains to be seen if similar conclusions would be 
obtained for the real aggregate product. After all, the trade-off 
has been discussed more for aggreg:ue variables likc the GDP. So 
as not to make these comments too long, Table 2, which follows, 
shows only the empirical results of the conventional model without 
supply shocks and the modified model with oil price shocks (PP). 
The period is the sarne (1950/79) in Tables I and 2, and the 
price indices correspond to annual averages. The inflation is 
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N Table I 

Explanation o/ Industrial Product, Wholesale Prices: Trade-O/f Measured by the Gap 
1n the Industrial Product - in the 1950/78 Period 

Shocks 
w PB.!lt 

Rcgrcssion Indices Consmnt Inflntion Gnp• lnt.cnnedinte <W> DW
Oil Consumptinn 

1 Dec./Dec. 0,18Sl 0,6629 - 0,7íl0l .. 0,361 2,13 
(2,90) (3,89) (--l,5S) (0,314) 

2 Dec.{Dec. 0,1718 0,4-"21 -·0,7949 0,33('13 0,532 1,88 
(3,09) (2,76) (-1,82) (3,07) (0,478) 

3 Dec./Dec. 0,1743 0,3993 - 0,7570 0,3972 0,574 1,77 
(3,�9) (2,50) (- 1,82) (3,60) (0,525) 

4 Average 0,1215 0,8276 -0,C999 0,574 2,39 
(2,C6) (5,99) (-·1,86) (0,525) 

5 Average 0,1131 0,6856 -0.6542 0,1913 0,647 2,18 
(2,66) (4,82) ( ..:.1,87) (2,41) (0,621) 

6 Average o, 11.56 0,6418 -0,6133 0,2.147 0,666 2,13 
(2,80) (4,50) (-1,S0) (2,68) (0,627) 

• Gop abtoinlld by no dilforon,o (io 1010) botwen lho odllll) nnd pcwitial GDP. Tbo pctootioJ GDP wu 01lim1tod by tbo o,gooeolial 1101•0,y lo 
tba ••toai GDP io 19-10 aod 1g14_ 

.. Nao...i1nifianl nt tho �% lnol in tho cne-lailod tal (11� ,e o). 



Table 2 

Explanalion of Industrial Product,. Wholesale Prices: Trade-Off Meassured by Deviation 
in Relation:, !º. lhe Trend. - 1950 /78 Period 

Shocks 
n2 Pn.st 

Regressicn lndices_ Constant lnllation Deviation lntennedinry <W> DW 
Oil 

Corummption 

1 Dcc./Dec. 0,1304 0,6396 0,9021 0,390 2,13 

(2,21) (3,97) (l,98) (0,345) 

2 , Dec.fDcc. 0,1149 0,4302 0,8745 0,3245 0,555 1,87 
(2,33) (2,76) (2,20) (3,10) (0,504) 

3 Dcc.fDec. 0,1199 0,3796 0,8360 0,3903 0,595 1,76 

(2,45) (2,50) (2,W) (3,62) (0,548) 

4 Avcrage O,O'i"rfM 0,8079 0,7761 0,599 2,43 
(1,58) (6_33) (2,32) (0,569) 

5 Avcra.ge 0,0654" 0,6706 0,7189 0,1852 0,667 2,21 

(1,59) (5,06) (2,30) (2,30) (ô,628) 

6 Avcrnge 0,0705 0,6299 0,6921 0,2'.376 0,686 2,17 
(1,76) (4,74) (2,24) (2,67) (0,650) 

NI • D11,iaLion in adl.LII] ODP (in lcp] in relation to 11.1:D(ln1nti.al in th■ puiod. 

" Non--oipilica.nt ai Ih• 10% levei. u, 



measured by the general price index, domestic supply availability 
(column 2 of Conjuntura Económica): 

AP 
0.0855 + 0.9023 

(2. I 9) (7. 23) 
R� = 0.674; R2 

= 0.650; DW + 1.92 

- 0.6556 H,

(-1. 78) (2) 

t,,p 
--ú-

0.0841 
• 1 

p 
+ 0.7702 -- - 0.6588

�,-1 
H1 

PP O. 1690 ----=-=
rr, 

{2 .33) (6 .00) 
R� 0.731; R.2 = 0.700; DW 

(-1.93) 
- l.73

(2. 35) (S) 

Once again, the inclusion of the oil price shock improves the 
significance levei of the trade off between the inflation and the 
gap in the real GDP. Imposing the condition of non-existence of 
the trade-off in the Iong term (that is to say, a

1 = 1) , the natural 
rate of idle capacity is estimated at around 15%. • Furthermore, 
each 10% increase in the cruzeiro cost of imported oil has the 
effect of raising the idle capacity by 2.5 percentual points, 
keeping the rate of inflation constant. 

4 - Conclusions 

Thus, the empirical results do not reject the existence of a 
significam 1rade-off between the rise in prices and idle capacity, 
nor the upward shift in the curve in the presence of supply shocks. 
The important imp1ication of these results for economic policy 
is that, for a given expectcd rate o( inflation, a supply shock, like 
that of oil, has the effect o( raising the natural rate of unemployment. 

• lf a, = l and assuming that thc other parameters do not change, 
cquation (1) from the test bccomes: 

AP AP U 
Ili"-" - -- = 00 + a,H, + a, ---.,-

1 
+ u, 

r, P,., ,. 

ln lhe long tcrm, ignoring the residue, wc obtain: 

� l:aS H, ---..1...--
-

a, • S, 

According 10 the estimated values in the 1:ist regression, we find that, 

when E_= O, the natural idle c:ipacity is equal to 0.127 (= 0.084 + 0.6!í88) 
�. 

and, for cach 10% increase in the price of oi!, the idle c:ipacity increascs 
0.025 (= 0.169 + 0.U588 X 0.1). 
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This means that to return to ar maintain the equivalent economic 
growth is more inflationary than in the absence of shocks. Any 
similarity with what occurred in I 980 in Brazil, when maintaining 
an 8% growth in the GDP resulted in an in(Iation of I 10%, or 
with 1981, when the inílation obstinately refused to decline, even 
at the cost of a severe cooling-off, cannot be considered as a mcre 
coincidence. 

A more elaborate model can and should incorporate a series 
of other shock variables. ln this respect, Resende and Lopes' 
work is highly lauclable in the sense of opening up the way. 
However, unemployment (measured by the gap, by the trend 
deviation, or any other variable) cannot be ignored. One of the 
criticisms of economic policy in l 98 I is exactly the attem pt to 
revive a model which was completely wrong as regards the politica] 
and economic conditioners. A previous work by Contador (1980) 
warned of this danger, showing that the cyclical phase experienced 
by the Brazilian economy in 1979 was the complete opposite of 
that of the beginning of the "miracle" in 1968. Unfortunately, 
Resende and Lopes' article can unintentionally give the idea that 
fighting inflation does not have serious short term repcrcussions 
on economic growth, independem of the cyclical phase that the 
economy finds itself in. 
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On the causes of the recent inflationary 
acceleration: a reply * 

Francisco Lopes • • 

André Lara Resende•• 

Written at the end of I 980, our work tried to exámine the causes 
of the acceleration in inflation which occurred in the second half 
of 1978. The analysis concentrated on the impact of three factors 
on the inflationary process: the increase in the international 
price of oil, the maxidevaluation of the cruzeiro and the wage 
policy. One result of the study was that, when these shock elements 
are incorporated into the maciel of the Phillips curve, similar to 
that usecl previousiy by LemgTUber (1974) and Contador (1977), 
it becomes impossible of obtain a significant estimate for the 
traditional inverse relation between the rate of inflation (measured 
by the wolesale price inclex, total supply, industrial goods and 
the product gap. ln our opinion, the absence of a perceptible 
trade-off between these variables can be easily explained in an 
economy with compulsory and generalized wage indexation. ln any 
case, however, it seems to us that it is obvious that the estimates 
then existing for the trade-off - which normally indicate relatively 
mode�t lasses in the levei of activities associated with substantial 
falis in the rate of inflation - have to be viewecl with great 
suspicion. 

ln his comments on our article, Contador seeks to question 
this empirical result stating that " ... the employment of a longer 
period would Iead to opposite conclusions: the inclusion of shocks 
raises the signifir.ance levei of the trade-off." It is clear, however, 
that the new econometric exercise which he presents is a long way 

Editor's note: Tr:mslation not revised by the author, 
• Originally publisbed in Pt:squisa ,: Plane:jam,:nto Econdmico, 12 (2) :61!í-22, 
August 1982. 
• • Catholic Univenity, Rio de Janeiro. 
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from being a mere extension of the sam pie period of our model, 
as stated. 

Contador is guilty of two shortcomings that completely 
misrepresent the question analysed in our work. One of them 
concerns the exchange policy: as the measure of externai shock, 
he uses the rate of growth of the oil price in dollars, arbitrarily 
assuming :zero growth before 1962. 1 The use of this variable may 
be acceptable if the exchange devaluations had been determined 
throughout the whole period analysed by a stable rule of indexation, 
keeping the parity of purchasing power in relation to Lhe dollar. 
It is known however, Lhat this did not happen (it should be 
noted that the period analysed is 1950/79). Instead of introducing 
an unnecessary problem of variable errar, Contador would have 
dane better to follow our own methodology, that uses the exchange 
rate to build an index in cruzeiros of imported inputs anel 
estimates its regrcssion through instrumental variables. Even better 
would have been to use Lhe price in cru:zeiros of an important 
oil deriva tive (like fuel oil), which. however, nane of us had 
the idea of doing. The policy of subsidizing the internai price 
of oil, carried out up to 1979. produced a very different evolution 
of this price in relation to the international price (we have more 
to say about this ]ater). 

'Ihe second shortcoming in Contador's comments is, in our 
opinion, the most important. As is known, after 1965 a wage policy 
carne into existence in the Brazilian economy, which determines 
in a compulsory and generali:zed way the minimum wage 
readjustments for ali workers legally employed. ln the first few 
years, at Ieast until 19GB, the wage indexation was imperfect and 
did not accurately accompany the evolution in the cost of living. 2 

ln this pcriod, howevcr, the wage policy introduced a deflationary 
shock in the economy, and it was this consideration that led to 
the inclusion of the minimum wagc variation in our regression. 

An alternative technique, that tries to capture the wage shock 
through a dztmmy variable, produced the results in Table I (it 
should be noted that the dummy allows thc inflation lag coefficient 
to be less in the I 965 /67 period) . Both in the case of the wholesale 
price índex, domestic supply, general (WPI - DS - General), and 
in the cost of Iiving index, Rio de Janeiro (CLI-RJ), the regressions 
with the dummy show estimates of lower statistical significance 
for the gap coefficient (the values in brackets are the l - statistics 

1 The justifica1ion for 1his hypothesis of 2ero grow1h was 1he inexiuenc� of 
data for the periocl prior to 1962 in Conjuntura Econdmica. As one is d.ealing 
wi1h pricc in dollars, it is cnrious 1hat Contador was not capable of producing 
a serie� of prices before this year. 
2 See Simonsen (1974) in thi! rcspect. 
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Table l 

Estimates Wilh Wage Policy Dummy (Dtlmmy for 1965 /67) 

1- WPI - DS
1952181 Pc,iod 
OLSQ

n - Without dummy
q4 � 0.103 - 1.0'25 H + 1.065 qd (-1) 

(1.90) (-2.44) (8.74) 

h - With dummy 
q� ... 0.049 - o.522 li + 1. 145 4d t-1) - o.264 [a. ,jd e- 1)1 

(0.8!l) (-1.15) (!l.58) (--2.21) 

2 - CLI--RJ 
l953fi9 Period 
OLSQ 

n - Without dummy 
ili q, .,. 0.087 - 0.807 H 

(2. 16) (-2.36) 

b - With dummy 
ili�. = o.04'.l - o.ou; 11 - o.:m [5. 9• (-1)1 

(1.15) (-0. 04) ( --3. �) 

Def:nilion d 1yrnbt,l1• 

� - ] ir, tlill'! yu11t 1(]15/57: 
Q,a • l'lltl! ril 11111i.!llinn nf \VPI-IA 1 nn,111n.l nvflr-9�1!: 

l3 ·• - tilf.l! d 11:1...1 i11lit1n nl CLI-RJ, 11nr,u,nl D.VflPSJ:11!: 
..,. lJ • ODP a:111, cotet1dnl iirodul!t «wiwina nt 'l% .a YMI', IM'(] 1"11 ln uno. 

R?- "' 0.74 
DW = 1.96 
SER "' 0.140 

Ir- = 0.78 
DW = 2.32 
SER = O. 130 

R2 = 0.19 
DW = 1. 79 
SER= 0.11-i 

w = 0.46 
DW = 1. 76 
SER = 0.095 



of the parameters). Despite the correct coefficient sign, it is not 
possible to reject the hypothesis of a zero coefficient, at a signi[ir.ance 
Ievel of 5%. 

The deflationary shock during the 1965/67 (1968?) period 
is not, however, the only difficulty that the wage policy introduces 
in the econometric analysis of the Brazilian inflationary process. 
lt seems reasonable to accept that wage indexation was almost perfect 
from 1969 on (taking into consideration the wage bonus in I 974). 
Why, then, have we not eliminated from our sample the "difficult" 
years of 1965/GS and carried out the analysis with the data 
that remain, without considering the wage policy? 

The answer is that, even if the wage indexation had been 
100% perfect from I 969 on, one could not guaran tee a priori 
that the gap coefficient woulcl be the sarne both in the period prior 
to I 965 (when there was no formal indexation mechanism) and 
in the period of full indexation a[ter I 969. There exists a 
comprehensive foreign literature on the practical difficulties of 
evaluating the inílationary impact of wage and price control 
policies, which emphasizes precisely the inadequacy of regressions 
that mix observa1ions for periocls with contrai, with observations 
for periods without contrai. 3 The estimates I and 2 of Table 2, 
for the sarne equation of the Phillips curve in the l 952/64 nnd 
1969/81 periods, seem to conlirm this objection. ln any case, to 
estimate a regression with a 29 year sample (1950/79), for an 
economy that underwent a series ,,f strüctural and institutional 
changes in the period, in our opinion, shows an unjusti!iable 
confidence in the econometric method. 

Probably, the safest strategy to avoid these difficulties, 
associated with the wage policy, is to work with a sample for 
the 1969/81 period, as we did in estimates 2 and 4 Table 2. lt 
should be noted that, besides the gap coefficient losing significance 
(and showing the wrong sign) when we introduce externai shock 
variables in estimates 3 and 4, a better statistical adjusunent 
is also obtained when we utilize the rate of variation in the price 
in cruzeiros of fuel oil, as we have suggested previously. It is 
also worth noting that in estimate 3, when we utilize the rate 
of variation in the price in dollars of imports, the inflation Iag 
coefficient appears with an unrealistically high value, while in 
estima te 4 the sum of the coefficien ts of inflation lag and the rate 
of variation in the price of fuel oil is approximately unitary, 
as one would expect. 

As is known, small modifications in the hypotheses of a model 
or in Lhe set of data used to estimate it, or even in the estimation 

a For example, Lipsey and Parkin (19i0) and Oi (1976). 
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N) 
c,,e 

Table 2 

Estimate.s With Externai Shock 
(Dependent Variable: Rate of Variation of WPI-IA, Annual Average) 

EBtimate (Period) 
/Method cf 

EBtimato 

1 - (19-'>2/64) 
OLSQ 

2 - (1960/81) 
OLSQ 

3 - (]969181) 
01.SQ 

4 - (1960/81) 
OLSQ 

Constant 

-0,70-1 
(--0,69)

-0,137
(- 1,12)

0,302 
(- 2,78) 

-0,380 
(- 0,91) 

SOUIICE: Cm1jWtiLrn E'�on.lmW'a. Bl"!d CNP. 

GDP 
Gap 

1,837 
(1,21) 

- 0,834 
(- 0,69) 

0,223 
(0,47) 

0,325 
(1,63) 

Independent Variablo 

Ilnte of 
Varintion
Dependcnt 

Vareble L� 

0,889 
(3,6S) 

1,702 
(5,'.:lS) 

l,940 
(7,43) 

0,30:i 
(2,34) 

Rate oC 
Vo.riotion
Prince in 
Dollo.rs 

of Import.s 
(Genernl 

Index 

0,645 
(2,02) 

Rnte of 
Vnriation

Price in 
Crmeiros 

of Fuol oil 

0,73!1 
(9, 17) 

0,75 

0,77 

0,88 

0,97 

DW SER 

2,25 0,124 

1,58 0,131 

1,71 0,098 

2,78 0,043 



technique, allow an infinite number of combinations and even 
the possibility that radically diUerent results may be obtained for 
the sarne phenomenon. ln the last few decades, the more widespread 
use ot econometrics and the coumless unresolved debates have 
taught us that the adoption of a positivist stance does not 
transtorm economics into a natural science. More than ever before, 
it is necessary now Lo understand and critically evaluate hypotheses 
which form the basis for interprcting the facts. Contador, judging 
from his comments, does not understand Lhe model presented 
in our work and the complex questions that moLivated it. His 
comments are simply onc more reestimation of the classical model 
of the Phillips curve for the Brazilian economy, the results of 
which are well-known. Our point is that the strong negative 
correlation between inflation and product gap in the sam pie period 
may be a consequence of the exclusion from this maciel of two key 
variables in the Brazilian inflationary process: wage policy and 
externai shocks. The first was totally omitted and the secànd 
incorrectly measured by Contador. ln this case, it is not surprising 
that the correlation reappears, which in our opinion may be 
spurious, between inflation and gap. Before debating the levei 
of signiiicance of the statistical coefficients, it is necessary to 
undcrstand what is actually being discussed. If not, then the debate 
runs the risk of instead of contributing to knowledge, simply 
producing a lot of noise. 
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lnflation and the level of activity 
in Brazil: an econometric stud y * 

Francisco Lopes•• 

This work examines the empirical relation between inflation and 
the levei of activity in Brazil. lt starts with a criticai review of 
some existing econometric studies, including 0<1r own previous 
work on tlie subject, with André Lara Resende. Then, a new 
form is put forward for modelling the inflationary process in an 
economy with unsynchronizcd wage indexation. Estimates given 
by this mo dei with annual data for the period 1969 / 81 suggest 
that: a) both the industrial product gap and its variation 
contribute statistically Lo the explanation of the intlationary 
process; but b) the impact of variations of the levei of activity 
on the rate of inflation is very small. 

l - lntroduction

The relationship between rate of inflation and levei of economic 
activity is a key factor in the design of a stabilization policy. The 
problem of stabilization always invoh·es a choice between: a) a 
conventional strategy, based exclusively on thc active contrai o( 
ndminal demancl; b) alterna tive strategics I ltat incorpora te wage 
anel price contrais; and e) simply to give up the struggle against 
inllation. The option necessarily depends on an assessment of the 
relative costs of the three alternatives, which can only be clone 

Editor's note: Tr:mslation rcviscd by lhe author. 
• This work is thc result of rescarch fin:rnccd !Jv thc National Economic 
RcSl'arch Progr:im. The a111hr.r would likc 10 tha:ik his co\lcagucs ai Pl.'C IR J 
and t'll'o anonymous rcaclcrs Cor thcir helpful comm�nts. The ckfinition of thc 
,•ariabl�! :mel the data usccl in this ::inicie are containctl in rhc App�n:lix 
(not includcd in this vcrsion of th� work) which can be comultetl by application 
lo tl1e author or thc publishcrs. 
•• Department of Economics, PUC/RJ. 
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on the basís of an estima te of the cm pirical relationshi p betwecn 
inflation and the levcl of activil y. 

This paper is divided into Lwo parts. The first, including 
Sections 2 anel ,1, undcna kes a criticai review of existi ng econometric 
stuclies, anel a methodological critique of our previous work with 
André Lara Resende, The conclusion that nane of thesc studies 
is satisfactory justifíes the tlevelopment of a new econometric 
estímatc, in the three secLions of the second part of the work. 
The major problcm is clealt with ín Section 5, where we have 
buih a model oI the inflationary process in an cconom y with 
umynchronizecl indcx:nion and of fixcc\ perimlicit y for wagcs. 
Section 6 presents some estimatcs of the model anel i nflation 
forecasts ti p to 1984 undcr differcnt scenarios. This wa y, we obtain 
a quanLitaLive assessmcnt of the influence of variations in the 
leve] of nctivity on inflation. Scction 7, the last of this part, 
presents a thcorctical j ustification for the hypothesis, used in the 
model of Section 5, that wagc policy determines the levei of inertial 
inf!atíon i n our economy. The articlc cnds wi th a bríef scction 
of conclusions. 

2 - Traditional estimares of rhe Phillips Curve 
for Brazil 

Table I presents a .,ummary of some existing econometric estimates 
for the relationship between inilation and Lhe levei of activity in 
Brazil. Despitc �orne diíferences in the variabks used and in the 
choice o[ thc dcpendcnt variable. ali estimates are based on a 
simplc modcl o[ the accelerationíst Phillips Curve, which assumes 
an inversc relationship betwccn thc accelcration of inflation :rnd 
the rate of unemployment. In the absence of data on the rate 
of unemployment, the transposition of this modcl to the Brazilian 
situation dcmands thc use of thc output gap (calculated according 
to thc percentage deviation o[ an índex of thc real aggregate 
prnduct i n relation to a tendency line) as a dcmand variablc: 
the hypothesis of a stablc rclationship betwccn the unemploymcnt 
rate and the output gap, that is to say, Okun's Law [cf. Oktm 
(1970) ], is thereforc ímplicit. 

A superficial cxamination o[ thc tablc seems to sbow that 
the applicaLion of this model to the Brazilian case is quite 
successful. The lagged inílation cocfíicient is vcry significan tly 
dilkrent from 1, confirming the accelcrationist naturc o the 
Phillips Curve. On the other hand, ali the estimate for the gap 
cocfficient are significantly cliffercnt from zero and have the 
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Tradilional Btimales o/ 

IhDt?nrJ,ot Numbcr of 
Author Varia ble Peiind Ôb•C!11,•11,ticnir1 

1 - l�mR1Ub�• (IOJ4] ,. J0.�3/l� 21 

2 - �r.1:1t..dn1 (Hli7) li 197-1[75 2� 

3 - L<m•n bor 11�8() rn;cnc 31) 

4 - l.,m,., uber I rn�() 4, ia_;�"ª �o 

� - • C'« nwln, (10! �) f; rns�11a �r. 
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M<lhod oi 
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MQO 

MQO 

MQO 

MQO 

MOO(?) 

MÇíl 

MQO 
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l 

the Phillips Gume

Su:ir..rt""' 
Eati�ntHI Fr,1111tino1 d 

(Stntillltic:11 e io lhnc:kttJ1� n2 mv ne.l[Tl'IIIJic11 

Enc1 

0,90-0,MaH+0,951� (-1) O,i2 1,65 C, 1 Jõ 
(l .t�] (UJI, 

0.031-0,159,,,, +o.3.'lc,í, o .�n � '),I n,nH 
(2 �1: l-l,n1:• (5,DIJ 
e 1 83---( , 1 t R .6,S, -0,747 �(-]] o ;a 1,48 O,C3� 

(--n,251 (1.06] (H,88] 
C,3l-U�J, + O.�l� v• (- ll n.,s �.�� n,r.A� 

(], 18) (3,:l.l) (O,O�l 
0,121--!l.'99! + O,R27,I, (-1] 0,57 �.rn 

(2,001 (-11111: (,1,90] 
[,1[3 -1.(�5/I +1.on�4. (-1) n 74 J ,go n,un 

n,go1 (2 .�-� o�., .. �•

--0,0H + !,8371/ + 0,HSO/ja (-1) o,;5 2,2� O,l!!.-1 

(-0.00) (1.21) {3,t!S) 
n I u-1,2m11 + 1.0��1J (-1) c,n 1.•r O.IH 
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correct sign (with lhe exception of estimate n.0 7, which 'will 
be discussed !ater on) , confirming the existence of a significant 
negative rela1ionship between the acceleration of inflation and the 
leve} of activity. 

However, when we go on to a more detailed analysis of the 
econometric evidence, ccrtain peculiarities must be noted. ln 
the first place, we see lhat the gap coefficient appears to be 
much greater than woulcl be expected from traditional estimates 
of the same empírica! relationship in other contries. Gordon's 
study (1977) o( the American economy in the 70s, for example, 
suggests a coemcient for 1he unemployment rate between 0.25 
and O. 50, which mcans that one extra percentage poiilt of 
unemployment produces a fall, over a year, of 1 /4 to 1 /2 percentage 
point in the rate o( inf!ation. If we assume that, accorcling to: 
Okun's Law, a variation o[ one percentage poiilt in the 
unemployment rate corresponds to a variation o( 2. 5 percentage 
points in the output gap, then the gap coefficient of the Phillips 
Curve should be, according to Gordon's evidence, from O. I to O. 2. 
This is much less than Lhe estimates between O. 5 and 1. O 
o( Table l. 

As the gap coefficien t increases, the im pact of variations of 
the levei of activity on the rate of inflation also increases. Indeed, 
a second peculiarity common to almost ali the estimates of Table I 
is that substantial reductions in the rate o[ inilation may be 
obtaincd with relatively moderate output costs. Using, for example, 
equation 8 lea�s Lo the following projections of the rate of 
intlation (in terms of annual averages) for the years 1982/84. on 
the hypothesis that the output gap is kcpt throughout the 
whole period at the sarne levei of I 3% reached in I 981. 

Cfrl (1980) 109.2% (observed) 

q'c1 (1981) 113.0% (observed) 

qd (1982) 97 .1% (projected) 

qd (1983) - 83 . 8% (pro j ected)

qd (I 981) 72. 5% (pro1ected)

These projections indicate that, even if lhe GDP growth rate 
returns in 1982 to its tendential levei of 7% a year, the demand 
shock engendered in 1981 will have becn sufficicnt to reduce 
the 1981 rate of inílation to around 60% of the 1981 levei. 
Undoubtedly there is a substantial contrast betwcen the "deflationist 
optimism" suggested by the Brazilian estimates of the Phillips 
Curve and the opposite "deflationist pessimism" which seems to 
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impregnate the Arnerican litcrature that is based on the sarne 
empírica) model [see, for example, Tobin (1980) ]. 

'\Ve should also consider certain elements that increase our 
doubts as to the forecasting reliability o! the equations in Table 1. 
The standard regression crrors are substantial (in the order of lO 
percentage points for the rate of inI!ation) and the equations 
lose ali their adherence in the recent episode of accelerated 
inflation (the forecasting error in equation 6 for the year l 980 
is of the arder of 40 percentage points). Besicle this, the estimate 
of the gap coefficient is extremely sensitive to the definition of 
the sample. If we compare, for example, equations 7 and 8, 
correspon<ling to periods before and after 1961, the gap coefficient 
changes sigo when moving from one period to another. 

The observations plots given below permit a visual analysis 
o( the instability o! this coefficient. The axes are inflation 
acceleration anel the gap; Figure I has observations for the period 
1953/81, Figure 2 for the subperiod 1953/64. It is clear, from the 
second graph, that the positive sign of the gap coefficient in the 
fre-1964 period results from the inilationary spurts of 1959 and 
1963 which cannot be explained by the model. lt is also 
interesting to notice that, if the points corresponding to the 
PAEG (1965/67) and to the energy shock of 1980 are eliminated 
from Graph I, it becomes difficult to detect any systematic 
relationship between changes in the rate of inflation and the 
output gap. 

3 - My model with Lara Resende 

'When ,ve examine thc observations in Figure 1 is clear that there 
are two important omissions in the traditional specifications of 
the Phillips Curve for Brazil. One results from not taking the 
effect o( externa! inílationary shocks into account which is hard to 
justify after the oi! crisis. They also disregard a key institu tional 
determinant o( the Brazilian economy since 1965: the compulsory 
indexing of wages established by the wage policy laws. Implicity, 
Equations in Table I imply the assumption that the market 
mechanism neutralizes the wage laws, which cannot be guaranteed 
a priori and shoulcl certainly be tested empirically. 

The model of the inflationary process that developed with 
André Lara Resende sought precisely to eliminate these two 
defficiencies of conventional Phillips curve analysis. On the one 
hancl, it allows for externai shock by introducing the price of 
imported inputs as a cose element in the price equation. On the 
other hand, it assumes that the Jabour market is divided into two 
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sectors: a market sector, in which the wage dynamics independent 
of the wage laws, and an institutional sector, in which wage 
behavior is defined by the wage laws. Since the relaLive size of 
the two sectors is not defined a priori, it is possible to test for thc 
importance of wage policy as a dcterminant of the price dynamics. 

One version of the model in structural form is the following: 

fJJ = a úi1 + (I - a) ÜJ2 
(1) 

'1i>1 = b - e H + l]d (-1) (2) 

1&2 = w• (3) 
'11 = d1 ,f .. + d� (w - g,) + d3 qd (-I) (4) 

where: a, b, e, di , d� :md d-J are positive constants; Ú/ 1 and w2 are 
the rates of change of the nominal wage in the market and 
institutional sectors; w is the average rate of change of the nominal 
wage; H is the aggregate output gap; qd (-1) is the rate of 
inllation for annual averages of the 'WPI-IA, with one period 
lag: w• is the wage readjustment clefinecl by thc wage policy; 
q is the rate of inflation for annual averages of the industry 
WPI-IA; lj,., is thc rate of change of the cruzeiro import price; 
and g, is the growth rate of labour productivity. 

The parameter a in equation (1) is the relative weight of the 
market sector in the labour force. lf a = 1, the wagc dynamics 
is detennined by the conventional Phillips curve of equation (2); 
if a = O, the wage dynamics determined by the wage policy 
in accordance with equation (3) _ Therefore, a mcasure of the 
relevance of thc wage policy in determining the price dynamics 
of the economy can be obtained empirically by testing the 
hypothesis a = 1. 

Equation (4) assumes a mark-up rule for fixing prices in the 
industrial sector, with ij.,. indicating the rate of change of the 
average cruzeiro price of imported inputs, (w - g�) indicating the 
rate of change ol the Iabour cost per unit of product and cjd (-1) 
indicating the built-in elcment of innationary inertia in the 
price of domestic inputs. 

Substituting equations (1), (2) and (3) in the price equation 
(4), and defining an externai shock variable z = i'Jm - qd(-1), 
we get the following reduced f01m for the rate of inflation of 
industrial prices: 

ij 1 = d1z + d2ab - d2acH -f-- (d1 + d2a + d3) ifd (-1) +

+ d2 (1 - a) (w,. - g,) - d2a g, 
f1z + fu - !2 H + faq• (-1) + ft (w• - g,) - fr,g, (5) 
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The esLimation of this reduced fonn for the period I 960/78, 
using the rate of change of the minimum wage as a proxy for w•

and the growth rate of per capita output as a proxy for g
p
, 

produced the results prcsented in Table 2. It should be noted 
that a dummy was introduced for 1963, as a result of the observation 
that, when the regression without a dummy is estimated (as in 
equation 5 of the table), the forecasLing errar in that year is 
systematically about three times larger than the standard regression 
error. Part of the explanation for this discrepancy may lie in the 
fact that the rate of change of the minimum wage is a particularly 
bad proxy for the rate of change of labour cost in 1963. 

A surprising result that shows up in Table = : the coefficients 
f2 

and f:,; o( the reduced form are not significantly different from 
zero and, besides, they have signs opposite to the expected ones. 
This mcans that thcse regrcssions do not reject the hypothesis 
a = O, or that the nominal wage dynamics depends only on 
the wage policy. As the sarne results can be repeated by using 
the general WPI instead of the industry WPI (with some loss in 
the ex planatory power of the regression) , the conclusion is that 
there is no significant relationship between the rate of inflation 
and the levei of activity in the Brazilian economy. 

lt is interesting to notice that, from thc point of view of the 
model of this secLion, the traditional estimates of the Philli ps 
Curve of the previous section are just the result of a statistical 
illusion. If the observations "contaminated" either by externai 
shocks (1974, 1976, 19i9 and 1980) or by imperfcct indexing 
of the nominal wages (1965, 1966, 1967 and perhaps 1968) are 
eliminated from Figure l, then the impression of a significant 
inverse relationship betwcen the acceleration of inflation and the 
output gap disappcars. The statistical illusion occurs because 
the inflationary externa! having occurred in perioels of high 
acLivity levei (small gap) anel the deflationary wage shocks in 
periods of low activiLy levei large gap). 

4 - A problem of econometric identification? 

Our work with André Lara Resende had the merit of questioning 
the traditional estimates of the Phillips Curve for Brazil. On the 
other hanel, however, our extreme result surprised me. When the 
model of the previous section was conceived, my a priori expectation 
was that both, the wage and externai shocks anel the pressure 
of demand, woukl contribuLe to the explanation of the inflationary 
process, but that the inclusion of the shocks in the econometric 
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analysis would substantially reduce the gap coefficient. The 
possibility of a zero coefficicnt, which cannot be reject from the 
evidence in Table 2 was not in our cogitations. 

Table 2

Lara Resende/Lopes Model 
(Dependent Variable: q,; Pcriod 1960/78 

lndepn1dl!11t VnrinLlca, 

Canotanl i:.-op ��(-1) º" 11 Dummy1 

Eauntion 1 
n2 - o.o, SE - o.o., 0,0287 0,2770 0,0034 0,3513 Cl,1716 0.0731, Cl.2�2/i 
DW - 2.30 (0,45] (2,SRJ (2,88) (l,•14J (0,33] (0.33J (5,32] 

E,iu.olin11 2 
R• - 0.07 SE - 0.03 0,3.!103 0,42 IO 0,5!\.I� o,2g27 
DW - 1.60 ,�.99) (3,78] (5,□."i] (7,22] 

E<1u.otinn ::! 
R• - o.OS SE - 0.03 0.02:1 0,31\S 0,485 OA5-1 0.073 0,0:311 0,2M 
nw - 2.os (O,MJ (õ,03] (0,01] (�,40] (0,17] co.2gi (7,43] 

EqW1tinn .f. 
R' - O.OS SE - 0.05 0,431 0,426 0,552 0,'1!10 
DW - 1.05 (7,20] (6,771 (10,03] (7,91] 

Eciuatinn lii 
R• - O OJ SE - 0.07 0,141 o .. ,�, 0.5M 0,22-1 -0,lnt 0.121 
DW - 1 01 (1,41) (2,83] (3,57] (1,01] (-1,33] (0,43] 

'NOTES� Vah1ca irt bratkl!U ■H !tatiatica t._ E,7u:11ti0ru1 1 nnd � ,•uu !i!tim.'\tm:l by thl!I m!!thod 
t1f in11truml"!nl� vnriablf!:!111, 1uin11 ft."! lruihum:mt11 the Utj! oi ch�nKe of thl!I priO-! in doll.:u·1 llf 
imnoru. �.a(-1), On, H. the cnm1t.ant. ti,� dnmmy for 1Dlrt nnrl the �wth rata oi the QIJA:rltum 
t1f impt.rt!. Eqnatic,na 3, 4 arid li Wflr& t!!ltim!lted by aimpli!! miriimum 11qun.rr:11. Tht! ll!.2tnrn&l 
ahoek vnriablo uoed in tbe 'º2T"""ion• wu dolined llll • - (1 + Qffl 1 / (1 + QJ- 1)). 
• Refonir11 to th@ YC!:!11' 1003. 

Let now examine this qucstion carefully. It seems reasonable 
to assume that thc wage policy determines the inertial inílation 
in our economy - what Eckstein (1981) called core inílation. 1 

It is known, however, that firms can make thc rate of change 
o[ thcir labour costs diverge from the wagc policy standard: 
upwards, through promotions, extraordinary gratifications and 
other benefits: downwards; through Iabour tumover. It is clear 
that in certain areas of the labour market - corresponding to 
what Okun (1981) called "carcer labour markets" - there is 
almost no labour turnover, as it would break the implicit work 

1 We i,,1 back 10 lhig Í.l�u, an Seclion 7. 



contract, characterizing the firm as a "bad employer" with negative 
repercussions on labour productivity and the average quality of the 
new workers that it might contract in the future. This would 
justify some downward inflexibility of the rate of change of 
labour costs in these sectors, relative to the inertial levei defined 
by the wage policy. 

lt is not reasonable, however, to infer from this that the rate 
of inflation (even if measured in tenns of industrial prices) must 
also be entirely insensitive to demand. There are sectors of the 
labour market (which Okun calls "casual labour markets") in 
which most of the jobs are of short duration and for which the 
notion of an implicit work contract has no relevance. This seems 
to be the case for important segments of agriculture, many services 
and even some industries (for example, civil construction and 
small industrial firms) . ln the American economy, approximately 
10% of workers aged between 30 and 34 have jobs of less than 
one year's duration [d. Hall (1980) ]; for the Brazilian economy, 
this number is possibly many times greater. ln these sectors, the 
wage policy cannot establish a very effective minimum for the 
rate of change of labour costs. 

Besides we should also notice that the wage policy is irrelevant 
for self-employed workers or liberal professionals, and that it is 
common for firms to adopt the practice of giving discounts on the 
selling price when they are surprised by an abrupt demand cut 
and want to get rid o( their surplus stocks rapidly. Even if the 
price inclex is calculated without taking these discounts into 
account, there may still be repercussions on the rate of inflation, 
if the phenomenon is occurring at the levei of intermediary goods 
and the cost of inputs in other sectors is affected. 

These reflections suggest that, despite the wage policy, there 
must be some connection between inflation and the leve] of 
activity, even if possibly tenuous. How then can we explain the 
results of Table 2? This is a complex question, for which we 
do not have a definitive answer. It is possible that the output gap 
variable is an inadequate measure of the Ievel of activity. It is 
also possible that the moclel of equations (1) to (4) is incorrectly 
specificd and that, as a result, a weak connection between inflation 
and the levei of activity has not been captured. We must also 
consider the possibility of the mechanics of the wage readjustments 
precluding the econometric identification of the equation (5) . 

To understand this last point, let us consider an alternative 
version of the structural model of equations (l) to (4). ln this 
model, the price equation is: 

q = j q,,. + (1 - 1) �ID (6) 
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where. � is the rate of change of the aggregate price index, q. 
is, as before, the rate of change of the average price in cruzeiros 
of imports anel lJ

w 
is the rate of change of the cost of labour. 

This last variable is determined by: 

where Lhe first two terms on the right-hand side of the equation 
are a consequence of the practice of unsynchronized wage 
readjustments with Iixed periodicity (see Lopes and Bacha, 1983, 
for a detailed derivation of this relation) and the other two 
terms represent the impact of the aggregate demand on labour 
cost. The third equation of the model represents the wage 
indexation rule: 

which makes the rate of wage reajustment less than the current 
inflation rate if ô is positive. 2 This parameter represents the 
discretionary element of wage contrai, which seems to have been 
particularly important in the years 1965 to 1968. 

Substituting (7) into (6) and using (8) to eliminatc the 
term w• (-1), we obtain: 

(8) 

li = j �m + (1 - J) k0 w• + (1 - J) (I - k0) (1 - 6) p (-1) +

+ '(! - 1) ·1,1 - (I -·1) (l - k2) H

(9) 

� ln Ollr work wirh Edmar llarha, •qua1ion, (7] anel (!!) au rnllap.,d in10 
:1 !!llnRlf! �q11:1tio11 � 

q. = � + (1 - À) i (-1)

as we did not take into account lhe tenns of dcmand of equation (7) and the 
discretionary policy parametcr of cquntion (8) . li would not, howcver, be 
corrcct to supposc Lhat: 

!Jecausc lhe variahlc ru• is not an adequatc proxy for the rate of variation 
of 1he annual ::iverage l::illour cost q •. This seems 10 bc confinned by the 
following regression Cor the period 1960/73: 

fb º = 0,88 f. + 0,02 f. (-1) 
(5,1!1) (0,1!1) 

R" = 0,76 

DW = l::16 

where q, is the cost of living indcx (annu::il ::iver-i�). 
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which is not. identical to equation .(5), estimated in Table 2, 
only because we are ignoring here the productivity growth 
term g,, ..

The identification problem becomes clear when we consider 
thc model of two simultaneous equations, (8) and (9), with 
endogenous variables q and 1ÍJ•. It is obvious that this model does 
not allow us to identify equation (9) ; if we run a regression 
trying to estimate this equation, we are in fact estimating equation 
(8), which is the only one that is identified. ln this regression, 
the coefficients f i and /2 will tend to be non-significantly different 
from zero, but the coefficients 1i and (3 may be significant if 
the va:riables. 4

m
, ü;• and q (-1) are strongly colinear, which 

is compatible with the results of Table_ 2. 
Obviously, the judgement as to whether a particular equatien 

is identified or not can only be made on the basis of the 
assum ption that the structural model considered is in fact the 
correct one. As thi� is always impossible to establish a priori, 
we must take great care before rejecting a regression as a result 
of a non-iclentification argument: after all, any econometric 
model is only an approximation to reality. 

It is interesting to notice that, Eram the point of view of 
our research objective, this identiíication problem (if it actually 
exists) is perfectly solublc. As our aim is to determine the 
magnitude of the partial derivate of the rate of inflation in 
relation to the gap, we only need an estimate of the reduced form 
of the model of equations (8) and (9) , that is to say, an 
estimate of: 

(10) 

This, however, is not an easy equation to estimate, despite 
its apparent simplicity. The problem is that, in view of equation (8) 
all the coefficients /� of the reduced form depend on the parameter 
of discretionary wage policy õ, 3 which probably took on different 
positive values in diHerent years of the sample. This means 
that each term on the right-hand side of the equation would 
have to be split several times to capture these discretionary 
variations of thc wage readjus1ment rúle; destroying ali the 
degrees of freedom of the regression. 

The strategy that we will adopt here to avoid this problem 
of instability in the coeEficients of equation (10) is to restrict 
our sample to the years after I 968, in which the· wage policy 

s Thc gap coefücient, for example, would be li = J�/ (J; (l - li)) , 
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produced readjustment rates that were approxim:itcly eq·ual to 
the rate of inflation. For these years thc parameter can be rnnsidered 
uniformly zero [cf. Simonsen ( 1974) ] .. 

Besides this, however, two other problems with the mod�l of 
eq�ations (6) and (8) müs[ b� fixed before trying to estimate 
it econometrically. One of them is in equation (8) , which defines 
the rate of change of labour cost in terms of wage readjustments. 
This equation was derived in our work with Edmar Bacha on 
the basis of some simplifying hypotheses and mainly with a view 
to thebretical analysis. It is diHicult to estimate the magnitude 
of: the errors o( approximation that resuk lrom·using it ·jn 
econ0inetric analysis. The other problem has tó dó with the 
externai shcick variable in the price equation (6). There are two 
considerations to be madc there: first, it is well known that the 
q.0niestic price of petroleum • çleriva,tives. behavecl after 1974 quite 
differcntly from the internatioirnl price o( oil; second, the 
hypothesis. of a unit.ary .elasticity substitution is implicit in 
equati�n- .(6) , whil.e Brazilian anel international evidence seems 
to indicate that. the ·el:tsticity of substitution between clomestic 
inputs and energy inputs is much less than 1, an<.1 probably not 
greater th;_m 0.20.·The next section develops a model of the 
inflatiop dyna�ics, in which all these problems are. overcomes. 

5 - A model of the inflationary process with 
unsyn�hronizêd wage indexation 

Le us assume the following mark-up rule for thé determination 
of industrial prices_: 

. . . 

p, = {xoPu (-2), + x,,,p.,, (-2) + x ... c .. _l (1 + a) (li) 

where p1 is the value of tbe industrial price •index in"a particular 
mo�th, Po (-2) anc! Pm (-2) are the two month lagged values 
ó( the price of. Euel-oil and the price in cruzeiros of nori-petroleum 
imports, e,,_. is the unit lal..Jour cots which wilJ be examined in 
detajl below), the terms ·x,,, for h = O, m, w represent technical 
coefficients anel u is the mark-up. The lag strucLure assumed here 
is arbitrary and presupposes - realistically in our opinion -
that increases in labour cost affect prices more rapidly than 
increases in Lhe costs of fuel-oil and othcr imponed ihputs. It 
would be better if the lag s!ructure were determined empirically, 
but this was not attempted in the present survey. 



Based on (1 1), and assuming a constant mark-up, we calculate 
the 12 months rate of inflation for industrial prices: ' 

(1 + p,) = Àu {l + Pu(-2)} + A. {l + p
l>l

(-2)} +

+ À,., {l + t..,) (12) 

where: the rates of inflation in 12 months are calculated according 
to the formula ! = (z/z (-12)) - I, so that, for example, 
p, = (PdP, (-12)) - 1 e Pa (-2) = (Po (-2) /Po (-1 4)) - 1; 
the elasticities are defined as ).0 = x0n0 (-12), ).,,, = x'"n.,, (1 2) 
and ).'° = x..,;t,.. (-12), with the symbol n introduced to represent 
relative prices, ffo = Po (-2) /,Pc, n.n = Pm (-2) /P, and ,t,., = c.,,/p,. 

We will assume that the technical coefficients are determined 
by: 

(13) 

for k = O, m or w, where the X" are constants and a may be 
interpreted as the elasticiry of substitution between inputs. 
Notices that we have adopted the simplifying hypothesis that the 
technical coefficients respond to relative prices wiLh a twelve 
month lag. The alternative hypothesis, that the technical coefficients 
respond to the current relative price, was also tested, but, as 
the value of the elasticity of substitution that we adopt is only O .20, 
the two hypothesis produce practica1ly identical estimates. 

A sma11 elasticity of substitution also a1lows us to assume that 
the sum of the e]asticities )." is approximately unitary, 11 so we 
can rewrite (12) as: 

p, = Àu {Po (-2) - l'..,} + À,,. (i, .. (-2) - Ew} + e ..

or, considering (UI) and the definition of the Àt: 

p, = "io [nu (-12) ]1-" [Po (-2) - e..,] +

+ X.,, (,t,,, (-12) jl-c, [p,,. (-2) - {10] + {., (14) 

4 The reader will notice rhat our notation us� the symbol p to indicate the 
value of a price índex in a particular month and the symbol q to indicate 
lhe av�rage value of lhe sarne price index over 12 (or G) months. ln this 
way. P is a rate of inflation measured in terras of annual (or half-yearly) 
:averagcs. 

li It is casy to vcriCy that thc corrcct formula in this case is: 
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As the wage readjustments have a fixed periodicity of n 
periods, and are more or less uniformly distributed over time, 
we can assume that Iabour cost is defined by: 

1 ,.,_,. 
e.=-�- :E w(-k) 

n k•O 

where w (-k) is the nominal wage with a. lag of k months. In 
this way, the cost of Jabour in a particular montb is a simple 
average of the values of the nominal wage that were obsei:ved 
in the last n months. 

(15) 

If we consider that the wage policy determines a standard 
for the wage readjustments, but that the effective readjustments 
may differ from this standard as a result of the levei of activity, 
it seems .reasonable to construct the following approximate 
measurê for the rate of change of Iabour cost. 

(l 6)

where e: is a simple average for the Iast n months of a nominal 
wage index defined by the wage policy (w•), that is to say: ª 

• 

e
.., 

I 
n 

k•ll-1 

I; ni• (-h) (17) 
n•O 

• It should bc notcd that thc gcncric tcrm n is bcing uscd hcrc so that wc 
can takc into account thc changc in wagc policy that occurrcd in 19'19, 
whcn thc valuc oE n was reduccd from 12 to 6. This changc will bc simulatcd 
hcrc in thc following way: 

a) Bcforc 1979: 

b1 For Dcccmbcr 1979: 

e) Aftcr 1979: 

1 {
·-� •-11 ) 

e� = -

12 
l: w• (-k) + (1.22) l: 111• (k) � 

.i,-a • •-• J 

i •-• 
� = - l: w•(-k) • 

li •-o 

A mca.surc or lhe potcntial inflationary impact of this changc in pcriodicity 
can be obtaincd by comparing thc values of t;;. which would bc produccd 
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Note that w• is the rate of readjustment determined by the. 
wage policy and w • is an index constructed on the basis of w ...

Substituting (16)- into (14), we have: 

p, = íofo {-12) {Po (-2): - ê:} + i,,.fm (-12).·{P-m (-2) - ê!} +

+ ê
,. 

+ a, - b;h (18) 

= !0 %0 + !,,._z,,. + t! + a, -- b,h 

where' h(-12) = t. (-12) 1 -o-and the variables Zi. = f,. (-12) 
p,. (-2) - �:.indicate the inflationary shocks th�t may be 
attributed to the variations in the cruzeiro price of petroleum 
(for k = O) and of other imported inputs (for k = m). Note that 
this equation defines a relation between the 12 months reate 
of inflation of the industrial prices and the raie of change 
measured by averages, annual or half-yearly, of the nominal wage 
de.fined by the wage poljcy, plus supply and demancl shocks. ln 
our opinion, this is the only -specification of the inflation dynamics 
that is compatible with the mechanics of unsynchronized wage 
readjustments·of -fixed periodicity existing in our economy. 

after 1979 according to the formula of item "a" with the "rcal'l values 
produced by Lhe formulas of items "b" and "e". The result is the following: 

(ln %) 

Year. (Old Formula) ("Real" Values) Differcnce 

1979 47 62 0,15 
1980 80 88 0,08 
1981 102 104 •0,02 

ln pcriods of in[la1ionary acccleratio'!, it is• nall1ral 1ha1 the rate of 
inílation mea0urecl by !ÍX monLhs aver:igcs should bc grca1er 1han lhe rate of 
infla1ion mcasu1cd hy 1wclvc months avl!rages, but 1he v:iluc _of the diffcrence 
in thc ye:ir 1979 sugges1s lhe po1sibilily of an a:ldilion:il inflationary impact 
as a result of the change in periodicity. 

Note, howcver, that this is an- in•flaÍionary impact on íhe cosi of lab,mr, 
which will overflow onto thc priccs if lhe mark-ups are fixcd, hui which can 
also be absorbcd by mark-up� reductions wi1hou1 any inflaLionar.y .cffcct on 
prices. Our experience in thi� rcsearch, in which wc expcrimcntl!d witl'I' the' two 
alternativc mcasures of lhe rale oi change. oi l:ibour cost in 1979, favours thc 
first hypolhesis, but in our opinion. 1his is an empírica! question 1h:11 remains 
opcn. In any case in 1he worst of ali hypothese�. the inflationary impact 
1h:i1 may be at1ribu1ed to lhe changc in Lhe wage policy is of Lhe arder of 
10 percentage poinu, which· is quite small in view of the magnitude of Lhe 
recent inflationary spurt. 
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6 - Empirical implementation of the model 

Table 3 presents estimatcs of equation (18) and some possiblc 
variants. As can be seen, the statistical adjustment of the maciel 
to the data is quite satisfactory. It should also be observed that: 

a) the coefficicnts of the supply shock variables, z0 and. z., 

are significant in ali the estimates; 

b) changes in the value assumed for the elasticity of •
substitution (compare estimates I to 6) has little effect on rhe 
estimated values of the coefficients: the most important difference 
is in the coefficient of z0, which doublcs when the value of 1.he 
elastici ty is altered' from O. 20 to 1 ; 

e) the gap coefficient has a correct sign in all the cstimates
and is highly significant in the first four; in the last two, the 
significance is smaller; but the estimated value of the coefficient 
is practically the sarne as in estimate 1; 

d) our equation does not give a very good explanation ,for
the year I 973, when the forecast errar is systematically two to 
three times greater than the average standard errar for the other 
years, which may bc the result of an errar of mcasurement in the 
dependent variable (remember the con1roversy over the 
undcrestimation o( inHation measure� for 1973), justifying thc 
use of the dummy in estimates 2, 3 �nd 4; and 

e) the best estimates from the point of view af the standard
regression errar (SRE) are 3 and 4, in which the change in the 
gap appears significantly as a demand variable. 

These estimates, 3 and 4, suggest an· interesting notian ahout 
the way changes in the levei of activity aHect the rate of inflation. 
The ímplicatíon is that a change in the gap, which is sustained 
over time, produces a much greater impact on the inflatianary 
process in the first year a(ter thc change than in subsequent 
years. A justification for this effect may lie in the behaviour 
of mark-ups: if the rate of change of the average mark-up in 
industry is positively associatcd wíth the rate of change of thc 
industrial product, it follows that it is also negatively associated 
with variations in the industrial output gap. 7 We can also recall 

7 Let y bc thc logarithm of the industrial product and y lhe logarithm of 
thc porential product. \Vc c:m define, without a largc errar of approximation, 
h = y - y which implics ó. h = t:i."I - f:J.y. Iri this las! cxprcssion, the lirst 
tcnn is (approximately) thc growth rale of thc potential product - which is 
assumcd to bc constant - and lhe sccon thc growth rate oI the industrial 
product (QED) . 
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t,,:J Table 3 

Eslimatt! o/ Equation (18)
(Depe11 denl Variable: P1 - WPI - Global Supply-Industry; Period: 1969/81 - Va/ues for December o/

Encli Year - 13 Observaiions) - Ordiriary Least Squares

I ndcpcndcnt Yo.1 iab!Cfl 
E:itimate 

R' DW SEn 

.fo :� Con,tnnt h t!.h 
.. D1lmmy 
e• (1973) 

n.• 1 0,031 0,237 -0,013 -0,316 1• 0,90 1,73 0,035 
( .. -0,20) (2,36) (4, TI) (-íl,87) (-2,20) 

R�9 2 0,(Y.31 0,2i4 - 0,02 - 0,308 1. -0,081 0,94 1,49 O,0:lS 

(.- = 0,20) (2,03) (ll,73) (0,!.'>) ( - 3,33) /-'.!,·13) 

n.• 3 0,019 0.299 - 0,009 - 0,298 - 3,334 1• (-0,103) 0,9ti 2,17 0,023 
( .. -0,20) (2,03) (8, 12) (-0.82) (-2,78) (-2,25) (3,58)

n.• 4 0,018 0,2!l6 - 0,31ili -0,2!19 1. - O,l08 0,96 2,07 0.0'.!G 

( .. =0,20) (1,97) (S,2GJ (-5,40) {-2,15) (-3.94) 

n.• 5 0,035 0,246 -0,005 -0,26S 0,065 o,mi 1,76 0,037 
( .. = 0,20) (2,29) (4,53) (-0,26) (-1,53) (16,60) 

n.• 6 0,005 0,2.59 -0,023 -0.200 1• 0,90 1,86 0,035 

<•= 1) (3,6.S) (4,3S) (-1,-14) (-1,39) 

,.F. u'.11,r.cu• rr.ih Jc:tio:o cn:i t.lu tfleflirier11. 



that, in thc classic studics oE Phillips (1958) :ind Lipsey (1960), 
both thc uncmploymcnt r.ite :ind its rate o[ change used to 
cxplain the intlationary proccss, and that Lipsey has constructcd 
a justification [or this bascd on Lhe sprcad o[ uncmplo)IDCnt 
among cliflcrent scctors o[ thc cconomy. 

Our preferecl justifirntion for Lhis rcsult is based on the notion 
Lhat in thc Brazilian cconomy thc bchaviour of the potential 
product of inclustry must be aHccted by tl1e bchaviour o( the 
levei oE activity. Think of an economy with strong population 
pressure, in which thcre exist, síde by side, a "modem" segment 
,incl a "tr.iditíonal" scgmcnl o[ the labour market. \Vhat characterizes 
a worker as a mcmber of 1he modem scgment may bc his greater 
levei of lJU.iliíication anel the fact o( Iiving in an economic.illy 
dcvelopcd gcographic;il .irea o[ the country. Thc mpply of labour 
for industry <lepcn<ls on thc labour force cxisting in this modern 
scgment of the labour markec. lt is reasonable to suppose that 
in thc short Lerm thcre is an inelastic labour supply curve for 
industry. br,t th:11 in the mcdium tenn the migration of workers 
from the 1radi1ional sector to the modem sector (or vice vers;i) 
in rcsponsc to varíations in industrial employment, makes the 
shorHcrm supply curve shift horizontally. The rcsult is that a 
change in the levei of industrial activity has its effect on the 
cxcess dema11d (ar �upply) in the modem segment of the Iabour 
market and as a resulc, it� effect on the nominal wage in this 
sector, partially neutralized in the medium term by these shifts in 
the labom supply. a 

It is importam to notice that the gap coefficient estimated 
in Table 3 cannot be comp:m:d with convcntional estimatcs 
of thi; cocfficicnt, likc thosc in Table 1, as the vari;ible p1 - e: 

a To m3kc our cconomctric result comistcnt wich this 3J'f:Umcnt, the 
mc:isuremcnt o( 1he (lDtcncial prodnct h:is 10 be rc!ormulated in 1hc followins 
way: Ice us considcr our measurc of gap /1 = y - y, wherc y i, lhe usual 
c0ncep1 of po1cntial output, cons1ruc1cd nn 1he l.J:i..,i., of the a.ssump1ion oí :i.
constam ST□wth rate. g, and lcl us assume that thc es1ima1cd pricc cquation is: 

i, = a (h + t,./1) + b 

ln which, as in our cstimatc in Tablc 3, thc cocHicicnt of /, and t::,./, is tl,c same. 
Ddining a ncw mcasurc of potcntial output as y• = 0.5 ('/ + :)1 (l)), 

wc can rcwritc 1hi, !ase cqua1ion a,: 

p = -a (y• - y) + b• 

whcrc b• = 1, - �- Note that thc growth raie ar y• i< :ipproximatdy 
g• : O. 5 (i; + g (!)), whcrc g (1) is thc growth rate oi thc díccti"c: producc 
in lhe prcvious yc:n. 
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is different from 1he annual acceleration of inflation p, - f,, (-12). 
\.Ve can:, however, calculaLe this annual acceleration if we use 
our equation to project p, month by month, for the 12 following 
months. To do this, howcver, we need another equation that 
will allow us to determine the evolution over time of w• and, 
ccinsequently, of ê:. The equa1ion that we will use is for the 
rate of variation in 12 months of w•, with a lead of two months 
reflecting the current systematic of using the National Consumer 
Price Index in fixing the wage readjustment: 

• w• (+2) = 0,32 p, + 0,68 t., - 0,21 Za + 0,14 dummy-1974
(5,65) (-1,87) (7,87) 

R2 
_ 0,95 

r, W 2,08 
SER _ 0,016 

This equation was estimated by ordinary mm1mum squares 
for the period 1969/80 with the restriction that the coefficients 
of p� and 'ê

,. 
add up to 1. The variable z

,. 
is a measure of 

agricultura) shock, equal to the difference between the rate of 
agricultura! producLion for interna] supply and the trend value 
of 1his variable, of the arder of 4% per year. A dummy variable 
w�s. included lo c�pture lhe l0% wage bonus of 1974. 

The results of a simulation exercise for the period 1982/84 
are presenteei in Table 4. ln the three simulations presented, we 
assume that the interna] price of [uel-oil changes proportionally 
to the WPI-IA-industry and that the rate of change of the internai 
price of imports maimains the sarne relation of proportionality 
observed in 1981 with the rate of wage readjustment {see the 
explanatory notes in the table). Of course, these hypotheses are 
arbitrary and have to bc taken into account when reading the 
results of the simulations. 

The three simulations diHer in the following way: 

a) reference simulation - industrial output gap increasing
1hroughout 1982 to a figure of 27% (corresponding to an 
industrial output growth rate of 4%) and remaining constant 
thereafter; there is no agricultura} shock (z

,. 
= O) ; 

b) altcrnative 1 - constant gap at the levei ar 22. 4%
observed in 1981 (corr�sponding to an industrial output growth 
rate of 8. 5% over the whole period) ; there is no agricultura} 
shock; and 
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Table 4 

Simulalions of the 12 Months Rate of lnflatio11 of Industrial PriceJ 
(WPI-IA) 

Yenr/Month 

1981/12 
19R2/00 
1982/12 
1983/06 
1983/12 
J984/.J6 
1984/12 

Reforence 
Simulntion 

99,6 
93,2 
92,3 
96,7 
98,7 
99,6 
99,9 

NOTES: al Valuc obo,rvod iD IQSl 1!:. 

Alterna tive 1 

99,6 
96,3 
96,4 

100,2 
103,4 
105,6 
107,2 

AJtemntive 2 

99,6 
92,5 
91,5. 
96, 1 
97,3 
97,5 
97,4 

bJ ln nll tbl! l!imulntio1H1 it i.1 ft.11:�uml!d tJ,nt: Pa - •JJ.-:: (intunnl p:il!I! cf fu@l...oil ltl'CW■ 
tolt'th•• ,vit.h tbo WPl-1,\ iDdu•tryJ: 9nd ""' - (1 + ;,•J (1. 10) - 1 (lho relntio�•hi� h•h• .. n 
t.l:ie rnte.!I nr ehnng:11 of thEI priel!! in cl"1..12t!irm oi imporl!! nnd the \'\:DKI"! rendjwitmll!!nt indC!:1 - thnt UI 
to MY, th(! Nntionnl Corummu Prit1:! lndl!!:t: - ob�::irvcd in rns1 i!I mni[]t:!ino:::11. 

eJ Rducnce 1iimulntion - �umt".!I tb:d the Jii:Dtl im:�ren.:'!U throu,:baut 1082 io 27% by 
•he end of thc )'t!.Br (equivnll:!nt h1 nn indwhinl ou1:cut growth ra.t11 cf -1% in Hll!�] nrid C(]ff.!lt.a.nt 
t11erenfter: ngrituHwal l!!hodc � - O. 

d) Altunnti,,111 1 - D.5!1Uffle.!I .n. o:,nJ!lln�t 1n.E1 n.t tht! l4!!Yt!I aJ !!:2:. -1% ali.er""od in 1081, nnd 
A&Ti!!:!t.dtw-nl 11hc�lc =a - O. 

e]' Al�i-nativ; 2 -_ 11<1un.l t.o the r�ff!nl!!ln�11 l!imuJnt.ion u fu li! tbe evalution t.f u�I!! J!ID i• 
•cncm,11!\I, but 11.Uum"" n d•fi.oticnnry nr:rioultu,,,J 1bc,k, •• - .!!% iD 1082. 

e) alternative 2 - the only difference in relation to the
reference simulation is the hypothesis oI a de[lationary agricultura} 
shock in _I 982, with Za = 5%, 

1t is interesting to note that, despite the statistical significance 
of the gap and gap variation coefficient in our regression, the 
cffect on the inflation dynamics of the strong clemand shock 
suffercd by the Brazilian economy in 198 l a ppears to be small. 
ln the reference simulation, for example, though the demand 
shock is intensified throughout 1982 the rate of inflation falis 
only about 7 pcrcentagc points, and later increases once again, 
presenting at the end of 1984 practically the sarne value observed 
a·t the end of 1981. Comparing alternative I with the reference 
simulation, wc see. that if the gap does not increase .by about .!í 
pcrccntage· points throughout I 982 (reimaining at 22 .4%, instead 
of going up to 27%), the rate of inflation at the· end of 1982 
will be greater by about 4 percentage points arid, at the end of 
1984, by about 7 pcrcentage points. The agricultural deflationary 
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shock o[ altcrnativc 2 produces even less signi[icant di[Icrcnccs 
in relation to thc rcfcrcnce simulation, 

1 t is c!ear tha t thc simulation rcsults depcnd on our hypothcscs 
on thc internal price of pctroleum and othcr imports. Roughly 
spea king, however, Lhcy secm Lo corro bom te Lhe <lellationist 
pessimism suggcstcd by our prcvious work with Lara Resende, 
ln spite of its high social cost, reccssion secms to bc a rather 
inefficicnt mechani�m for fighting inllation in Brazil. 

7 - A note on the role of expcctations 

Our model of the in[Jationary proccss assumes that the wage 
policy determines the levei of incrlial inllation in the cconomy. 
ln this section we are going Lo show that this hypothesis would

be adcquate even if the wagc policy were applietl only to a small 
segmcnt of the labour market, with thc salaries in the rest o[ 
the markct being cletermined by the free play of market forces. 

Let us consider a maciel similar to that in our work with 
Lara Resende, with Lhe b.bour market divided into two sectors. 
ln sector l, the market operates freely, anel the variation of the 
nominal wage Í5 determincd by a Phillips Curve: 

(21) 

where h, is the rate of uncmploymcnt in thc sector and p• thc 
expecte d rate of inflation. Sector 2 is the segmen t of the labour 
market in which the wage policy determines the inertial levei 
of inflation, so that the variation of the nominal wage is: 

(22) 

whcre h2 is the rate of unemployment in the sector and w0 the 
inertial levei dc[ined by the policy. As lar as the presem 
discmsion is conccrned. it is not necessary to specify this last 
variable in any dctail: it is sufficient to assume Lhat it is <letermined 
by a stable rule fully known to lhe public. Vve also assume that 
thc rate of inílation is a weighted average of Lhe rates of change 
of nominal wage in the two sectors: 

p = a ili, + (1 - a} -&2 

Substítuting (21) and (22) into (23), we obtain a reducc 
Iorm of Lhe model: 

(23) 

p = -ab h 1 (-1) + ap• - (l - a) e l,2 (-1) + (24) 
+ (1 - a) w0 
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which, wich rational ex pectation�, can bc used to .:alculate the

cxpcctcd rate of inflation: 

� --1 
p• = (T _ a) {ab li1 (-1) + (1 - a) e Ir� (-1)} + tí)0 (25)

Applying (25) into (24), we havc: 

• -nb
P = (l -a) h1 (-1) - e h2{-l) + w0 (26) 

which shows that tl1e inertial k,•cl of infl:uion in the economy 
(thac is to say, lhe rate oí inflation that occurs whcn /r 1 (-1) = 
= li� (-1) = O) is dctcrmincd by thc wagc policy, despite 
there being a segment of the labour markct in which wagcs :ire 
determint!cl by the free play of markct forces. 

8 - Condusion 

This work has studiecl the empirical rclationship betwecn infl:J.tion 
and the levei of activity in nr::izil. The Jirst threc sections wcre 
dcvoted to a criticai rcview oF some economctric stuclies on the 
subject. Various estimales of the conventional Phillips Curve, 
made for Brazil by Lcmgruber and Contador, are cxamined in 
Section 2. The output gap coe[ficients estimatecl by thesc authors 
are much grcaLcr than would bc expccted on thc basis of similar 
estimates lor Lhe Americ:rn economy. Besidcs chis, the standard 
regrcssion errors are substantial, thc equations havc very littlc 
predictive power in thc recent episode of inflation acceleration 
and thc estimatc o[ thc gap coe[licient appears to he very sensitive 
to thc clcfinition of thc sample period. 

Section 3 reproc!uccs the rcsults of our previous work, which 
sought to corrcct two unjustifiable omissions in thc conventional 
estima tes of the Phillips Cun-e for Brnzil: not caking into accoum 
thc efícct of externai shacks anel ignoring the com pulsory indexing 
o( wages imposecl by the wage policy legislation. As we havc 
secn, chis work produced 1he unexpcctccJ result that there is no 
statistically significant rclationship bctween inflation anel rhe levei 
of ;ictivity. 

This surprising result is critically assessecJ in Section 4. Some 
thcoretical arguments are prescnted, suggcsting that this 
relationshi p can coexist wich a Brazilian type wage policy. It 
Iollows a discussion of the possibility tl:iat the possíbilí ty that the 
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equation es1imated in our work with Lara Resende may not be 
econometrically idenri[ied. This type of argument, however, 
always involves Lhe assumption that the structural model considered 
is in fact the correct one, which obviously cannot be established, .. 
a priori. The section also discusses some ways of overcoming 
this potential non-identification problem. 

At this point, the article should have demonstrated the need 
of a new model of the in[lationary process in an economy with 
an unsynchronizecl indexation o( wages. ln this model, which is 
presented in Section 5, Lhe 13 months rate o( inflation is 
explained by a lagged inflation iate constructed on the basis 
o( average values of the wage index. The maciel also takes externai 
inCiationary shocks into consideration and allows for the Eact that, 
as a result of subsidies, thc behaviour of the domestic price of 
petroleum derivatives does not necessarily follows the behaviour 
of the internaLional price. 

Estimates of the maciel with annual data for the period 
1969/81 are reported in the Eollowing section, showing that both 
the industrial output gap and its variation contribute significantly 
to the econometric explanation o( the rate of inflation of 
industrial a priccs. However, a simulation exercise with this 
equation, also presented in Section 6, shows that Lhe impact of 
variations ó/ lhe levei of aclivily on Lhe rale of inflation is very 
small. Assuming, for example, that the output gap increases 
during 1982 to approximately 27% (corresponding to an industrial 
growth trade rate of 4% in the year) and then remains constant 
at this high levei, we obtain a reduction in the rate of inflation 
of industrial prices from 99% in December 1981 to about 92% 
in December l 982 (in the most optimistic simulation), that is to 
say, a reduction oE only 7 percenc:i.ge points as a result of the 
greatest depression in the levei of activity suffered by the Brazi!ian_· 
economy in recent history. ln our simulations, the rate o( inflatiort 
increases from 1983 onwards, but this result depends crucially 
on the hypothesis adopted for exchange policy. 

The last section of thc work takes a brief look at a theoretical 
assumption that is implicit in the model usecl in the two previous 
sections. The hypothesis is that the wagc policy determines the 
,inertial levei oI inffation, and this section demonstrates that it 
would be adequate even it the wage policy were applied only to 
a small segment of the Iabour market, with the wages in the 
rest of the market being determined by the free play oE market 
forces. Basically, this theorem tells us that in an economy in 
which· the labour market is segmented in two sectors, with the· 
wages being determined in.one .of them by a wage policy rule 
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and being determined in the other by a conventional Phillips Curve 
with raLional expectations, then inertial inf!ation (which is the· 
rate of inflation which occurs when the two markets are 
simultancously in eq�ilibrium (is detcrmined by the wage policy 
rule, that is to say, in this economy the wage policy rule dominates 
Lhe expectations. 
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